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Preface

PREFACE

When today's shift from a supply-driven to a customer-driven economy
becomes coupled with future science and technology advancements, it will
force massive reshaping of the 21" century enterprise.

In the recent past, centralized, hierarchical management structures began
disappearing as restructuring initiatives  of the early 19905 responded  to  new
marketplace demands. The availability of relevant information technologies
(e.g., Internet, EDI) enabled business to abandon centralized management to
better compete in a customer-driven market, characterized by a one-to-one
relationship with the customer, networked organizations, and networks
between enterprises and their suppliers and customers. Concurrent with this
business change, IT itself became more decentralized and increasingly
networked, and, in the late 905, Peter Drucker introduced the 'knowledge age',
where the business value of information technology became, by definition, the
value of information and knowledge delivered by IT to managers in the
enterprise.

Futurists predict that technology advancements of the 21" century in the fields
of information, materials, and energy technologies will create new enablers of
change for the enterprise. In this environment, successfully managing
business/technology relationships become critical to the strategic fit [Porter,
1996] of the enterprise.  As a consequence, the requirement increases for
business managers to understand the impact of technology and technology
change, as does the requirement of the technology managers to understand the
impact of change in the competitive environment and business organization.

For those specifically concerned with advancements in information
technology, future success may largely depend upon the degree to which both
business and IT management fully understand and manage the business
change-technology change relationship. We refer to this emerging area of

Xi



Preface

responsibility that falls between the boxes of organizational charts as the
business/IT relationship, or the business/IT linkages.

Once identifying the new relationship/linkage, there are obvious questions to
be examined. For example, does current management theory apply in this
case; are there examples of companies that have managed these linkages well;
and are there general guidelines that we might apply.  To gain perspective on
these and other related questions, the book/thesis consists of five Parts.  Part i
(Chapters 1-4) introduce the research questions  and a research framework
based upon an extensive literature search encompassing current theory and
practices. Part II (Chapters 5-7) contain the three case studies.  Part III
(Chapters 8-10) contain  the case analyses  and  Part IV (Chapters  11-12)  the
conclusions, addressing the research questions posed in the first chapter.  Part
V (Chapter 13) contains reflections  by the author on the current state-of-the-
art regarding the management of business/IT interrelationships and
interdependencies.

One may read the entire text or selected chapters. For example, the
combination of Chapters 1,8, and  11 through 13 provide a presentation of the
research questions and conclusions. Chapters 2 and 3, combined with
Chapters 9 and 10, present the theory development and resulting case analysis,
and Chapters 5 through 7 provide the details of each of the three case studies.

NOTE: This book/thesis is not about issues of managing the internal
organization and activities of the IT organization, nor is it about managing
technical issues such as Information Resource Management (IRM), as these
issues are already recognized as having consequence on the effectiveness of
the enterprise.
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the problem

1.    Introduction to the problem

1.1 Global change impacts business agendas

Not too long ago. an enterprise could, for the most part, initiate its own
agenda of change.  If an enterprise decided to expand its market, it did
so by making incremental, planned modifications to its organization,
strategy, and technology support.  When it modified organizational
design, it considered and managed the impact on customers and
employees in an attempt to maintain the enterprise equilibrium.
Strategies and operational planning methodologies focused on change
management, based upon the assumption that the enterprise could
anticipate, plan for, and methodically integrate any change into its
already existing structure. When considering the development of a new
product line or expanding an already existing one, go or no go decisions
were based on a few relatively simple questions:

•   Core competencies: What are our core competencies that
provide added value to the customer, and do we apply
them to the production of this product or service?   Do we
currently possess the necessary core competencies to
produce the product or deliver the service, or must we
strengthen them?  If not, will outsourcing provide the
level of added value necessary?

•    Organizational structure: Given our current (hierarchical)
organization, should the function responsible for
producing this product be at headquarters (centralized) or
in an appropriate line of business (decentralized)?

•    Enterprise operating environment: Is this compatible with
our current family of products?  Will our current cost
structures allow profitability? How easily can we offer
this product as compared to our competitors?

•   Market environment: Who are our customers? What is
our competition? Do favorable distribution channels
currently exist?

• Geographic environment: Are there any existing
regulatory agencies, or tariffs and trade agreements that



Chapter I: introduction to the problem

might inhibit our entry and competitiveness in this
market?

Businesses had yearly strategic planning sessions, to plan incremental
changes for the next year, and every two to five years they developed
(or updated) a long-range plan.  This was an effective approach in a
relatively stable economic environment. As for IT strategy
development, many business managers didn't include the IT
organization in its strategic planning sessions.  They were advised by
business on a need to know basis, and only after completion of the
strategic business plan.

It was in just such an environment that we introduced the ideas of
Information Economics [Parker, Benson & Trainor, 1988] and
Information Strategy and Economics, [Parker, Trainor & Benson, 1989].
Our intent was to introduce new planning and justification techniques
into IT organizations that would support a broad strategic dialog
between the business and IT functions.  We did this in the belief that
iS/IT (the equipment, systems, and services) and the IT organization
(people and functions) would become an increasingly important factor
in determining the competitiveness of future business organizations, and
to instill a sense of business/IT partnership.
However, the pace of both contextual and transactional environmental
change immediately quickened. 1989 marked the fall of the Berlin Wall
and the 1990's ushered in the unification of East and West Germany, the
breakup of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, and the velvet divorce of
Czechoslovakia. Simultaneously, other European countries (including
the newly unified Germany) worked to make the European Union (EU)
and European Common Market a strong economic trading block.  BMW
announced that it would build the first German automobile

manufacturing facility outside Germany; GM announced it would
source globally for manufacturing supplies and parts; and Hewlett-
Packard set up a programming center outside Bombay, signaling the
possibility of India becoming the world's most proficient producer of
computer software. Businesses everywhere began contemplating the
impact of global competitors, overseas workforces, and customer-driven
markets.

For much of 1993, the US newspapers focused on the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). and whether Congress would ratify it.
Parties favoring protectionism claimed that whole industries would

2



Chapter  1.   Introduction to the problem

move South to Mexico if approved. Meanwhile, continental trade
advocates focused their campaign on the jobs created resulting from
increased trade among the members, and the necessity of forming an
effective economic trading bloc to pit against the European Union (EU)
and Japan. Within a week after the signing of NAFTA, front-page
newspaper coverage in the US shifted to highlight globalization issues,
and focused on negotiating a new trade agreement with Japan and on the
General Agreement on Trades and Tariffs (GATT). GATT, the
precursor of the World Trade Organization (WTO), represented the
result of negotiations that spanned several years, involved   125
countries, and surpassed 20,000 pages of agreements. Globalization
was at the doorstep of every business.

The above changes created a new contextual environment for
competition, involving reassessment of potential markets, customers,
and competitors. As businesses began adjusting to their new external
environment, their transactional environment - their relationships with
suppliers, between employees, and with customers - also changed.

In the mid-905, business literature began to focus on organizational
restructuring to improve cost structures and market response.
Downsizing and outsourcing became part of the everyday business
vocabulary, changing the shape and form of competitive enterprises.
Many hierarchical organizations built around the principles of mass
production evolved into flatter, horizontal organizations built around
the concept of a high involvement workplace with self-managing teams
and employee empowerment.  This new organizational form focused on
managing business processes and accomplishing a strategy (through
increased emphasis on horizontal coordination), rather than functional
departments focusing on control (a hierarchical control of work).  For
some enterprises, the phenomenon Of the flatter organization was an
accident as a result of cost cutting measures and downsizing, where
fewer people with better communications (primarily the use of
electronic mail or e-mail) discovered they could get their work done
with less confusion by personal networking. For others, the new
organizational form was planned and achieved in bits and pieces,
gradually optimizing and fucusing information systems investments to
effectively aggregate and distribute operational information.

Unlike the more rigid hierarchical model based on the principals of
mass production (where products require a sustainable, homogenous,

3
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well-defined customer set), this new organizational focus supported the
flexibility and agility necessary to respond to changing requirements.
(These changes came as a result of new customer requirements, whether
domestic or foreign, changes in social and political policies, availability
of labor, etc.) Business needed to create an organizational environment
in which it could better serve its customers through more customized
products and services, and ease the introduction of innovation and
change.

Ideally, in this new organizational form, employees would group to
accomplish a complete piece of work and have information available
when needed, unfettered by a hierarchy and free of unnecessary filters
imposed by management. The fundamental role of management also
sh ifts from controlling the hierarchy to nurturing and enabling learning
and change to continually improve the business. In this new
environment the performance measures - the measures of success -
focus on constant re-examination of business strategies and on
continuous improvement of the business processes designed with the
customer in mind. Critical concern to IT management, these newer,
more flexible organizational forms required the support of IS/IT
systems to distribute the needed knowledge, accountability, and results
anywhere and anytime.

As managers worked to create, implement, and fine-tune an internal
organization more responsive to change, change was unrelenting in the
outside world. Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic became
members of NATO; VW acquired a crown jewel of England (Rolls
Royce), Daimler-Benz and Chrysler became DaimierChrysler; and the
US banking industry continued reinventing itself through mergers and
acquisitions.  By the end of the decade the focus of business news
shifted once again, and the new news was the euro -

with predictions
that it will prove to be the catalyst for a European economic
renaissance. At about the same time, two potential problems surfaced:
the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) lOK problem for US financial
services (where recording the average would require a larger field) -
and the Y2K problem - with predictions that it alone, if poorly managed,
could trigger a worldwide recession. While the euro initially affected
only corporate books, bank transfers, credit-card payments, home
mortgages, and stock markets within the EU, and the DJIA IOK within
US financial services - all lS/IT dependent activities - the Y2K
problem caused a world-wide diversion of significant IT resources from

4



Chapter 1: Introduction to the problem

new applications development.  With this decade of cumulative change,
many businesses lost control of their change agendas. Business
strategies and operational planning methodologies that continued to
focus on planned incremental change management were unable to
effectively cope with the revolutionary business change of the 9Os,
where business transformation was required.

1.2 The concept of competitive fit for the 21" century enterprise
Business managers constantly struggle with how they should change
their current organization - its internal and external structures and
interfaces - to maintain and/or improve its competitive position.
(Porter [1996] uses the term competitive fit to describe these dynamic
balancing actions. Competitive fit is the cumulative result of achieving
/maintaining both internal fit and external fit - inter- and intra-
organizational appropriateness.)  In the current business environment of
expanding geographical markets, a changing workforce, customer-
driven planning and new enabling technologies, many businesses are
responding to these external forces by gradually abandoning generic,
bureaucratic, and static organizations where IT plays a supportive role.
In the new competitive environment, businesses increasingly turn to
contingency, organic, and network learning organizations. These

organizational forms require increased emphasis on inter-organizational
design and organized decision-making, and IT often becomes the
business enabler. Under these circumstances, IT becomes an integral
part of the business, especially in the areas of planning and processes,
necessitating the formation and management of new inter-organizational
business/IT linkages and relationships to ensure appropriate fit.

Impact on IT
The new business organizational form, combined with the IT charter as
an enabler, creates an environment of inter-relatedness of business/IT
activities and a new set of requirements. The growing inter-relatedness
of activities provide new challenges for IT management, including
hyper-competition [D'Aveni & Gunther, 1994], continuous change for
both business and IT, network organizations and IT networks,
increasing dependence on IT by business, and rising investment levels
in IT.  As a result, IT management faces some hard questions.

5



Chapter k Introduction to the problem

•   How do we plan (strategically; operationally) for IT? Are
we proposing the right choices or alternatives (vision
based on a business idea versus a group of local projects)?
Are we making the right choices (evaluation)?

• How do we maintain responsiveness to unforeseeable
developments (as far as IT-based organizational
constraints are concerned)? How important (for business)
are IT flexible architectures as a basic strategic choice?

•  How do we govern IT? Is decentralized or centralized
governance of IT best for us (e.g., balance the efficient
use of resources and local response to business

developments)? How can we best manage organizational
learning and assimilation of new technologies? Should
we consider outsourcing or insourcing the IT function?

Unfortunately, the answers aren't necessarily found in the latest
business or IT professional publication. Strategy processes and
outcomes will be different in reaction to predictable versus

discontinuous change [Nadler, Shaw & Walton, 1995], and
discontinuous change often requires a rapid bending or breaking current
organizational framework and governance to sustain fit, whereas
predictable change is gradually assimilated. Since each question relates
to the inter-relationships between change, strategy, governance, and
sustainable competitive position from both the theoretical (or
conceptual) view and the organizational practices, what becomes
increasingly important for all phases of organizational change is the
recognition and identification of the inter-functional linkages and
relationships necessary for sustaining both internal and external fit.

A study on sustainable competitive position and the business/IT
relationship
A changing competitive environment (external forces) often requires the
enterprise to adjust/modify its existing strategy that, in turn, triggers
change of organizational form and governance (internal forces).  Few, i f
any, of these changes occur in isolation. Porter [Porter, 1996] proposes
that sustainable competitive advantage flows from competitive fit - the
ability of an enterprise to attain/sustain external and internal fit in a
changing environment.  In this view, the organizational ability to
create/sustain a unique competitive position creates external fit, and

6



Chapter k  Introduction to the problem

internal fit flows from the effectiveness of the complete (internal)
system. With the implications of inter-organizational technology
interfaces (e.g., e-mail, Internet, e-business) and intra-organizational
technology interfaces (e.g., IS/IT-based business applications,
groupware for decision-making), and technology-enhanced product
offerings, change is in order for both business and IT. These business
changes are triggered by the changing external environment noted in the
preceding section.

         Change:          4 Strategic Planning:   
1 Competitive Forces 1 <      Process

and
Outcome      1.

\A    [Bl.-. .-.
A A

V V

  Sustainable  
/.'---Design:

/      External / Internal       1/ Competitive Position:   1

<       External / Internal Fit   I  Organizational Arrangements 

\CL-/14 \»Icl-  
Figure 1-1: Analytical model: Organizations coping with change.

Business and IT related changes trigger new management practices.
These practices emerge in scientific and business literature, sometimes
grounded on existing management theories, but also from practice (see
Chapter 3 for further discussion). To systematically explore and
understand these new developments we apply an analytical framework
grounded on existing management theory. When applied throughout
our research activity in literature and case studies, this analytical

7
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framework will help to explore the appropriate issues in a consistent
manner. Moreover, it will assist in highlighting both commonalities and
differences. The analytical framework is illustrated in the preceding
Figure 1-1.

Living systems theory [Miller, 1978] and the contingency view
(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; 1973] on organizations make clear that
environments impact organizations and their structures. Taking this
view, we propose that change in the form of competitive dynamics and
application of new technologies impacts the strategic planning of the
enterprise by requiring a change in strategy process (new processes) or
in strategy outcome (new outcomes). Organizational response to these
strategic changes impact the governance (organizational form, charter,
and responsibility) and affect the role that the IT organization and IS/IT
(the equipment, systems, services) plays in support of creating/
maintaining external and internal fit (which is an example of "structure
following strategy" [Chandler, 1962]). An organization that has
sustainable competitive position is poised to accommodate the next
change in competitive dynamics and/or new technologies.

Planning and organizational linkage
A decade ago Parker et al. [1988:59] viewed IS/lT planning as a four-
part process consisting of organization and alignment, representing the
as is or near-term (supporter) planning, and opportunity and impact,

representing the long-term, to be, strategic (enabler) planning. (See
Figure 1-2: The enterprise-wide planning processes.) Taking this view,
opportunity planning starts from existing technology and IS/IT
activities and defines current and future resources and assets that could
be deployed to change the business plan and/or to align to business
needs. Impact planning starts from the technology opportunities and

generates changes to the LOB business plan in terms of new products,
new customers or customer interfaces, new strategies, and new markets.

Planning issues for both impact and alignment (where alignment is
viewed as a continuous process or state of affairs) is the subject of
research-based publications by Scott Morton [1991] and Henderson and
Venkatraman [1989]. In their articles the latter use the term 'strategic
alignment' to encompass both the impact and alignment processes.  In
more recent publications discussing strategic alignment [Venkatraman
& Henderson, 1998], impact becomes subsumed by shared goals,
strategies, and planning processes.
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From the perspective of research-based publication, scant attention is
paid to the two remaining planning forms in the process - organization
and opportunity - and after reading futurist books such as 2025 [Coates,

Mahaffie & Hines, 1997] and Rethinking the future [Gibson (ed.),
1997], anyone interested in the future role of IT comes back to some of
the same questions posed a decade ago.  What is the future role of IT,
how do we integrate technology change with business change, and how
do we integrate technology advances with business strategy
development? And, given Porter's [1996] views regarding sustainable
competitive advantage and competitive fit, how do we integrate
business and technology strategies as we invent the future (market,
products, organizations)? Moreover, how do we remain flexible enough
today to overcome future uncertainties, as well as strengthening our
position  in the current market  [de  Geus, 1997]. These  are all issues
associated with opportunity and impact planning as it affects external
and internal fit.

Business Domain Technology Domain

1

i

Strategi plan'>.

Impact
  Opportunities  

<   Computing / Technology    

1iiiD

4V 1
Business

Organization           I                 |              < Information Systems   
iOrganization & Architectures,

      and Processes   Alignment  .-. 1

Figure 1-2: The enterprise-wide planning processes.
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These questions underscore the importance of the role business/IT
organizational linkages and relationships play as a major integration
vehicle for IT and its future role in the business enterprise.  When the
enterprise focused on internal organizational design and operational
tasks, business/IT linkages and relationships tended to be defined and
bounded by the organizational chart.  When the formal enterprise began
to shift to an adaptable organization - and the necessity for a strong
business/IT partnership grew - the strategic and operational linkages
became less clear for both business and IT. Some enterprises
recognized the fragility of the business/IT linkage and took action to
preserve and enhance them. while others did not.

1.3     Business/IT fit as a problem of coordination

From the research and writings of Lawrence and Lorsch [1973] to
Galbraith and Lawler [1993], the focus of attention is achieving
organizational effectiveness through various approaches. Today's need
for higher performance within each business unit, coupled with an
increasing organizational and external environmental complexity,
mandates a flexible organizational structure where management is free
to adopt new practices and structures to remain competitive. However,
when these business organizations replace traditional hierarchical
structures with a more lateral form, it also abandons hierarchy as its tool
fur accomplishing organizational integration, thus requiring
concomitant change in its communication structures, organizational
designs and management practices to maintain organizational
integration.
This is a critical issue that affects business between and among its
various business functions ('line' organizations) and supporting staff
functions such as IT and human resources. To maintain internal fit
Mohrman and Lawler [1993:242-251] stress the importance of the
human resources (HR) department becoming a strategic partner of the
line organization. They state "The human resources of an organization
are a key determinant of what strategies are practical and possible to
implement. Human resource managers must understand the business
well enough to react to and help develop business strategies."  1n
addition, they view the prevalence of many current problems that
organizations have in implementing new strategies occurring as a direct
result of the HR function not changing its practices to support strategy
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implementation.  This is often due to the lack of involvement of the HR
function in the strategy development process - it is simply asked to
implement it. In the future, the HR function must integrate its different
subsystems to reinforce the strategic direction, support teams and other
lateral forms of organization, foster development of leadership skills,
and to support outsourcing activities "broker and facilitate direct links
between the contractor and the line organization".

The changes suggested for the HR function by Mohrman and Lawler are
strikingly parallel to changes already set in motion by some leaders
within the IT world.   For many of the same reasons as the HR function,
business/IT fit is necessary for achieving internal fit, and must be
treated as a critical problem in organizational coordination. These
changes are expressed through structural and managerial practices,
creating new business/IT linkages to be managed. It is the
identification, organization, planning, and management of these
business/IT linkages and interdependencies necessary for competitive fit
that is our focus.

Linkage and relationship management
To create and maintain business/IT fit requires new management
attention, especially in the following areas. (See Figure     1-3:

Management framework for  business/IT linkages  and relationships.)

iSIO

Strategy
Business

StrategyStrate Supply/Demand
Relationship

(Measured Partnership)

Leadership

Bus, ss Shared Business/IT
IT  ocesses

Processes Responsibilities

upply/Deman
Tools
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Figure 1-3: Management framework for business/IT linkages and
relationships.

•  Vision-Strategy tools and relationships: Develop (and
sustain) shared vision and mental models for business/IT
linkage. This requires business systems thinking.

• IT Infrastructure coordination: Coordinate centralized
aspects of IT infrastructure. This embraces /T
architecture, IT components, and the human /T
infrastructure.

•    Business/IT shared responsibilities: Coordinate and, when
necessary, resolve conflicts related to /T for business
processes. IT resident staff in business units, shared IT
services, etc.

• Supply-Demand tools and relationships. Balance and
sustain relationship between demand for decentralized
information and what technology can supply. Activities
in this area include effective technology delivery from

internal sources as well as outsourcing-related activities
of contract facilitation, vendor development and
qualification, contract monitoring, etc.

Relative to the supply-demand tools and relationships, the role the IT
organization plays in the decision to outsource selected IS/IT activities
becomes increasingly critical as the business intent behind outsourcing
changes.

Traditionally, IT outsourcing was limited to non-core IS/IT activities
with operations vendors, where there was little to no strategic impact
and contracts were small and of short duration [Nam, Rajagopalan, Rao,
& Chaudhury, 1996].  This gradually grew from support to reliance on
outsourcers who assume most non-core activities, where contract
became both larger and longer.

1.4 Research questions
To attempt to answer any of the questions previously posed requires a
consistent approach. Using Figure   1-1   as an exploratory model for, and
a subsequent analysis model to study enterprises that have successfully
dealt with technology change allows us to pursue four key questions.

12
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These questions address the theory and practice of business/IT linkage
issues within and between change, strategy, governance, and
competitive fit. The questions, when applied to specific enterprises,
assist in defining the characteristics of the new business/IT relationship.
1. How does radical change in economic (competitive) and
technological forces affect the business/IT relationship? Nadler
[Nadler, Shaw, Walton, & Associates, 1995:4] suggests that as the
competitive environment becomes more complex, the consequences of
resisting change - or even managing it badly - become more serious.
Where Taylor [1913] and Fayol [1925] designed organizations around
the concepts of stability and repeatability, radical change in
technological and competitive forces require the opposite - speed,

flexibility, and innovation [Nadler et al., 1995:9]. Integrated strategies,
change agendas, and a requirement for new change-related
organizational core competencies between business and IT become
subjects of interest to the study.

2.  What are the critical issues for business top management
strategic decision-making regarding IT? The critical issues in
strategic decision-making by business management regarding IT involve
business/IT fit as a component of external and internal fit - what is
necessary, how it will be achieved, etc. - for both business and IT
functions, and including the business organizational infrastructure and
IT (technology) infrastructures. March and Simon [1958], Thompson
[1967], and Galbraith et al. [ 1993] provide insight into organizational
change, in particular, how the critical issues for unique enterprises are
to be identified and subsequently managed. These issues are important
for the study, especially in the identification of any common threads
between the various enterprises.

3. What internal and external organizational arrangements apply to
the business/IT relationship? Organizational arrangements include,
but are not limited to, structural arrangements (e.g., issues related to
centralization and/or decentralization), planning processes, network
relationships, etc. The business/IT relationship encompasses informal
relationships, including the soft, subtle connections present in the
informal organization. lt also includes the more formal business/lT
relationship, where there is a greater component of definition, and a
more mechanistic, hard, recognizable linkage. How these relationships

13
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and linkages come about, and how they are sustained and evaluated may
provide insight to future organizational issues.

4. How will internal and external organizational arrangements
regarding IT contribute to sustainable competitive position?  If the
internal and external (e.g., outsourcing; network relationships with
suppliers, customers, partners) business/IT linkages are a necessary part
of sustaining internal and external competitive fit, then linkage
management, i.e., the management of business/IT interrelationships and
interdependencies, becomes necessary to achieving and maintaining fit.
Business/IT linkage management includes, but is not limited to, the IT
management framework, strategic planning and IT, and organizing the
business/IT relationship.

1.5 Research approach
To explore the above questions requires a three step approach involving
literature search, exploratory case studies, and confrontation of
literature findings with the lessons learned from the cases. The
structure of the literature search and description and investigation of
each case study follows the model discussed in Section    1.2.
Foundations in general management theory provide the initial basis for
this descriptive model. Confrontation of the conclusions of the
literature search and the findings of the case study descriptions and
investigation will result is an adapted descriptive model which will form
the basis for final analysis and conclusions. The final discussion
(Chapters 8 through 13) provide an analysis of the approaches,
developing a series of generalized lessons learned about achieving
strategic fit through the successful management of business/IT
relationships. The discussions (as they apply to managing business/IT
linkages) include appropriate planning techniques, proactive and
reactive management approaches to change and the impact on IT
organization governance, issues of outsourcing, centralization vs.
decentralization, and introducing innovation. . (See Figure 1-4: Logical
flow of study and its Parts 1-V.)

Literature search
An extensive search of management theories for application to the
empirical case study research provides a structure for Part I (Chapters
1-4), the basis for discussion and analysis and subsequent development
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of new theories and ideas.  Part I is devoted to the discussion of current
business and IT management theories, models, processes, and
techniques, and how they may apply to managing the business/IT
relationships.
The literature search consists of two parts. The first part focuses on the
theoretical foundations (Chapter 2) provided by business management
theories and models, and how they may apply to managing the
business/IT relationship. The second part addresses the foundations
found in emerging practice (Chapter 3) of business/IT linkage and
change, strategy, governance, and fit.  Work in strategic planning
(Porter, Ansoff, van der Heijden, Mintzberg, Harrigan, etc.),
organizational design (Galbraith, Lawrence & Lorsch, Daft, etc.), and
business/IT alignment (Parker, Benson, & Trainor; Scott Morton;
Henderson & Venkatraman; Rockart; etc.) provide the basis for
discussion and analysis. Given the existing foundations in theory and
practice for business and IT, Part I concludes (Chapter 4) with an
introduction to the three cases.

Descriptive and exploratory case studies
A recent study of US companies [Collins & Porras,  1994; 1997] focused
on the shared characteristics of those demonstrating the ability to
continually renew from within. This brings us to the critical assumption
that historically successful enterprises - the change-masters -

possess
and share some common characteristics to sustain competitive fit that
other, less successful, enterprises do not.  If this is so, these common
characteristics may be evident if we can gain insight into how they
manage the integration of fast-moving technology change while
maintaining competitive fit. Does current management theory apply in
this case? Are there companies that manage these linkages well? Are
there general guidelines that we might apply, in particular to the
business/IT relationship?
Part 11 (Chapters 5-7) contains three industry case studies: Royal Dutch/
Shell (Shell). Alberta Government Telephone Ltd. (AGT), and Southern
Californian Edison Co. (SCE).  Each of the three case studies (Chapters
5, 6, and 7) entails a century-old enterprise confronted with major
changes in its contextual and transactional environment.  Each has a
successful track record in maintaining competitive fit and is recognized
as a leader in its technologically-intensive industry. However, each
employs different approaches to managing its business/IT relationships.
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Yet despite the differences in attitudes and approaches, common threads
regarding organizational attitudes toward change, strategic planning,
organizational flexibility, IT charter, internal and external fit, etc.,
emerge. Research interviews with key staff members were held and
documents and archival records were analyzed for each of the three
cases. The research activity spans different periods. For Shell the
period covered the years  1995-99; for AGT, the years 1992-97; and  for
SCE, 1990-97. A longstanding working relationship existed with both
AGT and SCE, the latter covering the two decades. This allowed us an
unusually deep insight in management practices and cultures of the
companies. Finally, multiple interviews were held in all three
companies with senior management in the business and IT
organizations.

Analysis: confrontation of literature and case study findings
The discussion of the findings of literature search and case studies will
result in an adapted, more concise, descriptive framework comprising
the elements proposed to be critical to the understanding and
development of effective business/IT relationships (Chapter 8).  The
analysis will then provide a systematic discussion based on these
elements within the context of the findings of the case studies.  Each
case is unique in terms of differing market and industry structures,
organizational size, and management of its business/IT relationships.
Moreover, each enterprise faces a different business challenge.  The
identification and consequences of the salient unique case

characteristics are discussed in the context of the foundations in theory
and practice (Chapters 9 and 10).

Conclusions and Reflections
In  Chapter  11  we  step  back  to  take a broader  view  in an attempt  to
develop more generalized conclusions and insights. In particular, we
will expand on conclusions with regard to business/IT interrelationships
in connection with business organizational stages of development
discussed in the Nolan and Croson work. To conclude the research

cycle, Chapter 12 addresses the Research Questions 1-4 proposed in
Section 1.4 by applying discussion of the foundations in theory and

practice (contained in Chapters 2,3) to the generic issues surrounding
the three case studies (Chapters 8-10). The discussion addresses
Research Questions 1-4 buttressed by the explorative analysis [Yin,
1994] of the case studies. Part V (Chapter 13) concludes with
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reflections on the future of business/IT linkages and relationships, and
suggests topics for future research.

1.6   Motivation and demarcation

Noted above, the cases represent explorative research for building new
theory. Exploration aims at becoming more familiar with the topic;
however exploration requires description [van der Poel, 1995]; our
study aims at both with an emphasis on exploration.  The area studied is
new: the newly emerging organizational models and the new
management challenges imposed by a changing technology. Where
business-related changes interrelate with technology-related changes,
management practices must be adapted accordingly.  As a consequence,
the objective of the study is to describe and explore new practices that
develop in leading companies, typically addressing the 'how' and 'why'
questions [Yin, 1994].
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Figure 1-4: Logical flow of study and its Parts I-V.
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A multiple case study strategy was used to explore practices in detail
and generate lessons learned with regard to the research questions
posed.  The fact that a long working relationship existed as consultant
and as researcher with two of the three companies strongly support this
point. The multiple cases aim at supporting the analytical
generalization, rather than the statistical generalization. By searching
for replications of practices in different cases, where each face major
changes in their business environments, the multiple cases provide a
stronger basis for generation of lessons learned.  The use of a common
analytical framework - a template - was supportive to identify
commonalties and differences. Although field research for this study
was limited to three cases for practical reasons, the cases are
geographically dispersed (USA, Canada, and Netherlands/UK) and offer
unique and shared characteristics, as discussed in Chapters 9-10.
However whether national culture had any specific impact on corporate
decision-making is unclear, and the results should be interpreted with
this restriction in mind.
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2. General management theory

2.1 Applying theory to the analysis framework

In the past, many businesses had the luxury of focusing on self-initiated
internal improvements. Today, however, it is the (external) competitive
environment that mandates most internal change. This shift in emphasis
suggests that organizations must reform their own environment to
position themselves to influence future change in market and industry
structures. Some existing management theories stand up to this charter
and are discussed in the context of the analysis framework (Figure 2-1).

/ 74 < Strategic Planning Il

<
Radical Change of   /     Process and Outcome      
Competitive Forces        1    Scenario Planning          1

 
Business Organization/IT

  l Strategy Development      /
\ Strategic Planning       /< [Al [B].-. .-.

t1
Designing

External / Internal
Sustainable Organizational Arrangements

Competitive Position   Transform Business Organization
External / internal Fit BPR/Business Network Redesign

.
Recreate Business/IT Linkage

[D]                                        [Cl

Figure 2-1: Level 1 business model with examples.

2.2     Change of competitive forces

Revolution, according to Webster, is a sudden, momentous change that
causes a forcible substitution or basic reorientation, and transforination
is the resulting new nature, form, appearance and function. Today,
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businesses and its supporting IT functions are simultaneously facing at
least three revolutions that emerged in the decade of the 9Os, forcing
organizational reinventions and transformations to remain competitive.
These revolutions - a redefinition of geographical markets, a shift to
customer-driven planning, and IT as an enabler of transformation of
model and market structure - spurred the development of new
foundations in both theory and practice.

Redefinition of geographical markets
Excluding the Y2K problem, if present trends continue, the world
economy will grow 50% or more over the next two decades, with
international trade a key segment. The dynamic Asian economies are
likely to continue expanding, with China emerging as one of the world's
largest economies. New markets may emerge from Central and Eastern
Europe, where the first stages of economic reform are under way.
Poland and Hungary continue to make economic and democratic
reforms and introduce new privatization initiatives; and after
dismantling the old economic structure, Russia is slowly transforming
its centrally planned economy into a capitalist economy. in Europe,
continuous development of the EU heads the business agenda,
promising to transform European business in the years ahead.
Similarly. Latin America shows visible signs of economic growth and
stability with increasing levels of capital inf'lows and investment, and
the gradual expansion of NAFTA to Central and South America is a
milestone for the US.

As a result of interlocking trade agreements, businesses may move from
regional and national markets (regionalization) to continental and global
markets (globalization). This expands the potential market, increases
competitive action, and introduces a new set of planning dynamics.
When the boundaries to commerce and international communication
disappear, a strategy of staying domestic has no value when a foreign
competitor enters the market with a better product at a better price,
therefore products need measuring against a yardstick of global
excellence to maintain domestic market share.

Today's business leaders must have an informed awareness of the
changes that are likely to affect their companies and prepare to act on
them. Developing and continuously updating business strategies against
the background of a rapidly changing economic environment has
become one of the new rules for survival.
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Shift to customer-driven planning
After almost a century of management theory focusing on the role of
standardization as a prerequisite for mass production and mass
distribution [Taylor, 1913; Urwick,  1943;  etc.],  the 90s ushered  in  a
renewed focus on customization and customer-driven planning.  In a
Harvard Business Review editorial, Kantor [1992] observed that global
business involves thinking like a customer, and not like a producer - a
thought that is counter-productive (and counter-intuitive) to a
hierarchical organization. Moving from a producer focus to a consumer
focus causes a shift in the intent of service and quality programs, the
impetus for product development, and the structure of the organization
itself. It forces a reevaluation of the traditional supplier-customer
relationship, organizational form and location, market and service
requirements, definition of markets and economic base, and structure of
distribution channels. The conversion of these ideas into action often
depends upon exploiting current IS/IT capabilities and imposing new
requirements on the IT organization regarding management of (external)
customer interfaces.

Pine [1993], with his book Mass Customization accelerated this interest,
and business management began to polarize discussions around
customization of products and services. Peppers and Rogers [1993,
1997] build on the premise that technology-generated discontinuities
create new competitive ground rules for businesses. Built around  1:1
marketing (i.e., specific business to specific customer), products and
services are customized. Moreover, the business integrates its
production and service delivery processes to the feedback it receives
from its individual customers.

Mass Individualisation [van Asseldonk, 1998] reflects the contingency
view of the firm where the business organization is a product of its
interaction with the surrounding environment [Lorsch & Lawrence,
1970], and observes that the (Peppers and Rogers) marketing interface
may not be the first area impacted by change. Organizational change

may be required, for example, as a result from supply chain processes
downstream, or from new technology developments such as e-commerce
to maintain competitiveness. Wherever the first point of confrontation
occurs, it is unlikely that the resulting organizational accommodation is
isolated to that single business process, and requires a translation to
corresponding changes in other processes via a 'linking pin' to maintain
order. T.G.M. van Asseldonk concludes that in the more advanced
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markets, value creation will be increasingly linked to the exploitation of
differences between customers, rather than existing similarities.

This seems an incredibly daunting task for both the traditional
organizations built around mass production techniques with
management principles designed to support domestically based business
strategies, as well as the organizations attempting to built around the
newer forms of mass customization.  in fact, Lampel and Mintzberg
[1996] suggest that what is necessary is to customize customization i.e.,
apply customized concepts tailored to the nuances of the business for
rethinking and reforming business processes, markets, and customer
relationships.

IT and other technologies as change agents
The growth of the Internet provides a new area for business initiatives.
For example, amazon.com offers overnight delivery on over 3 million
books, CDs, and videos at competitive prices. Another example is the
electronic auction, a significant and growing segment of online
commerce that will represent 30% of online sales by 2001 [Keenan,
1998].  In 1997, representing 4% of online sales totaling US$575
million, onsale.com and flower auctions (e.g., freshjlowersource.com,
jlowerauction.com, etc.) provided greater access and buying power than
traditional markets, easing market entry for new competitors by
allowing them to build competitive advantages [van Heck & Ribbers,
1997; 1999].

Businesses are also creating new organizational designs with networks
built around supply chain partners or by alliances based on uniquely
grouped core competencies that require organizations to act in terms of
being a node in a business network rather than an independent entity.
While IS/IT and other technologies may be the vehicle for improving
products, services and/or delivery in a network environment, the costs
and benefits of the associated coordination activities deserve attention
[Malone, 1987; Malone & Crowston, 1991]. Networks will, to some
degree, impact strategic planning, shared cultures, and organizational
structures, decision-making and communications patterns, triggering
accommodations by many business processes and requiring new levels
and types of coordination or linkages [van Asseldonk, 1998].
The explosive growth of portable personal computing and
communications devices and networks allows individuals to travel all
over the world while continuing to transact business, thus creating the
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virtual organization. it allows business professionals - both providers
and consumers of the product or service - to be in their virtual office
anywhere, anytime. Technology-intensive enterprises are beginning to
Suggest new organizational prototypes and models for the global
business and changing workforce. And, although technology-related
developments may make the work more portable than the worker, it
often requires significantly higher levels of new IT investment in both
systems and organizational support.

2.3 Strategic planning: process and outcome

Mintzberg [19948] separates strategic planning (analysis) from
strategic thinking (synthesis).  Strategic planning breaks down a set of
intentions into steps, formalizing them, and articulating the anticipated
results of each. Strategic thinking involves intuition and creativity, and
whose outcome is an integrated perspective of the enterprise.
Moreover, strategic change requires "inventing new categories, not
rearranging old ones" [Mintzberg, 19948: 109]. He believes that
strategies should be left as broad visions in order to adapt them to a
changing environment, and that strategic thinking should go on
constantly, whereas the strategic planning is more easily done on a
calendar basis.

in other publications of the same year, Mintzberg [1994c:415] claims
that the form (rationality) of strategic planning doesn't conform to the
function (needs of the strategy makers). He [Mintzberg, 1994b:22]
labels strategic planning an oxymoron, since planners can neither
predict discontinuities nor can they formalize the strategy making
process, and proposes a strategy-making process that is "necessarily
informally managerial".  In it, the plans should be the communication
media and the control device (enunciate the strategy, the consequences,
and expected behaviors), and the planners should be the strategy-
finders, analysts, and catalysts (identify emerging strategies and assess
for viability, develop alternative conceptual views, encourage others to
think about the future creatively).

Strategy and planning in a dynamic environment
Ansoff [1994:31] takes issue with Mintzberg's [1990; 1994:a,b,c]
assertions, saying that his prescription for planning "is a naive
reinvention, not only of other existing schemes but also of what is
practiced in many large successful firms". Unlike Mintzberg, Ansoff
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believes that some structure is a necessary part of strategy and planning,
and although neither specifically address strategy and planning for IT
systems or organization, structure is a necessary factor in the integration
of business/IT functions. Lawrence and Lorsch [1967] state that in
dynamic situations, the need for integrative devices increases
dramatically and point to shared information systems as an integrative
structure. Addressing IT issues three decades later, Willcocks, Feeny
and Islei [1997] conclude that the lack of special management processes
and organizational devices to integrate business/IT functions hinders
collaboration. Moreover, it makes no difference whether one
(centralized) IT organization serves all business units or a
(decentralized) local IT organization serves a single business unit,
special collaboration, liaison devices, and management processes are
still necessary.  (lt is important to note that Ciborra [1990] believes that
strategic systems are just as apt to result from grass roots tinkering
within the IT function as they are from boardroom thinking, and that the
corporate strategists must be open to all ideas.  In this respect, he is
aligned more closely with Mintzberg. Unfortunately, Ciborra does not
address any of the subsequent issues regarding organizational
integration, but he does argue [1993:183] that, given the proliferation of
off-the-shelf application packages, competitive advantage stemming
from IT can only come from the organizational capability to convert
data into practical knowledge for action.)
Ansoff [1994] holds that in successful firms:

• General managers and implementers participate in
developing plans;

•    Staffs play catalyst roles;

•  The planning process is coupled with the design and
management of discontinuous organizational
transformation:

• The planning process blends creativity and rational
analysis.

•   The organizational resistance to change is anticipated and
managed; and.

•    The key impact of the key managers' mindset and of the
organizational culture is anticipated.
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He further states that all of the above variables must be included in
strategy and planning for an enterprise to succeed in the rapidly
changing environment of the 905.  We will, in the process of analyzing
the case studies, imbed his checklist in the discussion regarding how
well each company tailored its strategy and planning processes.

Mental models influence fit
Business transformation results from management action. Managers
form mental models of their organization and environment.  These
models serve as filters - sometimes even blinders - through which they
view the world, and determine the scope of action they will or will not
undertake [Donaldson & Lorsch, 1983]. Therefore, whether business
transformation will occur, and whether it will be effectively applied
depends on the mental models of the responsible executives.

The concept of the mental model was first applied in the field of
political science where, given the basic beliefs and philosophy, the
behavior of governing parties became predictable in response to certain
issues. Mental models migrated into recent management science
literature via the learning organization. Schein [1996], in his discussion
of management culture as an inhibitor to organizational learning, points
out that differing cultures often create roadblocks to shared vision and
strategy.
The degree to which management share the contents of their mental

models with others involved is equally important [Schein, 1996].  A
mismatch of mental models, coupled with a lack of communications
between the various management cultures yields dissonance and barriers
in effecting organizational change. Moreover, a lack of sharing yields
less than optimum results for building new organizational linkages
which are, by. definition, a joint effort. Sharing a common view is
considered a key element of strategy and is a component of internal fit
[Mintzberg, 1994c]. in fact, de Geus [1988], when he was head of
planning for the Royal Dutch/Shell Group described the purpose of
planning as not to make plans, but to change the mental models that
decision-makers carry in their heads.

The experimentation at Royal Dutch/Shell in the 605 and early 70s led
to the use of scenarios as instruments for strategy development and
organizational decision-making. It should be no surprise that one of the
critical elements in this approach is to change the mental models of
decision-makers. Other critical elements include the need to understand
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predictability and uncertainty (one of the problems Ansoff identified),
the need to take existing mental models of the decision-makers as
starting points. and, by introducing new perspectives, create a
reframing of the issues involved [van der Heijden, 1996]. (Scenario-
based strategic planning will be discussed at greater length in the
following chapter, since two of the three case studies employ this
planning approach.)

2.4 Designing internal and external organizational arrangements
To cope with the changing competitive environment, companies seek
ways to implement more flexible organizational structures and decision-
making processes.  lin the past, the hierarchy synthesized the shared
vision and mental models from input received from its various functions
(for example, marketing, manufacturing, IT, human resources). This
resulted in business functions focusing on product mix and competition,
IT on technology and applications, and Human Resource Management
(HRM) on the people of the organization.

Each organizational level relied upon the next higher level of hierarchy
to create the necessary organizational cohesion regarding, for example,
strategy development, business process improvement, organizational
learning, leveraging the IT systems and organization, and reward
systems.  Thus, in everyday practice, in-place structures influence the
strategy formulation before they can be impacted by the new vision
[Ciborra 1990], instead of the design of the organizational structure
following the formulation of the strategy [Mintzberg, 1990]. However,
as organizations flatten, the effectiveness of group decision-making
increasingly depends upon the sharing of responsibilities based upon a
shared view of the organization - its opportunities and limitations.
Embracing this focus is a necessary step towards creating and adopting
the appropriate shared mental model.

Organizations need designing
To achieve its goals, a company needs an organization.  in this sense,
organizations have an instrumental character: they exist to realize some
goal or purpose. Galbraith [1977] provides a good and workable
definition of the term organization. He defines an organization as
"composed of people, to achieve some shared purpose, through a
division of labor, integrated by information-based decision processes,
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continuously over time." Galbraith stresses that organizations require
designing. Organization design is a decision process aimed at realizing
a coherence between the key elements of the above description: the
goals for which the organization exists, the pattern of division of labor
and inter-unit coordination, and the people who do the work [Galbraith,
1977]. For various reasons, what theorists consider an adequate design
has been changing over time and is still changing.

The external forces described in Section 2.2 represent, for many
companies, an important category of drivers that both require and
trigger changes in their internal organizational designs.  As is suggested
by the management component of the Scott Morton [1991] model, these

organizational changes do not come by themselves but require
management action.

We can identify at least seven developments that characterize the
changing ideas of organization design and confront the management of
modern companies during their efforts to create a workable
organization. They are: generic to contingency organizations,
bureaucratic to organic structures, organizing operational tasks to
organizing group decision-making, intra-organizational design to inter-
organizational design, static organizations to organizational learning,
continuing existing patterns of division of tabor to process engineering,
and workforce stability to workforce mobility. These developments
also affect the design of information systems.  in the following sections
we discuss the business organization design changes and the
corresponding changes in information systems.

1. Generic to contingency: The first attempts to design organizations
addressed the best way of organizing, and ignored the type, objectives,
and environment of the organization. The classical theorists, like Fayol
[1920], Taylor [1912] and Urwick [1943], started from a technical and
economic point of view and formulated the so-called principles of
organizations, which they assumed to be generically applicable. As a
consequence, the Human Relations approach emerged as a reaction to
the classical approach and attempted to formulate generic principles
about the integration of the individual in the organization [Likert,
1964].  According to both of these views, organization design wasn't
true design - it merely implied the application of principles (e.g.,
Urwick).
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The contingency approach views organizations as open systems whose
structures are dependent on the situation or environment [Lawrence &
Lorsch, 1973]. That is, since situations and environments will change,
so will the design.  When an organization adopts this approach it
abandons generic architectures and application portfolios (for example,
Nolan's 7 stages) for unique architectures, and standard portfolios of
IS/IT applications gradually disappear [Haeckle & Nolan, 1993].
As the reality of a customer-driven market began to permeate the
enterprise, the one-size-fits-all generic solutions gave way to
contingency solutions. The search for the best fitting solution began to
replace solutions based on standard operating procedures. Proposing
generic architectures and generic application portfolios (e.g., the Nolan
[1973;  1979] 7 Stages)  were no longer the  rule.   Nor was technology
considered determined, with proposed solutions built around technology
availability.  instead, IT architectures became unique to each company,
and there was no longer a standard portfolio of applications.
Applications and architectures were organizationally determined, where
solutions are built around people. IT began to be viewed as the glove
on the hand of the organization, focusing on interfacing and services
delivery.
2.  Bureaucratic to organic: Classical organization theory has a
mechanistic view, where hierarchical, vertical, and bureaucratic
organizational design creates conditions for predictable, controllable,
and efficient behavior [Galbraith, 1977; Galbraith & Lawler, 1993].
Coordination received no consideration, since the perception was that
the hierarchy took care of it. This structure focused mainly on patterns
of division of labor, and appeared to work well in relatively stable
environmental conditions.

When the environment becomes more unpredictable, dynamic
organizations face higher demands on flexibility and coordination
requires more attention. The classical command and control structures
appear too slow and cumbersome to cope with these conditions. Burns
and Stalker [1961] introduced the concept of the organic structure. in
their study of some twenty industrial firms in the United Kingdom they
found that management practice, systems and methods differed
fundamentally, and were dependent on the type of environment of the
particular firm. More specifically, the different rates of technological
and market change forced each management to deal with different
degrees of uncertainty and change.  As a result, a changing environment
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Will manifest itself in more flexible organization structures. General
characteristics of these organic organizations include network
structures, lateral rather than vertical direction of communication
through the organization, and relations of information and advice rather
than command.

Originally designed as a machine (with the workforce as machine part)
the hierarchical, bureaucratic organization was too rigid for both
business and IT in the new environment. No longer would the IT
organization be able to specify and build applications with the
expectation that they would last. Moreover, the mechanistic view
couldn't incorporate new ideas regarding vision, working as a team, or
empowerment. However, if management viewed their organization as
organic - a living system - it became less predictable, efficient, and
controllable, and strategy, networking, and consensus become
important. For the IT function, the organic organization is an
unpredictable, highly flexible organizational form that requires more
and better information. Application specifications are dynamic, and the
lifecycle becomes problematic.
This view of the organization introduces new design interdependencies
between business and technology [March & Simon, 1958; Thompson,
1967; Galbraith & Lawler, 1993]. Interdependencies between business
and IT organizations are based upon service delivery rather than
production capacity. This means that physical product doesn't flow
between them but both contribute to overall success of the enterprise,
each organization requires an information exchange from the other as
input to its own processes, and each provides a variety of information
outputs to the other requiring coordination. As the business
organization adopts a more flexible form, coordination of IT functions
become more complex, requiring greater attention to the consideration
and establishment of business/IT interfaces, linkages, and relationships
in the new organization.

3. Organizing operational tasks to organizing group decision-
making: Because an uncertain and dynamic environment requires
flexible organizations, an appropriate form of institutionalization
regarding decision-making and communications become crucial.
Following the hierarchical lines will result in a too slow response. As a
consequence, these organizations have a horizontal rather than a vertical
design. All kinds of lateral relations, often temporary in nature, support
decentralized and inter-departmental decision-making [Galbraith, 1977;
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Galbraith et al., 1993]. Galbraith [1977] discusses the conditions for
effective functioning of these horizontal decision processes.

Turbulent and complex environments have another effect on decision-
making. They cause messy problems - problems characterized by
ambiguity. Structured tasks disappear, replaced by tasks that defy a
clear definition, where it is not possible to speak of the problem, much
less  have  an  expert  system  supply pre-determined correct answers.

When many interconnected problems combine with the cognitive limits
of the decision-makers, the resulting complex environment increases the
fragmentation of knowledge among the participants. Finding acceptable
solutions will require cooperation of different people, working with
different paradigms and offering different perspectives. Shared

meaning and shared knowledge become important prerequisites for
effective decision-making processes.

Organizations based upon the theoretical economic man or
interchangeable man-year, and decision-making based upon optimizing
operational tasks began to give way to an increased organization of
decision-making through teamwork and group decision-making.  This
supported the philosophical shift to the organization as a living system.
With the increased importance of group decision-making, the interest in
this phenomenon is growing, because organizing decision-making
requires groupware and facilitative support, and supporting group
decisions and facilitating decisions for new questions.  It is especially
true regarding the question of whether information technology, and in
particular Group Decision Support Systems, improve the outcome of
these processes. As business organizations become increasingly
involved in the unstructured decision-making processes, the importance
of the IT organization will diminish i f it cannot support these activities.

4. Intra-organizational design to inter-organizational design:
Traditionally, resolution of any questions concerning organization
design occurred within the boundaries of one organization. Today, the
perception is that organizations create and maintain reasonably stable
relations with different parts of their environment, and constitute a
component of a network. Two developments have contributed to this
situation. First, there is a concentration on core activities, which cause
an increase of outsourcing non-core activities. And second,
organizations are increasingly involving themselves in forming
partnerships with other organizations. Globalization of markets,
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complexity of technology and acceleration of technological
developments are the underlying causes of this. Inter-organizational
relations result in so-called Value Added Partnership (VAP's) and
Networked Organizations.
These two developments lead to a new set of design problems. Inter-
organizational design is different from intra-organizational design: that
is, there is no common hierarchy, informal networks appear to be less
effective, optimization (e.g., of logistics) within one organization is
different from chain optimization, and many standards (systems,
procedures) will differ between organizations. Organizational culture
also differs.

Whether or not companies were significant users of technology in the
past, the drivers of globalization, IT and telecommunications
technology will increasingly combine to change the fundamental
structure of firms, where emerging network structures enable more
cooperative work. Management and organizations built around
hierarchies and paper-based memorandums are giving way to teams,
alliances, and point-to-point electronic communications, and require
coordination technologies such as IT-supported software to
enable/improve this cooperative work [Malone & Rockart, 1993].
These coordination technologies tend to be introduced into operating
informal network organizational structures that float above the formal
hierarchy, and are gradually absorbed as they enable the new formal
network organization [Eccles & Nolan, 1993].
Management is correct to break down boundaries that make
organizations rigid and unresponsive; however they are wrong if they
think that doing so eliminates the need for boundaries altogether.
Although network organizations are immune to structural problems that
vertically integrated conglomerates experience, they also have faults.
Most network organizations. because they seek to build close, long-term
relationships with its customers, suppliers, subcontractors and
distributors, rapidly become part of a stable network. Miles and Snow
[1987; 1992] suggest that the stability can lead to staleness. lf. for
example, a supplier or subcontractor becomes too dependent on the core

firm in the network, the price and quality of its products remain
untested in the wider market.  If that happens to several firms in the
network, the core company may fail to exploit innovation available
elsewhere in the subcontractors' industry. Moreover, if it becomes more
deeply involved in specifying subcontractors' operating processes the
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core firm runs the risk of managing its subcontractors.  This not only
stretches the core company's managerial and technical resources, but it
also turns the network into something resembling an old-style vertically
integrated firm.
For IS/IT, internal standards dominate intra-organizational design, and
stakeholders and value of stakeholders are clear. As inter-

organizational activity grows, however, industry standards emerge
dominant. There is a different set of stakeholders and stakeholder
values, bringing in the issues of Information Economics [Parker, Benson
& Trainor, 1988] - who pays for the system, where are the benefits, and
what benefits are important and to whom.

5. Organizational stability to organizational learning: Organizational
environments have become more complex, more dynamic, and more
threatening. As a result, organizations are not static entities anymore:
they evolve over time. This condition of continuous change makes it
difficult for the organizational members to learn how to cope with new
situations and changing conditions. In recent studies of organizations
the aspect of organizational learning (to be distinguished from
individual learning) grows in importance. Organizational learning does
not exist per se; it requires stimulation by appropriate organizational
actions.

Introducing new (information) technology and receiving the full
business benefit out of it will require learning.  Lack of appropriate
business management actions to stimulate learning will result in only
partial advantage of any technology installed. Creating a learning
environment, inculcating new knowledge for the entire organization,
and implementing an enabling IT infrastructure become important
management actions.

6. Division of labor to process engineering: Recent approaches stress
the ability of IS/IT to fundamentally change the existing patterns of
division of labor and coordination through business process
reengineering, thereby realizing major business performance
improvements [Davenport, 1993].  With IS/IT as an enabler, the charter
is to respond to business performance measures not otherwise
attainable.

The recognition that information technologies and computer networks
can be enablers of organizational change shifts the emphasis of the
IS/IT and IT organizational charter from making processes and
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organizations more efficient within same unchanging, given
environment and where the Business Process Reengineering (BPR)
efforts group tasks based upon specialization. Today, the IT charter
(that encompasses IS/IT) is to provide the means to achieve improved
business performance, where the BPR addresses the inter-relatedness of
activities and gives importance to the role of the in formation integrator.
Becoming an integral part of the strategy makes the IT organization
particularly vulnerable when something goes wrong with IS/IT and the
business organization/strategy can no longer function.

7. Workforce stability to workforce mobility: Organizational
downsizing and outsourcing activities changes the complexion of the
enterprise workforce. Because continued development of shared
information systems and exploitation of 'information highways' lead
increasingly to location-free organization structures and work
environments [Gatbraith et al., 1993], when skills are scarce in one
location, work can be moved to where they exist if the activity can be
integrated through telecommunications. Combined with the increased
demand for workers with specific skill sets and higher educational
achievement, the 'electronic immigrant' becomes increasingly attractive
to businesses.

As the trends for workforce reduction and empowering skilled workers
continues, it becomes increasingly critical to retain those skilled in
areas involving company core competencies. Organizations must attract
and retain knowledge workers who are core to the organization's
business, and may involve changing organizational arrangements
including teamwork and team structures, reward systems, etc.

2.5 Sustainable competitive position: external/internal fit

Living systems [Miller, 1978:18] are systems organized into interacting
and interrelated subsystems or components, and include, in order of
complexity, the cell, organ, organism, group, organization, society, and
supranational system. They share the following characteristics.

•       They   are   open systems. They have significant inputs,
throughputs, and outputs of various sorts of matter/energy
and information.

•   They contain either DNA (e.g., a human being) or have a

charter (e.g., incorporation papers for an enterprise).  For
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organizations, there is someone, or some group that brings
together other human beings, matter-energy resources,
information, and the funding necessary to start the new
business. These actions are undertaken in response to a
present or predicted demand for certain products or
services, or, in the case of invention, they must create the
demand.

•   They can include living and non-living components (e.g.,
machinists and machine tools housed in a factory).

•  They take in inputs lower in entropy than their outputs,
permitting them to restore their own energy and repair
breakdowns in their own organized structure. An example
familiar to most is the repairman specializing in office
equipment who provides services to maintain the
efficiency and output of departmental office systems.

Moreover, they share additional characteristics that make the theory of
living systems particularly attractive in trying to describe and
rationalize what is required for a business enterprise to be successful in
the current environment. These characteristics include:

• They are complex regarding boundaries. Physical
separateness of subsystems (e.g., personnel from
manufacturing) is related to the mobility of both people
and equipment. Artifacts (e.g., controlled access) and
information boundaries (e.g., need to know regarding
business strategies or personnel files) also add to the
complexity. Moreover, the organization remains a system
despite its human sub-components moving from work to
home (or from home office to home), from subsystem to

subsystem (e.g., engineering to marketing), or by
participating in subsystem processes of another
organization (e.g., supplier/consumer relationships
associated with insourcing or outsourcing relationships).

•   They have a decider - a critical subsystem (an individual
or a small group) that defines its purpose, develops
strategy, sets direction and controls the entire system,
causing the components and subsystems to interact.
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• They have critical subsystems with a symbiotic or
parasitic relationship with other systems in order to carry
out processes or subsystems they lack. Outsourcing
building security, product delivery, and payroll
processing are a few common examples.

•  Their subsystems are integrated to form actively self-
regulating or developing systems. To maintain itself as a
system, any organization must perform specialized
activities within its subsystems (e.g., production,
management, information technology, etc.) and coordinate
them with other components of the organization.  The
information subsystem (Miller's internal transducer)
receives from organizational sub-systems and components
information 'markers' about significant alterations within
the subsystems and components and changes the 'marker'
into a transmittable form via 'organizational channels and
nets'. These transmissions include information about the
management responsible for subsystems, task

performance, social or professional relationships among
organizational groups, and maintenance and control of the
network. The defined 'formal network' carries the two-
way flow of messages necessary for strategy, decision-
making, and subsystems control, and when there is no
official provision for a linkage, an 'informal network'
develops out of necessity and changes as an
organization's processes require.

• They exist in a supportive environment. lf  an

environmental change produces stresses that it cannot

adjust to, the system/organization does not survive.

The idea that a business organization is a (living, open) system isn't
new. The discussion to this point focused on Miller's book, published
in 1978, however other leading theorists with similar views include
Churchman and Boulding. Systems, according to Churchman [1968: 1 1;
76], are "sets of components that work together for the overall objective
of the whole. The systems approach is simply a way of thinking about
these total systems and their components. Moreover, "the system is

,,

always embedded in a larger system", making it difficult to decide
where and how to define its boundaries.
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Boulding [1953] builds his discussions of general systems theory
around the concepts of growth, organization, and interaction. Growth
involves size of the system, an increased number of components in the
system, re-organization of relationships among the subsystems, and an
increase in the matter-energy and information it processes. The aspect
of growth is particularly important when applied to business
organizations. When a business organization grows, new components
of the system may be created within the organization (e.g., splitting
Payroll and Personnel) or by bringing it in (e.g., mergers and
acquisitions). Growth in size, number, and complexity of components
forces the system (business organization) to reorganize relationships
among its various parts (subsystems). And finally, growth is closely
associated with survival, since it stems from the adjustments necessary
to adapt to changes in the environment.

Theory of competitive fit
Because business organizations are living systems, they face entropy, a
process of disruption, and must constantly fight for survival. Survival
for an organization (or any open system) requires both a fit with its
(external) environment and an efficient internal operation. Three
conditions are important.

• First, through a process of exchanging an output with its
environment, the system (the organization) must generate
energy and resources (external fit). Producing useful
output depends to a large extent on its relationships with
external stakeholders. In balancing its relationships with
its environments, organizations will (reactively) try to
adapt to its external stakeholders and/or will (proactively)
try to influence its external stakeholders.

•   Second, the ability to effectively perform the activities is
necessary to produce the output.

•   And third, it must possess the ability to establish adequate
relations between the various components that make up
the activity system.

The latter two factors are a matter of internal organization and represent
a situation of internal jit
in line with this systems view, Michael Porter [1996] views sustainable
competitive advantage as a result of attaining/sustaining both external
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and internal Fit.  External fit comes from a unique competitive position
for the company, activities tailored to strategy, and a clear trade-off vis-
6-vis competition. Internal fit depends on fit across activities, where
sustainability flows from the complete system (not from discrete parts)
and where operational effectiveness is a given.

The reality is that once attained, external fit is temporary. Every
industry has its own unique cycle, and what is an appropriate product or
service offering, business organization, or distribution channel in a
growth industry will probably not be competitive as the industry
matures. The electric utility industry, has, for example, gone though a
number of developmental stages as it introduced and continues to
distribute its same product today.  Over the past century in the US, the
electric utility industry went through stages of early promotion and
competition among small companies, followed by mergers that created
area monopolies (accompanied by governmental regulation) and
regional agreements to improve service levels. Now it is undergoing
deregulation, and the industry is once again undergoing redefinition.
Weiner, Nohria, Hickman and Smith [1997] predict that electric utility
companies will change from vertical to virtual integration based on six
value networks (i.e., generation, transmission, distribution, energy
services, power markets, and IT products and services), staying in the
mature (defined) industry. Others like Southern California Edison (and
the Edison International case study in Chapter 7) may choose to
leverage core competencies to create new markets and industry
boundaries, such as distributing, installing, and servicing charging
equipment for electric vehicles, or by providing management of energy
and environmental services to businesses. In either case, new strategies
are needed to recreate external fit.

Moreover, a situation of internal fit never lasts. Ideally, every internal
business process operates in perfect accord with others, and every
service organization within the enterprise provides flawless support.
Despite the van Asseldonk [1998] warning of a single business process
change triggering unexpected requirements for new levels and typeS of
coordination and linkages, businesses struggle to define acceptable
levels of temporary dissonance between processes and/or functions to
achieve internal fit and improve competitiveness. Since change does
occur and must be reflected in the business system, and internal fit
flows from the complete business system where operational
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effectiveness is a given, relations between the various components that
make up the system must accommodate change on a consistent basis.

According to Nadler et al. [1995] fundamental shifts in the business
environment represent discontinuous change and are a top item on the
executive agenda. Restoring equilibrium (i.e., the external and internal
fit) between the business and its environment requires determining and
initiating appropriate management actions.

Those management actions that trigger business transformation can be

initiated at different moments related to the discontinuous change of the
environment. First, the change can be reactive, i.e., change
immediately triggered by the occurrence of outside events. Second, the
change can be proactive, i.e., anticipatory change initiated without a
clear and actual environmental demand.  Each is different and poses
differing demands on those leading and managing it.  (In The
Corporation  of  the 1990s, Scott Morton [1991] uses the term
transformation to reflect the fundamental change process that
simultaneously affects strategy, structure, applied technology, and
individuals and their roles, where linkages are crucial to this
organizational change process.) This demands a new evaluation of
strategy and governance/organizational processes regarding business/IT
linkages and relationships.

Sustaining external fit
Sustaining external and internal fit are not the result of serendipitous
management actions. It requires thoughtful evaluation, innovative
thinking, and a common mental model that management shares to
understand the driving forces, strategy, and organizational structures
and competencies of today and project them into the unknowns of
tomorrow.  When an enterprise demonstrates sustained competitive
advantage and/or position it is proactively shaping industry evolution.
It established itself as the intellectual leader of the industry in terms of
direction and shape of industry transformation by getting to the future
first and staking out its leadership position. Hamel and Prahalad [1994]
call this process industry foresight - and the trick is to see the future
before it arrives.

Hamel and Prahalad [1994:146] view an explicit emphasis on strategy
as.'fit'  - and particularly the way it is embedded in strategy tools - as
limiting to the point that perfect fit guarantees atrophy and stagnation.
They agree that there must be a fit between short-term objectives and
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current resources, but believe that medium-term challenges "should
demand more of the organization than what it currently believes is
possible" and requires strategy as stretch. Ultimately the gap between
resources and aspirations must be bridged, but the combination of the
two ideas will address the necessary fit for today and the path to the
future.

An enterprise achieves external fit with strategic flexibility [Harrigan,
1985]. Strategies relating to entry barriers must be updated to address
changing (industry) structural traits and competitive dynamics, first-
mover advantages, and internal systems, management, and people.
Moreover, changing technology may create interdependencies between
industries that were previously assumed separate.

Make-or-buy strategies need reviewing in light of research showing that
effective strategic business units (SBUs) make less in house (i.e., fewer
stages of processing) when demand is highly uncertain [Harrigan,
1985:89-101], suggesting that the more dynamic and uncertain the
external environment, the less competitive the vertically integrated
business enterprises becomes. Strategies relating to exiting markets
must also be reviewed in light of creating a technology lag from which
the enterprise may never recover. Harrigan [1985:3] contends that
"being flexible means being willing to create flexible systems wherein
people (the differentiating factor) are given autonomy to change their
organization and focus". Although couched in somewhat different
terminology, D'Aveni and Gunther [1994] view strategic flexibility as a
cornerstone of success in achieving external fit in hyper-competitive
markets.

2.6    Fit and IT-enabled business organizations

Flexibility in strategy is of no value unless the business organization is
also flexible. Because information systems generally mirror the
organization they support, command-and-control organizational
structures had command-and-control information systems, whereas
flexibility and networking require a different support where the IT
organization and its systems supports the knowledge worker and intra-
and inter-organizational lateral working relations. Moreover, modern
technology has the potential to change business processes through
business process reengineering (BPR). This changing position requires
different planning methodologies, organizational forms and critical
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skills.  The IT function will have organizational change patterns that are
parallel to their business organizations.

Changing impact of IT in business
Initially. the role of IT in a business organization was a reactive one.
Computer applications supported the managerial and operational
processes. The view was that investments in IT were replacement
investments, e.g., replacing manual activities mainly to improve
efficiency of information processing operations. More recent literature
stresses the strategic role of IT (Parker, Henderson & Venkatraman,
Nolan & Croson, Lucas) where the enterprise could maintain/improve
its market position. The driver of the investments became potential
revenue instead of efficiency.

Yet despite huge investments in IT, many companies still had a
questionable return on their investments [Scott Morton, 1991].  One of
the possible explanations exists in the type of applications: they just 'put
wheels under existing procedures'. Stated differently: they do not affect
the existing organization design. Recent approaches stress the ability of
technology to fundamentally change the existing patterns of division of
labor and coordination. By changing the fundamental way work is
being performed, an organization can realize major improvements in
business performance, which includes effectiveness and efficiency
[Davenport, 1993].
IS/IT can increase organizational flexibility in three ways [Lucas,
1996].  First, it can alter the time and place of work.  The use of
modems and laptops are a good example of loosening the constraints
around when and where business is performed. Second, it can change
the pace of work. Again, using the example of modems and laptops, the
business traveler can send customer orders from his/her hotel room,
speeding up the flow of information. And third, it can enable the
enterprise to respond quickly to changing market conditions, by, for
example. modifying its production mix based upon the previous order
placed from the hotel room. The price for this newly gained
organizational flexibility is the in-step growth of technology complexity,
and both must be carefully managed.

One way to create the organizational flexibility necessary to support
strategic flexibility to transform the enterprise is to implement the IT-
enabled organization via creative destrtiction [Nolan & Croson, 1995].
Nolan and Croson view creative destruction as a six-stage process.
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• Downsize. Downsizing overcomes organizational inertia,
making way for new organizational forms. It paves the
way to move from the less competitive vertically
integrated business enterprises [Harrigan, 1985].

• Seek dynamic balance. Balance the interests of

shareholders, employees and customers. Gains should be
shared by all in order to preserve willingness toward
future change. Attempts to balance (measurable) short-
term gains with investments to reap (nebulous) long-term
benefits requires new 'measurement' approaches that
address those benefits flowing from current management
controls in addition to those flowing from future
organizational flexibility. This supports the proposition
that in inter-organizational situations, future investments
in technology may become increasingly driven by a
willingness to pay, rather than cost-benefit analyses.

•  Develop a market-access strategy. Whatever strategy is
adopted, it should be supported by a internal capabilities
of flexible organizational structures, team work, and
continuous learning, as described in the earlier
discussions of IT-supported contingency organizations,
group decision-making, and organizational learning.

•  Become customer-driven. The market focus has already
shifted from a producer to a consumer focus and is one of
the driving forces in external change. As noted earlier,
this shift in focus has significant impact on the charters of
internal functions, as well as an impact on the IT
organization regarding management of external customer
interfaces.

•  Develop a market-foreclosure strategy. The heart of
defensive strategy is market foreclosure - the ability to
restrict others from competing, and supports strategic
flexibility [Harrigan, 1985].

•  Prirsue global scope. At this point "the cache of firm
resources has shifted from a static organization-bound
ownership-based hierarchy to a dynamic, market- and
alliance-based network [Nolan & Croson, 1995:31]. This
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impetus also arises from one of the driving forces of the
external environment.

IT Strategy
The Scott Morton contention that no direct link exists between business
strategy and IT prevents the introduction and consideration of
information-based technology as a separate force, disallowing any
conceptual distinction between information, as delivered by technology,
and the technology itself. However, from making this conceptual
distinction we can derive two arguments to connect business and IT
strategy.

• First, availability of information limits or extends the
possible strategies. For example, increasing

customization, combined with short delivery times in the
(European) truck industry, is made possible by major
changes in the logistical processes (JIT). However, the
massive communications requirements that go together
with a complicated goods flow control (tens of thousands
of piece parts) require a technology to support the
transmission of data: EDI.  As the industry is competing
by meeting the performance requirements set by the
customer, the possibility to improve the logistics
performance also has changed the expectation of the
customer and thus the strategies set by the industry.

• Second, availability of information-based technology
itself may have an immediate impact on a company's
strategy. The technology can, for example, create entry
barriers, or change the balance of power between
suppliers and customers. Additionally, the growing
importance of the information technology (e.g., software)
component in some end products changes the competitive
battleground of a company, and thus its strategy.  All of
this does not deny management's role, and the balance of
the five forces (of the Whister/Scott Morton model), but it
does stress the potential to impact the business strategy.

\n Theory and Practice of Information Strategy [van der Poel, 1995],

prevailing approaches for IT strategy formation are described.  One
approach can be described as alternating between evolution (elaboration
of established concepts) and innovation (triggered by personalities,
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external pressures, or chance), and is appealing because it is adaptive to
prevailing circumstances [Mintzberg, 1987]. Other strategy approaches
include mechanistic (process is installed, works regularly and
predictably), problem driven (responds to problems/opportunities as
they arise and exists until a new set of problems/opportunities occur),
and political (made by an individual or small group that also enforces
its implementation) [Schwenk, 1988].  This is disturbing, for one can
easily question whether any of these approaches would be adequate to
develop an IT strategy in support of a corporate strategy based on
Porter's [ 1996] external and internal fit, Hamel and Prahalad's [1994]
strategic stretch, or Harrigan's [1985] strategic flexibility.
Existing discontinuities in strategic theory and strategic planning
between business and IT are probably a result of the long history where
IT was viewed as a supporter rather than an enabler, and IT

organizational involvement in business strategy was on a need-to-know
basis. This left many IT organizations lacking a well-developed
strategic culture since the need was for reactive planning rather than
proactive innovation. Exacerbating the problem from the business
perspective is the relative newness (and practicality) of the IT-enabled
organization, and the view that IT has become 'strategic' (illustrated in
the Parker/Ribbers model, Figure 2-2).
The issue now becomes one of quickly elevating/transforming the IT
organization into a business partner, integrating it into the strategic
culture of the enterprise, and building/rebuilding the necessary
business/IT linkages and relationships. As Ansoff [1994] suggests,
successful firms are already applying new practices regarding strategy
development and planning (and, presumably, business/IT linkages and
relationships), the subject of the next chapter.
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Business Domain Technology Domain

1

Strategy 41 ,   \\ 1/-
v           i          v

Processes Processes

and    |    and
Operations                    : Operations

Figure 2-2: Strategic partnership.

Business/IT linkage
Traditional information systems support hierarchical decision-making
and vertical communication of command and control, whereas dispersed
decision-making, self contained groups, teamwork, and lateral
communications have different IT requirements. The changing profile
of the business organization has an immediate impact on the required IT
support. The demand the business places on IT is the information
deemed necessary for management processes, product logistics and
information-intensive products.  The supply is the information delivered
and potentially deliverable by the currently available technology and
support staff. Aligning the business and IT strategies from these two
perspectives creates a constantly changing relationship between the two
organizations.
The static organization is exemplified by the Parker/Benson [Benson &
Parker, 1985] sqical·e 1,·hee/, where IT is potentially (often) isolated to
organizational cells of activity. Strategic alignment of IT to business
strategy occurred in response to new business requirements, and IT
success N as measured through its level of integration with business
strateg>
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Alignment planning, according to the same authors [Parker, Benson &
Trainor, 1988:59] starts from the existing business organization  and  its
needs, and generates the supporting information technology plan - the
information systems master plan - to satisfy the needs of the business.
Although there is linkage between the four functions (business strategy,
IT strategy, IT operations, business operations), the strategic
conversations are vertically orientated. That is, the strategic
conversations occur between business strategy and business operation
functions and IT strategy and IT operation functions, and the linkage
between functions flows counter-clockwise and emanates from the
initial business strategic plan (Figure 1-2.).
As the more bureaucratic business organization gives way to a living,
learning organization, it must develop an organizational ability to tackle
complex problems [Senge, 1990]. While "unrestricted communication
is a source of noise and inefficiency" [Katz & Kahn, 1966], the business
organization must begin to place priorities and values to the information
it demands regarding learning and decision-making. Technology plays
a key role in this activity since it is an enabler and facilitates group
decision-making, and IT organizational success is measured by the
degree of its integration with the business strategy.  That is, learning
becomes part of the IT objective and evaluation of IT success is based
upon the contribution to organizational learning and increasing and
improving important core competencies.

The Parker/Ribbers IT transformation framework (Figure 2-3) and its
forerunner, the Parker/Benson impact/alignment model, offer valuable
frameworks for analyzing business and IT organizational interactions
relating to the supply and demand of information. The Parker/Benson
[Benson & Parker, 1985; Parker, Benson & Trainor, 1988] model has a
vertical axis and the model's imperative is to forge strong horizontal
linkages between business and IT to achieve alignment of strategies and
functions.  From this perspective, three basic types of relationships
exist: no relationship at all, where all IT decisions are disconnected
from the business; reactive alignment, when IT decisions target the
support of existing business; and proactive alignment, when IT
decisions are jointly driving the business strategy.

Henderson and Venkatraman  [ 1989] extended the Parker/Benson model
in the Management in the 905 study, and Parker/Ribbers [Parker, 1996],
building on a decade of experience, developed their IT Partnership
Transformation model. Unlike both the original impact/alignment
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model or the follow-on Henderson/Venkatraman strategic alignment
model, the Parker/Ribbers IT transformation framework (Figure 2-3) is
based on a horizontal functioning (i.e., horizontal axis). Business and
technology function as partners. The imperative of this framework is to
forge strong (vertical) linkages between developing the organizational
vision and marshaling the appropriate organizational forces to
accomplish the vision. Strategy development and business process
improvements become joint efforts of business and technology.

Shared Vision
Business and

strategic plan: Strategies IT strategy and
opportunities: Create products,Products. markets. services.

quality. customers for the customers. and services

line of business to internal and external

and/or alliances and customers. alliances and
formal partnershipspartnerships

A A

Re lit>· Stratelly Re: lity
Feec back Feedback

Execution

Red rect Rest ucture

V V
Business IT systems.

infrastructures. infrastructures and
architectures and business architectures: Technology and

processes: Processes. people. Knke units to support business
structure. and partnerships to rocesses across multiple functiona

cam· out the strategic business units and
plan nterprise boundarieHarmonized

Execution

Figure 2-3: IT partnership transformation model.
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Outsourcing and organizational coherence
Most IT organizations today have been affected, either directly or
indirectly, by outsourcing.  L.A. de Looff [1996] points to change
rooted in both (business) demand and (technology) supply. Key factors
among the business changes include a focus on core business, the
increasing need for flexibility, and the need for reduction of costs and
staffing levels often results in the decentralization of the IT function,
outsourcing, or combination of the two.  From the supply perspective,
availability of newer types of outsourcing relationships, products and
services, and higher market pressures on customer groups force
reevaluation of the internal IT function.  The IT outsourcing phenomena
can be also be analyzed from the different theoretical perspectives of
transaction cost theory and agency cost theory.

Transaction cost theory: In the early 705, Williamson [1975]
recognized the inconsistency between economic theory, where goods
and services are produced most efficiently by specialized companies
achieving economies of scale, and the organizational realities of
increased growth of large bureaucracies producing products and
services internally. He found that businesses use a price-based
decision-making system for purchasing/outsourcing, and it experiences
costs associated with its controlling mechanism - obtaining price
quotes, negotiating contracts, monitoring delivery, etc.  If for some
reason it could not (or does not wish to) purchase/outsource the product
or service, the business will substitute internal development/delivery
and use authority as its controlling mechanism. In either case there is a
cost associated with producing the product/service and a cost of
controlling and interfacing it with the rest of the organization.  By
applying transaction cost theory [Williamson, 1985] the most efficient
choice for business becomes a tradeoff between production costs and
coordination costs.

A number of authors [Lacity & Hirscheim, 19938; Earl, 1996; de Looff,
1996] use transaction cost theory as a framework to discuss the
outsourcing of many IT activities and as a vehicle to isolate
coordination costs and issues from those related to production.  Earl
[1996], for example, found that companies tend to underestimate both
setup costs (e.g., redeployment and relocation costs, longer-than-
expected handoff or parallel running costs, etc.) and management costs
(management resources and time). Similarly, de Looff [1996:11], in
addressing coordination issues, states that "Outsourcing both extends
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and limits the options for IS strategy and the IS strategy must be taken
into account in outsourcing decisions.  The IS strategy in turn depends
upon and influences the organization's business strategy." Despite this,
none of the (half dozen) studies reviewed by de Looff acknowledges
explicitly the interdependency between outsourcing, IT strategy and
planning, and organizational strategy [see Terdiman, 1991; Lacity &
Hirscheim, 1995].

Agency cost theory: An alternative in addressing business/IT
coordination issues is that of agency cost theory. An agent is one that
acts or has the power or authority to act on behalf of another (the
principal). Principal-Agent relationships occur within a business (e.g.,
a manager and his/her subordinate) as well as between businesses (e.g.,
client-supplier relationships, business-outsourcer relationships).  To
avoid and/or reduce discrepancies between the objectives of the
principal and agent, both parties incur coordination (agency) costs.
From the perspective of the principal (i.e., the business function within
the business or the business itself) monitoring costs are necessary to
assess/assure performance of the agent.  From the perspective of the
agent (e.g., the IT function within the business or the outsourcer)
bonding costs occur associated with assuring the commitment of the
principal. The agent may also experience residual losses resulting from
actually performing the task.

In applying agency cost theory to IT insourcing/outsourcing decision-
making, de Looff [1996:65] observes that "goal incongruence will be
higher between organizations that each have their own profit motive
than within a single organization". Also, "information asymmetries will
be less within organizations, because monitoring internal employees is
generally easier than monitoring external suppliers." Since both
incongruent goals and information asymmetries are greater with
outsourcing and create additional costs, "outsourcing should only be
chosen if agency costs are low. "

One result of the business undergoing structural change is to increase
both the complexity and the necessity of strong business/IT linkages
and relationships throughout the development of business strategies and
their execution. The consequences of outsourcing IT also change.  lf
either business or IT leadership and management is weak, simply
outsourcing IT won't fix the problem. Any existing business/IT linkage
structure will be inadequate, and real costs will be significantly higher
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than originally estimated. Alternatively. if both business and IT
leadership and management is strong, existing business/IT linkage
structure will probably be adequate, and IT management can assume
responsibility to manage the outsourcing agent.

2.7 Analyzing change

Two frameworks appear appropriate for analyzing organizational and
managerial change: the Harold Leavitt / Michael Scott Morton
management framework and the 7-S framework of Anthony Athos and
Richard Pascale.

In the early 1960's, Harold Leavitt [Cooper, Leavitt & Shelly, 1964]
introduced the idea of using the interactions of four variables (structure,
task, technology, and people) to define and diagnose issues facing
management. Scott Morton [1991] subsequently modified Leavitt's
'diamond' to represent organizational change and analyze it using five
sets of forces in a dynamic equilibrium among themselves. These
forces are management, structure, individuals and roles, strategy, and
technology.

The Athos/Pascale 7-S is a similar framework.  In an attempt to better
understand existing theories about organizations [Waterman, Peters, &
Phillips, 1980], Athos and Pascale [Pascale, 1991] developed a
framework consisting of 7 factors: strategy, systems, structure, shared
values, skills, staff, and style. As in the Leavitt/Scott Morton
management framework, coherence or fit between these factors is key
for successful organizations.
The frameworks also differ. Pascale [1991] states, "There is nothing
sacred about the number 7. There could be six or eight S's. The value
of a framework such as the seven S's is that it imposes an interviewing
discipline on the researcher."  The 7-S is more specific about the soft
variables (style, staff. shared values, and skills) than Leavitt/Scott
Morton, allowing a more critical analysis of these factors.

In 1994, D'Aveni and Gunther introduced a new set of 7-S descriptors
for hyper-competition. They include stakeholder satisfaction, strategic
soothsaying, speed. surprise, shifting the rules, signaling, and
simultaneous and sequential strategic thrust. Similar to the previous
frameworks, these factors must combine to provide a coherent fit.
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Unlike earlier frameworks, strategy and organizational agility reflect
the dynamics of the hyper-competitive marketplace.

2.8 Summary
In this chapter we reviewed the literature and developed a theoretical
structure  for the viable 21" century business enterprise by applying
living systems theory (Miller 1978; Churchman 1968; Boulding, 1953].
We recognized that there is an increased impetus for change from
external forces (i.e., global markets, customer-driven planning,
changing workforce, new technologies as enablers) [Kantor, 1992;
Parker, 1996]. Change in external forces, combined with internally
generated change increases entropy to the point that the
enterprise/organization must change or not survive [Miller, 1978].  To
reduce entropy to a minimum within the enterprise is to create/sustain
competitive fit [Porter, 1996], where sustainability flows from the
complete enterprise. However, competitive fit, once attained, never
lasts [Nadler et al., 1995], thus requiring the enterprise to have in place
a transformation process that encompasses sustaining external and
internal fit and organizational equilibrium [Scott Morton, 1991].
To transform the enterprise requires a strategy or vision of what the
marketplace will look like and how the enterprise will serve it, and it
requires a plan for repositioning. While Mintzberg proposes [1994b] a
new structure, Ansoff [1994] replies that leading enterprises are already
tailoring strategy and planning development approaches to suit their
needs. An example of this tailoring is scenario-based strategic

planning, developed by Royal Dutch/Shell [van der Heijden, 1996].
Key elements in these approaches involve developing common mental
models among the decision-makers [Donaldson and Lorsch, 1983;
Schein, 1996; de Geus, 1988], who participates and what roles they
play, assuring the process links to the discontinuous organizational
transformation activities. with the result reflecting a blend of creativity
and rational analysis. Implicit in the planning is the recognition of the
organizational culture, and the necessity to manage any resistance to
change juxtaposed with the necessity of fostering innovation and
learning at the grassroots level [Ciborra 1990].

In response to enterprise strategy and planning (the decider subsystem
in living systems), the governance and organizational relationships
between the functions change, They must support the new strategy and
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plan in a way that will restore equilibrium between the functions (the
reintegration to sustain subsystems, including the information
subsystem) sustaining internal fit and changing their boundaries or
outputs to sustain external fit [Miller, 1978; Porter, 1996].

From the early work of March and Simon [1958] to more recent work
by Galbraith and Lawler [1993], the issue of accommodating existing
organizational interdependencies in organizational design continues to
receive attention, adding another perspective to the creation/recreation
of business/IT linkages for internal fit. Moreover, designing an
organization to achieve necessary coherence [Galbraith, 1977; 1993]
may include a shift to a contingency organization [Lawrence & Lorsch
1973; Haeckle & Nolan 1993; Nolan, 1973; 1979] with organic
structures [Burns & Stalker, 1961], group decision-making, inter-
organizational design, organizational learning [Senge, 1990], process
engineering [Davenport 1993], workforce mobility, and outsourcing.  in
all of these design issues IT has the potential of playing a major role as
the enabler of organizational change.
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3. Emerging practice concerning business/IT relationships

3.1 Introduction

Mary Parker Follett [1949] was a prominent industrial relations and
business management lecturer/writer in the 19205 with ideas relevant in
today's business environment. Follet employed an interdisciplinary
approach adopted by Japan  in  the 19505, leading one writer [Parker,
1995] to suggest that ultimately, the  language of international business
management will be based upon the works of Follett. Although there
will be aspects of international business in the case studies, that is not
the key reason for including her at this point.  As we move the
discussion focus from foundations in theory to those in practice, three
messages of Follett are particularly relevant [Urwick, 1949; Kantor,
1995]:

• Business practices precede both business theory and
business language. Business theories come about as a
result of ideas that are demonstrably true through
observation of experiments and practices, or are assumed
to be so. If business practices change in ways not
addressed by current business theories, the practice may
prove unsuccessful to the point that the business will
discontinue its use. Alternatively, the practice will be
successful to the point that other businesses may adopt it,
and existing theories reexamined and revised.  This is a
rationale for examining current practices.

•  Relationships matter. Underpinning all of the work of
Follett is the importance of relationships - not just
transactions - in organizations. In  a  lecture  on

coordination [Urwick, 1949] Follett spoke of the necessity
for business unity, created by a combination of system
cross-functioning, a sense of collective responsibility, and
integration as a means of settling differences. We
propose that the importance of strong business/IT linkages
and relationships grow as enterprise dynamics increase.

•   Everything is situational, requiring situational solutions.
Unlike Frederick W. Taylor [1913], a Follett
contemporary who supported his notion of 'one best way'
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in  Principles of Scientific Management with a mechanistic
view of organizations, she offered no single solution,
action plan, strategy, or tool.  This made her ideas on a
more humanistic organization difficult to apply and
validate by measurements. We propose that enterprise
tools have evolved to the point where management
practices included in this chapter are supportive of the
Follett philosophy.

Thus, for theorist and practitioner alike, there are important trends
regarding business strategic planning and its relationship to the IT
organization to recognize at this point.

•   Planning emphasis: Tradition dictated that the emphasis
of IT planning was contained within the organization
boundaries. Today, factors concerning competition and
the external environment dominate IT planning
[Wiseman, 1988].

• Proposals: Traditionally, IT proposals were technical and
technologically based. Today, IT proposals are expected
to be business proposals addressing business strategy and
problems via technology-based solutions.

•   Justification: The traditional approach for justification is
based upon traditional business measurements (e.g., cost-
benefit analysis, etc.), accompanied by a technical
evaluation regarding technical risk. Today there is a
struggle as to how to evaluate and ultimately measure
business value associated with the proposal.

• Strategy: Traditional approach was to isolate the IT
organization from the business strategy process and
inform it based upon a need to know.  The \T organization
created its own technology strategy. Today technology
change (of all kinds) is integrated into business planing.

•  Linkage As organizations adopted new organizational
forms. linkages and relationships between functions and
people grew in importance. There is an increased interest
in identifying and assuring these necessary activities
continue and contribute to competitive fit.
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These trends impact each of the stages of IT strategy, planning, and
decision-making, i.e., identification of opportunities and problems
given the business strategy, identification and assessment of appropriate
alternatives, choosing the best alternative(s), prioritization of all
initiatives, and developing an appropriate development/support plan for
each. And significantly, open questions still remain for each.  Key
among them:

•  What are the appropriate alternatives? The Strategic
Option Generator [Wiseman, 1988] was a state of the art
idea when IT organizations first began grappling with the
idea of using IT strategically, however it was based upon
known strategies used to respond to existing problems.
Today, both business and IT need new strategies to cope
with new and previously unknown problems. Strategies
and plans require strategic flexibility rather than canned

responses.

•    What are the IT consequences for business cases? As the
proliferation and importance of IT-enabled organizations
and business strategies grow, the complexity and
importance of finding new, more appropriate methods for
both estimating the potential and ultimately measuring the
business value (or business contribution) to the enterprise.

Following the approach of Chapter 2, current practices to address these
issues are discussed in the context of the analysis framework (Figure 2-

/). These practices have roots that span the Atlantic. In Section 3.2 the
effects of business- and IT-related change on IT organizations are
discussed, using the work of Nadler et al.  The discussion Strategic
planning: process and outcome covers the 7 Questions Methodology
(3.3), Scenario Planning (3.4), and Information Economics (3.5).  The
Seven Questions methodology (strategic and action planning issues)
emerged as by-product of the IBM Los Angeles Scientific
Center/Washington University-CSDP Joint Study with Marilyn Parker
and Robert Benson as co-investigators/directors.  The work to develop
scenarios and scenario-based strategy and planning began in London in
1968 by Pierre Wack for Royal Dutch/Shell Group Planning.
Information Economics (establishing business value) was an earlier
product of the Parker/Benson study.  Note that these practices all
involve asking the right questions to elicit appropriate answers. Section
3.6.    Designing   internal    and   external    organizational   arrangements
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analyzes the consequences of the new business environment for
business/IT relationships and identifies linkage management as an
important area of management attention. Finally, Section 3.7:
Sustainable competitive position, discusses the need for a management
dashboard to proactively monitor a firm position in the market place.
Today, current practices are beginning to reflect a new generation of
ideas including the concept of the Balanced Scorecard developed by
David Norton, and measurements and ratios for the information-based
economy developed by Nuala Beck.

3.2    Change of competitive forces

In Chapter 2 we discussed the theories of Porter's external and internal
fit I 1996], Hamel's strategic stretch \.1993, 1994], and Harrigan's
strategic flexibility I 1985]. Each emphasized the importance of
organizational flexibility to support a dynamic strategy in response to a
changing external and internal environment. We concluded that
discussion by questioning whether IT organizations had adequate
strategy and planning approaches in place to respond to this business
demand. Does the IT organization reflect the proactive, strategic
jlexibility of an enabler or the reactive strategy based on incremental
change,

Most lT organizations already possess the skills necessary to support
incremental change in the business organization, whether anticipatory
(tuning) or reactive (adaptation necessary as a result of change in the
external environment).  In this context, we define incremental change as
a modification in the existing organizational framework to improve
internal efficiency and support, and to improve/enhance effective
delegation. What is lacking is the skills, support structures and
experience to support discontinuous change [Nadler, Shaw & Walton,
1995].

Discontinuous change [Nadler et al., 1995] involves change outside the
organizational framework (e.g., industry deregulation), and requires
intimate and active leadership by senior management. If management is
anticipatory, discontinuous change forces reorientation - frame bending
in anticipation of future strategic shifts and/or periods of disequilibrium
- and involves a fundamental redefinition of the enterprise and what
constitutes internal and external fit. Reorientation, because it is
anticipatory, allows for a relatively gradual change (3 to 7 years) and is
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accomplished before the change imperative hits. The management
challenge is to sustain the sense of urgency despite the lack of obvious
crisis. If management is reactive, discontinuous change forces re-

creation - frame bending in response to a current strategic environment
shift, frequently creating a performance crisis.  Here, the enterprise
faces a crisis and must re-create itself to survive. The action is swift
(months, rather than years), decisive, and all encompassing,
simultaneously changing all basic elements of the organizational
system. (See Table 3-1. Change, as viewed by Nadler et al., 1995 for a
comprehensive comparison of the four types of change.)

Due to the shift in change from internally- to externally-driven, the
enterprise, including IT, must respond in new ways. A single, generic
solution can't be applied to enable the revolutionary strategy of Hamel.
Anticipatory, proactive management initiates change early in the cycle;
reactive management doesn't (or can't). Management priorities also
change as the competitive timing shifts from anticipatory to reactive, as
does the assimilation of change by the enterprise when it moves from a
bureaucratic, highly structured organization to a learning organization.

3.3 Strategic planning process and outcome: Seven Questions
methodology

in 1984, the IBM Los Angeles Scientific Center and the School of
Technology and Information Management (STIM)/Center for the Study
of Data Processing at Washington University launched a multi-year
study devoted to the effective use of IT in the business environment
[Parker  et al., 1988; 1989; Parker, 1996]. The two directors (Parker
representing IBM and Benson representing Washington University)
quickly discovered that the issue was not a technology problem.

The real IT problem involved the various business issues related to the
effective use of IT in the organization, especially in two areas. First,
there were issues involving the working relationships and
responsibilities between the business and IT functions, particularly in
the development of business and IT planning relationships. Second,
there existed a host of issues involving the justification, measurement,
and communication of the IT-contributed business value to the
enterprise.
Among the more popular planning methodologies, none reflected the
interactive quality of entities influenced by dynamic forces. They didn't
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easily answer the 'what if questions posed by top management, or view
the enterprise as a totality, and go on to identify the critical elements.

Incremental change (in existing Discontinuous change (outside
organizational frame  to improve organizational frame, requires
internal ejliciency, support & intimate, active leadership by
effective delegation) senior management)

Anticipatory
Tuning Reorientation (frame bending in
• Initiated internally: focus on anticipation offuture strategic
individual parts or subsystems of shifts  /  periods  of disequilibrium)
the organization • Change is discontinuous;
• Improve policies. methods, initiated in advance or early in
and procedures cycle

• Introduce new technologies • Fundamental redefinition of the
• Redesign processes to lower cost, enterprise -- its identity, vision,
reduce time to market. improve strategy and values
productivity • To maintain fit, it changes
• Initiate programs to improve definition of its work. attitudes
quality & customer responsiveness & capabilities of its people,
• Enhance coordination and formal structures & processes,
control between organizational and ultimately its culture
units to improve efficiency • Accomplished before change
• Develop personnel suited to imperative hits
present strategy by improving • Anticipatory nature

allows time
selection. training, and rewards for a relatively gradual change
• Foster commitments to mission (3-7 years)
• Promote confidence in accepted • Key challenge is to create a sense
values, beliefs, norms, and of urgency about change despite
organizational myths the lack of an obvious crisis

Reactive
Adaptation Re-creation (frame bending in
• Incremental change resulting from response lo a current strategic
external conditions in the environmental shift, frequently
environment that require some creating a performance crisis)
response. incremental but reactive • Organization faces a fundamental
• In adapting to the realities of the crisis or external conditions
external environment. the demand change; company must
incremental changes are not re-create itself to survive
fundamental modifications of the • Action must be swift (months).
character. strateg>. or identity decisive.                    all

encompassing
of the institutions • Departure from core identity &

values. fast, simultaneous change
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of all basic elements of the
organizational system

Table 3-1: Change, as viewed by Nadler et aL, 1995.

To become a business partner, \T needed a planning approach that more
accurately reflected the realities of the present and future business and
technology alternatives. With a focus on partnership, the products of
the study included the development of new concepts for strategic
planning (the 70 Methodology) [Parker, Trainor, and Benson, 1989:6-8]
and an approach to formalize the quantification of intangible benefits (a
justification technique called Information Economics). Both effectively
linked IT to the creation and delivery of business value and
incorporated a modular design easily tailored to an individual
enterprise. Because long-term business value contribution - as opposed
to short-term financial gain - was the core concept behind the 7Q
Methodology and Information Economics, the techniques easily
complemented scenario-based strategy and planning. Moreover, the 7Q
Methodology was one of the first methodologies to address external
issues as having an impact on IT as compared to the more popular IBM-
developed Business Systems Planning (BSP) methodology that focused
on internal change.

Seven Questions (7Q) Methodology as a concept
To simplify strategic planning and the linkage of business and IT
planning, organizations used seven questions to either form a new
planning process or validate the current one. The questions permitted
the planner to quickly identify contextual base-points before any actual
planning began for the line of business or enterprise, and drove toward
explicit answers involving strategy, strategic planning, and action
planning, establishing feasibility and priorities. Ideally, the first
iteration of the seven questions focused on the enterprise strategy, and
the outcomes established the contexts within which the business
planners developed the lower-level enterprise strategies, including IT -
also driven by the seven questions.

The first three questions address strategic planning issues. They are: 1)
What business(es) are we in; 2) What problems, forces, and critical
success factors do we have in this business; and 3) What are our
strategies in the business? Questions 4 through 7 address the action
planning issues. They are: 4) How can we contribute business value; 5)
How can we change (improve) the strategy or basic business plan; 6)
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How can we organize the business (and our function) to best accomplish
the business goals; and 7) What action plan supports the answers to
questions 1 through 6.  At this point, the organization is ready to
address the feasibility and priority issues of planning results and
outcomes, justify the results, and make decision(s).
While the questions might appear simple at first glance, developing
appropriate answers isn't. Since the purpose of IT is to add business
value to the enterprise, there is an important link between business
performance and its uses - its application must produce improvement in
business performance. This requires an understanding of the factors
that impact business performance, as compared to merely linking to
business planning.

Seven Questions Methodology as a process
Originally, the impetus for the development of the seven questions was
to provide a vehicle for facilitating strategic planning. Over time, and
as more companies faced strategic issues directly related to enterprise
transformation, refinements focused on transformation strategy and
support. An expanded set of questions was developed, starting at the
enterprise level, carrying through the strategy and operational planning
at function and department level. The following discussion covers only
the IT part of the analysis.

1. What business(es) are we in? If IT has no clear view of the
organization and its intent, it can't develop effective strategies to
support it.

What business(es) are we supporting?  What business(es) should/will we
be in? What services business(es) is IT in? Together, business and IT
management must plan the future of the business, addressing issues
such as product, customer, and market development, and improving
performance.  For IT, the specific issues of supply/demand and of
outsourcing and its interface management require attention.

What business/businesses are we likely to be in?  ln the current business
environment, with disappearing time and space buffers to protect the
enterprise from market dynamics, it is critical to understand the
alternative courses of action - the strategies - business might employ
when facing new market conditions.  This is particularly true for the IT
function, as it simultaneously maintains the past and provides current
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support with the perspective of building an infrastructure and

architecture capable of sustaining tomorrow's possible requirements.
An important part of the exercise is understanding and communicating
to enterprise management the price the business must pay to keep
various options available, particularly as it applies to IT infrastructure
investments. The existence of an option pricing procedure, understood
and adhered to by both business and technology management, becomes
pivotal, and is never a straightforward, fill-in-the-blanks task.
However, when the enterprise employs scenario planning and business
forecasters and planners develop likely market and business scenarios
bolstered by a suite of real options investments, planning for IT
becomes an exercise - still non-trivial - in assuring that infrastructure
and architecture investments accommodate the business direction.

2. What problems, forces, and CSFs do we have in this business?
What problems do we have in this business?  What forces are affecting
this business?  What are the critical success factors (CSFs) for the
business? These are all business-based questions, whose answers are

key to the IT planning process. If industry and market characteristics
change rapidly, the IT organization must develop systems and support
quickly and provide a significant level of flexibility for architectures
and applications built around management and operational support of
the business CSFs.

What forces are changing the business environment?  What are the
ear\y warning signals? Long-term demographic trends, along with
changing market demands, require competitive businesses to change
business processes and organizational forms. The ability to anticipate
possible market dynamics and initiate the appropriate business
flexibility, contributes to maintaining a competitive position.

3. What are our strategies in the business? Porter [1985] defines the
generic business strategies as cost leadership, differentiation, and focus.
Whatever basic strategy the enterprise adopts will determine, to a large
extent, the direction Of the IT strategies. While the IT investment
strategies for a low-cost producer focus on systems associated with cost
displacement, cost avoidance, or cost reduction, a strategy of product
differentiation requires IT resources to support the creation of a unique,
customized product.

What strategies are we applying?  What Action Plan(s) are we
foliow·ing,  It is critical for the IT organization to fully understand and
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appreciate the nuances of the business strategy. To enable the desired

flexibility of the business organizational structure in conjunction with
enhancing the agility factor to quickly redesign or reconfigure business
processes, elevates the IT architectural platform and application
prioritization to a critical success factor for the transforming enterprise.
This often requires redefining the IT charter and redesigning the IT
delivery and support infrastructure, including active supply and demand
management [Earl & Sampler, 1998] and outsourcing [Lacity,
Willcocks & Feeny, 1995] to maximize both flexibility and control.

4. How can IT contribute business value?  How can /T improve the
functioning of the business, and achieve success in its strategies and
critical success factors? Key to these answers is moving the IT
performance measures from a cost basis to a basis ofvalue. Because IT
wants to gain positive management attention and action, it needs
business performance measurements that signify a contribution to value.
These measurements must represent the true value of the IT services -
and allow both IT and business to chart the improvements.

How can  the  IT function  improve  business  performance?   How can  the
IT function better deploy technology?   What new technologies can the
IT function deploy?   What are the critical skill sets?   How can we
measure contributions to business value?  For lT organizations, the key
to delivering business value is the ability of IT to demonstrate its
understanding of and contribution to the new and evolving business
values associated with transformation. This includes developing and
supporting new business measurement systems that reflect the corporate
vision and stakeholder values so perfectly that the measures become
routine input to business decision-making. More importantly, it
demands that IT understand the business processes being measured, and
how IT (organizationally and technologically) might improve them,
resulting in improved business performance.

5. How can lT change the strategy or basic business plan? What new
uses of IT can change the business strategy. or change the basic
business plan (new product, customer, or market)? Here, we are
focusing on Opportunity planning. Given the current level of
technology expertise within the line of business and IT organization, the
issue is how to leverage that expertise to create new leading edge
business opportunities, innovation, and change. Can new products or
new services be developed?  Can a use of IT expand the current
customer set? Can an IT application create a new market?
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How can IT change the business;' How can IT employ
infrastructures/architectures to increase enterprise mobility?  What new
technologies or platforms should we employ?  What are the critical
skills? How can we measure improvements? As new business
architectures emerge with a myriad of organizational variations, each
will be dependent on functional characteristics of its IT platform.
Businesses attempting reengineering or transformation can reduce the
stress by synchronizing the IT and business architecture changes

[Rogow, 1991].

Long-term business strategy must include the coordination of business
transformation and new IT platform capability.  As a consequence, IT
executives must prepare their organizations for two distinct technology
strategies. The first strategy involves the exploitation of the current

platform, leveraging existing systems wherever possible for benefits.
This strategy contributes immediate business value (Question 4). The
second strategy focuses on the new (future) IT platform, involving pilot
programs and experimentation, organizational learning and technology
transfer.  This is the strategy that leverages enterprise transformation
through the application of new IT resources and skills (Question 5).

6. How can we best organize business and IT to accomplish business
goals'l  How can we organize the business to most effectively achieve its
goals, business strategy, and plans?  How can we organize IT activities
to best accomplish the business goals? Organizational design is a
problem for IT management and criteria for optimizing the management
and structure of IT are vague, at best. Indicators of dysfunctional IT
organization design may include the inability to anticipate problems
before they occur or to take corrective action quickly enough after
having identified a problem concerning its strategic portfolio.

What is the best organization?  What are the critical skills?  How can
we measure (improved) organizational effectiveness? While much of
the recent rhetoric surrounding the appropriateness of the IT
organizational structure seems to focus around the centralized versus
decentralized debate, there is much more to the issue than that. This
becomes obvious when an IT organization - whether centralized or
decentralized - confronts the issue of how to best organize to support a
business organization that uses matrix management or self-managed
workgroups.
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Although the emphasis to this point has been on organizational
structure, choosing and implementing a new organizational structure is
pointless if the organization doesn't have the set of critical skills
necessary to carry out the business goals. The learning organization
demands a constant emphasis on specilic skill improvements. Any
strategic (or long-term) planning and subsequent investment of
resources by the IT organization that does not directly support these
business goals are questionable.
7. What Action Plan will support the answers to Questions 1
through 6? Most strategic planning presentations appear long on
concept and short on execution.  It is one thing to talk about the Value
Chain [Porter, 1985] and quite another to use it in a planning process in
a real enterprise [Thorhallsson, 1996]. One reason strategic planning
processes tend to overlook process is the wide spectrum of differences
among enterprises.  It is very difficult to specify a general process that
applies to many types of enterprises.  On the other hand, a contingent
approach to planning processes is both feasible and effective.  The
action plan (Question 7) represents the key ideas of a contingent
planning process.  To do the strategic planning is the goal of the action
plan and activated through the seven questions. Its purpose is to apply
the insights and learning from the experience of organizations doing
strategic planning, and create a state-of-the-art methodology.
Three ideas stand out.

•     Enterprises  are  different. A generic action plan has to
provide diagnostic steps to permit fitting the planning
process to the requirements and circumstances of the
specific enterprise. Hence, a contingent approach to
planning is reasonable, where the planner can define the
suitable approach most likely to bring success.
Enterprises and its lines of business are unique.  The idea
of diagnosis is central to planning. Consequently, a
planner should orient the 7Q to the determination of the
character of the enterprise and line of business, applying
the appropriate planning tool and planning approach for
best effect.

•     Enterprises consist of one or more lines of business. The
resulting planning process might apply in one of them, but
likely not all. Planning, in this sense, is bottom-up; the
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focus is on one line of business and not the enterprise as a
whole.

•    A number of tools already exist for planning. A generic
planning methodology should not invent new tools but
rather identify where existing ones apply and tailor them
to the lines of business studied.

In summary, IT strategy must accomplish two things: first, it must
exploit the current technology platform to produce business value.
Second, it must leverage enterprise transformation through new
technology platforms.

Limitations
Consultants and companies use a variety of tools and techniques to
support the 7Q Methodology. The facilitator of discussions involving
questions surrounding Ql might use Porter's three generic strategies
[1980], the Value Chain [Porter, 1985], or corporate values [Donaldson
& Lorsch, 1983] as the focal point. For discussions involving Q2, the
facilitator might choose to focus on the three questions themselves, the
Critical Success Factors [Rockart, 1979]; an analysis of competitive
strengths, weaknesses and forces [Porter, 1985]; or match the CSFs to
the Action Plan inventory. Organizational structuring [Clemons, 1995;
Martinez, 1995], behavior, and culture touchstones [Donaldson et al.,
1983; Schein, 1996] may be used to address Q4, Q5, and Q6.

The 7Q Methodology was not designed to furnish answers - it was
designed to ask the right questions of an organization so that it could
develop and appropriate strategy and action plan. There are people
dependencies for the 70 Methodology also.  Here, the process won't
produce any valid results if:

• The facilitator doesn't have the necessary skills or
influence to force the investment of the proper level of
skills and time to freely explore each question.

• The participants don't have the experience, skills, and
influence within the enterprise and industry to understand
the possibilities and translate them into appropriate and
effective action plans that the rest of the enterprise will
accept.
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3.4 Strategic planning process and outcome: Scenario-based strategy
and planning
Work that ultimately led to the development of business scenarios and
scenario-based business planning began in London 1968 with Pierre
Wack [1985], Royal Dutch/Shell Group Planning. The years that
followed were remarkable from the perspective of fine-tuning the
scenario 'process', benefiting from the talents of Arie de Geus [1988;
1997], Andrd Benard [1980], Peter Schwartz [1991], and Kees van der
Heijden [1996]. Three decades later, scenarios and scenario-based
planning is part of the culture at Shell, and Group Planning continues to
develop new scenarios as part of its established planning process.

A scenario is "a description of a future situation" [Godet & Roubelat,
1996:166] or possible view [Schwartz, 1991] and of are two types.
They can either be exploratory, where the scenario-builder uses past and
present trends to lead to a likely future, or they can be anticipatory,
when they are built using different (desired or feared) visions of the
future. Generally, scenarios are flowing narratives (rather than
numerical estimates) and they are constructed as a set describing
multiple possible futures [Schnaars, 1989]. Some may even describe
the progression of events from the present to the future, rather than
simply describing the future state.

Scenario planning is dynamic, ongoing, and futures oriented. It enables
the enterprise to cope with discontinuous change by fostering
continuing strategic conversations throughout the enterprise, resulting
in the sharing of common mental models through which institutional
learning and understanding develops, and institutional actions result.
Shared vision, shared mental models, and team learning are necessary
elements of the concept.

Scenario-based strategy and planning as a concept
Scenario-based strategic planning involves the development of plausible
future (external) environments, accompanied by descriptions of how,
from the present situation, the enterprise will get there [von Reibnitz,
1988].  Scenarios may be developed on two or more levels.  For
example, global scenarios address plausible global and industry-wide
(external) changes (e.g., technology advances, customer-driven
planning, etc.), and different company-specific scenarios link global
statements with company specific alternative responses (internal
change, e.g., e-business). By focusing on plausible futures, strategy and
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planning development addresses the inter-relationships of a diversity of
changes created by the uncertainties and complexities in the future,
enabling the development of forward-looking strategies. Strategy
development and strategic planning become exercises involving
visualization of alternative futures rather than mechanistic responses
based upon history and incremental change/improvement [Schwartz,
1991]

Planning as learning / strategic conversation
Only a few years ago, most managers thought that their biggest problem
was management of change and searched for a process that would make
change orderly. Today, most managers would probably say that their

biggest problem is the management of surprise, one of the 7S's of
D'Aveni and Gunther [1994]. Surprises may disrupt or destroy
relationships with customers and suppliers; they may suddenly change
the definitions of the market (thus changing their concepts and
measurements of market share); or they may that create generational
leaps rather than incremental moves in all sorts of technologies.  They
also lay waste the carefully crafted but vision- or knowledge-deficient
strategic plan. To survive these surprises and point the way to safety,
organizational leaders must foster improvisation, wisdom, respectful
interaction, and communication [Weick, 1996] - a learning

organization.

Learning more and learning more quickly becomes necessary for the
organization if it is to adapt faster and better. Edgar Schein from MIT
Sloan School suggests that organizations tend to have three distinct
types of learning requirements, each having different time horizons
[Schein, 1996].  First, acquiring new knowledge and insight often gives
new direction, but it doesn't automatically change behavior. Because
learners may block assimilation if it is difficult or disruptive, leaders
often have difficulty in implementing a new vision, even if
communicated widely. Second, habit and skill learning is slow because
it requires practice and a willingness to be temporarily incompetent.
Lack of a safe environment in which to practice and make errors
constrains acceptance. And third, emotional conditioning and learned
anxiety is learning based on punishment.  The basis of behavior patterns
stems from avoiding punishment in the past. The most common
defenses against this learning are to not hear the message, to deny that
the message applies, or to rationalize that the leaders don't understand
the problem.  Learned anxiety occurs quickly - it is the unlearning that
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is slow. To improve any of the organizational learning skills requires
overcoming the negative effects of past penalty boxes -the historical
reward for making mistakes.  This necessitates creating a new culture
that makes people feel safe in learning: they must have a motive, a
sense of direction, and the opportunity to try out new things without
fear of punishment.

These are not new ideas.  In 1983, Donaldson and Lorsch [1983:9]
wrote about the shaping of strategic direction, stating that "because
these decisions often depend on forecasts of future events, they involve
considerable uncertainty and ambiguity. To analyze these complexities
top managers draw upon their experience and judgement - judgement
that has been shaped by the shared beliefs." Lee, Courtney, and
O'Keefe [1992:23] write that "learning occurs as organizational actions
lead to environmental responses, which are interpreted by individuals
who share their interpretations and form a collective organizational
action-response map based on cause-effect relationships."   And  in  1988
de Geus [1988:71], in describing planning at Shell described planning
as learning.  Moreover, he describes corporate planning as institutional
learning, "whereby management teams change their shared mental
models of their company, their markets, and their competitors".  One
way Shell triggers their institutional learning is through the use of
scenarios.

In The Fifth Discipline Senge [1990] voices a parallel view, focusing on
systems thinking, as part of a broader concept of how to turn a company
into a learning organization capable of adapting to - and even
anticipating - all the changes in its competitive environment. Senge
Suggests the disciplines of a learning organization are those of building
a shared vision, achieving personal mastery, building and using mental
models, team learning, and systems thinking. The practice of
developing pictures of the future that foster genuine commitment builds
a shared vision, and achieving personal mastery is the skill of
continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision. The ability to
uncover our internal pictures of the world - our mental models - to
scrutinize them, and to make them open to the influence of others is
also a key discipline in conjunction with team learning, the capacity to
think together. Accomplishment occurs through mastering the practice
of sharing ideas, dialogue and discussion. Systems thinking is the
discipline that integrates the four preceding disciplines, fusing them
into a coherent body of theory and practice.
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Learning organizations become predominately learning-oriented and
idea-sharing rather than controlling, and action - a sort of learning by
trying - thus increasing both knowledge and the capacity to learn.
Building, refining, executing, and evaluating scenarios becomes a
natural process.

Limitations
Organizations today must be reactive, pre-active (anticipating changes),
and proactive (provoking changes), linking anticipation and action
[Godet & Roubelat, 1996].  And when we are contemplating the
organizational future, there are three classes of knowledge, according to
Schoemaker [1995:38-39]: things we know, things we don't know, and
things we don't know we don't know.  The use of scenarios focuses
attention on the latter two, since it is "a study of our collective
ignorance" and "reveal(s) evidence that does not fit our current
conceptual maps, especially when it threatens our very existence".

While we can express the concept behind scenario planning fairly
easily, everything else requires time and a talented staff. It takes
significantly more effort than just a casual focus at the beginning of
each traditional planning cycle. While many planners believe they are
already doing this, the ramifications of simply not questioning current
or past assumptions creates potential strategic time bombs, and it is an
easy trap to fall into.

From a staffing perspective, scenario planning won't produce the
desired product when:

•   The facilitator, whether an outside consultant or an in-
house expert, doesn't have the appropriate blend of
communication and visionary qualities.

-   The participants, who envision the consequences of each
scenario shaping the enterprises' competitive environment
and strategic response, aren't free thinking, multi-
disciplinary, questioning, and creative.

3.5 Strategic planning process and outcome: Justifying the business
case of IT investments with Information Economics
A decade ago there was a two-fold problem in justification and
measurement.  First, most IT functions had no process in place based
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upon business values or outcomes of IT actions to either justify its
proposed investments or subsequently measure the effect of its actual
investments. Second, business strategy depended upon developing and
justifying IT investments that anticipate and support it. To accomplish
either required concerted change by both business and IT.

•  Rather than being a follower, the IT organization must
constantly be in step with the business as it develops and
plays out its strategy.

• IT must be anticipatory in resource allocation by
becoming part of the business strategy process.

•   IT and business must both be comfortable with business

and IT intangibles.

Information Economics was the result of one of the first attempts to
successfully address these issues.

Information Economics as a concept
The problem Parker, Benson and Trainor [1988] were initially trying to
solve with Information Economics was, first, that any firm has a limited
amount of funds, whether it is operating budgets, or capital money.
Second, in determining where to put those funds, return-on-investment
(ROI) was helpful but insufficient, due to the inadequacies of dealing
with important elements not yet credibly measurable. Third, because it
was necessary to make decisions among alternatives, IT organizations
required a vehicle for making decisions about IT initiatives that
addressed the following concerns:

•     Gives the wisest allocation of least (scarce) resources.

•  Takes into account any important considerations not yet
financially credible.

• Facilitates decision-making between business and IT.

Information Economics evolved from its origins as a capital-budgeting
tool, and is still in use today as process to decide, and a method for
evaluation and assessment. The theory and a complete case study
behind the justification approach that follows appear in Information
Economics [Parker et a/., 1988], and Information Strategy and
Economics IParker et al., 1989].
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Information Economics as a process builds business/IT linkage
As a method, there were some built-in additions to the traditional
financial justification calculations; however, the process perspective
was, in retrospect, more important because it was based upon building
and sustaining business/IT linkage and developing consensus. The
process required the following:

• Business must clearly state its strategies and priorities
(developing linkage via shared vision, common mental
models).

•  Business and IT must educate each other regarding any
alternatives (developing / improving linkage via better
communication).

•  Business and IT must communicate and reach consensus
(developing / improving linkage via common mental
models and shared vision).

The Information Economics process worked to build a consensus across

all the participating factors  in assessment and decision-making. It was
of no value for the financial and IT analysts to be doing computations if
they were not credible to those who made the final decisions.  The
process was to get the decision-makers also making the assessments, or
at least concurring in them. Consensus on an individual project
involved the end user in addition to the business and financial
managers, the CEO and the IT group.

The Information Economics process model allowed goal definition
(established by some previous strategic planning process) for the
business activity (the shared vision).  It also provided for descriptions
of how each project enables success in achieving the objectives and
Critical Success Factors or CSFs. A description of the process follows.

1.  Every business enterprise develops its own unique business
investment profile that reflects its specific strategies and the
comparative importance (or weight) of each. An enterprise (or line of
business) decides what particular combination of factors is important to
the definition and accomplishment of its specific business strategy, and
develops its business investment profile. The business investment
profile includes criteria such as financial contribution, supporting
current strategy, creating competitive advantage, and reducing business
risks.  The IT portion of the business investment profile includes
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building or improving the strategic IT infrastructure (people, platforms,
architectures) necessary to support current and future business strategy,
and reducing IT risks if this is important to the enterprise.  We
characterize, or describe, each potential project using a relative scale
based upon enterprise-dependent descriptors that reflect the
contribution level of that initiative to the business investment criteria.

2.  Similarly, every business enterprise develops specific descriptors of
each of its investment decision criterion, based upon its own unique
requirements. Senior business management (generally a Management
Steering Committee or equivalent) will, in the interim, fine-tune the
weights for the weighted business investment profile that determines the
relative importance for each of the criteria. A member of the Steering
Committee or staff converts the weighted business investment profile to
reflect its numeric proportions.
3.  Consensus is crucial for decision-making among projects and in
showing the relative ranking of each project.  lt requires shared vision.
The participants assessing strategic (business) values are from the
business domain.  IT management doesn't interpret the business strategy

and decide what is (or is not) in support of it. Those discussing and
scoring strategic value are those who understand the nuances of the
business thrust. The participants negotiate with each other to develop a
final value that is acceptable to each.

As a result of multiplying individual scalars of each project by the
appropriate factor weights in the investment profile and summing them,
the project score is developed. The project with the highest score
represents the initiative that contributes the most to achieving the
overall business strategy; the project with the lowest score represents
the undertaking that contributes the least. The basis of funding
decisions is the consensus-supported evaluations.

4.  The process of Information Economics establishes tile relative
contributioit of (IT) projects to tlie achievement of a predetermined
(business) strategy. Obviously, for this approach to work, the
enterprise must be secure in the knowledge that:

•  IT has the best potential initiatives, given the business
strategy.

•  The business investment profile accurately reflects the
business strategy.
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•   IT has a set of scenarios for the continuing evolution of
its architectures based upon alternative business strategies
and architectures.

Once capturing all the information, doing what if analyses became a
relatively trivial exercise in support of evaluating the potential effects
on IT due to changing business conditions or sudden shifts in business
strategy.

5.  Building and sustaining linkage. Information Economics assists in
effectively communicating the potential value of IT to business
management and provides the basis for going back and measuring the
actual impact of IT actions on business performance. This results in
establishing the direct linkage between IT and the accomplishment of
business objectives.
It is also an extension of management planning for a business function
or line of business, because it is a tool to address what IT can do to
collapse business cycles, integrate business functions, improve quality
and productivity for the business unit, or prepare itself to support future
business change. The approach works well for this last function
because it forces the identification of specific business objectives and
the role IT plays in achieving those objectives. it forces managers to
determine the business-based reasons for funding IT projects that are
most likely to move the business (unit) forward. Experience showed
that the prioritization processes and value determination schemes of
Information Economics may not persuade senior business management
unless they fully understood and participated in some portion of the
process.

In summary, the salient features of Information Economics include:

•  All initiatives measured with the same yardstick: Senior

business management determines the strategy mix and the
importance of each element, creating the weighted
business investment profile. They are the only ones that
can modify it.

•  Eliminates hidden agendas and misunderstandings of
strategy: The business investment profile, in combination
with the discussions surrounding the actual scoring
process, communicates clearly to all what the strategy is.
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•   Consensus-driven process. Consensus not only eliminates
the squeaky wheel funding phenomena, but it broadens the
participants' perspective and knowledge of the business
and its processes.

•  Ability to completely tailor to each enterprise: Each

enterprise determines its own investment profile and
weights, and modifies them when business conditions
dictate.

•    Creates a structure where intangibles get treated in a pre-
determined and consistent manner. Whether ignored,
simply acknowledged, assessed for strength, or assigned a
relative range of future value contribution, all important
intangible benefits get equitable treatment.

• Promotes evaluation/inclusion of soft and/or new
justifications and measurements for decision-making and
values of success.

• Addresses business/IT linkage by building and
strengthening internal communications, assisting in the
building of shared mental models, and strengthens
consensus-building and team environments.

Since the basis of Information Economics was to establish and evaluate
the linkage between IT and the accomplishment of business objectives,
it was the initial bridge to connect future systems and IT scenario
planning.

Limitations
There are people dependencies associated with using Information
Economics in its original form, and those dependencies became
increasingly critical in a transformational environment. In either case,
results of the process are jeopardized when:

•    The facilitator can't create and sustain a consensus-driven
environment.

• Senior management or the management steering
committee hasn't fully participated in developing and
supporting the use of the weighted business profile.
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• The business and IT participants that develop the
initiative scores can't come to consensus, don't thoroughly
understand the underlying business strategies, haven't
sufficient knowledge of business and IT capabilities, or
aren't sufficiently knowledgeable of what is possible.
This is necessary to assure that the best set of initiatives
(i.e., the best set of possible solutions) is being considered
for funding. Another pitfall is when they either lack
honest assessments, or don't fully appreciate the realities
of the enterprise core competencies - both the limitations
and the potential.

•  The business and IT non-participants aren't sufficiently
knowledgeable of the process to understand the business
priorities and strategies to accept the results, especially
when pet projects fail to receive funding.

A consistent theme of the practices discussed (i.e., the 7Q methodology,
scenario-based strategy and planning, Information Economics) is that
none give a precise prescription or even a magic formula that, if
followed, will guarantee success. Scenario literature and practice
doesn't dictate how many scenarios should be developed or of what
type. The 7Q methodology doesn't dictate how to develop alternatives
or how to address the basic organizational issues of IT governance, and
Information Economics doesn't dictate what business investment
profiles should be, or how proposals should be evaluated to assure that
an organization comes to consensus about the right proposals. Each of
these concepts and processes support the idea that given good people,
clear communications, and an organization open to new ideas and
innovation can, by working together and sharing ideas, shape the
enterprise to attain/sustain competitive fit.

3.6 Designing internal and organizational arrangements: Linkages and
relationships

Chandler [1962] was one of the first organizational theorists to promote
the idea that structure follows strategy. Taking this traditional view,
the building of physical linkages and of promoting better relationships
between business and IT was unnecessary in the days of the Fayol
[1925] bureaucratic organization. in this type of organization
coordination was not considered a problem: standard operating
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procedures and hierarchical interference were supposed to guarantee a
goal oriented action of the organization as a whole. Where, if IT was
necessary to a product or function (e.g., accounting/controlling), it
resided and reported to that function.  When the use of IT began to
permeate many enterprise functions, and duplication of IT efforts were
recognized, IT functions were centralized. This resulted in a break in
any existing linkages between business and IT, and ushered in the era of
the IT glass house where IT focused inwardly, built state-of-the-art

infrastructures, and used techno-speak to communicate with the rest of
the enterprise.

As business functions became disenchanted with the level of service
they were receiving from the IT function, the incentive to build
new/better linkages between them emerged. The idea of linkage
management was, in effect, introduced for IT planning organizations
purposes in Figure  1-2:   Enterprise-wide  planning processes, where

alignment assured that IT objectives supported current business
objectives and impact supported the utilization of IT in changing
business objectives. This approach needed two types of linkage
management to provide the underlying support for business strategy:

• Interface management. a focus on the relationship
between IT activities and the business organizations
served.

•  Coordination management: a focus on the relationships
among the IT activities in the enterprise, and among the
business using information delivered by IT.

As the strategy to become a lean organization played out, organizational
hierarchies were flattened, teams solved problems, and specialized IT
support began moving closer to the business function where it was
employed. Moreover, as the structure of the business organization
changed (e.g., networking; teamworking, etc.) and business decision-
making locations (physical and via groupware) increased, the
requirement for interface management increased. And, as the number
of decentralized business unit decisions about the use of IT increased,
so did the necessity for coordination management.

Enterprises began building new business/IT linkages with the view of IT
as a support function. If staff supporting IT stayed in the IT
organization, new business/IT liaison relationships were spawned.  If IT
support staff moved to the business function, the IT organization
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remained responsible for employee training and development.  And, if
selected IT services were outsourced, the IT organization remained
responsible for managing the necessary linkages and relationships. New
forms of linkage began to proliferate, including partnering, steering
committees, task forces, joint studies, etc. The implementation of
linkages and relationships began taking on the aspect of partnerships -
sharing risks and opportunities.
New business/IT linkages need to be managed effectively under
conditions of rapid change triggered by unpredictable events and
business uncertainties. Managing business/IT linkage includes planning
for, building of, maintaining, and evaluating linkages to support
business plans, processes, and objectives triggered by rapid business
change. Linkage is also a vehicle for managing change (communication
of, strategy for, implementation of, evaluation 00 and is a component of
achieving / maintaining competitive fit [Porter, 1996].
Note that the concepts and definitions in this section do not include the
views of Strategic Linkage [Venkatraman, 1991; Macdonald, 1991],
which are better characterized as the development of vision and
objectives, and part of the objective-setting process of management.

Demand versus supply management
In the mid 705, Richard Nolan [1976] wrote about IS/IT leadership and
used the terminology of architect and insider to characterize two
divergent management styles relating to IT. The architect style of
management gradually grew to the development of a host of
structurally-based practices including blueprints (vision and goals of
future structure), architectures (what is to built and how things fit
together), and roadmaps (frameworks for development priorities)
described by Parker et al. [1989:188-198]. During this same time-
frame, Zachman developed his lS Architecture Framework [1986] from
which Spewak [1993] drew his current Enterprise Architecture Planning
(EAP). The insider is a management role that focuses full attention on
the current and future consumption of information technology, and is
responsible for business domain exploitation of it. The insider is in the
business domain and provides the business leadership necessary to
effectively employ IT (demand of IT).  When the insider is coupled with
an account manager in the technology domain that mobilizes technology
domain resources (supply of IT) in response to business domain
requirements, linkage between the two domains becomes possible.  This
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early delineation between the functions of supply and demand of IT is
inherent in Figure  2-3:  IT  Partnership  Transformation  Model,  and
forces the reexamination of the role of IT and its supporting staff in
terms of both internal and external partnership relationships and
facilitation.

Demand management. The traditional demand management tools are
an analysis of business processes and how they can be supported by IT,
cost-benefit analysis and capital budgeting. Business requested
specified services/support from the IT organization, and if it had
adequate resources, it responded to the demand by honoring the request.
When the IT organization was short of resources, business units had to
compete for the IT resources available, and one of the first tools used
was cost-benefit analysis. Within a short time it was clear that using
cost-benefit analysis alone to justify IT services/support led to a focus
on applications that were 'cash cows' to the detriment of new IT
services/support strategic to the business and any associated
investments in IT infrastructure. The introduction of Information
Economics provided a Way to reflect business strategies in the
prioritization process as well as to recognize what the IT felt were its
investment requirements to prepare itself for anticipated business
demands. However, it was the addition of option management to the
demand management portfolio that provided the vehicle for another
important dialog between business and IT management to begin - the
one that encompasses the impact of current IT investment choices on
future business and/or IT strategies. A prerequisite to this dialog is
creating effective business/IT linkages and relationships.

Supply Management. Supply management encompasses the

management of IT services delivery, like network services, computer
operations, data administration, user support etc. In general these
services have to contribute to the overall effectiveness of the business
functions. Demand and supply management find themselves in a
customer/supplier relationship. Through demand management the
business exerts a demand for information services, necessary to support
management, business processes or particular products. Whether supply
management is able to deliver depends on availability of resources,
priorities and cost levels which demand management is willing to incur.
Negotiation will result in agreed upon services and service levels.
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Traditionally supply management was the responsibility of the internal
IT department. Outsourcing IT services was practiced on a tactical
basis, merely as short-term oriented make or buy decision. Increased

competitive pressures, resulting into an orientation on unique core
competencies have resulted in discussions about what should or should
not be considered as part of company core activities. Activities that are
considered non-core, should not claim scarce company resources like
management attention.  in line with this reasoning, outsourcing IT to an
external IT services supplier has become a dominant practice on both
sides of the Atlantic. In this case supply management has been
established with one or more (in the case of selective sourcing) external
supplier(s) and the relationship between demand and supply is governed
by legal contracts instead of the management hierarchy. Outsourcing -
or strategic sourcing - as this practice is called, does not fundamentally
change the concept of demand and supply management and the need for
organizing linkage management.  It only becomes a form of organizing
and managing inter-organizational relationships that, because of the
lack of a common hierarchy, are assumed to be more complex than
intra-organizational relationships.

3.7 Sustainable competitive position (external/internal fit): Need for
a management dashboard

Structural change and business value
A decade ago, the electric power industry invented the negawatt as
measure of number of watts not produced for consumption as a result of
introducing energy saving programs.  While the negawatt was not a

perfect measure, it reflected the industry effort to express progress
towards new environment goals. Equally important, it reflected a
positive measure to counterbalance accompanying revenue reductions.

Now, all businesses are being besieged by a renewed interest in
guidelines and measurements. Not only are they having to develop new
measures to express new conceptual assets to stakeholders - such as the

negawatt to express value in energy conservation - but they are having
to develop new ways to effectively express competitive position or
strength as structural change occurs.

The US Council on Competitiveness took an approach that
recommended the evaluation of investment programs rather than
evaluation of discrete projects, separating the determination of the asset
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position from the evaluation of the means of achieving it. Along with
the current quantitative measures of investment, the Council
recommends the addition of qualitative measures such as the skills of its
workforce (intellectual assets) and the sophistication of technology
employed (technology assets). Bottom line: It recommends the
development of a standard way to evaluate investments in intangibles,
so that one can report and compare between similar enterprises or
between differing industries.

Structural change requires new business measures
Nuala Beck [1992], a Canadian economist specializing in the structural
changes required to move from the manufacturing to the information
economy, undertook extensive research to discover how to facilitate this
change.  She set out to develop a set of ratios to assess the level of
robustness of the new information age competitive environment in the
belief that the nature of value has changed, and that you can't measure
new wealth (or assets) with old tools.  Beck set out to develop a series
of financial ratios that would address this new nature of economic
value, and how we might measure its growth. Her initial efforts focused
on statistics associated with knowledge-intensive employment growth,
and on measuring the Canadian high tech trade balance.

Beck's ratios assess the full range of technology at a (Canadian)
national level. This is good news for IT, because it represents the first
step toward the development Of standard industry-wide and nation-wide
business measurements for technology and its level of contribution to
business success. Some companies already find a variation of them
valuable in assessing their own investments in IT and other
technologies. Ratios that directly link to the effective use of
information technologies in the enterprise include:

•   Technology Spending Ratio: This is the ratio between the
amount of current investment in technology and total
investment. To make this ratio more meaningful, one
needs to better understand the investment patterns of the
technology dollars.

• New Technology-to-Technology Spending Ratio: Th is
assesses the level of investment dedicated to innovative
and sophisticated new processes (e.g., groupware) as
compared to replacement processes (e.g., a combination
of voice mail and e-mail to substitute for a switchboard).
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More often than not, the companies with technological
edge have the advantage in the marketplace.

Key to making these measures meaningful is not only the effective
development and transfer and subsequent support of the tools that IT
delivers to the business organization, but the receptivity and
preparedness of the business culture (the people, processes, and
products) to embrace them.

While these (previous) ratios address the current level of investment in
technology and indicate the level of industry leadership in technology,
the following ratios indicate how knowledge-intensive the industry,
company or organization is.

•  Knowledge Ratio: This ratio expresses the number of
knowledge workers as a percentage of total employment
in an industry, individual company or organization.
High-knowledge-intensive industries have knowledge
ratios of 40% or higher and tend to include the leaders of
the new knowledge-based economy including consulting,
engineering and architecture, commercial research and
development. Moderate-knowledge-intensive industries
range from 20 to 40% and tend to include members of the
mass manufacturing economy and most governmental
agencies. The low-knowledge-intensive industries,
according to Beck, fall below 20% and most of the lower-
paid service-sector workers, including retailers, beauty
salons and barber shops. This ratio measures the
corporate IQ.

•  Return-on-Knowledge Assets: The number of knowledge
workers to profit earned (analogous to the current return-
on-assets calculation). This measure assists in evaluating
whether a company is using its 'brain power
productively.

Taken together, the set of four ratios provides an insight into the
importance of knowledge workers and their productivity within the
current environment. The investment pattern to leverage the knowledge
workers over time gives a clear indication of future competitive strength
or weakness. Knowledge-based industries require constant monitoring
of these ratios.  They are also useful to compare the knowledge
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effectiveness of internal functions and departments in evaluating their
evolution into agile, learning organizations.
A second group of Beck's ratios targets the issue of how well enterprise
management has managed the current product lines in anticipation of
changing market demand, and how well the company has positioned
itself to develop and produce new products. Underlying these R&D
ratios is the problem that every IT manager faces for his own venue.
That is, how much effort should be spent on maintenance versus new
development; or should effort be expended on prototypes versus the
real product.  How much effort should allocated to chasing new
technology versus implementing new technology; and how should the
support among functions be prioritized to maximize the delivery of
business value to the enterprise. With minimal effort, IT can develop a
set of parallel ratios that could be valuable as input for future
managerial decision-making and tracking of results.

A final set of Beck's ratios of interest address funding patterns in the
enterprise. While the development of these ratios was for application at
the enterprise level, they, t00, have principles applicable to IT.  What IT
organization doesn't worry about funding issues? This is particularly
true as more companies establish a global presence.  When IT depends
on funding through a transfer of payments between subsidiaries
involving foreign currency, it must be aware of the volatility of foreign
exchange. Additionally, domestic sources of funding may disappear in
the face of rising interest rates, when internal stakeholders compare the
perceived return on investment from IT to alternative investments.
Being aware of the degree of vulnerability for funding contributes to
better IT resource management.
As business continues to adopt new paradigms, it must search for new
performance measurements, and IT as a business partner must do the
same.  While some of the new business value measures may be directly
applicable for IT use (e.g., efforts to measure intangibles), others
require examination to determine if there are underlying principles that
will affect IT practices. There is no assurance that any of the emerging
IT performance indicators will be right the first time, or will even be in
use five years from now.  In fact, many of them probably won't be.
They will take time to fine-tune, and that will happen concurrently with
business fine-tuning its success paradigms.
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It is also necessary for IT leaders to remain abreast of new
developments regarding the measurement of technology and its link to
possible change in competitive position. Effectiveness of use,
acceleration of change, and pervasiveness within the business remain
important internal measurements, however, changing technology
investment patterns of competitors provide early warning of structural
change at the industry-wide level.

Balanced Scorecard and business measures
Even if a daring organization adopted the combined practices of the 7Q
methodology, scenario-based planning, and Information Economics a
decade ago, it would still be lacking strategic feedback through
measurements. Although the factors making up the Information
Economics investment profile are useful in defining and communicating
the enterprise strategy with its financial and broad strategic goals for
financial justification, a management dashboard provides initial

indicators that attempt to reflect progress toward that strategy.  This
requires a translation into operational factors and measurements as the
enterprise attempts to reform itsel f and begin to execute the strategy.

A highly compatible approach with the concept of a management
dashboard is the Balanced Scorecard. Developed and documented by

Kaplan and Norton [1992; 1993; 1996] the Balanced Scorecard pfovides
a balanced presentation of both financial and operational measures.
While Information Economics is a tool to translate company vision and
strategy into a coherent set of investment priorities for IT, the Balanced
Scorecard translates company vision and strategy into performance
measures.

The Balanced Scorecard, along with investment profile factors and
other enterprise-specific management dashboard indicators, focus on
strategy, rather than control.  It employs measures that move companies
forward in the successful accomplishment of the strategy by addressing
the fundamental disconnect between the development and formulation
of strategy and the measured implementation of strategy found in most
organizations. It uses goals and measures developed from four
perspectives (i.e., financial, customer, internal business, innovation and
learning) and links them to financial measures that will reflect the
results of actions taken. Measures also show the operational aspects of
how the financial measures were achieved, along with operational
measures that are the drivers of future financial performance (e.g.,
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customer satisfaction levels, innovation and continuous improvement
activities, and internal business process reengineering).
The Gartner Group recently estimated that by the year 2000, 40% of
Fortune 1000 organizations will use a Balanced Scorecard to manage.
Since the Balanced Scorecard is a linking mechanism to provide a
common focus for change formulated and communicated from the top
and internalized and implemented from the bottom, tying the finite
details of the management system to the strategy, it promises to be
supportive of business/IT linkage.

Intellectual Asset Management and Reporting
Another approach - a blend of measurements for internal management
use and external stakeholder reporting - focuses on intellectual assets
[Stewart,  1997]. The premise  is that managing intellectual  capital
improves financial performance. One company uses intellectual asset
management for its patent management, assuring that it realizes
maximum business benefits from the patents it holds.  Other companies
are beginning to apply the approach more broadly.

For example, one company distinguishes between human capital (the
source of innovation and renewal) and structural capital (information
systems, knowledge of market channels and customer relationships).
Innovation asset reporting includes business development expenses as a
percentage of total expenses, and production and sales from new
products. IT asset reporting includes IT investments as a percentage of
total expenses (similar to Beck's technology spending ratio), and IT
employees as a percentage of all employees (similar to Beck's
knowledge ratio). The company devotes one page of its Annual Report
to its intellectual assets.

Another takes a slightly different view.  It defines intellectual capital as
human capital (the individual skills needed to satisfy the customer) plus
structural capital (the organizational capabilities needed by the market,
e.g., IT) plus customer capital (its strength of franchise).  It manages
the flow and linkages from human capital (e.g., number of new ideas
generated and implemented) to structural capital (e.g; dollars per
transaction, improved cycle time, costs of key processes), resulting in
customer capital (e.g., improved customer relationships, faster
complaint resolution).
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Business structural change and measuring the effectiveness of IT
Measurements of IT effectiveness using new work models such as
working anywhere, anytime or working for/by oneself require
information synchronization, tool compatibility and easy download,
upload, and output facilities for the former. A foolproof integration of
systems, a minimum of hassle, and easy to configure processing
capabilities were necessary for the latter. Working with/by the
customer requires lT to be open-ended and informative, with access to
ubiquitous information bases and transaction histories, and availability
of easy to use decision support and office automation aids.

In  1996,  van  der Zee suggested that measuring the effectiveness  o f IT
today versus two decades ago involved many of the same criteria.   What
has changed is the measurement base. He argues that in this new age,
IT effectiveness characteristics must now encompass all available IT
capabilities rather than bound to individual IT applications.  The
definition and measurement of ease and degree of accessibility of
information embraces the whole set of company-wide and designated
external databases, while user-friendly characteristics include'flexible,
homogeneous, access to heterogeneous databases and IT applications.
Thus "IT effectiveness criteria have been broadened from individual IT
applications and the data captured in these applications to include what
is known today as the IT infrastructure" [1996:151]. He concludes that
until this shift in the measurement base is accomplished, IT will still
have difficulty in developing/pleading the business value of IT.

Limitations
People dependencies are inherent in developing and applying
measurements associated with the Balanced Scorecard or with

intellectual assets. Financial measures are easy to do and are precise,
because they objectively measure past performance using standard
accounting practices. The subjective measures are the ones that are

critical to leaders that build toward future success - and no standard set
or best practices of measures exist for measuring progress towards

improving corporate culture, making business processes more open to
change, enabling just-in-time education and empowerment, or making
the business flexible enough for future change. The entire enterprise
must understand that these measurements and indicators aren't perfect
and aren't permanent. They, like the enterprise and its strategies, will
continue to evolve and focus on the next set of challenges.
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Employing the investment profile factors to establish justification and
investment priorities for new initiatives only insures that investments
will support the stated strategy.  It does not, however, guarantee a
winning strategy. Neither does employing the Balanced Scorecard and
developing an excellent set of accompanying indicators and measures
assure success. However, used together, the tools can translate

company strategy into rational investments in initiatives and into
specific measurable objectives.

Moreover, no planning, justifying, and measuring, guarantees product
success. It is the innate intelligence, wisdom, experience,

inventiveness, imagination, and skills of entrepreneurship possessed and
applied by the enterprise leaders that can turn an ill-conceived strategy
into an organizational learning experience, and an appropriate strategy
(e.g., investing in and exercising of strategic options) into competitive
advantage.
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4.    Introduction to the case studies

4.1     The case studies

The chapters that follow (Chapters 5-7) contain descriptions and
analyses of three companies and the changing role of the IT functions
within them. The companies are Royal Dutch Shell (Shell), Alberta
Government Telephone Company Ltd. (AGT), and Southern California
Edison Company (SCE). Each  is  considered  a  leader  in  its

technologically intensive industry, coping with change for over a
century.  All have a long history of being able to successfully adapt to
change in the competitive arena - external changes in customer
demands, suppliers, materials technology, distribution channels,
regulatory environments, etc., resulting in organizational change to
produce new product/service offerings, employing new distribution
channels, and providing service to new customers.  As the competitive
pace quickens, they continue to exhibit the ability to adapt to change.

Recently, each faced very different goals regarding business/IT roles,
linkages and relationships, i.e., to sustain competitive fit (external and
internal), to cope with IT as an industry (external) force, and to realign
business/IT strategies during enterprise crisis.  The goal of the case
descriptions and analysis is to identify the elements of their corporate
and IT management and cultures that contribute to their continuing
success.

Royal Dutch/Shell (Shell)
Royal Dutch/Shell, based in The Hague (Netherlands), is one of the
world's largest oil companies. As a global company, Shell is free to
pursue the global operations of its choice and withdraw from potentially
unfavorable markets. Shell is a leader in developing technologies
associated with oil exploration and drilling, and employs a breadth of
technologies in its refining operations.

As a global competitor, Shell recognized the need for business
strategies that address global trends and discontinuities.  In 1968, Shell
took the idea of developing scenarios (focused on nuclear war and
popularized by Herman Kahn of the Rand Corporation) and began to
focus scenarios on a business purpose.  An ad hoc committee grew to a
London-based planning division that, over time, included Pierre Wack
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[1985], Peter Schwartz [1986; 1991], and Arie de Geus [1997], known
for their writing and working on scenarios and planning. Three decades
after Shell introduced the concept of scenario-based planning it
continues to employ scenarios for business planning.
The case study explores two areas within Shell: first, the information
technology scenarios developed by Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij
B.V. (NAM), an Operating Unit within the Exploration & Production
business unit; and second, the Oil Products Operating Units and the
Business Committee (BusCom) to which they report.

Alberta Government Telephone Company Ltd. (AGT)
Until 1990, when the company underwent privatization, AGT Ltd. was a
Crown Corporation owned and operated by the Province of Alberta,
Canada.  AGT, the third largest telecommunications provider in Canada,
faced immediate changes in regulatory and labor codes, and increased
accountability to its new stockholders. Moreover, it now faced
competition in its newly deregulated market. The AGT Network
Systems (NS) group, known for its success in employing cross-
functional teams, facilitative leadership styles, and group problem-
solving, as well as its technology leadership, was given the
responsibility of defining and implementing a new vision for
technology. The vision encompassed internal support and (external)
product offerings, customer and vendor relationships, and changes in
the business organization.  The case study details how NS obtained and
kept corporate and business function support throughout and
accomplished its mission of transforming the business.

Southern California Edison Company (SCE)
Competing in both a technology- and information-intensive industry,
Southern California Edison (SCE) provides an example of using
scenario planning to drive strategy development. Listed on the New
York Stock Exchange (as Edison International), it is the second-largest
publicly-owned electric utility in the US.
In an industry that is undergoing radical change, this century-old
company with pro-active management face the constant challenge of
keeping fit in its external environment. We describe, from an
organizational perspective, the changing business environment and how
the use of scenario planning contributes to the success of the company's
strategies to create/maintain competitive fit. By linking external forces
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(emerging energy and IT technologies, pending legislation, etc.) to
parallel internal change (corporate structure, business processes,
organizational charters, internal organizational linkages, etc.), SCE
developed and executed strategies that triggered profound change in
both the business and IT functions. The result was a strong business

partnership that forged an almost seamless integration of business/IT
vision and execution.

Shared characteristics
Why were these companies chosen as case studies over others? They
share a common set of characteristics that are important in establishing
them as exemplars. (See Figure   4.1:   Characteristics   of  the  three
companies.) Others acknowledge their industry leadership.  Each has
been a dominant member of its industry for over a century, providing
the examination of a unique business culture of survival, able to cope
with deregulation. new competition, and industry restructuring and
redefinition. Because all are in technologically intensive industries,
business management is comfortable in dealing with a broad range of
constantly changing technologies.
Regarding planning tools, two companies employed scenarios and
scenario-based strategy and planning (Shell and SCE), and two IT
organizations adapted Information Economics to fit their requirements
(AGT and SCE). These processes were instrumental in supporting
team-building, building of consensus, clear communications, and shared
mental models. The resulting culture embraced a shared vision of the
future, acceptance of change as a given, and the necessity to maintain
flexibility.

Each company is in an industry undergoing radical change, with
management facing the constant challenge of keeping fit in the external
environment.  The case study descriptions focus on transforming the
linkages between organizational activities to keep fit in their external
environments and, to a lesser degree, transforming the organizational
form and structures.

Unique characteristics
The three companies were also chosen because they provided enough
comparative differences to be meaningful. Each differed in terms of the
role IT played in the enterprise, the business/IT planning relationship,
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and the organizational form. (See Table 4-1. Characteristics of the
three companies.)

Each IT organization was unique. At Shell, while IT was considered to
have a supporting role for the business, global scenarios were developed
in which IT was considered a driving force; the IT department
functioned as a supplier of IT and consulting services; within
downstream retailing activities of Oil Products, the Information
Management Group tried to increase the degree of commonality within
Europe; and within the upstream exploration and production activities
of NAM the global shell scenarios were a starting point for their long
term IT strategies. AGT was confronted with a sudden need to
transform its business.  In that process the IT department was the
business transformation leader. And within SCE, IT was considered an
integral part of the business; the IT department functioned as a business
partner at all levels of management.

SCE Shell AGT

Change Competition IT as  industryforce Competition

1Al Environmental (external factor) Accountability
movement

Deregulation Competition Deregulation
Mature industry Growth industry

Strategy Reorientation Adaptation(Oil Products) Re-creation
\B\ Scenarios Anticipation(Exploration Clear strategy

Shared mental & Production) Shared mental models
models Scenarios

Organiza- Flatter Reposition IT Restructuring
tional organization outside business Downsizing
Response Horizontal organization Alliances
ICI LOB emphasis Downsize

Networked Reduce hierarchy Networked
organization organization

Competi- External/ Cost containment IT »IS) and business
tive Fit internal jit strategies aligned
\D\            achieved
Table 4-1: Characteristics of the three companies.

Each IT organization fulfilled very different functions and had different
spheres of influence, befitting the needs of the enterprise to maintain
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competitive fit. Within Shell we explore the impact of recent business
restructuring and downsizing on the Oil Products group and IT Services.
And at AGT, IT developed the business transformation plan.  From the
perspective of organizational form, each IT group responded with a
unique mix of hierarchies, teams, networks, lateral, horizontal, and
distributed functions, along with outsourcing agreements and alliances
tailored to fit with the market requirement. For the business/IT
planning relationship, this resulted in the IT department and business
functioning as partners in developing scenarios, outcomes, and plans at
SCE.

4.2 Descriptive framework for the case studies

We will discuss these exploratory case studies in the context of the
analysis framework we have used throughout Chapters 1 to 3.

External and internal forces
Competitive forces impact the way we do business. Contemporary
businesses may, for example, envision strategies requiring mobile
workers and workplaces as a means to provide mass customization of
products and services. New organizational forms may employ external
alliances. Operations may be subject to a change in regulatory codes, or
markets influenced by a sudden shift in population trends may create a
substantial shift in market or product definition requiring new business
strategies. Although the former strategies focus on self-initiated, self-
created internal change and the latter on a reaction to external change
over which there is little or no control regarding timing, they often
force re-conceptualization of many existing business processes.  As a
consequence, the focus of many re-engineering efforts is the business

processes and business process improvement, and in the case of most of
the above strategies. the role that various technologies may play in
them.

Strategy
To date, what has been largely ignored in reengineering is the role and
influence in the strategy processes of development and planning. As a
result, the current strategy processes may often require evaluation and
re-conceptualization before embarking on efforts to reengineer.  This

Will assure that strategy processes are designed to support future
development of the best business strategies and supporting business
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processes to achieve flexibility [Harrigan, 1985] and competitive fit
[Porter, 1997].
This is an important point, because most strategic processes - and
strategic planners - have an inherent bias towards incremental strategies
and planning. Moreover, existing management practices and
organizational procedures and policies deal with on-going, incremental
change, i.e., changes within the currently existing organizational
framework. Increasingly, however, there are times when incremental
changes and mid-course corrections - the underlying structures of most
existing strategies - are inadequate to deal with the magnitude and
speed of change facing the business.

Organizational realignment/response
In the quest to enable corporate self-renewal, enterprises are confronted
with adopting new competitive agendas and creating new lateral and
horizontal organizational forms to implement them. These
transformational activities often take the form of redefined business
objectives, increased emphasis on strengthening core competencies and
continuous improvement, and developing learning organizations.
Today, business process and business network reengineering, designed
and implemented by appropriate forms of workgroups, support the move
toward new internal processes and organizational forms. This provides
a beginning set of tools to achieve the necessary business
transformation.

But what of the IT organization?  Is it keeping pace with the business or
is it a largely traditional IT department, hierarchical, with functional
specialization and technology specialists?  Does it still add value to the
business or does it hold invalid assumptions about technology, people,
enterprise and organizational goals, resulting in work processes and
organizational structures out of step with the changes in technology and
business objectives? To be a business enabler, the IT organization must
transform itself into a function supporting knowledge work and
communications in horizontal and/or lateral organizations, creating
recognized business value. it must prepare to be the balancing act
between critical mass and responsiveness to customer needs, between
best use of technology and best use to achieve business organizational
objectives. And it must demonstrate readiness, since many business
organizational changes require not only the active support of IT, but
require that lT be the first to change to enable the business initiatives.
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The new business environment creates significant opportunities,
responsibilities, and roles for the IT organization to assume in the
process.

Competitive fit
As the business becomes more complex and competitive, the risks and
consequences of resisting change - or even managing it badly - become
more serious, and may even threaten a company's continued existence.
This type of change is discontinuous, and may be driven by shifts in
industry structure, technology innovation, regulatory change, etc.
[Nadler et al., 1995]. These external, environmental forces require a
fundamental redefinition of the enterprise - its identity, vision, strategy,
and values.  In order to maintain competitive fit [Parker & Ribbers,
1998], it must also change the definition of and products of its work, the
capabilities and attitudes of its people, its formal structures and
processes, and ultimately its culture.

This organizational redefinition may be accomplished using business
strategies developed by anticipatory management in the expectation of
future strategic shifts or periods of disequilibrium, or by reactive
management facing a fundamental crisis caused by a current strategic
environmental shift. In either case, the strategic planning process and
the resulting organizational realignment/response must support the
development and implementation of strategies to respond to both
present and future discontinuous change.

The spread of cases allows a discussion focused on strategy (proactive,
scenarios, shared mental models) and competitive fit in the SCE case

study. The Shell case explores the impact of change where the change
involves IT as an industry force, and the Oil Products business
organizational response as the Shell IT organization with a size rivaling
the largest of outside consulting firms moves to positioning itself as a
preferred provider (outsourcer) for infrastructure development.  At
AGT, the focus is again on strategy, however it is reactive, with an
organizational response including restructuring, downsizing, and
outside alliances.

4.3 Linkage management
Central to the discussion of the cases is the exploration of how these
companies under different circumstances dealt with management of
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linkages between the business and IT functions. Chapter 3 introduced
three beliefs of Follett [1949] that are particularly relevant in
discussions regarding linkage. They are: 1) Business practices precede
business language and business theory; 2) Relationships matter; and 3)

Everything is situational, requiring situational solutions. 'For example,
In the late 80s and early 90s authors addressed strategic alignment
between IT and the business organization, and in particular IT and
business strategy (Parker et al., Henderson, Venkatraman, Scott Morton,
Rockart, etc.). Strategic alignment discussions focused on the necessity
for IT to parallel and/or reflect business changes and to provide timely
support.

Since then, some of the companies to first embrace the concepts of
business/IT strategic alignment began to discuss and develop
business/IT linkages

-
something different and apart from alignment.

Linkage refers to the bringing or coming together of things [Webster,
1987:696], implying a "relationship in which individual units retain
their identities while coming together at some point, either through
physical contact or mental association", differing from alignment that

implies, for the most part, the necessary parallel supportive activities.
As an analogy, in the days of the cavalry and foot soldier in World War
1, the closest sources for food or medical attention were the horse-drawn
meal kitchens and medical wagons (aligned) on the battlefield behind
the troops they supported. However, by World War 11, K-rations and
medical corpsman were physically disbursed (linked) to the increasingly
mobile front line organization and received back-up, supplementary
support from rear organizations.
The idea of linkage isn't new to the enterprise as it strives for coherence
between its reaction to external change through strategy and
organizational change to maintain competitive fit [Porter, 1985; 1997;
Harrigan, 1985]. A more recent topic has been that of linking
knowledge and relationships [Liedtka, Haskins, Rosenblum & Weber,
1997]. The specific idea of business/IT linkage grew from an extensive
case study and Information Economics: Linking Business Performance
to Information Technology [Parker  et al., 1988].  Its theme was to
justify investments in information technology based upon the ability to
link the outcomes to improved business performance, strategy,
organizational change, or competitive position.  In 1989, the same
authors published Information Strategy and Economics: Linking
Information Systems Strategy to Business Performance, where the
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emphasis was on the development of the IT strategy and its linkage to
business strategy.

However, what is new is the exploration of the specific role of
business/IT linkages and relationships in achieving the coherence.  For
example, Parker [1996] stresses the role of strong business/IT linkages
and relationships to resolve issues of rapid and radical change facing
current business and organizational environments. Broadbent and Weill
[1997] discuss linking business strategies and IT infrastructures.
DiRomualdo and Gurbaxani [1998] explore the subject of maintaining
the alignment of IT outsourcing to business strategic intent through
linkage creation, and Collis and Montgomery [1998] cite the ability to
craft a strategy where individual elements link and reinforce each other
as a critical element of creating corporate advantage. A final example
is the work of Feeny and Wilcocks [1998]. in presenting a framework
for planning the in-house IS function to keep up with the pace of
technology change, they view the critical core competencies as business
and IT vision, design of IT architecture, and delivery of IT services.
They propose nine core IS capabilities, three of which relate directly to
both strategic alignment and linkage: relationship building, leadership,
and business systems thinking. These so-called 'soft' skills are evident
throughout the following case studies and associated analyses.
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5. Royal Dutch/Shell (Shell)

5.1 Introduction

Industry. Royal Dutch/Shell is one of the world's biggest petroleum
companies, with headquarters in London and The Hague. Its operating
companies engage in various activities related to oil and natural gas,
chemicals, renewable resources and other businesses. Its service companies
provide advice and services.
Strategic intent. Increase cost competitiveness in all business sectors and
capitalize on current technology leadership.
Management leadership. Use management techniques including scenario
planning, new business models, alliances, etc. to adapt continuously to new
business and societal changes.
Business/IT challenge. Conform to new business model and adjust
accordingly the business/IT organizational relationships and functions.

Royal Dutch/Shell is the among the world's largest petroleum
companies with revenues of approximately $107 billion. Shell is
second to only General motors on Fortune's Global 500 list of the
largest industrial corporations. It explores for oil and gas in some 50
countries, refines in 34, and markets in more than 100. Shell's product
range is purposely limited: product diversification is restricted to tightly
linked and synergistic energy and chemical businesses, balancing
upstream (exploration and production), downstream (refining and
marketing), and related chemicals (industrial, agricultural, and
petrochemicals).

Until 1996 its 200-plus operating units had almost complete autonomy.
A culture of decentralization and autonomy helped managers blend into
communities and respond swiftly to local changes and developments.
The culture also stimulated individual initiative and fostered consensus
by its long association with scenario thinking and scenario-based
planning.  In 1973 the company abandoned traditional forecasting when
traditional planning systems proved too shortsighted to take proper
account of the variety of business risks it faced, introducing scenario
planning as its leading planning framework. Despite this future
orientation, Shell continued to face many risks. Projects had long lead-
times, investment levels were high, the price of a barrel seesawed
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between $4 and $40, and the company continued to be vulnerable to
unpredictable political decisions. Shell evaluated its business model in
the context of managing geographical product diversification, escalating
financial and environmental risks, maintaining a cohesive strategy
spanning autonomous operating units, and improving its speed in
adapting to change. It decided to restructure.

In January 1996, Shell announced a new - and for its employees,
revolutionary - organizational structure. The new management
philosophy fostered a greater orientation toward centralization that
would stimulate cohesion in the decentralized company. There were
three major changes associated with the restructuring.

•  Cube to sector. Shell's original structure was a cube
structure with the dimensions of function, sector, and
area. Functions, especially IT, became less powerful in
the new structure. The   structure sh ifted to sectors   of
exploration and production, oil products, chemicals, and
gas and coal. A Business Committee (BusCom) now
represents each sector to corporate management.  Each
BusCom is comprised of two formerly combined but now
separate units - Business Services and Research and
Technical Services.

•  Functions to services. Functions, one axis of the cube,
have been transformed to services: Information Services
(130 persons), Financial Services, Human Resource
Services, and Procurement and Logistics. Services are
offered at a competitive price, forcing the services
organizations to be competitive with outside, third-party
vendors.

•  Independent operating units to regional groups. The
backbone of Shell is its various Operating Units (the Shell
businesses) in more than 130 countries around the world.
The traditional Operating Units were very independent
and self-contained, forming a highly decentralized
organization, however the restructuring forced a greater
degree of centralization and are now grouped on a
regional basis under a common BusCom (upward
delegation). Previously. the Operating Units reported to
both the sector and area, but now each reports directly to
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its BusCom. Through increased centralization, Shell
expects to stimulate more commonality among its
Operating Units.

A Corporate Center has also been created (with headcount of less than
200) that is governed by the CEO.  In the Corporate Center, the
Committee of Managing Directors (CMD) have the responsibility for
identifying standards, for which the professional service organizations
provide expertise, including those relating to IS/IT.

The restructuring affected the IT organization(s). Employing
approximately 5,000 IT people worldwide, yearly expenditures on IT at
Shell amount to about 1 billion US$, with Shell Europe employing
approximately   1,000 IT employees. Although   it has always   been
considered an integral part of the business, IT at Shell is not regarded as
a key businessfactor.

In line with Shell's philosophy and previous business model, the strong
tradition of decentralization resulted in a large proliferation of different
systems, and IT planning was almost completely decentralized to
operating units, business units and countries.  The IT departments often
acted as ad hoc trouble-shooters with too little time available for
planning.
In the new structure the BusComs are expected to provide strong
governance for IT. The Corporate Center has responsibility for issues
surrounding globalization - which is closely related to IT - and MIS,
including the reporting relationships from the operating units to the
Corporate Center. Today, common services are provided by Shell
Common Information Services (SCIS), an Operating Unit. The
datacenter is comprised of 700 people at Rijswijk, and will become a
part of IS services in the future.

To better understand the impact of the new business model (Figure 5-1:
Royal  Dutch/Shell  Group  of Companies) on IT, we first describe the
Operating Unit NAM (Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij
B.V./Netherlands Petroleum Company B.V.) and its view of the role IT
will play in the future.  We then move to Shell Europe Oil Products for
interviews to discuss its still evolving business/IT arrangements.  Our
last interview is in the Corporate Center with ir. Thijs Kout, CIO of
Shell European Operations (SEOP).
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5.2 Nederiandse Aardolie Maatschappij B. V. (NAM) and IT
NAM, the Netherlands Petroleum Company, is involved in exploration,
petroleum engineering, and drilling activities related to the production
and delivery of natural gas. The environmental performance of natural
gas underlies the growing demand for the product in Europe.  Gas
supplies from currently established sources in Europe augmented by
new suppliers in Russia and the Middle East, and the potential of a
favorable regulatory environment of the expanding gas market combine
to create a challenging business environment for NAM.

The NAM business strategies focus on the search for new business
opportunities, the increasing importance of capacity, and the necessity
to both reduce costs and improve performance. To accomplish its
objectives requires core competencies that result in a distinctive long-
term competitive edge including state of the art subsurface and surface
technology, mobilization of appropriate resources in support of
exploration, development and abandonment, and production operations.
Operating practices are (or will be) standardized and increasingly
automated, enabled by information management and technology
advances. Technology developments, including developments in IT are
key enablers for the exploration, development, and operations
strategies. Core activities are to be carried out in-house by own staff.

In response to TINA (There Is No Alternative), a Group Scenario that
addresses the forces of technology on globalization and liberalization,
NAM undertook a study (NAM-2010) to develop a long-term
perspective on emerging technologies and the business opportunities
they offered. NAM wanted to identify what the influence of
technology, especially information technology, would be on its
business, and what key areas would require focused attention over the
next planning periods. NAM identified six key thrusts.

•    Global office. With the development of desktop tools, the
geographical constraints of many positions may be
eliminated. Business benefits can accrue from flexible
working arrangements, reduced demand for permanent
office space, and improved interaction with external staff
or staff in remote locations. A pilot project was proposed
to provide further insight into the potential business
impact.
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• Partnering. There is an increased use of external
companies working in partnership with NAM staff.
Should there be a seamless interface between NAM and
the 3'd party, or should the interface be at arms length?
How can NAM best capitalize on IT capabilities to
support various contracting arrangements? A study team
was proposed to develop specific proposals.

•  Remote process monitoring and control systems. These
systems are the primary means to enable unmanned
operations, historically planned and managed separately
from IT developments.  It is essential to bring the two
planning and management processes together to provide
an integrated strategy driven by the 'business operator'
concept. This effort will require a joint initiative

involving Engineering, Operations, IT, Finance, and other
business support areas.

• Advanced information retrieval. Provide  easy,  but
controlled and selective access to diverse data and
information types from various sources and databases.
Pilot projects built around Geographical Information
Systems and Electronic Document Management already
exist, however the key question is how to best deploy
these different tools and technologies in combination with
existing and planned developments in the NAM data and
document management environment.

•  infrastructure security and reliability. The NAM-2010
environment is one in which the business will become
increasingly dependent on IT tools and applications.  Data
communications, remote client-server processing, and
integrated desktop tools are vital elements enabling
distributed team working and interaction with 3'd parties.
Unmanned operations demand reliable and robust
communication networks and 'hot standby' facilities.
Already faced with the management of an increasingly
complex infrastructure, current approaches need

reassessment for future fit. A joint NAM and SCIS (Shell
Common Information Services) initiative is necessary to
identify the required infrastructure components and
initiate the development and management of them.
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• Application portfolio integration. As a means of
leveraging and enabling business change, IT will become
both important and strategic to the business.
Consequently, the management processes employed in
directing IT activities must be fully integrated in an
effective management change process. Because current
IT management and steering processes tend to be bounded
by application portfolio management definitions using
traditional functional boundaries, two areas require
attention. First, since integration of business processes
and supporting information systems are key drivers for
improved business efficiencies and performance, portfolio
boundaries must be refined based upon a process rather
than a functional view and supporting IT management
processes must undergo a parallel realignment. Second,
since different business processes impose different
demands upon IT, IT will require different management
processes to achieve the desired business benefits.

Recognizing that much of the past 'benefit erosion' and 'lost benefits'
were the result of too little attention to the requirements for
accompanying business change, NAM made one additional, but critical
following point in its study. To fully capitalize on future IT
investments, IT applications should be associated and managed within
the framework of NAM business improvement project, linking
specifically to NAM business improvements. To this end, NAM
envisioned a periodic review and update of its study, and that it should
become an integral component in an evolving IT planning process.

5.3 Shell Europe Oil Products and IT

Many enterprises are changing from the hierarchical, vertical type of
organization to one that is flatter, leading to more lateral
communications/ contacts.  To some degree, this is happening within
Shell and affects the IT function. The Shell Europe Oil Products view
is that 'the business should own IT'. The business is the decision-
maker as far as which path IT will follow, and the business is
responsible for achieving the benefits.

To facilitate these new relationships requires new organizational forms,
new definitions of job responsibilities, etc. Heavily involved in this
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process are Robert Reineke and Hilde Ringereide. This section reflects
a compilation of interviews and conversations with the two in Shell
International B.V. - Shell Europe Oil Products, Information
Management in The Hague. Robert W. Reineke, Strategy and Planning
Manager, is a native of St. Louis MO and a graduate of St. Louis
University. He joined Shell in the US and, after working in the
(refinery downstream) businesses in financial roles, became Shell US
Oil Products refining cio.  Bob is currently on temporary assignment in
the Netherlands. Hilde L. Ringereide, Information Management
Strategy and Planning, has degrees in both Computer Science and
Business. With Shell for 14 years, her area of expertise is IT planning.
While working with Bob, she maintains offices in both London and The
Hague.

Setting the stage for the current business/IT situation at Shell
Shell Europe Oil Products is currently experiencing a period of high
transition with significant change in the total senior leadership in  1999.
Shell Europe Oil Products along with three other geographically
grouped organizations (i.e., a fairly stable East Zone that covers all of
Asia; the South zone, covering all of Africa; and the US, a joint venture
between Shell and Texaco) comprise Shell Oil Products (SOP).
IT infrastructure and IT delivery (the IT business) is important and
necessary to SEOP, but not considered a core business of Shell Europe
Oil Products.  The CIO is not on the first level reporting to the CEO -
he/she is at least one level below 'direct reporting'. Although HR
processes would allow, there is also no real transition of IT people to
the business - IT people tend to remain within the IT department.  It is
rare to find IT staff who move into the major IT project areas and then
move into core business areas with management responsibilities, nor do
IT professionals move into the senior core business management
positions.
Although Shell has a history of investments that enhance IT delivery
and the IT infrastructure because they are essential to the business. it
has not kept pace with the human investment necessary to keep the
internal IT 'supporter' and 'enabler' skills updated. As a result, many
of the IT areas aren't adequately prepared to internally take on massive
new projects or new technologies without significant resources from
outside providers and consultants. A particularly troubling example of
an inadequate skill base involves that of IT project managers.
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Operating unit base IT project managers have much less opportunity for
experience as they were not shared between SEOP operating units.
With the reduced opportunity, the number of staff with proven IT
project skills that would support large pan-European IT projects is not
at the level required by the SEOP business plans. Moreover, European
project management expertise will take time to improve, as SEOP does
not have a strong outsource model with Shell Services International or
any other lT provider. European Shell skills have, however, kept pace
with the US is in the area of process control and associated refinery
skills, where they have always been considered business core
competencies.

1n line with the company-wide move to centralization, the need for
infrastructures and standardization are leading issues in the Shell's
enterprise-wide IT strategy. Guiding principles are developed with
regard to infrastructure problems and diversity in IT products.

Shell management recognizes that infrastructure investments are
necessary for survival in a changing world that increasingly depends on
the availability and usability of IT. This insight triggered the Group
Common infrastructure (GCI) initiative.  The GCI initiative defines
those elements of infrastructure that will be vital to fostering and
maintaining group cohesion through IT, thus allowing flexible
implementation of business processes and controls across organizational
and geographical boundaries, and enabling global office capability (the
first of the NAM thrusts). Ultimately, the GCI will consist of a set of
recommended standards and products to support the above objectives,
supported by services aiming at simplifying implementation.  From this
perspective, being different at Shell is considered costly: this not only
applies to being different within the group, but also being different from
the world at large. This leads to the conclusion that indiscriminate use
of niche technologies is no longer sustainable.

How strategic is IT at Shell? Rather than just focusing on the IT
process, the discussion to this point focused on improving both the
business and IT processes. From the Shell Europe Oil Products
perspective, the IT support of the pan-European business plan is as new
as the SEOP business plan.  When IT is not a core process, IT will not
be a leader of business strategy.  Both the business and IT must agree
and understand the role IT plays in business strategy (i.e. low cost
provider, user of proven technology, delivery of business solutions).
The agreement is not always easy achieve, as it will change the role and
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power of people when it is achieved. For example, within SEOP we
have good people that feel that IT should lead the way into e-
Commerce. However, IT cannot lead SEOP into a new business like e-
Commerce without the support and understanding of the core business,
in this case our Commercial business. IT can provide low cost core
business e-Commerce solutions and deploy and run them better than our
competition, once the core business has defined the new business focus,
plan and targets. Within SEOP, IT will normally not create a new
business opportunity like selling software.

IT is a business enabler if we consider all of the business at the retail
sites, or business process reengineering.  The role of IT is mainly
enabling business strategies, although most current redesign examples
are found in the business process changes involved with the
implementation of resource planning systems. In thinking about the
McKenney and McFarlan [1983:15] strategic relevance grid (i.e.,
categories of factory, support, turnaround, and strategic) and trying to
apply it to Shell, it really doesn't fit the current situation.  (IT at Shell is
important or 'high' in the support of the business strategy, but low on
the enabling activities where IT was the actual leader of the strategy.)
The grid was popular when IT was considered 'something different',
but today it's simply another a business case.  Too many things can be
off-the-shelf purchases that previously had long development lead-
times, so perhaps it may be time for a new grid. However, taking the
grid as it currently stands, Oil Products would be in the factory
quadrant, and refineries with their process control would be in the
strategic quadrant.

Initiating change. Shell is moving toward pan-European business
process reengineering, and this is a struggle, since the level of change is
very large.   Many of the people involved have spent their whole careers
- 20 years and more - operating in a hierarchical environment, and
business change is fostering network relationships. When stress occurs,
the natural reaction before 1999 was to withdraw into the hierarchy.
This is now changing.
The problems surrounding IT change become exacerbated by the
relative lack of staff with the necessary skills to make pan-European
and enterprise wide change. Recently there have been staff with new
ideas and skills hired and developed from within, but the main part of
the IT is still comprised of staff comfortable with the hierarchy.  As
expected, in the early years of major change we have a high attrition
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rate among IT staff in the "new idea group" as the historical
organizational resistance increases. However, as SEOP becomes more
mature and comfortable with the pan-European processes, this will
change.

How the business has been involved in planning for IT
Historical perspective.  in the 705 everything was straightforward.
Financial systems were the most important, and Shell invested heavily
in automation and data centers. IT 'did its own thing' and its
organizational relationship with the business was one of pooled
interdependence - IT and business shared a single pool of resources but
was operationally independent.

By the 805, IT and marketing received the most emphasis.  It was during
that time that Information Planning became a 'discipline', however it
had a strongly sequential flavor. IT asked business what it wanted; and
later IT came back to business with what IT could do. In those days, IT
management used phrases like 'IT as a competitive weapon' and 'IT as
a strategic edge' as IT organizations tried to show and tell business
what IT could do for them. There was a strong push on IT improvement
and in focusing on improving competitive position through the use of
IT.

In the 905, the IT group at Shell went through a phase where there was
more realism about what IT could do and the key phrase became
'business improvement' rather than 'IT project'. However, to business,
IT was still a cost. Business improvement became the point of lT, and
today the major focus is on integrating improvements within the
business process itself. Increasingly, the target is the 'integrated
process' and 'integrated planning' rather than the standalone technology
or application. The result is that (at Shell) it is the business that has the
responsibility to decide whether the IT function is to be a follower or a
leader, since it owns IT. Ultimately, however, it is the market that
decides, even though some people are still struggling with the IT project
concept versus the business project concept.

Strategic perspective. Because Shell doesn't view IT as a strategic
driver. the emphasis is on IT delivery - making things work - and on
providing the necessary infrastructure.  From this perspective, the use of
IT to enhance the business is important and is a strategic enabler.  IT
can't create the business change and the new business opportunities
without significant investment, however it can offer proven packages
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that perform data mining similar to what is done at K-Mart or Wai-Mart
to the Shell Convenience Stores (Cstores). IT provides process control
for the refineries, because its key to running the refineries. The result is
that SEOP is beginning to develop a model based on buying
applications off the shelf, and the role of the IT department is to deploy
quickly and make it work.
Technology forecasts. Shell Europe Oil Products IT no longer does
technology forecasts.  When the alternative is to obtain a forecast or
have a department trying to do the same thing - particularly when the
competencies aren't available internally - it just makes better financial
sense to buy obtain it. Shell Services International provides very good
technical forecasts that can be used along with other technology
benchmarks to develop the SEOP business - IT technology  plan.

Current IT governance principles
The current governing model for IT is "Business responsibility and
commonality by class of business - pan-European", with centralization
and standardization the thrust for controlling costs. By sharing
wherever possible centralized common development resources and
promoting data-sharing, the goal supports the pan-European view that,
for example, retail business is conducted the same in every part of
Europe. Centralization is also occurring within SEOP.  From a Shell
Group perspective there is a drive to IT commonality and infrastructure.
As with all significant change, you will find the normal resistance from
historically independent organizations. However, the IT resistance will
reduce as the business drive to commonality becomes mature and
successful.

Commonality. Shell is attempting to increase commonality, which isn't
necessarily centralization. Commonality gets to the heart of each
Operating Unit having done things differently before, and now face the
issue of the change, and who talks to whom and has the decision-
making power.  This is the real change in culture.

Today it is extremely difficult to move from one stovepipe (of
applications) to another (e.g., NAM's focus point of application
portfolio integration). By reducing diversity in the IT groups, Shell
expects to hasten the process of introducing commonality by class of
business. Shell Europe Oil Products currently has three classes of
business 1) manufacturing, supply, and distribution; 2) retail; and 3)
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commercial. As best it can, it does business the same way across all of
Europe given the various governmental structures.

When a customer asks Shell Europe Oil Products how much business
he/she did with the company last year, it was a very hard question to
answer as operating units often had different customer codes and
product codes. Using management information systems, SEOP will
improve the quality of pan-European business information. But Shell
doesn't expect to eliminate all differences. For example, the US culture
demands a clean, well-lighted service station, where the transaction is
fast. The Shell EasyPay key ring, recently introduced in the US, is
meant to further speed the transaction. However, in Europe the same
Shell EasyPay key ring is issued to lorry drivers to better track and
predict purchases. These consumers like to go into the Convenience
Stores, do incidental shopping and look over the selection of fresh
bouquets of flowers. From drive-in to drive-out, it's a longer process in
Europe than in the US, and the key ring is a tool for Shell Europe to
increase satisfaction levels of their commercial customers.

IT infrastructure. SEOP outsourced infrastructure to SSI to support
commonality and cost reduction. IT infrastructure decisions are made
basis SEOP / SSI agreed service levels (per business sector) and
suppliers (what to buy) levels. The goal behind these actions is to
support demand planning and the infrastructure, and bring in the
strategic suppliers as full partners (NAM's thrust of partnering). Some
decisions on infrastructure are made at SEOP level, others are made at
the Group level (IT Steering group), for example, desktops. Shell's
Global Office is built around the concept that looks and feels the same.
and has the same applications available.

Management of technology differentiation and technology integration.
Shells' SSI is not the decision maker in either. However, it is a very
good source of technical knowledge that is used by SEOP.  The
technology management and investment decisions is the responsibility
of the business. The decisions are based upon what is the best way to
get the job done. Business and IT set the cycle time, the business area
where it will be done. and then IT determines the best way to make that
happen.

Business case. The business case at Shell contains the total cost of IT,
whether it is insourced, outsourced to a preferred provider like SSI
(Shell Services International), or outsourced to a 3rd party provider.
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Shell will outsource IT infrastructure to SSI.  For IT architecture, SSI is
the preferred provider. Shell is finding that in Europe, like the US and
its Shell Services Co. (SSC), third parties find it difficult to bid against
SSI.

How much money should be spent on IT is a business decision. There
is central control on local spending and investment decisions within
each class of business. Within each business there is an IT planner: the
business/IT planner per class of business, with a double hatted reporting
line (business and IT management). The business/IT planner is
responsible for IT delivery, how to do it (possibly outsource and roll it
Out).

Organizational structure. The organization structure for IT is a matrix
comprised of Competence centers (business process oriented; IT people
and business people) by Class of business (each of them represented by
a business/IT planner). Mixed business/IT skills are necessary, and
business must retain IT knowledge (even with outsourcing). In general,
staff is aware that they are accountable for own education path, and this
awareness has increased over the last five years. Job rotation is at the
option of the individual, and many are choosing more specialized career
tracks, going back to the age of the specialist. Meanwhile, the
organization continues to flatten.

Coordination of IT. There is only one planning cycle at Shell - the
business planning cycle. The business plan is shaped, and the IT (or
planner) gives advice and counsel on what the business wants or needs)
to do. In order for the business to make its forecast and targets, any
decisions that must be made regarding IT are made at that time (e.g.,
Are new applications required? Should the work be outsourced given
current in-house skills? etc.), and these are business decisions.

Linkage of IT and business plans
During the (business) planning cycle the Business/IT planner/Advisor
provides advice and counsel. Given the cycle-time demands, this is
accomplished through recommendations regarding outsourcing, in-
house development, etc.

Planning cycles. Previously, Shell Europe Oil Product IT had short-
term plans, medium-term plans. and long-term plans. But now, with
both the organization and markets in turbulence, SEOP IT does an 18
month plan. Currently, Shell expects a pay-out of business-IT
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investment within 12 months or less.  If a business can't show that, it
goes no farther. investment decisions, control of the spending, and the
realization of how this could have worked better within the various
business units points to the impact of change in business-IT decision
processes.

With the new discipline, Shell now talks about lump-sum events - a
business decision/initiative that costs x dollars to ultimately carry out.
For example, IT examined all of the Shell Operating Units, and said,
"This is how much money business is spending on IT in a period of high
transition within the company". Business needed to understand two
things from this analysis.  One. is that if IT is 10% to 15% of total
spend this type of analysis will provide the business leadership with a
representation of how much business-IT total project work is being
planned or is being undertaken.  Two, if you restrict the IT development
resources you can quickly focus this spending on core activities, and
keep the level within the business limits of affordability and level of
change. As a result, Shell is focusing on 'spending', as differentiated
from investment'.

In the past, many would talk about 'cost', of an IT project, but more
often than not, the figure that was presented was the cost of
development only, and didn't include the deployment $ nor the time to
deploy. The historical separation of development groups from the OU
based deployment supported this type of practice.  When SEOP IT was
in transition from OU based to pan-Euroepan based , the historical
business-IT funding approval processes no longer were adequate.   If the
total cost of the activity (development, deployment, support and cycle
time) were not available at the time of the funding decision, executives
were lulled into making decisions where deployment costs could be
excessive and the deployment time couldn't meet the business targets.
Shell Europe Oil Products now focuses on 'entity' costs for business-
IT, and this approach can change business decisions. Again, if you
can't tell the whole story - or don't understand it, then something is
wrong with the decision-making process itself.

Planning and justification tools.   With the heavy engineering culture
within Shell, cost benefit analysis is the best approach. The discipline
(CBA) has demonstrated weight to it. Occasionally someone will try
using different value systems - the value of information, the value of
cycle time, and find the case hard to support unless it was accounting-
based. Shell probably could be more enlightened, and understand the
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other business value techniques and options. but its hard to make
changes in business funding decision criteria and processes in times of
significant cultural and business process change. The main point is this:
IT should be justified for business reasons and the justification based on
solid business facts.

Shell uses the term 'Balanced Scorecard' in its most generic sense when
it is applied to IT. And yes, there are problems in defining what the
appropriate measurements should be to support the goal of eliminating
wherever possible the existing IT 'data fortresses'. In Europe there are
IT performance data fortresses in each country. Shell Europe Oil
Products IT benchmarks measurements are still focused on operational
costs (i.e., measuring cost per mips). New benchmarks on cycle time,
total cost of service, the value of synergy and performance / resource
relationships are being identified as new ways to measure results.  This
will be another major cultural change within SEOP IT.

IT Investments. SEOP/Shell controls capital expenditures with an
investment cap.  The issue is whether /T can deliver and business can
absorb the total entity investment cost (i.e., transparency, business
ownership, full information).  (lt may also be referred to as total entity

cost or total ownership cost.) The investment is evaluated on after-tax
investment expenditures, and includes both development and
deployment cost.
Leadership comes from the business side. The CIO and business
executive are often involved in the decision. There is also a cap on IT
spending, and all of the resources are allocated.  If some group has
another good idea, it must go to the vice-president/CIO and make a case
to raise the cap or, within their own domain, replace another initiative
with the new one.

Standards and deviations from standards. When an operating unit has
a valid business requirement to do something different (for example,
using a different architecture) it is informed of the following policy.  If
it deviates from the common architecture it must include in the business
case the cost of the new architecture, development costs, and the cost of
the conversion of the data back to the standard architecture.    The goal
is to have very few of these differences, as they prevent the rapid move
to commonality.

Scenarios. The ability to be market-driven is more important (re:
business planning) than tracking with scenario planning.
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Notwithstanding, Shell scenarios drive business plans, but linkage of
the scenarios to is a very loose one. Business plans must be tested
against the scenarios, but it is only a test. Once business gets to the
action plans, that's where IT is.  An interesting change in how IT
supports the action plan is being caused by the information technology
industry. Historically, the business users were the main customer voice
for IT, now the individual consumer may have a larger voice in the
future direction of information technology. This change is important as
it changes the investment and methods IT must adopt to meet the action
plan. For example, the new product cycle for Microsoft is set by the
consumer market, not the business market.  This may force business to
make more upgrades, as customers are using the latest products.

IT is a driving force (externally) in most current business scenarios,
however it is not directly connected to IT internal plans. For example,
e-Commerce is a new business activity. How successful e-Commerce
will be is yet to be determined in the markets. As business processes

change, internal IT will be affected but won't be the leading edge (i.e.
SEOP will not change their marketing approach basis an IT trend, but
business a business trend - the business trend is in place before Shell
Europe Oil Products acts.

Shared mental models. Scenario planning is more about developing a
way of thinking - a thinking model - rather than a planning model.
Although much is written regarding Shell and scenarios, once an
organization starts thinking using relationships, it becomes second
nature, and it never really puts the scenarios aside.  The goal at Shell is
to get everyone to be well-rounded thinkers, so that scenario thinking
becomes a part of everyday thinking. Scenarios develop new
awareness, but don't drive IT planning.  IT is only indirectly linked in
that scenarios drive business planning that, in turn drives IT planning.

Role of business and IT in decision-making re: insourcing;
outsourcing
Currently for new business-IT initiatives, the business project leader
makes the decision about IT outsourcing basis a narrow set of criteria
and this often has unintended consequences on the total IT organization.
The Class of Business / IT manager must support these decisions and
input to the decision process the longer term criteria (e.g. internal skill
mix, impact on IT staff development, internal / external staff goals).
We seek to understand the total cost of these decisions to support our
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goal of cost transparency. Outsourcing of infrastructure (as a cost
driver) is a SEOP - CIO discussion; where the issues of commonality,
impact on staff, process change, and supplier relations comes into play.
It also inspires a significant debate within IT on the significant issues.
SEOP has outsourced our infrastructure to SSI.

Sometimes decisions are made and problems arise, such as high cost
delivery or late delivery.  With the IT planners, Shell is trying to bring
that back in line using the approach previously discussed where IT costs
are transparent.  Once this becomes part of the culture, the IT planner
can really assist making the right decisions regarding insourcing vs.
outsourcing. Shell currently has an in-house development group
(staffed with a couple hundred people) working on making the 34 party
applications connect with existing ones.  (NAM's thrusts of partnering
and infrastructure security and reliability).

Part of what must be managed is the old business solution of hiring
someone to solve the problems. Shell European Oil Products decided to
outsource (to SSI) the whole IT infrastructure.  In this case, outsourcing
could provide the cost synergy that was previously not attainable within
SEOP.

With the statement that business must own lT, business must make IT
decisions in an effective and educated manner. IT people have to help
that decision-making. They have to become partners with business for
business to make the necessary effective decisions. It doesn't work
when business abdicates all of its IT decisions to the IT group, and it
doesn't work when business makes all of the IT decisions in an
unskilled and uneducated manner.  But the important message is that
outsourcinEr does not support abdication of responsibilitv.  Even if IT is
outsourced, business must still make good IT decisions and talk these
things through. Both sides must be patient with the other while going
through the education process.

Impact of new Shell organization structure
The new SEOP organizational structure drives each of the European
operating companies to a pan-European view of what is going on -
SEOP can no longer ignore the economic advantage of the competition
derived from commonality and synergy. This forces a much closer
relationship and linkage between the IT planners and the business
planners.
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Part of the Oil Products BusCom new vision is the position of the Class
of Business IT manager that is aligned with the classes of business.
This position is expected to create and sustain a much closer link
between business and IT planning since it will focus on the management
of IT demand.

The business/IT planner actually wears a 'double hat" - a term used in
Europe (two hats, in the US). He/she reports to both business and IT.
Their major allegiance is to their class of business, and their major role
is to get the businesses to use discipline in their plans for IT.

IT organizatio,1. Competency centers assume line-like activities - Staff
no longer will be 'experts in Germany', but will become 'experts in
customer services' in SAP, or in some other pan-European activity.  The
goal will be to migrate people into areas where they can develop
expertise in the newer areas of technology.

The competency centers gather the skills necessary for their area. These
skills may come from inside the organization, or they may be
consultants or other outsourced capabilities - and can include the
expertise around enabling technologies and applications packages.  The
competency centers will be staffed by people that have (academically)
IT or business skills.  Originally, the competency centers were largely
IT, but now in serving the various business classes, business skills are
equally in demand.

Within the new organization, there will be an IT infrastructure group
(currently a staff of 4) and an individual that will handle the contractual
relationships with SSI. The business and IT planners are class-of-
business specialized. The class of business will spawn a competency;
and each class of business can use multiple competency centers.

Concluding remarks
First, business must learn IT in order to make informed investment
decisions and vice-versa, and second, the business needs specialists
rather than generalists. These are not contradictory statements.

Rotational assignments are important. Business must have exposure to
technology, and technology to business. Contrary to what was said
befure, there is also a move towards greater specialization.  It is
important that people have in-depth skills. At Shell, IT people complete
one project, but may not have the right skills to start on the next one,
forcing short term decisions on outsourcing.  Our goal must be to align
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our IT skill development processes so that they progress with the IT
industry, the needs o f our staff and the needs of SEOP.

Another consequence is that people aren't as easy to place as they once
were.  Since the individual is responsible for making the decision to
invest in education in one area over another, it is the individual that
must take the risk when the time comes to market his/her skills.  And
the same holds true for business management. The generalists that
populated the middle management level are fast disappearing, and often
managers that leave are simply not replaced.  Time (in the company) is
no longer good enough in getting a promotion - more and more its
what's on your resume that counts.

Open resourcing.  One of the long term changes is that of 'job postings'
at Shell. Others call it open resourcing - where the individual searches
for their own next job. There are two assumptions behind it: first, the
individual is responsible for their own next job thus managing their own
career, and second, the individual identifies and manages their own
education requirements.

Five years ago, a manager could still avoid using a keyboard. Today,
they cannot - a challenge for those who wish to become senior
managers. Senior managers must know something about technology
since they will be making multi-million-dollar decisions regarding
expenditures and investments in technology. Sliding by is no longer an
option, even for those at the top (or those that aspire to be).

5.4 Shell European Operations: Interview with ir. Thijs Kout, CIO,
SEOP

Thijs Kout, is the CIO for Shell Europe Oil Products. The interview with ir.
Kout captures his view of the changes at Shell and their consequences for the
Business - IT relationship. Reineke, one of the two interviewees in Section
5.3, reports to Kout.

Shell's restructuring and SEOP
Please describe tile major characteristics of tile Shell organization.  We are
experimenting to a considerable extent with new forms of organization.
Despite the fact that 1 have never experienced Shell as being over hierarchical,
it was (and still is to some degree) bureaucratic.  We have always had
relatively complex matrix organizations an thus. decision-making and
responsibilities haven't always been clear and transparent.  We are now
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moving to a more unequivocal decision process - with more single-headed
leadership and CEOs in each of the businesses with a clear responsibility for
the results of that business globally. But rather than implementing this as a
centralized organization, we are moving more and more to distributed
organization and smaller central offices.  We are (mainly in Europe),
removing the old structures and replace them by virtual teamwork and
distributed teams. The Shell marketing teams, for example, have members
work from home or in offices close to their homes, leading (ultimately) to a
networked organization structure.  The same is true for IT.  In Oil products in
Europe there is one person with the decision-making responsibility (single-
headed leadership) for IT, the CIO, and, at the same time the organization
structure is very distributed with people within the businesses and within each
of the countries.

We haven't quite finished the transformation. Today, the majority of the
resources are in the countries, under the control of the country (IT) managers,
and these hence play an important role.  We've just started changing the
operation from country based to competency centers. These centers work for
all Europe and are not tied to servicing an individual country. A Competency
center is responsible for developing, producing (or purchasing) a business
system for a particular business process or function, as well as for the roll-out
of that business system (and hence business process/function) over all Europe.
Rather than letting local managers decide whether they "buy" the system and
when, it is decided centrally which system shall be used and in which
sequence it is rolled out to the countries.  We no longer provide a picking list
for local managers to choose from. We didn't want to continue the situation in
which a local sales manager could say: "that's an interesting list... I'll take
this and I'll take that. . .", but he'll get it, because that's the business priority,
determined at higher hierarchical level in his organization. The local sales
manager does, of course, take part in decision-making, but he has no longer
the final say.  He is listened tO, but eventually it is his vice president who will
for instance say: "Non-Fuel Retail is our strategic priority, (NFR is the non-
Fuel products sold in the shops at the petro! stations).  After having heard
everyone, this is the sequence in which i want it to happen."

Does Ellis concern SEOP? Yes, this specifically applies to SEOP because the
other parts of the world are less advanced and are still lacking similar
organization structures. They haven't yet reached this stage.  We (SEOP)
have the advantage of a geographically-connected area. A single organization
is most applicable and needed in Europe.  This need is enhanced by both the
EEC and euro. Regarding other areas in the world where Shell does business,
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the advantage associated with geographical connectivity may hold true for
South America, but probably to a lesser extent for Asia, where only some
countries have this trans-border traffic aspect.  The US has had a single
organization for a long time, and basically we are moving to the 'USA-model'
in Europe.

In our previous business model, everything converged within each country,
but we are in the process of having everything converge at the level of
European businesses. Separateness will still exist as it relates to the aspect of
legal and fiscal obligations within each country. However, the dismantling of
this matrix is not yet complete, there is still a bit of duality of role, and the
country chairmen still has some responsibility for the country bottom-line
rather than only the statuary role. This results in marketing organizations that
are fully distributed and networked across Europe (and IT will join it partially)
and in competency centers distributed across Europe. Cohesion and
coordination remain however important.

Does this 'distributed' mean per country? Yes, it does.  In some larger
countries there was a distributed organization. A corporate CIO (at country
level) was named with the responsibility for coordination. This approach was
not particularly successful in all, and some of them functioned as distributed
independent IT organizations within the countries with very little
coordination. in others it was potentially more successful, but only marginally
so.   It led to a proliferation of systems, and a lot of duplication: One country,  1
know, had 12 different Finance systems.

By comparison, one of the large Operating companies never used a
distributed model. Instead, it used a centrally managed and hierarchical IT-
organization, resulting in IT costs which are only a third of those with a
distributed model (on a normalized basis). Furthermore, when we examine
manpower, the centralized one had about one third of the IT staff as well.
These figures provided us a nice benchmark to design our pan-European
organization!

Close IT linkage to the business is wonderful, but it has a downside as well as,
we see in the comparisons between the centralized, single-model and the
distributed-model. lf IT isn't linked to the extent of control and the
establishment of priorities with the business overall, the IT-costs will increase
significantly. That isn't inevitable, but the business has an immense appetite
for IT and, if given a free hand, will try to solve every business

problem/opportunity with a new IT system rather than exploiting the existing
systems better. I've never been able to prove that countries with high IT costs
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performed better (by business measures) than countries with low IT costs,
however it did convince me of the importance of overall business alignment
and control.

Are you saying that countries with higher IT-costs are also better business
performers than countries with lower IT-costs?  No, just the contrary is true
in my view.  In this example the lowest IT cost/barrel country performed
much better than the others.  The same was true for our medium sized
operating countries in Scandinavia, where the one with the lowest IT costs (a
factor 5 lower!) outperformed the others.

I think the difference is that high performers exercise greater discipline.  They
have a greater ability to keep, deliver and implement things in a simple way.
They work with a 'no nonsense' policy and adapt what they spend much better
to what they can afford, a policy of 'the wallet contains only this amount of
money, and that's all we can spend' rather than  'if we invest yet a bit more, all
our problems will be solved tomorrow'!  They also have a better ability to
drive through the implementation and exploitation of what they have rather
than embarking on new investments before they have had the return of earlier
investments.  They are simply more focused. Other countries are less
disciplined, and this has a stimulating effect on IT expenditure. Projects
increase in scope and implementation times increase. Ultimately, either the
original client is gone (we have had a fairly effective job rotation system) or
the business requirements change.

Do  you   expect  lower  costs  with   IT  centralized  at   the   European  level?    Yes,
we certainly do, but that has several causes. One cause is more discipline of
course, but another cause  is the elimination of duplicated effort. Our previous
organizational form was justified on the argument that each country had a
different culture and hence customers and customer needs were different,
requiring the individual country to have supreme power.  This may all be true.
but it does raise the question whether all the business processes must therefore
be different.

When we change to competency centers. we must align the portfolio and the
business processes at the European level.  We are changing to IT business

planners for each   of the businesses (Retail, Commercial,

Manufacturing/supply/distribution), who have the responsibility for the
business systems portfolio in their business area.  We also set up competency
centers for each of these systems. On occasion, the competency centers

operate across multiple businesses. We want alignment, bringing the
responsibility of control and governance close to the individual businesses.
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However, 1 think you also have to manage overall. setting boundaries within
which you operate, and boundaries for performance.

We attempt to accomplish this overall management with the European
management teams, defining the priorities and investment levels for the
business. We develop an overall  list of things we agree to do. Everyone goes
home satisfied, and then the plan is communicated to everyone down the line.
There is however a risk as we have discovered that communication down the
various lines (IT, business) does not end in the same message at working level.
Later, the district manager comes to IT and says "we've got a fantastic idea"
etc.  When the IT manager responds, saying that they've just agreed on not
doing that, etc. there is the devil to pay, because the district manager says he
knows nothing about it. Unfortunately, the plan hasn't been communicated
completely, or consistently by the business managers - and this is a matter of
education. Vice presidents may often see something locally, and translate that
as a local business issue to be resolved, but they don't see the IT implications
neither locally nor the impact on the overall IT plan and budget.  They may
say "good idea, very important, keep going, do it" to a project of 10,00OK$ of
which 1000$K is IT.   When we (IT overseers) say: "yes, but that l OOOKS  isn't
covered in the budget we discussed and agreed" we hear stories that the
project is of enormous importance to our business, and what nonsense is that,
stopping  this  at  10%  of the budget? Unfortunately, that cycle was repeated
over and over. Often leading to IT being accused of being procedural and
non-responsive on the one hand and too expensive and not in control of costs
on the other.  At the country level. the centralized countries had the discipline
to say "that's the limit and we don't do what's beyond that," while the
decentralized didn't.  On the European level we're still busy trying to make
our new system work. and that means giving the VP's the responsibility for
investments and ranking these investments with all other business investments.
If there are problems they have to go to a country to listen to the total story
and make the decision to spend more money on IT (with the intent of saving
money in another area in their business.

Our intent is to create an environment in which an IT project doesn't differ
from any other business project.  We are slowly changing to centrally
coordinated business planning. where the businesses are told how much
money they can use for new projects. This approach is better than isolating
the IT costs across all businesses. deciding what to do centrally, as for
example, deciding for 30 refineries how much to spend on fuel pumps.

Do you intend to use IT as a crowbar - a change agent - to start this
processP Yes, we do. IT very much is that change agent and often the IT
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organization is walking ahead of the troops. It often feels like we (lT) are
trying to change the direction of an elephant steering it by its tail! Although
quite substantial, IT is only a small part of the total investment in the change
of business. And, carrying the analogy one step farther, it's not a comfortable
position to be hanging off the tail when the elephant is upset. It swings you
around and craps on you. Seriously, we do believe that a networked
organization is desirable, but we have to control the amount we are willing to
spend on it.

The role of the Competence Centers
Are the business concepts that are elaborated for all different countries
elaborated centrally? Well, yes, more or less, that's the intention.  We're for
instance working on customer service centers (call centers).  We have been
able to determine rather quickly what the pan-European harmonized
businesses processes are and we have chosen a Software package.  We are
making progress toward understanding what and how we will roll-out over
Europe.  This will be managed by a steering committee chaired by on of the
vice presidents sales, because it's a sales issue, and includes some of the sales
managers from the larger countries in Europe, to keep it close to the base.

The competence center located in Wythensawe (UK) is committed to first
implement and support the English call center. The remaining part of Europe
(in networked terms, not hierarchical terms) will place their trust in the UK to
develop on behalf of them, provide help to them, and inform them of
schedules.

The competence center has a manager.  In our original thinking, because we
started this concept in IT, we thought it would be an IT professional, but early
experience taught us that the competence center manager should not be an IT
person, but a business person. The reason? We envision every competence
center as having four activities in its lifecycle: business process (re-)design,
change management (includes such activities as defining key performance
indicators, reward systems, recruitment and training of staff), organizational
design, and business system development. (See Figure  5-2:  Conceptual  view
offlinctions within competence center lifecycle.)
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Figure 5-2: Conceptual view of functions within competence center life-
cycle.

Competence centers are business development centers, with a governance
structure managing it, and a roll-out plan reflecting the business priorities.
The center will develop the business (IT) system, provide assistance in
implementation, and (if necessary) operate and provide operational (IT)
support (in/outsourced). During the start-up stage probably close to 75% of
the effort concerns non-IT activities. However, we are expecting these
competence centers to change in nature during their life cycle.  In the
beginning, the center will be heavily focused in business process redesign,
organization design and change, thereafter on Business system development.
During the roll-out there is a lot of focus on change management and towards
the end of their life cycle, it will be mostly IT operations and support.  At that
point we will have many IT systems to be maintained and will need a
mechanism/procedure for the maintenance, however some people will keep
working on improving the processes.

Does top maitagemelit establish tile priorities for tile Europeal, countries?
Which countries first, and so on? Top management establishes those, in a
steering committee. Eventually, within our organization, the sales vice
president <in this case the three of them), having heard everything, determines
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the business priorities for his area (e.g., France first, followed by Germany,
followed by Scandinavia).  At the same time we look from an IT perspective
what the best sequence is based on cost optimization and resourcing. Maybe it
isn't possible to go to Scandinavia because some prerequisites haven't been
installed.  Or take Germany, where there's no room left in the current program
to do this, so a compromise must be reached. That's where Rob Reineke has a
key role, combining the ideal roll out with reality into something which is
feasible and affordable. These decisions are made in consultation with the
countries and based upon the business priorities, the interests of the
competence center, etc. There has to be a reasonable program to operate
efficiently.
Do those countries have a common person to go to? Within a country there
is a country chairman, and his function is concerned with business integrity.
He must coordinate at the local level, taking care of the contact between the
commercial sales manager and the retail sales manager and the financial
manager etc.  It must be, however, clear/unequivocal who determines how
business is done.

In some respects, the same is true regarding IT managers, who have to balance
business demands as well. An additional complexity for these managers is
that they are often "double-hatting" as corporate IT managers in the larger
countries, and working for other business sectors as well.  So they have every
right to say, "1 do work for you, but only partially".

We were  talking  about tile major changes facing SEOP and  the  Business/IT
Unkages. Witat are the Unkage mechanisms7 Linkage still occurs at several
levels.  There is a hierarchy of steering bodies. (See Figure 5-3.) The SEOP
management team at European level (EMT) is the highest level.  They are
responsible for setting the overall direction and budgets and appraise
performance.  Then we have steering for each of the European businesses to
give steering to the IT issues in their area.  The IT business planner is a
member of that management team as well.  So far MSD and Retail were
working well, but we have to re-align things because of recent changes in
organization. Commercial is difficult one for us as they did not have a
integrated approach to the business systems portfolio in their business; hence
there is no-one appointed with that responsibility. Right now it's almost a
side-responsibility of one of the business development managers, and it isn't
functioning well in practice. Of course, there are steering committees for each
of the competency centers as described earlier. The Cross business steering
committee steers our SAP/R3 implementation and other business systems
which cross organizational boundaries.  At a local level, we have steering
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committees for each of the implementation projects, addressing the local
issues. per country.  They are often chaired either by the country chairman or
one of our European VP's.
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Figure 5-3: The management team.

Regarding the organization structure, first there is the president, then the
business retail (for instance) having an IT business planner, who...?7?
Earlier we introduced a portfolio management role. The portfolio manager
compiles the target portfolio (of business systems) for his business, and
establishes with his steering committee the investment/replacement priorities.
However, he isn't responsible for the realization/implementation, because
that's done by the competence centers.  The IT managers in the CCs report to
me directly.  But in general the competence centers are accountable to/do
report to steering committees now. These steering committees consist VP's,
some business managers and myself. We're deliberating now whether those
competence centers working  for 100% within a specific business should  be
independent or should report to the business manager [we have changed this
now to make the IT planners responsible for the IT aspects of the CCs in their
area and they participate in the steering].

What kinds of con,petence ce,tters exist preselitly? There is a competence
center concerning non-fuel retail (as explained earlier). There is a competence
center concerning all back-office and transaction activities, regarding SAP3.
Then there is one for the setting up of the customer service centers, and one
for the Card systems (euroShell). one for Distribution optimization (CROSS),
etc.  There is a list with fourteen competency centers. some of which are still
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in start-up phase, other already operational, smaller ones, bigger ones...
some are in one physical location, others are more like a network of experts,
networking to spread best practice instead of real development.  Some
competence centers work across several businesses.

ts  there  a  competence  center for  IT? No there is not a separate competency
centre for IT. There is however a separate central team that plans the IT
infrastructure and manages the contract with SSI our (Shell Group internal)
service provider. Our internal systems to manage IT are either part of cross
business systems (Finance/HR/MIS systems) and hence provided by those

competency centers or Still local systems in the countries

(problem/change/service management).  We are now with SSI looking to
extend their end-to-end service management tools to a pan-European system
that crosses the organization boundaries between SSI and ourselves.  SSI has
set up a competency center for this.  For the rest of IT will mostly be
embedded in the competence centers.

Is this steering committee above the president, at group level?  Actua\ly,
there are a number of steering committees, and you have to distinguish
between them. If you're talking about questions regarding what business

process we want to implement worldwide, what accompanying product
embeds it, or how to manage this product through its life cycle, then it's a
matter of a Group steering committee, which is at the level of Oil Products

Globally. This committee contains people of several zones and for instance
the Shell Retail International vice president in OP. They manage that specific
product, and they've got someone to do that, who's responsible at that level
for the development of the product.   We (SEOP) take care of the roll-out over
Europe. We establish our own business priorities and set up our own support,
and coordinate it at SEOP level.  So, it's multi-staged.

The moment it's rolled out within an operating unit and locally changes must
be implemented to the current business processes, it becomes a matter of local

steering (committee), containing an IT manager (for interfaces often must be
developed), the VP and a local business manager of that particular business
area, and some other people when it's cross functional. Of course, there's a
linkage between all those steering committees - there's representation back
and forth. (See Figure 5-3.)

Take for instance customer service centers. While the CC provides the
business processes and the business system and advice on organization and
change management, there are also a lot of local activities. Locally, space
must be hired (leased) to house the CSC, and a switchboard / telephone
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exchange must be installed.  The IT applications have to be linked, and people
have to be recruited. So that's quite a project  You want to control these
things locally, so you allocate some people to make it happen.

At SEOP level the point is how to get it done in Europe as a whole. At group
level (Oil Products worldwide) the point is to determine which product is
preferred. At Group level the point is to determine the strategy regarding call
centers, etc.

Towards centralization
Are tliere any effects / influe,ices from tile Sl,ell Group re: IT?  In the
business, there is overall portfolio management of course, and the investments
are determined overall. Oil Products worldwide set and prepared several
standards, and developed some products which become OP worldwide
standards (i.e., CROSS, a distribution scheduling tool). We implement those
products in Europe. Each product must often be adjusted to the different
circumstances in Europe. Essentially, we purchase those products from the
Group. Sometimes therefore our competence center overlaps with the ones in
Central Office for the Group.  Then we or they either decide not set up one or
the two centers cooperate closely and supplement each other.  Most of the
time, the group competence center hasn't got the capacity to implement it
worldwide.  Realistically, they are training us.  They take care of the
implementation partially and delegate the supporting tasks to a regional
competence center. In Europe we are the precursors of that. But they'll get to
deal with a steering committee, containing Shell Retail International for
example.  They are responsible for the product, the business process, at group
level. And implementing best practices invented by them in Europe is
everything we do. Regarding IT, then it pertains to matters of infrastructure,
especially in the areas of communications and level of standards.   We all use
Office 95, and they often run Shell-Wide Web projects as well.   If you (as a
service organization) have to develop an agreement on these issues with each
country separately, you'll never get finished.  As a result, these are centrally
sponsored projects, concerning the interests of the total Shell group.

Another example is licensing.  At one point, SAP was chosen and is used in
EP (Exploration and Production), Chemicals, and OP (Oil Products), although
it isn't a single system, However, at group level they functioned as central
purchasing to negotiate with SAP for a multiple-site license agreement
functioning. Group also negotiated for personal computers. There are only a
few people at central group level.
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Common systems aren't of great importance at group level, are they?  No,
they aren't, the only common system important is our "Global office", our
desktop and communication standards which enable easy communication
within the whole Shell Group. Business systems are important are at the level
of the businesses (Oil Products, EP, Chemicals) and below that per zone, but
actually that becomes Oil Products then.  With the exception that the choice
for which ERP package has been made at Group level, hence Oil Products

can't say: "I don't like SAP, let's change over to Baan". Such decisions are
not possible. Configuring that package is however largely a Business or
within a business a zone issue.

Summarizing, one could say that the policy  of Shell  is  rather decentralized.
Previously, this was carried through to country level, and some kind of
matrix organization structure was applied.  This matrix structure was
abandoned, and single-headed leadership was introduced in Europe.  The
authority to operate locally is gravitating upward to the European level, but
within  a line of business (e.g., the overall structure of Shell and Shell Oil
Products in this case).  For Shell, tile term decentralized means at the level
of Line of Business or Strategic Business  Unit  (SBU).   Gravitating authority
upward is occurring only within tile SBU (e.g., SOP), and is resulting in
faster decision-making and, with the help of IT, greatly reduce the costs.
Yes.

But these changes don't go beyond that organizational level, do they?  At
this moment, no. Bottom line responsibility for SOP is now vested (for the
first time) in one man. Reporting to this person is someone responsible for
Europe who the businesses of Europe report to.

is this gravitating upward and searching for communality happening
between SEOP, East and South?  No, not quite.  Of course, we all use the
same products.  I suppose the only thing that limits us is that we don't learn

enough of each other regarding implementation.   The only way this happens  is
by exchanging people, and there is certainly no program for a worldwide roll
out, for example. However, there does exist some kind of monitoring, but the
central influence is limited.

There's influence exerted to chose a product or business process together.
however, there's no longer a choice regarding SAP. Business process
templates were developed centrally (at SOP level) after SAP was chosen.  The
templates were built at SOP level, were configured and given to the three
zones. These zones have kept it more or less equal within the zones.  We have
started configuring a European template based on those templates, which
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better satisfies the business processes as we defined them in Europe.
Unfortunately, this leads to some separated implementations in our 'old world
organizations' initially, causing some differentiation again. Using 20/20
hindsight, maybe we shouldn't have done it quite the way we did. Chemicals
took a better approach, and is further along than OP. (Chemicals is a global
business, but it was a European business beforehand, with one SAP system
across all Europe.)

Recently we have delayed some implementations because of the Y2K issues.
The rescheduled implementation now forms the basis for the European
system. When completed, other OU's (i.e., Operating Units that are
organizational units such as commercial sales organizations) will be hooked
in, an attempt to increase our shared business processes. Until now, we have
still been very country driven in our implementations. However, inside an OU
we must still visualize a country, and within a country, all units must be pulled
together since financial administration is country-oriented instead of business-
oriented.

Are the transactions at the different service stations comparable across the
countriesp No. The contracts between the dealers and the Shell Company
differ per country, as well as the way certain business processes are organized.
This sometimes happens via dealers, sometimes they do it themselves,
sometimes it's franchised. Differing solutions regarding business processes
have been found within the same product group.  Then a battle for the best
follows.

Shell wants to make this uniform.  To do this, the business strategy must
become uniform across Europe; then the business process will follow.
Regarding non-fuel retail for example, it could be that most contracts with
dealers would require changes because present contracts do not allow Shell to
run that business in line with our strategy. For example, if Shell wanted to sell
certain candy bars and optimize the purchasing of it, it may be that according
to the dealer contract we have no right to know what and how much he is
selling in his shop or who his suppliers are.  Many of the dealers are free
entrepreneurs who are allowed to use the Shell brand name, and whom we sell
petrol to. And there are quite a few differences in the various markets,
resulting in different solutions. Why did this happen? History.

Whei, do you think this might occur? That'll take a few years.  We took
some large steps.  Now a big Step the reorganization, now a second step will
be taken which has to result in cost savings.  We will introduce SAP in the big
countries this year and next year. Concerning business process we will have
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been moved along quite a bit then.  It'll take another few years before

everything has changed in every detail.

Is this model similar to the model of Shell in  tile US?   Yes, it is, but rather
similar to the model of Texaco and BP (British Petroleum) in Europe as well.
Texaco for instance  is much better than us in that they have a much stronger
internal discipline. Shell is bigger (seven times as big as Texaco in Europe),
one of the reasons why the business processes involving the service stations
must become more uniform.

In the US, Shell service stations have always been more uniform. They (Shell
US) have two suppliers for automation on site, while Shell Europe stations
have about 14-15 different computerized systems on site.  We are trying to
reduce this number to 3, but it can always happen that some local person can
do something easier and cheaper locally.  And once that starts, others do the
sanne.

An other example: There was a time when a particular pump manufacturer
would make many different types of fuel pumps for Shell and only one for BP.
The Shell retail sales managers of each country used to "know exactly" which
fuel pump was the best for their country.  But our fuel pump was twice as
expensive as the one for BP. BP started its change toward standardization
much earlier than we did. BP implemented rigorous changes like these in the
early nineties, when they almost went bankrupt, while we basked in the lap of
luxury. Shell always performed well, and this led to complacency. Things
have to change.

Where is the IT focus? The SEOP president caused a change in emphasis
from an inside focus to a customer-oriented focus, resulting in the closing of
some offices, and the re-location of the employees closer to the business and
close to the customer. When doing business reviews, he made the rounds in a
bus to the petrol stations examining the profitability of each and discussing
improvement on site rather than in the Head-office. This opened the eyes of
many of the bureaucrats to the commercial reality on the street.   How much
was IT involved? Too little. I've joined them once or twice in the business
reviews, but not regularly.

We have done similar things with the IT organization. Instead of holding
office meetings, we make rounds through some country (we visit a different
country every time), examining the local automation. What does the
competition do? Go and have a look at Repsol in Spain, how they have
organized their shops.  We did that several times, but not systematically.  The
process will be adopted again after a few years. There's a new president now,
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and 1 don't know what his opinion is of the approach. Admittedly, it did cause
some commotion.  For the first time the retailers realized that much of the
work is easy but detailed.

New business models emerging at SEOP
Did you have something different in mind regarding the business model?
Looking more like an Albert Heijn or Wai-Mart? Yes, I think so . . .
changing from a wholesaler to a retailer. That model is certainly under
discussion, and that's why we either change those contracts, or buy back more
petrol stations and put them under our own supervision, thus becoming a
retailer. That's an extremely big change, the salesmen used to be called
inspectors, examining the petrol stations and selling wholesale to the station
rather than understanding the buying behavior of individual motorists at a
particular station.

We don't use SAP in retail, because SAP doesn't have the functionality
necessary.  We will use another package to do that, and it's a pie, but it
doesn't fit in. There are interfaces, though. Eventually, all payments and
orders occur using SAP, but the logistic system (the inventory management
system) is running separately. That's a retail system really, with space
management, category management, possibilities for data warehousing, basket
analysis, etc.

Do you employ people with knowledge regarding retailing?  Yes, we do.  The
new VP retail of Shell Retail International is a woman from TESCO (a large
European-based food chain), and the retail manager of England is a 'non-
petrol' man, we see the same in many other OU's: they recruit from the
retailers market.

Are there any noticeable i,«luences from tile financial industry?  For
example, do you start sellilig assurances (towing services, insurance policies,
etc.) and other similar products? Yes, there are.  The point of view has
changed from looking for strategic locations to sell petrol, to looking for ways
to gain maximum revenue per squared meter of strategic located real estate.
We are looking for other services to offer, also by using IT. An important
point is that people always have to go to a petrol pump to pick-up petrol.
They still have to go there. while for many other things a customer doesn't
have to leave their house anymore. The retail station can therefore act as a
pick-up point. Consequently, petrol stations are suitable places for locating
cash dispensers, selling insurance policies and offering services.  Some of
these services can be combined with e-commerce/internet.
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We were talking about customer focus. . -  Yes, we were.  The most important
thing is operating closer to the customer.  IT is driving Shell into further
decentralization ofthe organization with networks. This is done by not sitting
close together in those big offices and monitoring the hierarchy, but splitting
up in units closer to the customer.  In this way more people work outdoors,
actually coming together to align activities.  This is becoming our new reality.

We're closing some offices and consolidating headquarters in large countries.
in Sweden they have already moved to a smaller office. In Norway they are
moving, and in Italy they will move to something smaller.  Yes, it is becoming

a reality.   And IT support becomes far more complex.   Instead of serving 400
people at one location, IT must serve 400 people at 400 locations. That's a
reason for outsourcing IT services as well.

Because of this networked organization, the infrastructure has to comply with
more requirements. That's why it has to be made uniform, and that's why
outsourcing increased, in that Shell become more mobile.

Business and lT skills and the restructuring of the business/IT
relationship
Has there been a move to put IT people in touch with the business? Locally
there have, I suppose. Things happen in a more old-fashioned way at the local
level, using meetings, steering committees, hierarchical control mechanisms
etc.

Bob Reineke explained that job rotation isn't occurring that much.  IT
people stay in their own business.  is this your perception, also?  IT people
stay in the IT business, or leave and don't come back anymore. But things are
changing a little right now. There's a somewhat greater influx of other
disciplines in the IT projects. And other input is needed, all the more
concerning the  four quadrants (Figure 5-2). Some of the newcomers stay,
instead of choosing a different direction (back to the business).  But we are
gradually moving toward an organization with more specialization.  We
employ fewer generalists and more specialists.

Today, you must win your spurs in retail to be allowed to work in retail.
Previously (within IT) there used to be a lot of switching between EP,
Chemicals and OP. This still happens, but far less.  We don't engage someone
without any knowledge of OP/IT (Oil Products IT applications) easily.  So, the
specialization goes on and on.  Not only within a discipline (i.e., IT), but
within the business as well, for instance, retail is already a rather specialized
discipline. We're not the only ones, looking at the contractors, and
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consultants.  As long as you build/train your own supply, you're competing
against the outside specialists.  But even when you're not, you must still have
experience in the project management integration discipline.

So, you must be very aware of the 'stove pipe'  e#ect then.   Yes, you must.
And I haven't quite solved that yet. Those are autonomous processes

experiencing incremental changes, and they move in diverse directions, unless
you address them in time.

In the IT-sector you need people with both business skills and IT-skills,
integrating those aspects.  Where do you position them?  Are they typical IT-
specialists? Those are people fulfilling integrating functions, but this doesn't
mean they have to have been salesmen. They operate within a retail team or a
commercial team, but they have a background in IT, and I would like to
manage them eventually (but line reporting is losing importance more and
more).   And  i f their job leads nowhere within IT-retail,  the next step won't be
retail sales manager. Instead, they will come to me asking whether there are
any possibilities in IT, and what they have to learn to be able to manage with
that particular job.

Are there any people iii tile business sector with an IT-background, or
people with a business background, keeping up with developments in IT?  Of
course there are 1,001 people who think they know everything about  IT,  but
within the business no people are appointed to do IT besides the employees
coming from IT.

Even people from the IT-organization, who are appointed in the business
(application support)?  Oh yes, there  certainly  are.    But  formally,  they  are
members of the IT-organization, functioning  in  such  a team. That's fine.   But
eventually retail starts calling me when something is wrong.  When a career
move has to be made, then that's still an IT issue. The management ofjobs
and skills resides with IT. Retail doesn't manage IT skills.

Several areas exist (refinery scheduling typically is such an area) where
anyone would wonder who's responsible. Formally I don't have any people
over there, but it concerns rather big lT systems. Traditionally, those
scheduling systems are always managed by the economics departments, as
some others are. Unfortunately, it's not that black and white all the time.

The impact of the Shell Scenarios on IT planning
What about tile role of scenarios iii Shell?  She\\ is very fam\\\ar with
scenarios. Scenario thinking has influence at the level of the CMD and the
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business committees, and perhaps had influence per country previously.  The
influence is generally indirect.

When the scenario thinking indicates a move to a world with more freedom of
choice and a different organization of work, then that does influence the way
in which I organize things.  But I'm not walking in the organization with the

scenario book in my hand every day.

There's no direct effect of scenarios on the long-term IT plans, only at the
indirect manner I suggest.  lf you say the price of oil is lowered, the effect will
be that the Oil Products plan will include what the five year plan says about
the effects relating to the price of the dollar.   And then the screws tighten on
me, and this affects my planning.   The idea concerning the removal of borders

(impact of globalization) has certain indirect consequences, but I do not use
those scenarios as direct input for the IT plan.

Do tile scenarios treat IT as an exogenous factor affecting the business of
Shell7  Yes, IT affects the world and consequently the business.  The
continuing high rate of change of technology, together with globalization  and
English as the world language are the elements of what we call TINA  in our
scenario's: There Is No Alternative. However, it is true that IT is functioning
explicitly in plans more and more, but it is still often used as a method to save
support costs and - as I said before - harmonizing business processes.  And
for the competitive advantage as well, I suppose, in doing something others
don't do yet in the same market, as we see with non-fuel retail.  But then the
starting point hasn't been a deliberate choice where we can say "we've got an
IT system which is capable of doing that and that's why we do that".

You don't apply separate scenarios at the level of SOP, do you?  No, we
don't.  We use the Group scenarios.  We do draw up a business plan based on
it and the Group premises for the planning period, which we test for the
scenarios.  It is also tested at the country level.

And what about IT scans?  Are they related to group scenarios?  We have
done IT scans in the past. Actually, nobody could use it for something
concrete, and it's a beautiful story, and fantastic.  But the added value
regarding operational IT is very small. However, that's not always true,
because it can be used to introduce long-term thinking.

But what about NAM, with information Management 2010? There are
people who spend a lot of time setting up such structures.   But the world is
changing too fast now (at least on paper). 1 think we changed our mind
regarding all this effort on (long term) information planning and information
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strategy. We switched to business plans and business process plans.  But did
we analyze well enough what e-commerce may mean in those scenarios?  1
don't think so.

Concerning the technical side, we decided to install frameworks capturing the
most important things and how to do that. Otherwise, we will look what is
showing up in the business, we allow it to disperse freely.  But it's no scenario
driven strategy.  No, it's not, but perhaps it should be.

Shell is said to lag behind rather than lead. We aren't even close to being
something like an amazom.com of the industry.  We don't have that culture.
You would expect scenario thinking to lead us to the question of what's going
on and what can we do next to prepare?   If we did that, Shell would be in tune
with future change in our competitive world. [End of Interview.1
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6. Alberta Government Telephone Ltd. (AGT)

6.1 Introduction

Industry. Leading long-term supplier of telecommunications services in
Alberta, and third largest in Canada. Privatization initiative caused a move
from a government owned entity to a private sector commercial (competitive)
enterprise environment.
Enterprise challenges:
Competition. Preparation for key market segments formerly operated as a
monopoly. Accountability. Increased accountability for fiscal performance.

Regulatory change. Change in regulatog bodies and labor codes from
Provincial to Federal jurisdiction.
IS/IT challenges:
Restructuring. Implement customer-focused service groups to serve distinct
business functions.
Downsizing. Implement a very large multi-node LAN displacing an
equivalent number of mainframe office systems devices.
Outsourcing. implement the outsourcing of mainframe and PC services.
Critical skills. Delegate workload assignments and tracking to peer-level
teams to achieve appropriate mix of 'soft', process, and technology-based
skills.
Strategic aUiance. Leverage common systems development efforts taking
place in other Canadian service suppliers.
Inter-organizational linkages. Link the enterprise systems with major
suppliers and alliance partners.

Background
Business organizations today face significant change on many fronts.
Until recently, most management philosophies and change management
principles were based on incremental change, where the ideas of change
- its structure and speed - were assumed to be under management
control (i.e.. at the option of management). However, when
discontinuous change occurs - when sudden shifts occur in the outside
environment - speed, timing. and magnitude of change are no longer
management options. in order to survive discontinuous change, many
organizations must reinvent themselves, creating new organizational
rules, philosophies and structures. Moreover, new mental models often
become necessary to understand and solve the problems surrounding the
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deployment of technology in the business organization, forcing the
integration of managerial and technical issues.  This was the situation at
AGT Limited and its Network Systems Department.
To gain insight into the critical and pivotal role that IS/IT can play in
both strategy and organizational dynamics, we describe the re-creation
of AGT and the role of its Network Systems Department as an enabler
of business re-creation.  We set the stage for what occurred at AGT,
briefly discussing the company and the changes in its environment
background that caused new enterprise and IS/IT challenges, and the
fundamental shifts of management focus. We cover some important
elements of the transformation itself, including the pacing and
magnitude of the organizational changes and the role that senior
management played. We conclude with what AGT learned regarding
characteristics of its new business relationships, the process of re-
creation, and the pre-conditions of success. The study covers a period
of months rather than years or decades (as in the SCE case), with the
discussion organized around topical areas.

6.2    Setting the stage for re-creation

in business for almost a century, AGT Limited began as a Canadian
telephone company, owned and operated as a Crown Corporation by the
Province of Alberta.  At the time of the case study, it was the leading
long-term supplier of telecommunications services in Alberta and the
third largest in Canada.      In   1990, a privatization initiative   by   the
Alberta government forced the company to change its business structure
from a monopolistic Crown Corporation into a private enterprise.
TELUS Corporation was created with AGT Limited as its major
subsidiary, with the expectation that it would provide an entrde into
newly competitive telecommunications markets.

AGT business managers faced some major challenges.  They had to
prepare for competition in key market segments that were formerly
operated as a monopoly - a totally new operating and marketing
environment for them. Moreover, the enterprise stakeholders changed.
The switch from being government-owned to privately-held created new
owner-stakeholders. The introduction of stockholders increased
management's accountability for fiscal performance. Finally, the
regulatory bodies and labor codes AGT was subject to changed from
province to federal, introducing a new group of regulatory stakeholders.
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AGT management would have preferred some kind of roadmap or
model to successfully guide them through the necessary changes, but
wondered if one existed. They observed that most existing analysis
models addressing organizational change are built around the ideas of
planned change, where no outside forces jeopardize the magnitude or
time frame determined by company management. Moreover, business
change models - the existing management practices and organizational
procedures - deal with on-going, incremental change, where the
changes occur within the existing framework of the organization.  For
AGT, change was not an option. The Province of Alberta determined
the de facto schedule, and AGT management knew the necessary
changes could not be accomplished within the existing organizational
framework.

Fundamental shift of focus: What business is AGT in?
In developing an action plan, both business and IS/IT management at
AGT had to understand what business they were in. In order to
successfully develop and execute a plan for change, they needed the
answers to some basic questions.

• How should AGT define and differentiate its newly
competitive markets?

• What are the differences between monopoly and
competition, and how do they affect current and future
business processes?

•    Where are we vulnerable as our economic base changes?

•   What organizational structures require change for AGT to
compete successfully?

•  How should we solicit customer requirements? How
should they be integrated into our plans?

•   How should we compete in a more global society? Within
Canada, what must we do to establish a presence in
French-speaking Quebec?

•   Are there critical issues to consider regarding the growing
influence of information-related technologies in both the
business and social environment?  Do they require current
action?
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Despite developing an initial set of answers, AGT management
consistently revisited these questions and refined their answers in an
attempt to create a shared vision of the future for AGT.

Fundamental shift of focus: What business is NS in?
Concurrent with business management focusing on how to refocus its
business activities to improve competitive position, the challenge for
lS/IT management was to reflect this new business attitude within its
own structures and activities. Restructuring was a given. IS/IT
management knew that the business functions would undergo significant
change, mandating parallel IS/IT change of support and structure.
Downsizing was also a given. IS/IT management was aware of what
was happening in other businesses, and anticipated that both business
and IS/IT functions were candidates for downsizing. They needed to
understand how to best approach their own downsizing in parallel with
providing effective support for the business changes.

Outsourcing was one approach for making IS/IT resources more
effective. Potentially, IS/IT could outsource some of their activities and
concentrate remaining resources on the internal issues that were
necessary in support of business change.  But what were the critical
skills necessary for IS/IT to understand and be effective in the new -
not yet defined - business environment? Business had already given
IS/IT the charter to explore strategic alliances with other telephone
companies and telecommunications services, with the objective of
leveraging common systems development efforts taking place in other
Canadian service suppliers. Moreover, IS/IT had the additional
responsibility of building and/or supporting inter-organizational
linkages, linking the AGT enterprise systems with major suppliers and
alliance partners.

AGT had existing management practices and organizational procedures
and policies deal with ongoing, incremental change, i.e., changes within
the existing framework of its organization.  This was, however, a time
when incremental changes and mid-course corrections were simply not
enough to deal with the magnitude and speed of change facing the
organization, and AGT management recognized and accepted the
responsibility.
Management knew it no longer had sufficient time for reorientation,
i.e., organizational frame-bending, where they could fundamentally
redefine the enterprise before the change imperative hit [Nadler, et al.,
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1995]. Management faced re-creation, breaking the current

organizational framework and creating a new one.  With no time for
another course of action, they knew that organizational re-creation
could require using new and previously untried management approaches
and wholesale abandonment of its basic beliefs and current company
structures.  To be successful, the pacing of change had to be swift.  The
change process itself became the key item on every executive agenda.

6.3     Re-creation of AGT Ltd. and its Network Systems Department

To accomplish its re-creation, AGT employed IS/IT and the Network
Systems (NS) Department as an integral part of many new business
strategies and transformation initiatives.  Key to the success of the
Network Systems Department (NS) and its efforts were a variety of
initiatives, however the creation of new IS/IT - business organizational
linkages proved particularly important. By including its customer
organizations in all major phases of the process, NS became a part of
the business decision-making process. The focus of the case
(encapsulated in Tables 6-1 and 6-2) is the role of the Network Systems
Department (NS) in the business transformation process.

Decision-making at the onset
Network Systems recognized that it had to interact intensively with the
rest of the company if it was to contribute to the success of AGT as a
whole. AGT business management also acknowledged that extensive
support from its departments and managers was equally necessary. This
resulted in four key decisions that were made before the project
commenced and adhered to throughout the process. These decisions
were fundamental in establishing and maintaining effective interaction
(the interface) between the IS/IT organization (supply) and the business
organization (demand). Briefly, they were:

•  NS will adhere to corporate standards and policies from
the inception of the re-creation project. Deviations will
require approval from any/all affected directors, a process
designed to minimize exceptions.

•  NS will leverage existing corporate service agreements
with suppliers, ensuring the minimum of additional
support for vendors.
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•   NS technology will provide transparent gateway access to
corporate office applications, maintaining effective
communications with the rest of the corporate

organization.
•     NS must obtain and keep the support of corporate systems

management and staffduring the process.

From an internal perspective, NS management viewed four issues as
critical enough to require consistent monitoring throughout the re-
creation process. These issues included:

•  Critical mass: Maintaining a critical mass is required to
maintain a high level of technological expertise to support
the business organization with adequate modern IT based
solutions.  Due to infrastructure and economic reasons,
IS/IT organizations will generally adopt some form of
centralized function, since complete dispersion over
various business units endangers support levels.

• Business organizational restructuring: Because  the

expected organizational form of IS/lT is a functional one,
and the business organization is de-layering and
decentralizing (possibly into multiple business units), NS
will have to rely on multiple lateral relations to support
coordination with the business organization. These
horizontal teams are inter-departmental in nature; and in
case of inter-organizational systems, they will even be
inter-organizational in nature.

•  Business/IT alignment: IS/IT alignment to the business
goals is imperative.  If NS is to be an integral part of
business strategy, as both a supporter and an enabler,
communication with and support of the business
organization is crucial for directing NS activities.

•  NS as a respoi,sible business partner: NS professionals
must operate as business partners: they must understand
the business problems from a business perspective and
translate them into adequate IS/IT solutions; and they
must have adequate team skills to function effectively in
group decision-making processes.
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Network Systems started the re-creation process as a relatively
traditional hierarchical, internally oriented IS/IT department.  To meet
the challenges of the competitive marketplace, it transformed (in terms
of Nadler, re-created) itself into a team-driven, customer-focused
organization governed by total quality management principles.  Re-
creation is different from other types of organizational change in at
least four different aspects - its driving force, the pacing of change, the
role of senior management, and the scope of change.

Driving force
The driving force of re-creation is the need to immediately respond to a
very real current shift in environment.  At AGT this shift concerned the
transformation of AGT from a public into a private corporation (Table
6-/, 1989-1991).  As a Crown Corporation, AGT was owned and
operated by the government of the Province of Alberta, Canada.   With
the establishment of TELUS Corporation, AGT became its major
subsidiary, accounting fur over 90% of total revenues. A leading long-
term supplier of telecommunication services in Canada,  its 1.1 million
network access lines generated about 400 million long distance
messages carried   over a network spanning   more   than 18 million
kilometers in 1991.

As the external environment forced change upon the AGT business
organization, NS now faced an internal business customer with urgent
new requirements, and began to adjust.  It had to demonstrate its
competence in building and maintaining sophisticated applications.
More importantly, NS had to demonstrate its ability to build and
maintain effective relationships with internal and external clients
because it was facing competition from both outside and within the
company.  From the outside, competing suppliers of IS/IT services are
ever present in the marketplace. From within, there is constant
competition for scarce funding and other resources. Additionally, there
was competition from its own customers, many of whom had the skills
necessary to build at least rudimentary applications to meet their own
needs.

Pacing of change
Within a relatively short time, change occurred simultaneously in
almost all parts of AGT.  In fact, many of the significant changes in NS
occurred within less than two years, starting in October 1991, when a
new director was announced. He announced a new vision for NS and
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began to realign NS resources with business processes (Table   6-1,
1991).

The initial step in the realignment processes was a study of the
Engineering and Operations business processes, undertaken jointly by
the client organizations and NS. The result was the development of a
business model - a common mental model - that was understood by
both parties, and the formation of specific teams called Customer Focus
Groups (CFG's) to address the specific IS/IT needs of each business
process. A second director became responsible for implementation.  By
the end of 1992, NS completed the first stage of implementation,
initiated outsourcing negotiations and signed the contract, established a
strategic alliance to reduce redundant coding efforts in the industry, and
began training in team skills for NS personnel.

Activity '86-'89 690 691

1 AGT Organization Crown Corporation. TELUS 50% TELUS  100%
shares. Shares.

2 NS Reorganization Hierarchical; New director;
Centralized. New vision for

LAN/DS.
3 Downsizing via LAN
4 Outsourcing
5 Decentralization / (1986)Formed NS Align with

Re-centralization by centralizing various business

systems & operations practices.
groups.

6 Skills & Roles
7 Management (1988) introduction of

Processes information Economics
(IE) Concepts

8. Business/IT Linkages & IE concepts used to Joint business/IT
Relationships facilitate dialog re: study of business

business strategy vs. processes to
IS/IT resources produce business

model (shared
mental model).
IS/IT director
kept all involved
business

management
apprised of
progress.

problems. etc.

Note: italic entries represent business/IT linkages and relationships in addition to activity 8.
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Table 6-1: Creating the base for change in AGT and NS, 1986-1991.

Role of senior management
The role of senior management in re-creation differs markedly from
other change processes. The change process is the key issue on the
executive agenda, and often requires new people on the management
team.

At AGT, two directors became vital, in their own way, to the evolution
of NS. The first director (mentioned in the preceeding paragraph)
enunciated the new vision and established the team structures (Table 6-

/, 1991). A major condition that the first director placed on his
successor was that the team structures and practices already established
had to remain in place and be given adequate time to prove themselves.

It was the second director (Table 6-2, 1992, activities 2, 3, and 5) that

announced the technology vision and orchestrated its realization.  He
put the supporting tools (the network and PC technology) in place to
resolve departmental communications issues, making the team concept
much more workable.

Scope of change
Re-creation focuses on most, if not all organizational systems, unlike
other types of change. Moreover, the immediacy of the change may
permit little continuity with the past. Re-creation immediately
challenges the existing core identity and values, structures, policies,
applied technologies, etc. As Tables 6-/ and 6-2 illustrate, the change
process at Network Systems encompassed major areas of management.

The NS management focus was on developing and enunciating a clear
IS/IT strategy that its internal customers understood and agreed to.
Through the combination of clear communications at all levels and the
successful operationalization of the CFA's, NS created and enforced
shared mental models and expectations with its clients and gained a
shared commitment to project success.

6.4     Re-creation of AGT and Network Systems roles and activities

IS/IT strategy: a new vision for NS
AGT appointed the director responsible for the technology
implementation for Network Systems in October of 1991 as a part of a
general reorganization Table 6-1. 1991).    He  understood  that  AGT's
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success became increasingly dependent on the availability of an
appropriate IT infrastructure that allows business activities and
processes to be interconnected.  By the end of October, he stated his
desire to have full LAN services operational throughout NS by the end
of 1991 or, at the latest, the first quarter of 1992.

The vision went far beyond the ability to merely compose and address
text messages across the network. Its scope included the integration of
different types of data and information such as sound (e.g., voice),
pictures (e.g., live action video and graphics), and data (e.g., numbers
and text) into workstations. The new vision would permit the
exploitation of efficiency-related benefits of compression of time and
distance, as well as effectiveness-related benefits of information sharing
across the organization and across partners in the organizations'
business network of suppliers and customers [van der Zee, 1996; Keen
and Cummins, 1986]. (See Table 6-/, 1991, activity 8 and Table 6-2,

1992, activities 5 and 6).

Technology downsizing and introducing LAN
NS   consisted   of 175 staff   who were responsible for planning,
developing, and maintaining 115 application systems on various
mainframes, VAX, PDP, TANDEM, and PC platforms. These systems
mainly supported transaction processing and management reporting.  Its
responsibility also encompassed the operation of two major data centers
in Edmonton and Calgary, as well as an extensive network
interconnecting the data centers with various terminal and equipment
sites in Alberta.

Besides transaction processing and management reporting, basic office
systems were provided via four mainframe hosts serving a total of 7,700
users throughout the corporation. These services included internal mail
systems, fax service, etc., but suffered from many limitations (i.e., slow
response times and severe problems in document exchange with PC's).
Everyone viewed these limitations as significant hurdles to providing
and effectively communicating information within NS as well as
between it and its users. For technology. the result was a management
focus on downsizing via local area networks (LANs) and assuring the
continuation of its IT network infrastructure.

After the second director arrived and created the vision for what
network services should be, the implementation process followed a
traditional, albeit compressed, process common to most systems
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projects, and proceeded according to schedule (covering  the  next  18
months). Problems arose with the introduction of groupware,
multimedia, and extensive mail solutions due to the lack of availability
of appropriate solutions. Nevertheless, the group found itself far ahead

of the corporate plan for LAN implementation (Table 6-2, 1992-1994,

activity 3). NS, with corporate agreement, did not wait for eventual
implementation of the corporate plan. Since information moved faster
and more reliably than ever before, the in-place LAN enabled the NS
staff to position themselves for the future, providing advanced solutions
based on the potential of the new technology rather than on the
restrictions of the old.

Activity 692 693 694 '95-'96

1 AGT Organization Downsizing. Downsizing.
2 NS Reorganization   2nd ncw Director: Downsizing.

responsible for
implementation.

3 Downsizing via LAN Stage I completed, Stage 11 Stage 111 Emphasis on
Basic LAN services. completed; completed; LOB-unique

Groupware. Multimedia. Applications.
4 Outsourcing Start negotiations, Continued

Sign contract emphasis on
Outsourcing.

5 Decentralization/ Customer Focus Small central
Re-centralization Groups (CFGs), group; Majority

Strategic ofNs
Alliances CODA) profe3sionals in

LOBs.
6 Skills & Roles Training in team Peer reviews Business team

skills:  New skill by CFG members
assessments. members

(business/IT)
7 Management Manpower planning, Greater

Processes Information Economics emphasis on
concepts for tactical & planning al
operational planning. LOB level.

8. Business/IT CFGs develop applications
Linkages and to serve across organizational
Relationships units, providing rationality &

cohesiveness,
Newsoft skills required:
interpersonal communications,
decision-making, facilitative
leadership, team skills

Note: italic entries represent business/IT linkages and relationships in addition to activity 8.
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Table 6-2: Re-creation in AGT and NS 1992-1996.

Without question, the greatest single factor contributing to the
successful implementation of the Network Systems LAN was the high
degree of the senior management commitment. The director outlined
the vision, organized the major players, ensured that funding was
available and approved, made sure his peers in other affected
departments were aware and supportive, and resoved conlicts as they
arose.  The next biggest factor was the teamwork between the various
affected groups. This approach helped to break down organization and
communication barriers. The urgency of the initial deadlines also
contributed by eliminating any allowance for posturing, lobbying,
extensive studies or other negative delaying tactics.

Outsourcing as a corporate strategy
in the first quarter of 1992, AGT announced its intent to investigate the
potential outsourcing of its mainframe and PC-based office systems
network that serviced its 7700 user-employees. The contract came into
force on January 1, 1993 (Table 6-2, 1992, activity 4), and
approximately 250 AGT staff-performed duties were assumed by the
outsourcing partner. The reasons to outsource were threefold.

• Outsourcing would enable AGT to focus its attention on
its core business of telecommunications.

• Outsourcing the mainframe operations provided an
opportunity for TELUS, the parent company of AGT, to
diversify and to lessen its dependence on the
telecommunications market. TELUS would gain a
foothold in the mainframe systems services market.

• Obtaining mainframe and desktop computing services
reduced costs.

Outsourcing for AGT was the result of clear vision regarding the core
business and the core capabilities of the company. and the possibility of
establishing a new business venture.

The transition to the outsourcing partner was negotiated at different
levels. A general proposal was developed first, followed by feasibility
testing. Only after the concept was proven feasible from economic and
technical persectives was authorization given to proceed with detailed
definition and implemention of the outsourcing agreement. Employees
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of AGT were kept informed of the intent and process of the outsourcing
negotiations through periodic bulletins on the office systems news
service as well as by articles in the company newspaper. Staff groups
directly affected by the transition were often briefed in person by
members of the negotiating team.

Organizational structure: decentralization/re-centralization
IS/IT organizations have specific structural patterns.  In the early days
of corporate computing, companies centralized the IS/IT function to
promote cost efficiencies and greater professionalism. Gradually, many
centralized IS/IT functions became inward-looking bureaucracies,
remote from users, business pressures and strategies. By organizing
themselves as closed systems, IS/IT organizations lost linkage with their
business customers. Decentralization, where each business unit has its
own IS/IT department, became a solution to the linkage problem,
however it led to proliferation of systems, duplication of effort, little
integration, and lowered cost effectiveness.

When AGT initially formed its Network Systems in 1986, it was an
amalgamation of isolated systems groups that served the interests of
various operations and engineering organizations within the company.
The fundamental rationale for this consolidation was to ensure that
applications were built in an integrated fashion to satisfy operations and
engineering requirements. AGT recognized it could no longer afford
duplicate data entry and awkward manual processes to convey
information from one system to another, and created a traditional
centralized, top down and hierarchical organization.

Creation of Customer Focus Groups (CFGs)
As part of his vision, the director started to implement a new
organizational form in 1992 that was a hybrid structure combining the
advantages of centralization and decentralization. The development and
support organizations combined into seven Customer Focus Groups that
became responsible for the systems requirements of a business function,
not a specific organization. A functional manager headed each group,
and became the process owner.  Each was responsible for developing
applications to serve the function across the various organizational
units. Multi-disciplinary in nature, every group possessed the required
expertise to ensure successful application development.
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The emphasis on cross-functional teams, facilitative leadership styles,
and group problem solving helped to lead the way in many aspects of
AGT's changing corporate culture.    When the traditionally separate
development and support organizations combined into Customer Focus
Groups, client support grew because they were now a vital part of the
process. Clients also began to see these new teams as being more
effective in meeting their needs because of the integration of the
development and support functions.   By 1994, there was 155 staff
supporting 120 application systems deployed into this organizational
form.

Again, the major factor in the success of Customer Focus Groups was
the continual involvement of the Network Systems staff in defining all
aspects of the implementation and evolution of the concept.  It built
ownership, commitment, and a desire to succeed. A second major
factor was the new organization, based on a common model developed
and understood by both the Network Systems and its clients.  This
enabled both groups to work towards a common understanding within a
consistent frame of reference. The third critical success factor was the
unwavering support of the director and the human resources facilitators.

Strategic alliances
In order to stimulate the development and use of common systems, AGT
and several other telecommunications companies across Canada created
the Operations Development Alliance, or ODA (Table 6-2, 1992,
activity 5).  This was a strategic alliance to promote the development
and implementation of common applications across Canada for network
surveillance, control, diagnostics, and customer assignment, with an
overall aim of reducing costs associated with redundant development
and support efforts.  As a member of this alliance, AGT contributed a
significant number of Network Systems Staff to joint projects.

Individual and their roles: training for new roles and skills
Skill base: It was recognized quite early in the transition to the new
team environment that traditional interpersonal skills bred in a
traditional hierarchical organization would not suffice. This process
started by documenting the skills of the Network Systems staff.  The
initial emphasis was on technology-based skills.  It was found, however,
that these skills were less relevant than expected to the execution of
their job functions. This resulted in the re-definition of critical skill
areas to include:
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•    Soft skills such as interpersonal communications, decision
making, facilitative leadership, and team skills;

• Process skills including understanding of customer
business processes as well as the process for defining,
building, and supporting business systems; and,

• Technology-based skills for various segments of the
business such as office systems, minicomputer platforms,
and mainframe languages.

Management decided that everyone in Network Systems would receive
specialized training in team skills such as arriving at consensus, giving
and receiving constructive feedback, etc. (Table 6-2, 1992, activity 6).

Additionally, several staff took more advanced training in meeting
facilitation and/or facilitative leadership to help keep the rest of the
organization on track and keep the process moving.

Peer reviews: A significant milestone in maturity of the new Network
Systems organization came as several teams began conducting their own
peer reviews with customer/client input (Table 6-2, 1993, activity 6).

At first, this occurred on an experimental basis with assistance of the
Network Services Human Resources professionals. Since much of the
Customer Focus Group process simply evolved as various team
experimented with alternative methods for getting the work done, the
process led to some inconsistencies when customers dealt with different
teams in Network Systems. This resulted in yet another team being
established - to take the best of what had evolved to date, document it,
and establish it as a standard practice in the Network Systems
organization.

Management processes
Within Network Systems, the processes of networking and
decentralization were supported by changes in the control processes
(e.g., workload assignment and work evaluations) and were placed at
the peer to peer level.  The work to be done had to contribute directly to
the organizations' business objectives. To realize the opportunities
offered by IS/IT required continuous interactions and support between
IS/IT planning and strategic. tactical and operational business goals.
Network Systems employed a process for determining the relative
business technical, and economic value of project activities since 1988
(activity 7 of Table 6- L 1986-1989 through Table 6-2, 1992).
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Although the project-level work was measured fairly constantly, there
was still a significant amount of work that was not project related, such
as on-going maintenance and support of existing applications.  They
devised a similar process for these activities based on criteria adapted
for the purpose.  For the first time, staff, managers, and business
customers could compare the value of maintaining an existing
application versus diverting effort towards building a replacement.
These same processes are used throughout the tactical and operational
planning stages.  At the tactical level, work is roughly allocated to a
given Customer Focus Group. The detailed operating plans are jointly
reviewed and approved by NS management and senior customer
representatives.

The largest single contributor to the success of the resource planning
efforts in Network Systems was the inclusion of the customer in all
major stages of the process. Senior customer management define the
business and financial objectives. Systems work is prioritized based
upon those objectives. and the prioritized list ratified and finalized by
senior customer management. Next in overall importance is the
application of consistent prioritization criteria to all development work
(and later support work) being undertaken by Network Systems. These
enable both the systems and the customer communities to measure the
value of applications between functional areas, thereby neutralizing
many of the turf wars fought in the past. This provided a common basis
for understanding throughout network systems and the affected
customer groups.  The last significant factor is the management of work
by peers.  This was instrumental in the establishment of the team
environment in Network Systems.  Work was no longer assigned by
individual managers but incorporated into a coherent plan by a team
representing the total scope of the Network Systems activity, enabling
individuals and project teams to directly view their contribution to the
success of the organization.

6.5 Shared mental models: AGT and NS as learning organizations
The IS/IT-related change model discussed by both Scott Morton [1991]
and Rockart and Short [1991] employs five organizational components
(strategy, technology, organizational structure, management processes,
and individuals and their roles) to be kept in balance to successfully
introduce technology-related change in a business organization.  Two
important ideas are embodied in their model: first, no component can
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change in isolation; and second, external forces trigger internal change.
These two ideas reflected the realities at AGT, and suggested the
necessity for developing synergy through complementary changes
between organizational components. However, there was still the issue
of the short period of time in which the changes had to occur.  This
required, according to management thinking, having individual
organizations work together and learn from each other - that is, the
development of a learning organization.
Because AGT had no time to tolerate a failure, the learning aspects of
teamwork and effective management communications became critical to
planning for change. Effective communication depends upon a common
language: an individual who only speaks English cannot effectively
communicate with another who only understands Dutch. An
organization or management culture that cannot effectively
communicate with another cannot effectively work together to achieve a
common goal, particularly when speed and simultaneous change is
essential.

Although some organizational change failures may be due to resistance
to change, human nature, or poor leadership, Schein [1996] believes
that many re-organizational failures are a result of mismatched mental
models and lack of effective communications and organizational
learning between engineering, executive and operations management
cultures. He describes the engineering culture as one preoccupied with
designing humans out of the organizational systems rather than into
them. The executive culture focuses on financial survival and growth to
ensure returns to its stakeholders, and the operations culture is a
balancing act between the work rules imposed by the other two cultures
and operational realities. In this context, successful organizational
change is dependent upon the degree of effective communication and
understanding between the three cultures.

if Schein is correct, then shared mental models are necessary to
successfully deploy IS/IT for business transformation and follow-on
management.  In this case, having a shared mental model accomplishes
two objectives. First, shared mental models guide the transformation in
a consistent way for the business and IS/IT organization; and second,
shared mental models support the necessary partnership/linkage
between business and IS/IT to effectively deploy IT.
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Areas of shared management focus for AGT and NS
Communication between the organizational cultures is a key attribute
when describing the business/IT relationship of AGT and NS.  AGT and
NS successfully transformed its organizations with the aid of effective
communications and shared mental models.

The two IS/IT directors involved contributed greatly to effective
communications. They acted as a single consistent focal point, giving
presentations on the vision and progress towards achieving a shared
view. Both continuously interfaced with all of the business managers,
keeping them informed and answering their questions.

The two directors also had a significant impact on the overall alignment
and linkage of the mental models at AGT.   When we examine Table 6-
3:  Mental models at AGT during re-creation, we observe a significant
level of parallelism between the assumptions and beliefs of the
executives, business operations, and NS.
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Executives Business Operations Network Systems
Beliefs and Assumptions
L Strategy
intent

Maintain market leadership identical to Executives. Respond to rapid change
position in competitive environment. with initiatives to enable

business change & improve
business performance.

Success

Rapid transition from monopoly Rapid reorientation of Team-based open
to competitive environment organization and products for organization to support

competitive environment. business organizational
change.

Risk
Challenge to existing core values    Speed of IS/IT implementation Identical to Business
identities, structures and policies. transition. Operations
11. Internal management
People
Recognized need for and supported Identical to Executives. Recognized
need, developed
development of 3 NS skills. /improved 3 key NS skills.
Teamwork
Major condition that first director  Ncw organization and common Identical to Business
placed on successor: team policies/model developed/understood by operations.
structures must remain in place and both NS and its clients, provides
given adequate time to work. a common understanding and

frame o f reference.
Decision-making
Ddmejinancial objective. Define business objectives. Carried out via Customer

Change process top priority on Carried out via Customer Focus  Focus Groups.
executive agenda. Investments Groups NS investments NS plan/investments
prioritized using Information prioritized using /E concepts prioritized using /E
Economics (IE) concepts NS list/plan ratified by concepts, and executive &
resulting NS plan ratified by by senior management. business operations
senior management objectives.
III. Means
Change
Mandatory and rapid (extema\ Mandatory and rapid (new Mandatory and rapid
change) competitive environment) (change in BusOp charter

and organization, internal &
external competition

Outsourcing
Selectively outsource non-core Identical to Executive. Identical to Executive.
activities.
Network Systems
Technology-intensive industrj'. Responsive and supportive; Implementor and facilitator
dependent upon appropriate IS/IT restructure of roles and among all client groups
state-of-the-art technologies responsibilities in support of new

business products/ organization
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Table 6-3: Mental models at AGT during re-creation.

Strategic success (ltem 1.2), internal management decision-making
(Item 11.3), means of change (ltem III.1) and NS as a means (Item III.3)
are all viewed in parallel, complementary ways by the three
management cultures. The management cultures all share identical
views of outsourcing as a means (Item Ill.2), and of the remaining Items
(1.1, 1.3, 11.1, and 11.2), two of these management cultures share
identical views and the third is complementary. Since, as it was
proposed by Schein [1996] organizational failure results from a lack of
learning due to a mismatch of mental models and the resulting poor
communications, AGT was positioned for success.

6.6    Positioning for the future

The success of business transformation, as an extreme case of
organizational change, depends a great deal on the management of the
change process itself. In retrospect, the following factors contributed
significantly to the successful completion of the transformation of
network services.

Network Systems underwent an executive-led, fast and simultaneous
change of all the basic elements of its organization. The approach
included three elements that supported the successful completion of the
change process: that of high senior management involvement, synergy,
and speed.

In evolutionary change processes senior management can delegate; in
discontinuous change processes they cannot: the change process is the
first item of their agenda.  At AGT, senior management initiated,
directed and monitored the transformation. Synergy is created by
changing different mutually supporting elements at the same time.  At
Network Systems the focus was on most of the components of the
organization, including strategy, work, technology, people and so on.
The various changes supported each other. For example, the
introduction of Customer Focus Groups and the creation of a team
environment with peer reviews clearly supported each other and
supported the introduction of advanced LAN services. Speed of the
process reduces resistance and risk. The longer the implementation
period, the more chance for resistance to grow and the greater the
period. of instability and uncertainty. The whole change at Network
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Systems followed a strict time shedule and was accomplished in about
eighteen months.

Treating outside vendors and end users as partners in development
broke down organization and communications barriers. Facilitating
special cross-department activities through groupware, and empowering
and redefining the NS organization and its structure increased
collaborative and cooperative efforts within the company. And assuring
that the two IS/IT directors responsible for the transition fully informed
managers created an atmosphere for buy-in from all affected functions.
NS became intimately involved in IT outsourcing decisions and the
definition and development of new IS core competencies and critical
skills.

Moreover, these same IS/IT directors had a shared mental model to
focus their own efforts, and openly discussed their progress point by
point with business management and internal IS/IT. Key elements
included:

•  Clear strategy. Responsible Director focused efforts on
vision and commitment by outlining vision, organizing
major players, ensuring funding, informing affected
departments, and resolving conflicts, thus creating and
enforcing the shared model. Process kept everyone
involved in making the project successful.

•  Shared mental model. Common model developed and
understood by NS and its clients.

• Shared understanding and commitment to strategy.
Assured the end product clearly supported the business
imperatives, helping break down organizational and
communication barriers with internal stakeholders and
outside vendors, and reinforced the organizational
understanding of the strategy through teamwork and
partnership.

•  IT infrastructure. Assured lT network infrastructure in
place, and existing staff had experience with installation
and configuration.

• Process supports strategy. Corporate standards
established to simplify choices and accelerate decision-
making speed, enabling NS to benefit from existing
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support and training services. Provided opportunity
through selective outsourcing to lessen dependence on
marketplace for long-term growth, which enabled
enterprise to focus on core business. Reduced cost of
obtaining mainframe and desktop computing services.

•   Process and product supports strategy and stajI.  Using
Customer Focus Groups, NS restructured to support a
customer (LOB) instead of individual functional
departments, where customers determine priorities for NS
and composition and workload of team.

•  Identify and build NS core competencies. Critical skill
identified were 'soft', process, and technology.  All NS
personnel received specialized skills training in team
skills.

•  NS and business strategies aligned. Resource planning
linked to business objectives. Included customer in all
major stages of process. Established formal linkage
between tactical and operating plans. Work managed by
peer team, enabling individuals and project teams to
directly view their contribution to organizational success.
NS had an existing formal process for determining the
relative and economic value of project activities that the
business understood, accepted, and contributed to.

The question remains, however, "ls this enough?" The reality is that
AGT continued efforts to downsize and outsource through 1996; the
majority of NS professionals moved into the business units;
accompanied by an increased emphasis on planning at the business unit
level. Will the remaining organizational mechanisms, combined with
sufficiently pro-active senior management, eliminate future

management surprises that suddenly change market definitions, require
generational leaps in telecommunications and information technologies,
or disrupt or destroy customer or supplier relationships? Probably not.
But if the quality of management and staff remain high and the ability
to change remains imbedded in the new corporate culture, there should
be fewer, less critical, surprises.
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7. Southern California Edison Co. (SCE)

7.1 Introduction

Industry.  SCE is the second largest privately held electric utility in the US,
and perceived as a leader by others in the industry. Rated as one of the top
100 places to work in the US.
Strategic intent. Capitalize on increased domestic market demand and
international opportunities. Become global player in related lines ofbusiness.
Management leadership. Pro-active management. Implemented leading
management techniques including scenario planning, customer partnerships.
Initiated development of energy-e fficient technologies.
Market positioning. Century-old company had a history of shaping its
external environment and developing appropriate organizational 'fit'.

Background
SCE is a large electric utility chartered by the State of California to
provide electrical service to major portions of the southern section of
the state. The service territory includes mountain, desert, and marine
environments. Like other electric utilities, SCE is capital intensive.
Capital investments consist of 55 generation units powering 9,700 miles
of transmission lines connecting almost 900 electrical substations.
Customers receive service through 3,880 distribution circuits  on   1.5
million power poles. Total generation investment is US$8.1 billion;
transmission is US$1.09 billion; substations amount to US$2.35 billion;
and distribution equipment is US$3.98 billion.

Over the past decade, SCE pursued an opportunity to extend its
geographic area of utility service through a merger and restructured
itsel f to take advantage of opportunities in the increasing domestic (out
of physical service territory) market and the growing international
privatization of utilities. About the same time (1986), management
recognized their inability to address the growing uncertainties
associated with market turbulence in the strategy process, and began the
use of scenario-based strategic planning.  With its increased global
perspective provided by the scenarios Edison International (the holding
company for the SCE utility and other energy-related businesses) had
more earnings from non-utility businesses than any other electric utility
holding company in the US.
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Competing in both a technology- and information-intensive industry,
Southern California Edison provides an example of using scenario
planning to drive strategy development [Parker and Ribbers, 1999].  in
an industry currently undergoing radical change, this century-old
company with proactive management faces the continuing challenge of
sustaining competitive fit within its external environment. We describe
the changing business environment and how the use of scenario
planning contributes to the success of the company's strategies to
sustain competitive fit.  The use of scenarios enables the linking of
external forces (emerging energy and IT technologies, pending
legislation, etc.) to parallel internal change (corporate structure,
business processes, organizational charters, internal organizational
linkages, etc.). To create/maintain external fit, changes in the external
environment link to changes in business organization and strategy.  To
create/maintain internal fit, changes in business organization and
strategy link to changes in IT organization and strategy. The execution
of the strategies developed with the reengineered strategy process
triggered profound change in both the business and IT functions.  The
result was a strong business partnership and an almost seamless
integration of business/IT vision and execution that sustained
competitive fit.

7.2    SCE as a pioneer in the electric utility industry

In 1886, Southern California Edison's first ancestral utilities began
supplying rudimentary service to a few dozen customers. Today, it is
one of the largest privately held electrical utilities in the US, with a
service area in Central and Southern California. Its 16,000 employees
supply electricity to 10 million customers in a service area covering
50.000 square miles. Sales of 75,600 thousand kilowatt hours produced
a revenue of US$7.7 billion.

1886-1969 - a historical perspective
As an electric utility pioneer, management at SCE coped with a number
of developmental stages of the industry. They  recognized  that

sustaining competitive fit would be a continuing challenge. Within this
80-year period, the industry changed from one where competing
companies were small and often subsidized by grants of money and land
to meet capital requirements to an industry where significantly fewer
but much larger companies cooperated at a broader level to improve
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reliability and service levels. Despite these external changes, some
things remained stable: electric utilities in the US provided the same
product, distributed in the same fashion, to the same customer for five
generations.

SCE is in the business of manufacturing on demand electricity for
immediate delivery.  It has huge investments ($16 billion by 1996) in its
electricity manufacturing sites and delivery systems. As a consequence,
every nuance of resource planning is key to continuing success and, for
decades. this planning was easy for the utility.  It made projections on
population and industry - a simple forecast of future load and resource
requirements. This single-point forecast defined the resource
requirements necessary to meet the demand with an adequate safety
margin. The process worked well during conditions of steady growth
and few surprises. However,   in   1965, the Northeast blackout
demonstrated the importance of power reliability, and in  1969 and  1970,
the enactment of both Federal and State environmental legislation
ushered in the environmental movement of the 705.

705 environmental movement
Business planners focus on responding to change. Public concern for
the environment drastically changed power generation by electric
utilities. By the late 703, SCE adopted a new energy conservation ethic
and initiated conservation and clean-up programs. When pollution
regulations became increasingly restrictive, regulatory agencies
promoted demand-side (customer consumption) management, making it
more profitable for a utility to invest in and promote conservation than
to supply more power. By necessity, the focus of business planning
changed from predicting future growth requirements to one of
responding efficiently to change.

IT planners focus on optimizing technology.  In the 7Os, the focus for
the IT function was technology optimization, and investments were
made to improve cost/performance of its computers and programmers.
After a change in major suppliers, the department spent several years in
training their people and rebuilding the infrastructure to support the
new computing base. The department moved from the financial side of
the company and merged with an engineering programming group to
create a new organization chartered to build/rebuild the company's
major business applications. A real time systems group began
development of a system to manage electric generation dispatch and
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control, a base architecture was developed for use in future online
applications, and a large investment was made to support power systems
operations. Each service unit in the IT organization was assigned a
specific internal client and met all of that clients' needs, resulting in
little sense of corporate accountability in the selection and application
of technology.  The IT department was a showcase for centralized
operations.

80s usher in unpredictability and uncertainty
Business planners focus on the changing external environment.  If
SCE management had any doubts that planning for the future included
uncertainty and unpredictability, they abandoned them in the 805.
Economic growth was slow. The business focused on capital cost
minimization strategies, and invested corporate resources in the rapid
development and deployment of renewable and alternative energy
resources. There were changes in federal regulations and growing
competition from independent power producers, however, it was the
impact of two unanticipated events that radically changed the business
environment. The economic slowdown of 1979-1982 combined with
spot oil prices that reached an all-time high in 1981 resulted in the
shutdown of five of its largest customers, with an associated loss of
approximately 3% of revenue.

The 1985-1995 10-year business plan had the benefit of incorporating
the new realities of energy conservation and efficient energy utilization
that started  in  1973.   The  era of mammoth coal or nuclear projects  and
ownership in renewable and alternative energy resources was over.
Electric utilities became a mature industry with low demand growth and
increasing costs, and with success dependent upon being the low-cost
supplier. Business management focus shifted again to a new set of
issues that included competition associated with switching costs to
alternative sources of energy, and new competition associated with
deregulation. Industrial co-generation, involving companies that
generate their own electricity and sell any excess to the utility (with the
utility legally obligated to purchase) and minimum load conditions,
where the issue was what to do with excess generation during off-peak
periods, also became new issues.

To better position itself and create a broader earnings base, SCE
restructured into a holding company, forming SCEcorp in 1985.  By
creating subsidiaries. SCEcorp accomplished two objectives: 1) it
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leveraged resources and pursued promising profit-making ventures
unencumbered by the regulatory concerns to maximize shareholder
return, and 2) it insulated regulated activities (fixed return on
investment) from the unregulated (higher risk, higher reward) activities.
Just as SCE began to feel comfortable with its new structure and
business environment, the bottom dropped out of oil prices in  1986, and
the accident at Chernobyl occurred.   By Fall  1986, only a year after
SCE completed its 1985-1995 10 year plan, many of its underlying
assumptions used to develop the plan were no longer valid.  At this
point the corporate Systems Planning and Research department began to
investigate the possibility of using scenarios as a future vehicle to
develop its 10 year plan.

IT planners focus on improving internal productivity. Within the IT
function, the 805 saw a wholesale attempt to retool the technology staff;
standards and structured design of programs grew in importance.  The
department was an active site for evaluating vendor prototype systems
and its budget included sponsorship monies for a university-based
project involving reverse engineering of application code. Although the
department was state-of-the-art, the focus was still internal, believing it
could deliver the most value by continuing to do what it already did,
only faster.  it had more clients than available staff support, so it
dedicated an entire processor and a small support staff to client
organizations who were willing to be trained to be self-sufficient in the
User Computer Center (UCC).  The UCC also encouraged the use of
Personal Computers and loaned them to interested executives.
Remaining staff focused on supporting legacy systems, and another
large group began working off site in support of the newly operating
San Onofre nuclear power plant.
The IT function was changing, but it continued to be technology-driven
and fundamentally disconnected from the business at the strategic level.
At the time, this wasn't perceived as a problem: the business was
running on momentum, and a need to change course wasn't part of the
vision. As a consequence, both business and IT functions continued
with strategy as usual, focusing on incremental productivity
improvements rather than any real fundamental change of direction.

IT management begins building business li,ikages.  Compared to other
large companies, SCE IT managers were quite different. Robert
Umbaugh, an early IT senior manager, introduced an Annual Report for
SCE managers covering the IT function.  (lt was discontinued a few
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years later, when all the LOB managers understood the added value
contributed by IT and staff.) Umbaugh did so well at managing his
technical function and at managing real estate held by SCE, a real estate
development division was spun off from the SCE regulated operations
with Umbaugh as its President.  He set the precedent and became the
example of what an SCE IT manager 'should be' - that is, first and
foremost, a business manager who understands the business. He also
became the example of what a technical professional 'could be', i.e., a
potential business leader.

Under his guidance, the IT function began building strong linkages with
the various LOBs.  Umbaugh introduced the idea of an ombudsman for
the client, where the IT professional interfaced with and represented
clients requirements when prioritizing resources.  It was part of the
ombudsman's charter to know and speak the language of the client.  A
specifically tailored version of information Economics [Parker, Benson
and Trainor, 1988] was also introduced to improve the allocation of IT
resources and build consensus. Rotational assignments were initiated
for technology staff into various lines of business (LOB), and LOB staff
into the IT function.  From this, a staff of technology specialists,
reporting to the LOB manager, gradually evolved. These technology
specialists developed system prototypes, identified standalone
technology to serve specific LOB needs, and provided hands-on
education and support for LOB members.  By the end of the decade, the
IT function increasingly became a part of the fabric of client
organizations, and a number of LOBs took charge of their own IT.   The
central IT function was still responsible for maintaining critical mass,
developing critical skills, and evaluating employee performance with
input from LOB managers.

7.3 Scenario planning at SCE: coping with uncertainty in the 905
In 1990, Howard P. Allen, the chairman and CEO retired. The company
began aggressively reinventing itself as the new executive team
developed and institutionalized a vision for future success. Driving this
vision was the goal to remain anticipatory managers and leaders of the
industry. The new management team embraced the scenario-based
planning philosophy and, with the assistance of consultants, developed
a set of SCE Global Scenarios for business planning.
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New planning philosophy complements scenario planning
To make its planning successful, SCE management knew it must change
its basic planning philosophy to complement and implement scenario
planning. In reviewing why previous forecasts and plans had missed
the mark, they discovered that, in each case, a number of unforeseen
events changed the basic assumptions that went into them - and even if
they had anticipated the events, they wouldn't have understood the full
impact on their business environment.  (Note that a forecast is based on

the assumption that the past can be extended into the future
(probabilistic thinking), and at the most basic level, it is a statistical
extrapolation of variables. Scenarios are a set of reasonably plausible,
but structurally quite different futures, and are a means of thinking
through strategy and planning response (causal thinking). SCE
traditionally used a single-point forecast for the required energy
production/consumption, where there could be many variations of
futures that could result in achieving the forecasted single point, but
each of the futures could have significantly different financial
implications.) Therefore, any new planning philosophy at SCE had to
separate the forecasting from the planning. Management wanted to
prepare for future uncertainties by considering a number of alternative
scenarios and prepare strategies in response to each. Finally, they
wanted to understand the options, so that any planning kept future
strategies unencumbered.  The new planning philosophy contained the
following seven directives.

•    Focus on consequences. Scenario planning becomes self-
defeating if management and staff place undue emphasis
on the events and scenarios as compared to the business
consequences.

• Scrutinize assumptions. SCE must place heavy emphasis
on examining the robustness of assumptions and their
validity under different conditions, since assumptions are
the fundamental driving force behind any strategy
development and planning.

• Stress fundamentals. SCE must go behind the scenario
facade and stress the business fundamentals of identifying
the customers and needs, growth assumptions, and level
and required core competencies of the enterprise.
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• Question trends and consensus. SCE shouldn't place
too much confidence in industry-wide consensus or the

continuation of long-term trends, since either can create a
false sense of security.

• Examine impact of new technologies. Examine the
impact of new technologies as an integral part of future
scenarios, since technology-based innovations change the
nature of business and the competition over time.

• Monitor actual versus predicted. Early identification of
deviation from the predicted course is important because
it allows an examination of the reasons for the
discrepancies and provides time to react to the new
business environment.

•   Be prepared to change. At SCE, the plan and the entire
process of planning should be fluid, flexible, and
responsive to change.

This seven-point philosophy, combined with scenario planning,
supported the SCE management team in its efforts to gain new insights
regarding the future and its direction.

7.4 Driving forces for the industry

The demand for energy is a derived demand, a result of social change,
economic activities, political and regulatory change. Demand for
energy increases as population and industrial activities increase; it
grows more slowly as energy-efficient buildings house information-
based industries, or as information workers work from their homes.
Supplying the demand is dependent upon financial and technological
constraints. Historically, the production of electricity was capital
intensive with technology often representing a large portion of total
capital requirements. In addition, financial or environmental constraints
can dictate that the industry concentrate on conservation programs,
relying on regulatory agencies to include these considerations in the
process of determining rate structures. In combination, these drivers set
the stage for, and act as the prime mover for almost every utility
strategy and policy.
Social/Environmental. Over the last several decades the impact of
social and environmental issues gained importance in influencing
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industry plans. Demands on the industry continue to grow in matters
ranging from choosing sites for new facilities, initiating (and bearing
the cost) of environmental impact studies, and providing special rate
consideration for certain sectors of the rate base.

Political/Regulatory. New regulatory implications accompanied the
explosive growth of population and industry over the last few decades.
Safety and environmental concerns regarding nuclear energy, air and
water quality, and preservation of wildlife resulted in more stringent
industry regulations. When independent power brokers gained access to
private transmission facilities owned and operated by the utilities, it
opened the door for further deregulation of the industry and growing
competition in new business areas.

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) still influences the
rates SCE charge customers, its profit margins, and its service area.  lin
1996, the CPUC continued to require SCE to sell its product to anyone
anywhere in its service territory, even  if the cost of connection was cost
prohibitive by normal business standards. Moreover, SCE was also
obliged to purchase excess power from non-utility generators.  (In  1992,
CPUC-mandated fixed-price contracts for power purchase cost SCE
about $650 million more than power available from other sources, and
by 1995 this cost was $1.8 billion.)
Financial. Based on the centralized power station model (e.g., nuclear
power plants, hydroelectric dams), the business is extremely capital
intensive. Regulators formerly provided incentives via rate structures to
encourage utilities to invest in new facilities or technologies for
regional reasons (i.e., accomplish social good). Even though the

investment might be unwarranted in a competitive business environment
(e.g., nuclear facilities in the '605, alternative energy technologies in
the '7Os, renewable energy technologies in the '8Os), it was encouraged
through regulation. Now, independent power producers and private
distributed generation represent new competition based upon
significantly reduced capital requirements.

Technology. Taken alone, technology factors could change the entire
nature of the industry. Technology has a profound effect on the utility
business, especially in power generation capability where there is
already substantial progress in lowering costs.  In the future, cycle
generators and fuel cells may invalidate the central power station model
by combining to enable distributed energy, or customers may migrate to
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a model of distributed generation and serve their own power
requirements.

SCE is a leader in developing energy-efficient technologies for its
customers, as well as in the development of a wide range of IT
application technologies associated with its operations (i.e., power
generation, transmission, distribution, and system operation).  IT
supports the generation of electricity with system efficiency
monitoring, workflow planning and maintenance management, where
the bulk of technology is used outside the generation station for system
operation and dispatch. Within the transmission function, IT supports
engineering design, operation and maintenance management.
Distribution has a high degree of information intensity and is supported
with meter reading, billing, and customer information. It probably has
the highest potential for future IT innovations (e.g., wireless meters that
read themselves and transmit to a remote billing center). Serving as
production control, systems operation schedules both the generation and
purchase of electricity, manages the transmission network, and provides
overall coordination of all electrical systems functions down to the
control level. Using communications lines to feed sophisticated control
algorithms with necessary generation and transmission data, the system
operation component keeps the proper balance of generation and
demand load while meeting financial and regulatory commitments.

Customer base instability. Stability of the customer base is short term.
Manufacturers can switch between electric-driven turbines and steam,
drivers from gasoline to electric motors in their automobiles, and
homeowners from electric hot water heaters to solar panels. Yet despite
the limited ability of current customers to switch to another source of
energy, environmental regulations and government mandates can force a
long-term, permanent change from electricity to other energy sources.
Moreover, growing deregulation will eventually allow the customer to
choose among competing electric suppliers based upon price and
service.

Global market influence. Finally, global changes (e.g., OPEC prices,
spot wars. emerging nations, environmental awareness, etc.) influence
the local market.  The SCE service area is a microcosm of many of the
same global realities and economics as a Royal Dutch/Shell or British
Petroleum (BP). Unlike Shell or BP (and prior to any deregulation)
SCE had to develop business strategies without the latitude of being
able to freely choose its target customer base.  The SCE customer base
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was defined by its physical transmission system and by the CPUC. (Its
parent, renamed Edison International  in  1996, was, however, a global
competitor in a number of energy-related non-utility businesses.)

SCE global scenarios
Plausible combinations of drivers and their po*ible interactions
comprise the twelve SCE scenarios, and each leads to a set of outcomes

affecting economic growth, employment, income, housing, trade,
financial services, industrial activity, etc. at a regional level.

Low growth: An economic bust occurs. High unemployment and low economic
activity accompanies reduced electricity consumption.

High fuel cost: The oil crisis revisited: higher oil prices result from coordinated OPEC

policy and/or major supply disruption. Restrictions on fuel usage, mandated energy
conservation. sluggish economy accompany lower demand for electricity.  Co-
generators return.
Extensive bypass: Large industrial and commercial customers satisfy needs with co-
generation and SCE providing backup.  Generation market remains regulated, wheeling
ofpower spreads,  resulting in sluggish growth of demand for electricity.
Deregulation: Speed of generation deregulation and mandated wheeling reduce SCE
market share; increased bypass generation causes sluggish growth for up to a decade.

Extreme environmentalism: Growing economy creates more jobs, brings more
population. commuting, and smog. Environmentalists demand clean air at any cost.
Air quality standards increase cost of power generation and restrict use of SCE fossil-
based units. Energy conservation reduces SCE sales.

No surprises: Point of reference for other alternative futures. Present trends continue
without any major technological breakthrough, regulatory, or environmental surprises.

Economy imports: Major new sources of inexpensive energy from external sources
available. and transmission capacity available to bring it into the power grid. Rates
remain low. higher energy sales result.
Competitive ratemaking: Competitive rates, strategically marketed to meet
competition and encourage load shifting and off-peak consumption, makes bypass co-
generation unattractive.  SCE load factor improves, requiring additional capacity.

Facility shutdown: Unforeseen events occur beyond SCE control. causing loss of
large baseload unit over an extended time. Event isolated to a given site or plant-type,
no affect on rest of system or other utilities. Energy demand doesn't change, and the
loss of production capacity requires energy replacement from other sources.

Conflict: Global tension drives large military build-up with corresponding boom to
Southern California defense industry. Demand for electricity grows. SCE's load factor
increases. SCE extends the service-Ii fe of oil- and gas-fired units, purchases additional
coal units and/or power, increased rigor of energy management efforts.
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Nuclear phaseout: Federal government orders the closing of all (or a particular
design) nuclear plants in the US. affecting SCE and the entire US electric utility
industry.  This has major technical and financial implications for the entire industry,
including higher prices, mandatory energy conservation measures, higher oil and gas
prices and a negative impact on the economy. SCE copes by bringing back into
service retired oil and gas units, increasing energy management, building new units.
Economic boom: Strong economic growth and migration occurs in service area.  High
levels of employment and income result in higher electricity consumption. Additional
demand met by combination of additional purchases from Canadian hydro resources.
plant life extension, increased energy management, and increased co-generation.
Table 7-1: Global scenarios of SCE.

Since demand for energy is derived, the consequences to SCE are
functions of the scenario outcomes (e.g., the net change in SCE resource
requirements). (See Table 7-1: Global Scenarios of SCE, on the

preceding page a brief description of each, shown from greatest drop to
largest increase of derived demand.)  A drop in demand might be the
result of an oil crisis (High fuel cost) or by its large customers
satisfying their own energy needs (Extensive bypass). Conversely, a
facility shutdown or large military build-up (Conflict) could resultin

similar net 'new' demands.

Building a resource plan
Business resource plan. Since management doesn't know which one, if
any, of the plausible scenarios will happen, they focus the process of
SCE resource planning on the development of a flexible business action
plan that addresses each of the Global Scenarios. To achieve this
objective, the resource plan consists of a number of strategic elements
that are rearranged in a variety of ways to accommodate any plausible
future scenario and its associated demand. These elements fall into
three general categories - the facilities (and backup facilities) that
generate and deliver the product, the potential new resources for power
generation and delivery, and the strategies and programs that can
influence the demand.

The strategic elements include extended or shortened use of oil and gas
units, the existing and planned transmission network, the resource of
power generated by independent entities, active (customer-side) load
management using time-of-use differentiated pricing and marketing
strategies. Also included as a strategic element is passive (supply-side)
load management via participation in promising energy storage
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technologies, and conventional and non-conventional new resources that
are modular and brought online quickly.
From a planning perspective, all of the organizations within SCE focus
on the business consequences of the scenarios.  LOBs apply the demand
articulation (the level of demand for energy, and the consequence of
each scenario) to create a plan - using its business strategic elements -
for producing the product, tempered by active (customer-side) or
passive (supply-side) strategies to manage its impact.

IT resource plan.  The IT function applies the demand articulation
along with the applied business strategic elements and applies them to
its own strategic systems elements O.e., staffing and those hardware and
software systems that link to and support each of the strategic systems
elements), identifying new requirements, possible limitations, and
options.  To be a member of the set of strategic systems elements, an
element must represent an important link to the strategic business
elements and scenarios. For example, various scenarios affect the
complexity of the Transmission Network Management Systems.
Economy imports require the ability to interface and manage delivery
from non-US sources. Deregulation requires the ability to interface
with many small independent private-party facilities. Facility shutdown
and Nuclear phaseout require the continued management of the current
domestic interfaces with other regional power grids (to have access to
back-up energy) and a new rationing of delivery of scarce energy.
Consequently, a highly flexible interface with the ability to manage a
diverse set of energy suppliers is a strategic systems element.

The new planning philosophy, in conjunction with the scenario-based
strategic planning process, provided a new perspective for management
that inexorably positioned the IT function in a partnership relationship.
All future performance would be measured in terms of executing the
business plan.

7.5 Scenario planning and business congruence
SCE is a business dominated by a management prizing leadership skills.
By becoming a partner in planning the business strategy, the IT
functional managers were viewed as business leaders.  When SCE
identified a merger opportunity to extend its customer base and service
territory, management recognized that a number of major strategies for
the transition planning process were necessary. The SCE executive vice
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president with senior responsibility for the merger process decided that
the IT functional management team would lead the effort. He based his
decision on past observations of the team's accomplishments, knowing
they could quickly establish an organized, systematic approach to the
effort. Moreover, the team had existing, ongoing relationships
throughout all business functions within SCE and knew the electric
utility industry. Under the leadership of the SCE IT functional
management, the two utilities invested three years of planning to create
the new company, but in the end, the CPUC decided that the merger was
not in the public interest and prohibited its consummation. While not
pleased with the outcome, SCE used the opportunity to closely analyze
its operations and further improve its subsequent strategic planning
efforts.

IT charter revisited
Starting in the early '905, the role of the IT function rapidly evolved
from doing the information technology for the company, to one of
ensuring that SCE expends any IT dollar in a manner consistent with
the overall direction of the corporation.  The IT senior manager became
part of the executive management team. This created a new tension
between client accountability in the more traditional sense and the
newer view of corporate accountability, strengthening the

business/technology partnerships at SCE. In 1997, this relationship was
further strengthened with the appointment of the first CIO at SCE, who
also serves as vice-president and CIO for the parent company, Edison
International (EIX).

Corporate accountability requires a shared view (or shared mental

model) by business and IT management; a shared stretched view ofthe
possible new business horizons and the changes it necessitates; and a
shared planning process. Scenarios and scenario-based strategic
planning processes support each of these requirements. Client
accountability is reflected in the planning process and, for SCE,
triggered a review of the organizational aspects of IT. Combined with
the new insights gained from the merger-related analysis and planning
activities, management had a new vision for the IT function at SCE,
splitting infrastructure from client-specific services. Processor support
and the infrastructure components related to the communications
network both became (1996) candidates for outsourcing. and the
gradual redistribution of the client-specific component to client control
was initiated in 1997. This allows IT clients, embarking on
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reengineering through the strategic planning process and dependent
upon applications software to closely match their business process and
policy, to be in complete control of the necessary resources.

How scenario planning improves business planning
Don't be misled into believing that the scenarios and scenario-based
strategic planning process is a simple solution to a complex planning
issue, and can be easily integrated into current business planning
processes. Scenario planning was compatible with SCE culture when it
was introduced throughout the company in 1990.  This made the
company fertile ground for scenarios and scenario-based planning, and
helped SCE resolve some of the most fundamental problems associated
with business planning.
Assumptions are clearly stated, rather than assumed.  One of the most
difficult aspects of bringing about change is to assure that everyone
involved has a common view of reasons, objectives, and criteria for
judging the end result.  If they do not, what is viewed as successful to
one group may be a dismal failure in the eyes of another. If there are
differences in perceptions or views (i.e., Schein [1996] and his differing
mental models) among the planning team, unlike many organizations
today, they are quickly discovered and dealt with. The parallel mental
models existing between the SCE management, rooted in the tradition of
promotion from within, coupled with the use of Information Economics
[Parker et al.. 1988] as a resource prioritization tool within the IT
function, was part of the culture in 1990. These two elements provided
the initial assist for consensus building and clearly stated assumptions
and strategies - key elements for building shared mental models,
developing scenarios, and creating causal-based strategies.

Consensus-building, team-building, and improved communications are
natural by-products. The names of the Global Scenarios (e.g..
deregulation, no surprises, etc. in Table 7-1) immediately marshal
precise, highly complex. shared mental models for management team
members, enabling clear communications about complex issues.
Leveraged by the shared planning process at SCE, scenarios provide the
common context within which future decisions and actions are judged,
and support the underlying infrastructure for organizational learning.

Regarding technology. SCE was, and still is, a technology-driven
business environment. Business management was accustomed to coping
with the impact of (industry-specific) technology change in business
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planning, and the managers within the IT functions had already
demonstrated a knowledge of the business, the capability of assuming
business leadership, and had built effective communications bridges
with business clients.  As a result, discussions regarding potential
changes in information technologies were non-threatening to business
management. Scenario-driven planning supported and enhanced the
already existing culture of communication, consensus building and team
building between organizational functions.

Horizons and imaginations are stretched. Incremental thinking and
incremental plans become the exception, rather than the norm.
Moreover, anticipation of change is built into the decision-making
process, strategies, plans, and ultimately the corporate culture.
Decisions are never based on just one scenario but are developed as a
result of evaluating alternatives against a number of them, making them
inherently more robust for a variety of alternative futures. In terms of
van der Heijden [1996]. people become more perceptive and realize the
implications of events. People use futures thinking to consider new
events rather than relying solely on history past.  SCE was one of the
first utilities to restructure to provide itself an opportunity to compete in
energy-related businesses (1985) and to reflect industry deregulation in
its scenarios (1990).

When other utilities were only beginning to consider whether
deregulation would occur, SCE management already had strategies
reflecting deregulation in place.  The only open question was the speed
that regulatory change would occur. Scenario planning enhanced the
already firmly implanted anticipatory action into SCE corporate culture.
Scenario planning stimulates a learning organization to cope with
future cliange. Scenarios are only instruments to achieve and maintain
internal and external competitive fit.  They don't do this by introducing
a planning technocracy, but by stimulating a learning organization.
Chartered by the management team, scenarios provide the organization
a common framework of thinking about change, and a guide for the
organizations' planning activities. Because of discontinuous change
and its impact on maintaining competitive fit, scenario-based planning
will continue to be a critical element in the successful development of
strategies for EIX and SCE.
The adoption of scenario planning took place at the time the new CEO,
John Bryson, arrived. When there is a significant change in corporate
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management, people expect change to ripple through the entire
organization. In this case, Bryson had a reputation as an
environmentalist, an activist, and a strategic thinker. When change
occurred, it was no surprise - the organization was prepared.  EIX and
SCE successfully changed its products and its work, the capabilities and
attitudes of its people, its formal structures and processes, and its
culture - all in its efforts to sustain competitive fit.

7.6    Congruence and competitive fit
Is the only way to achieve congruence between business and IT
(internal fit) or to prepare for industry deregulation (external fit)
through the use of scenario-based strategic planning? Perhaps not, but
the example of SCE and the series of papers about Royal Dutch/ Shell
[Wack, 1985] and the use of scenarios bring far more to the boardroom
than a futuristic plan. More importantly, is congruence between
business and IT functions an imperative for competitive fit'!   Table  7-2.
SCE external and internal fit, summarizes the change in enterprise fit
with its external environment and its change in organizational structure
and direction for the four decades of 605 to the present. Table 7-3: SCE
Business/IT fit,  linkage,  and relationship captures the series of changes
in the technology-business linkages to maintain internal fit. Charter,
skill set, planning, and technology changes are summarized for each of
the four decades (1960-1990). Referring to Tables 7-2 and 7-3, the
management thrust of the 60s and 70s at SCE was to accommodate and
respond efficiently to current change. In the 805, anticipatory
management of the electric utility created a new corporate structure to
provide future avenues of growth in the energy and energy
infrastructure market; and in the 9Os, a pro-active management is
leading accelerated planning and change in anticipation of utility
deregulation. Significant threats and risks occurred throughout the
decades, but scenario-based planning, combined with anticipatory,
competent management provided the in-place coping and change
mechanisms in the 905, when and where they were needed. This
allowed SCE to get ahead of the industry's accelerating change curve.
(See Table 7-2 for the changes from the early 905 to the late 905.)
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Challenges in maintaining competitive fit at SCE and Edison
International
Defining external fit, much less attempting to maintain it, is the
challenge for the $215 billion US electric utility industry over the next
decade. Leading edge legislation at the state level make industry
deregulation a reality for some electric utilities, while pending
legislation at the Federal level will force the reality onto the rest.

Juxtaposed with the redefinition and restructuring of the electric utility
industry in the US is a parallel effort in Europe, requiring the local
regulated electric utility to redefine and transform itself into a
competitor in an increasingly global market. Because these efforts are
not synchronized, discontinuous change in the electric utility industry is
the long-term reality.

Pending change in tile national environment.  The electrical power
grid established by local electric utilities to share and distribute energy
in the Western US was partially opened in 1992 by the liberalization of
the wholesale electricity market. Pending Federal legislation proposes
to further open the power grid in January 2003.

External fit Internal fit

Through the 605
• Expanded service territory and customers · Hierarchical organization.
via merger. Modijled market environment · Limited strategic planning activity.
• Linked to customers to grow energy usage via . increased ennployees through

mergers.
marketing programs.  influenced  market share internal growth.
• Developed linkages with other producers • Increased energy capacity

capabilities
via energy sharing transmission corridor internal investment injacilities.
between S. California and Pacific Northwest
Modijled external operating environment.

The 70s
• Adopted energy conservation ethic • No change in corporate structure
Discontinued marketing programs to increase • Focus o f business planning from
energy usage, and initiated programs supporting supply- to demand-driven strategy.
conservation and clean-up. Changeds/raiegvfrom Change  of internal planning and
supply-driven to demand driven. business initiatives.
· Change in accountability to stakeholders. Ne,i· • Business planning changed from
emphasis on pollution control and conservation predicting future growth to efficient
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of available energy resources. response  to  change.  Change  of inkrnal
investment priorities/strategies.

The 80s
• indus* matured. Industry characteristics change · Change driven by productivi(y
to low demand, constrained growth. and increasing improvements, not fundamental
cost structure due to emphasis on engineering change.

technologies to support conservation · New corporate structure changed
•  Deregulation via co-generation in industry Stakeholder internal structure and ivorking
relationships change as customers became competitors.  relationships.
  More proactive relationship with regulators. · Focused on capital cost minimization
· New corporate structure allows separation of stratesits.  Search for strategies  to
regulated from unregulated activities. become low cost provider.

The early 90s
• New vision ofwhat company could become. · New executive team and new CEO.
· Planned application  of IT to modify external • Created/institutionalized new vision.
operating environment (power management). •  New strategic focus  and  strategy for
· Increasingly proactive in alt stakeholder 6 areas, new measurements for success.
relationships. • Change  in IT charterfrom client  to

corporate accountability.
• Busine33 assumes responsibility /
resources  to  support software.

Late 9Os:
• Deregulation, competitive marketplace . Executive team indudes,flrst CIO.
· Created neiv internal organization. expanded .  Horizontal organization shifts focus
management teams tofocus on core activities in from regulatory-driven to core
competitive market. enablingfast response. activities, improving cost

competitiveness.
Note:  Items  in  italic  denote  significant shifts  to  maintain  external and  internal jit

Table 7-2: SCE external and internal fit.
Charter Structure Skill set Planning Technology
The 60s •Technology-driven. •Technical •Project priority •Delivery via
•Implement hierarchial based on technical mainframe
IT for SCE organization issues

The 70s •IT moved from •IT personnel must    •Optimize technology•Vendor change
•Implement Finance to new speak and know •Improve cost •Focus on
IT for SCE, organization language of clients performance of technology
increasing   •Became showcase Communications computers and •Lost sense of
business use for centralized linkages associated staff corporate

operations responsibility
•Ombudsman
represented client
requirements Planning
and requirements
linkages

The 80s •Rotational •Validation of IT •Change driven by    •Created User
•Implement assignments managers as business technology rather Computer Center
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IT for the introduced between managers and leaders than business need    (UCC) to support
company business and IT •Build  base  of shared •Productivity end-users for PCs

•Introduction of SCE knowledge & improveimprovcments and other non-
IS/IT Annual Report communications •Implemented mainstream
Improve linkages through specifically tailored   technologies and
communication re: rotational information 'do it yourself
IT contribution to assignments Economics to evaluate mainframe
business value so/7,vare applications activities

The 90s •CIO part Of •Team skills and •IT responsible for      •IT initiatives
•Ensure executive team business client enterprise-wide used to
SCE IT •IT infrastructure knowledge technology scanning, signijicantly
investment iscomponents for necessary to manage  building 'next modify the
consistent communications conjlict in priorities   generation' linkages  business
wi/h overaU network & main- between dient and     to business plans and operating
business frame outsourced corporate applications environment

direction •Flatter organization accountability •fT uses parallel set    •SCEnet
•Focus on     with majority of IT of busine33 scenarios  established as
new ways to professionals resident forplanning companywide
create in LOBs •IT managers take communications
economic corporate infrastructure
value responsibility to plan

and manage business
merger

Note: items in italic denote establishment of significant business/IT linkages and
relationships.
Table 7-3: SCE Business/IT fit, linkage, and relationship.
Additional Federal legislative proposals address stranded costs (past
investments by utilities that were guided by public policy and would not
have been made under conditions of free enterprise), incentives to use
renewable energy,  and the repeal  of a 1935 Federal law restricting the
expansion of utilities across state lines.

"Leading edge" legislation in tlie state environment.  A significant
timing disconnect exists between the SCE regional and national
regulatory environments, impacting many of its management initiatives
to maintain external fit. Just as California was a leader in
environmental quality legislation, with significant portions of Federal
legislation patterned after it, California leads the nation with its
electric-power restructuring bill, enacted in August 1997.
The bill opened the California $20 billion electricity market on January
1,1998, providing for full recovery of stranded costs and above-market
purchased-power obligations for its native utilities. Industry analysts
project that the combination of revenues resulting from securitization
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(bonds that allow the utility to cover stranded costs and reduce its
customer rates to competitive levels) and an aggressive divestiture of
power generation plants will create approximately $4 billion new cash
flow in 1998.  With this divestiture, the majority of 'utility' investment
of EIX will be in the power distribution system of SCE.
California law provides a sufficient rate certainty over the next few
years to allow SCE to return its focus from regulatory matters to
efficiency programs. SCE recognizes that its future depends on cutting
costs and streamlining every facet of its current operations. In efforts to
strengthen its position in the emerging competitive environment, SCE
offers its customers more convenient payment options, including pay-
by-phone and direct debit, and customer-selected billing dates. Newly
adopted measures to assure reliable, high quality service include
innovations such as crediting $50 to a customer's account when service
standards are not met (e.g., response time to service disruptions).
Internally, it moved from functional hierarchies dictated largely for
regulatory purposes to business units dictated by the marketplace and its
core activities (i.e., generation, power grid, distribution, customer
solutions, and power purchases). Adopting a flatter organizational
structure in conjunction with adding key individuals to the management
team allows SCE to increase speed of decision making and take better
advantage of future business opportunities.
Restructuring for the global environment.   By being one  of the first US
major electric utilities to operate in a less regulated environment, SCE
had an unprecedented opportunity to take an active role in shaping its
own future external environment. It chose, early on, to establish itself
as  a global leader.     The 1985 corporate restructuring that created  a
holding company (SCEcorp) to insulate regulated activities from profit-
making ventures, also created the corporate and organizational
infrastructure necessary under freer competition. After a decade of
experience in initiating and growing non-regulated, power-related
businesses, the holding company conveyed its company-wide focus on
success in newly competitive markets by renaming itself Edison
international (EIX) in 1996 and refocusing its non-utility businesses.

Edison International's current non-utility businesses include the world's
largest leading developer, owner and operator of independent power
facilities, and a leading provider of capital and financial services for
energy and infrastructure projects. Another subsidiary supports the
emerging electric-vehicle market in California by distributing,
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installing, and servicing charging equipment for electric vehicles.  A
new subsidiary provides energy and environmental services to
businesses throughout North America, focusing on improvements in
energy efficiency, air and water quality, and opportunities in energy
marketing. With its five strong, related businesses, ElX is poised to
compete across a much broader scope of the energy and infrastructure
marketplace, fueled by redeployment of some portion of the $4 billion
cash flow from SCE to its non-utility, higher-growth investments.
Industry analysts suggest that ElX will achieve 40% of its earnings flow
from its non-utility businesses within the next five years.

Survival by 'fitting' (Creating the 2 lst century electric utility). How
will the future unfold for SCE as an electric utility? Alternative
economic conditions, growth rates, regulatory, environmental,
technological, social, political, and business environments are part of
the considerations. Alternative actions by SCE are another part of the
consideration. By adopting complementary strategies to the non-utility
business strategies SCE could redefine both the market and its future in
it.

The actions of EIX and Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E), the two
major utilities in newly deregulated California, suggest a far different
electric utility model in the future.

• Capital structure. Securitization, the lessening
dominance of the central power station model, and
independent producers will combine to significantly
change the current capital structure. Unlike today's
electric utility, they will have little exposure to stranded
Costs.

•  Diverse customer base. As deregulation becomes the
norm, big customers will shop for low cost power,
creating a more volatile. diverse customer base.

• Capital fl0lt'. With securitization (in California)
providing significant cash-flows to existing utilities, the
majority of new investments will be channeled to non-
utility businesses with high growth (and high risk)
potential.

• Growth. Earnings from unregulated (non-utility)
businesses will dominate industry growth. Since the
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electric utility is a mature industry, future industry growth
is from new related businesses similar to those of EIX.

These characteristics exacerbate the already existing difficulties of 'fit'
for SCE and other electric utilities.

Restructuring tile planning process (1990 revisited). In  1990,

deregulation was a futures scenario and the regulated utility was reality.
Today, industry deregulation is reality, and the dominance of the SCE
utility is shrinking as the other energy-related, non-utility businesses of
EIX grow. The company faces decisions not unlike 1990, when
scenario planning and the seven point philosophy were linked. To wit,
is the planning philosophy adequate to successfully carry EIX to 2005
(i.e., is it adequate for senior management to continue to reinvent the
corporation and the indilstry in which it competes, and question all
assumptions and givensy!  Are the key mental models that must be
consistent across the utility and non-utility businesses identified and
shared? Are the appropriate next generation scenarios well enough
defined to integrate into the current scenario planning process so that
senior management has a primary focus of competitive response as
opposed to response to regulation'!

For EIX to answer these questions definitively may take another decade,
when the execution of current strategies can be evaluated for their
effectiveness in a deregulated market. However, to remain a dominant
force in the electric utility industry, EIX and SCE senior management
must continue to nurture its industry vision. Simply understanding the
trends isn't enough. The understanding and insight needs harnessing to
rewrite industry rules. transform industry boundaries and create new

competitive space. It continues to require the same high level of
creativity and imagination demonstrated by its leaders over the past
decade, effectively translated into strategies and operating plans.
Moreover, senior management and staff must continue to use whatever
tools and techniques they find useful to improve their industry vision
(i.e., scenarios and scenario-based strategic planning, shared mental
models, etc.) and to communicate it to the rest of the company.  This is
the only way to meet the two-fold challenge of creating and maintaining
competitive fit.
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8.    Framework for case analysis

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1 we introduced a general framework for analysis, covering
the four interrelated elements of change (External and internal forces
for change,  Strategic planning process and  outcome,  Design  of external
and internal organizational arrangements, and Sustainable competitive
position). The basis for this framework was found in general
management theory, in particular the theories on the strategy of the firm
(e.g., systems theory and the theory on competitive fit) and organization
design (e.g., contingency theory). The objective of the framework is to
structure both the literature and case discussions. Literature was
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3; and Figure 8-1 gives an overview of the

topics.

External & internal forces for change  Strategic planning: process & outcome
Chapter 2: Chapter 2:
Redefinition ofGeographical Markets Strategy and Planning in a Dynamic Environment
Shift to customer driven planning [Mintzebrg; Ansoff]

[Pine, van Asseldonk] Mental Models [Donaldson & Lorsch; Schein;
IT and other technologies as change agents de Geus]
Chapter 3: Chapter 3:
Types of Change [Nadler] 7 Questions Methodology [Parker & Benson]

Scenario Based Strategy & Planning
[de Gcus. Van der Heyden; Schwartz]

Information Economics [Parker, Benson
[& Trainorl

Sustainable Competitive Position: Desianing External and Internal
External and Internal Fit Organizational Arrangements
Chapter 2: Chapter 2:
Living Systems [Miller; Churchman. Organizations need Designing [Galbraith]

Boulding] 7 Developments in Organization Design
Theory ofCompetitive Fit [Porter]
Sustaining external fit [Hamel & Prahalad]
Strategic Flexibility [Harriganj
Chapter 3: Chapter 3:
The Search for appropriate Performance Linkages and Relationships

Indicators [Nuala Beck] Supply and Demand management
Management Dashboard: Balanced Scorecard

[Kaplan & Norton]
Table 8-1: Summary of the literature discussion in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Cases were described in chapters 5 through 7. The subsequent Chapters 8 and
9 provide the analysis. Describing the case studies has made clear that - in
practice - the factors of the framework are highly interrelated, as is suggested
by the connecting arrows in Figure  1 -1. ln addition, other factors than those
which were reviewed in the literature study appear to have an influence.
Moreover, besides their shared characteristics, each of the cases has some
unique emphasis on one or two variables of the framework (see Table 4-1).
As a consequence, to effectively structure the discussion in Chapters 8 and 9
within the context of the framework , we choose to adapt the initial
framework. A discussion ofthe adapted framework follows in 8.2.

8.2     Framework for case study analysis

External and internal forces for change
Miller [1978] and Churchman [1968] view enterprises as living systems,
sets of components that work together for the good of the whole
(Chapter 2). As living systems, they are complex, have deciders,
subsystems have dependencies on other subsystems, and are integrated
to form an actively self-regulating organization. Moreover, each is
embedded in a larger system that often introduces stress. Change may
impact systems in different ways and on different levels. Therefore,
each case study (and analysis) addresses change as it impacts:

• The external environment: what external forces have
forced the company to change?

• The organizational structure: how have patterns of
division of labor and coordination changed?

•  Management and decision-making processes: how did
these processes change during the period of the case
study?

• Dependencies/relationships between lS/IT and the
business: how IS/IT impacts the business, its processes,
its organization structure and its positions in the industry?

For business organizations, the larger system that consistently
introduces stress is the competitive marketplace, where change occurs
in customers and their requirements, suppliers, competitors, economic
conditions, etc. These situations may require change to take place
within the business organization before it is fully prepared to do so.
Although some attribute failures of appropriate organizational change to
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resistance to change, human nature, or poor leadership, Schein [1996]
proposes that failure may be due to a lack of organizational learning
caused by the mismatch of mental models and lack of communications
between the engineering, executive, and operations management
cultures.

Moreover, what is a failure within one management culture may be
considered a success in another. For example, when the executive
management culture assesses success in terms of financial  survival and
growth, while engineering views it in terms of perfect systems, and
operations in terms of individual knowledge, skill, learning ability and
commitment. Within this context, successful organizational change is
highly dependent on the degree of effective communication and
understanding between the management cultures, so that shared visions
and shared mental models are built and effectively communicated
within all organizational cultures. This often implies change of mental
models, which is regarded as learning. Notwithstanding, the shared
view is critical because it impacts both internal and external fit. Shared
views enable more rapid change when attempting to sustain
cohesiveness among the organizations within the enterprise, and enable
a more rapid response in detecting and translating the impact of change
in external forces to an organizational response.  As a result of these
factors, the case studies also address:

•    Degree of mental model and vision sharing between the
three management cultures of engineering, executive, and
operations (Schein), in particular with regard to the IS/IT
role in the business.

Strategic planning: process and outcome
Mintzberg [1983] states that the influence the environment exerts
relates directly to the timing and level of complexity of the strategic
process. Routine and proceduralized planning is acceptable in a stable
and predictable environment, whereas a hostile environment demands
short planning cycles and fast implementation. Market diversity
increases the number of sub-environments relevant to planners, and
complexity (i.e., many interrelated variables) increases the problem of
organizational understanding.  From the perspective of the internal
environment, Ansoff et al. [1991; 1994] (Chapter 2) highlighted the
importance of who participates in plan development.  He also deemed as
important whether the process is coupled with design and management
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of discontinuous organizational transformation, and whether the
organizational resistance to change, including a change in culture, is
anticipated and managed.

Porter [1980] identifies three generic competitive strategies for coping
with industry structure: cost leadership, dijferentiation, and focus.   As
he indicates, technology-related risk is associated with each.  Cost
leadership is vulnerable to technology change that nullifies past
investments or learning; differentiation built around technology is
vulnerable to imitation; and focus upon cost differential or product
differential supported by technology vulnerable to imitation.

The supply/demand perspective [Parker, Ribbers & Parker, 1996]
discussed in Chapter 2, focuses on the dynamics between the demand
for information and the possible supply of that information by the
available technology and the supporting staff. The distinction between
demand and supply has always characterized the relationship between
business and IT, however the increased focus on the core business and
the increasing number of networked organizations bring this perspective
into sharper focus. The supply/demand with regard to IS/IT includes
the necessity for the business to manage demand (with objectives,
planning etc.) and for IT to manage supply.

The IT partnership perspective [Parker, 1996] (Figure 2-3) is dependent
upon forging strong linkages between business and IT organizations.
Partnership-type of relationships are proposed to be mandatory for
adequate demand and Supply management and developing
organizational vision and marshaling organizational forces to
accomplish it. Business/IT strategy developments and business process
improvements become joint efforts.

Each case study description regarding strategy includes comments
regarding:

• The organizational environment and the strategy

processes it triggered (Mintzberg).
• The relationship of strategy to technological vulnerability

(Porter).
• Supply/demand relationships.  In the case studies, supply

may be arranged through an inside IT department or, in
the case of outsourcing, through an outside supplier
(Parker, Ribbers & Parker).
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• Partnership relationships. They are identified in the case

studies, including details about how they are/were built
and maintained (Parker).

Designing external and internal organizational arrangements.
IS/IT-related change model. In the early 1960s, Harold Leavitt
[Cooper, Leavitt & Shelly, 1964] introduced the idea of using the
interactions of four variables (structure, task, technology, and people) to
define and diagnose issues facing management when introducing change
in the organization. Scott Morton [1991] drew upon Leavitt's 'diamond'
of components to describe a conceptual model of five organizational
components (i.e., strategy, technology, organizational structure,
management processes, and individuals and their roles) that must be
kept in balance to successfully introduce technology-related change in
a business organization. Rockart and Hofman [1992] applied this five-
element model to describe the changes necessary to successfully
introduce technology changes in the IS/IT organization.

Two ideas are behind the models' evolution. First, no component can
change in isolation, that is, when one component changes, compensating
change must occur within the other components for the organization to
remain effective. (Waterman [1987], in extending the Pascale [1991]
7S framework to support renewal supports this view, suggesting that
neither strategic planning nor organization is simple, that one doesn't
necessarily follow the other, and that in managing change, all the
factors are linked.) And second, external forces trigger internal change.

Nadler's [1995] work is a refinement of the external forces of
discontinuous change that force internal change requiring intimate and
active leadership by senior management. Nadler classifies this internal
change as being either one of reorientation, a fundamental redefinition
of the enterprise in anticipation of future strategic shifts or periods of
disequilibrium, or of re-creation, a swift departure from core identity
and values changing the entire organizational system and necessary for
survival.

If failure to transform results in business organizational decline or
demise, then it is imperative to address the issues surrounding
transformation-readiness. From the perspective of organizational
change. we now have two theoretical models to apply when describing
organizational realignment/response:
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•Organizational elements of strategy, technology,
organizational structure, management processes, and
individuals and their roles require re-balancing when
introducing technology-related change in the business
organization (Scott Morton).

•    Differing external forces trigger different internal change
requirements where the search for internal efficiency
requires incremental change, the anticipation of future
strategic shift or periods of disequilibrium requires
reorientation, and the need to respond to a current
strategic shift requires recreation (Nadler).

Competitive fit
Nolan and Croson [1995] view attaining / sustaining competitive fit as a
six stage process (i.e., downsize, seek dynamic balance, develop a
market-access strategy, become customer driven, develop a market-
foreclosure strategy, and pursue global scope).  Each case study will
address the issue of competitive fit by:

•      Identification  of phase  of transformation.

Creating/improving/sustaining competitive fit requires eliminating
disadvantages and growing and building advantages with a strategy that
is cross-functional and involves cross-activity integration [Porter,
1997].  Each case study will address the issues of:

• The elimination of disadvantages by applying a
technology strategy that is cross functional and involves
cross-activity integration.

• Growing and building advantages by applying a
technology strategy that is cross functional and involves
cross-activity integration.

Porter [1985, 1997] also introduced and uses technology strategy in
discussions regarding evaluation of linkages between organizational
functions. These final elements complete the descriptive model.

• Perspective of the technology strategy to evaluate
business/IT linkages and relationships impact on
competitive fit.
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Change
•  External environment
• Organizational structure. before andafter(Miller, Churchman),
•   Management and decision-making processes (Miller, Churchman);
•  Dependencies/relationships between business and /T. i.e., the business/IT linkages

and relationships before and after (Scott Morton, Rockart & Hofman, Parker et al.);
•   Degree  of mental  model and vision sharing (Schein);
• Scenarios (practice) as a linkage tool between external change and strategy;

Strategy
•  Organizational environment and the strategy processes it triggered (Mintzberg,

Ansoff);
•  Relationship of strategy to technological vulnerability (,Porter);
• Partnership relationships (Parker);
• Supply/demand relationships (Parker, Ribbers & Parker);
•  79 methodology and IE concepts (practice) as a linkage tool between strategy and

organizational response:

Organizational response
•    Rebalancing  of organizational elements (Scott Morton);
•   Dijfering external forces trigger dilferent  internal change requirements eladiery,
•  Linkages and relationships (practice) as organizational (transformation) transition

tools.

Competitive fit
•  Identijication of phase of transformation (Nolan & Croson)
•  Application of cross-functional technology involving cross-activity integration to

eliminate disadvantages or to grow and build advantages (Porter);
•  Application oftechnology strategy to assess improvement in competitive fit

(Porter).
•  Management dashboard (practice) as a measurement tool linking (internal and

external) competitive fit and external change.

Table 8-2: Descriptive framework for the case studies.

All of the theoretical models included in this section and practices
described in Chapter 3 have some relationship to the problems inherent
in a changing organization. Additionally, although validated by
observation and experience, neither the models nor the practices have
been used as a system  of change models applied to a complete business

and/or organizational system transformation.

Summary
In the analysis chapters we apply the concepts embodied in each of the
models and practices to a business/organizational system transformation
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using the more concise Table 8-2.  Descriptive framework for the case
studies as shown on the preceding page.  Using this approach, we
attempt first, to identify/verify the elements necessary to successfully
bend or break organizational frameworks; and second, to validate the
critical nature of the role that business/IT linkages and relationships
play.
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9. Case analysis: recognizing and responding to external
change

9.1 Introduction

Each of the cases exhibited specific characteristics that were a
contributing factor in achieving change. In Chapters 9 and 10 the focus
is on the specific characteristics in each case study and whether these
are common to the three. We employ the descriptive framework
developed in Chapter 8 and summarized in Table 8-2 to structure the
discussion.

9.2     External and internal forces of change

External environment
Achieving internal and external fit is considered necessary to
maintaining a competitive position.  Fit is, at best, temporary and can be
disturbed by change in the external or internal environment.  For SCE
and AGT, the industry deregulation was the cause for concern, and for
Shell, its eroding competitive position. Although, from Nadler's
perspective, both SCE and AGT are examples of discontinuous change
caused by deregulation, each reacted to the change at different points
and with different management cultures. The philosophy at SCE was to
envision the future and role of SCE in it, and then take action to reshape
the company to fulfill its destiny.

Shell: Shell is an example of the early stages of adaptation.  It
recognized that IT change may become an increasingly important
external driver for change within both the industry and company. Shell
NAM initiated the exploration of how IT change should best be
incorporated into its scenarios and scenario-based strategic planning,
and began (relatively) early in the cycle. Issues of improving cost-
competitiveness and achieving internal efficiencies are addressed,
however, it is the over-riding business issues that provide the greatest
impetus for overall change within the Shell Oil Products group
regarding the business/IT organizational relationship.

AGT: Conversely, the AGT management response occurred after
deregulation and is an example of re-creation. Change was imminent
for the entire organization.  Here, the only question was who would be
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first, and how drastic change would be necessary. Corporate
organizational / ownership change began in 1990 (TELUS at 50% of
shares) and was complete in 1991 (TELUS at 100% ownership). The IT
director to develop and announce the new vision for NS was brought on
board in October 1991 (Table 6-1).

SCE: SCE, in an example of reorientation, recognized that deregulation
was coming: the questions remaining open were how fast and what form
(e.g., deregulation of delivery systems, energy generation, rate
structures, etc.).   In  1985 it created SCEcorp, providing a corporate
structure for isolating regulated business activities from any new profit-
making ventures deemed promising, yet the California market remained
regulated until 1998. Although the SCE corporate culture and strategy
assumed change would occur, translating the 'assumed change' into an
urgency to act at the individual level was a challenge for the 13-year
period.

Organizational structure
SheU: The Royal Dutch/Shell case describes the ongoing process in

which Shell is reflecting IT as an external industry force into its new
and still emerging organizational structure. Shell is unique in the set of
cases in its attempt to enforce, through organizational design, the
concept that 'the business owns IT' and has the ultimate responsibility
for developing and managing business/IT linkages.
The case study offers a view of two organizationally isolated functions
simultaneously undergoing anticipatory (tuning) and reactive
(adaptation) change. This can occur within a highly decentralized
enterprise, particularly when it approaches the size of a Royal
Dutch/Shell.  From the case study, we do not know whether NAM's
Exploration and Production BusCom, the BusCom equivalent to the Oil
Products BusCom, is in the position of tuning or adaptine to the Royal
Dutch/Shell restructuring. However, from subsequent conversations
with Shell executives and press releases, we learned that in March 1999,
Moody-Stuart stripped Shell Oil Co. USA of its independence over
investments. This action moved the strategic control of US Exploration
and Production to the London-based BusCom, and the downstream Gas
and Power (Shell and Texaco) to The Hague Shell Oil Products
BusCom. This represents a major organizational/cultural shift,
abandoning the highly decentralized Operating Unit concept for
centralized control of capital expenditures, and forces Shell Oil Co.
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USA into adaptation. Moody-Stuart expects this move to boost Shell's
financial efficiency to the levels of rivals Exxon and BP Amoco.

The actions of NAM and Shell Oil Products BusCom offer insights into
incremental change implemented on a large scale, where NAM reflects
(anticipatory) tuning and the Shell Oil Products BusCom reflects
(reactive) adaptation. This judgement is based largely upon the relative
time frame of the planning actions. NAM's scenarios were developed
in 1995 and published the following year. Subsequent actions taken by
NAM and the other Operating Units in combination with the external
conditions (e.g., competition, price of oil, etc.) resulted in the Shell
1998 restructuring plan announced by Moody-Stuart.   It was in 1998-
1999 timeframe that the Oil Products BusCom began to adapt to its
changing environment.

For NAM, anticipatory in its scenarios and subsequent planning, tuning
focused on the following activities.

•   Introducing new technologies. The introduction of new
technology encompassed a global o#ice, initiating a pilot
and investing in infrastructure and high-speed networking
in the attempt to identify and reap early benefits.  Also
included was an initiative for advanced information
retrieval and use, with the long-term intent to determine
business best use.

• Enhance coordination and control between

organizational units. The partnership role between
business, IT organization, and outsourcers was explored
with the intent to establish a new role for IT organization
in business/outsourcer partnerships.

• Improve infrastructure security and reliability. To
reflect increased dependence of the business on this

infrastructure, NAM needed to increase its security and
reliability.

•  Redesign processes to improve business performance.
Here, the emphasis was on application integration
opportunities by identifying opportunities to significantly
reduce the number of autonomous portfolios.  Of
particular interest was the long term desire to develop an
integration strategy that would link systems that enable
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unmanned operations (developed and managed by
Engineering, Operations, etc.) to business control systems
(developed and managed by IT, Finance, etc.). This
integration would enable a selected flow of data from the
operational systems to business management and control
systems.

And for Shell Oil Products, its adaptation actions included the
following.

• Downsize. Downsizing is expected to improve cost-
competitiveness. The focus is on reducing redundant
effort.

•  Reduce hierarchy. By eliminating country management,
one level of hierarchy was eliminated between Operating
Units and Group management. The intent was reduce
total staff (thereby increasing cost-competitiveness) and
to both speed and improve decision-making. The simpler,
flatter management and support structure is also expected
to increase synergies between the individual Operating
Units through the use of common support organizations.

•  Focus on core competencies. NAM is an (upstream)
Operating Unit for exploration, drilling, and production of
crude oil where the effective deployment of IT is critical
to long-term strategies. Oil Products, however,
encompasses the (downstream) retail service station and
convenience store business of Shell where retailing
experience is the mandated competency. Because IT is
not considered critical to the Oil Products business, the
only IT skills to be included in the organization are those
staffing the interface relationship between SSI and Oil
Products and those in the newly created business
Competency Centers.

•   Create new synergies. The collective thrust of the above
actions is expected to create new synergies that will lead
to greater cohesiveness and commonalties within
European Oil Products operations. Additional synergies
are expected from the Shell Oil Co. USA shift of capital
investment control from Houston to The Hague.
Moreover, Shell Oil Co. USA operates with a strong
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outsourcing model that may contribute to a further
strengthening of the new 'arms length' practices
regarding IT within the Oil Products BusCom.

AGT: The changes within AGT and its Network Systems group reflect
the characteristics associated with re-creation - reacting to
discontinuous change coupled with a reactive management environment.
According to Nadler et al. [1995], re-creation requires organizational
frame bending in response to an at-hand strategic environmental shift,
often creating a business performance crisis.  The case study focused on
the NS organization and the five major changes it initiated in reaction to
this type of environment.  They were:

• Outsourcing. Plans to outsource mainframe and personal
computer functions to ISM Alberta Limited, a joint
venture between TELUS Corporation, IBM Canada
Limited, and ISM Limited were developed and
implemented.

• Reinforced and expanded existing business/IT

relationships. Customer Focus Groups (CFGs),
comprised of business and (NS) IT professionals were
created and given decision-making authority to serve
distinct business functions.

•    Protection of NS critical skills. A focus on NS workload
assignments and tracking performance in peer-level teams
in addition to the recognition of the necessity for strong
facilitation and team-building skills created a heightened
understanding by business of its dependency on NS
contributions.

Creation of inter-organizational linkages and

relationsltips. The Operations Development Alliance
(ODA) was formed to leverage common systems
developments taking place in other Canadian

telecommunications service suppliers, and a new 'global
office' linked the office systems of AGT Limited with
major suppliers and alliance partners across Canada.

SCE: Social/environmental, political/regulatory, financial and

technology forces predominate planning for the electric utility industry.
Social/environmental issues affect plans for generation facilities, as do
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the political/regulatory issues. Financial issues grew in importance as
deregulation approached reality. Based upon the traditional centralized
power station model, business in the past was extremely capital
intensive, however new independent power producers represent new
competition with reduced capital requirements. Technology in the form
of fuel cells and cycle generators is enabling the new distributed energy
model.

In an industry where others seem to concentrate their efforts on
survival, SCE manages to be successful decade after decade.  When
SCE operated in a predictable and stable setting, it adopted a strictly
bureaucratic structure and felt little need for strategic planning.  it
adapted well to new challenges, managing their relationships with
external stakeholders, and developing a new vision for the future.  It
adapted its internal structure to a flexible team-based organization.
During the process, there were few surprises. The required fit between
the business and IS/IT organization underwent significant changes over
the years (Table 7-3), as did the applied linking mechanisms. Drivers
of this change were the changing competitive setting, the changing IT,
and with them, the changing role of IT in the enterprise.

Based upon reorientation, we observe the following characteristics at
SCE/Edison:

•  Horizontal organization provides increased flexibility;
and

•     Internal fit depends on shared assumptions and effective
linkage mechanisms that reflect both organizational
intent and dynamics. At first, the IS/IT organization was
an efficiency-driven, purely technical function.

Organized as a closed system, it had a hierarchical
organizational structure mirroring SCE's business
organization. Linking related largely to the increased use
of IT at SCE, and was quite proceduralized. During the
705 and 80s, the IS/IT business orientation grew. New
linking devices were initiated, but still on an operational
level (e.g., introducing the ombudsman, emphasizing the
language usage and business skills of IS/IT professionals,
etc.).  During the 90s the charter of IS/IT was consistency
with the overall strategic direction of the business goals.
It became clear that adequate linking required a whole
array of mutually supporting linking devices: the IS/IT
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organization had to operate as a truly open system.  On a
strategic level, with the CIO as a member of the executive
team, IS/IT plans became an integral part of business
plans. A concentration on what is considered core
business resulted in an outsourcing of non-core
components of IS/IT. SCE evolved to a team
environment, where business and IS/IT professionals
work together to develop and implement new
applications. The skill set of the IS/IT professionals also
evolved emphasizing soft skills and business skills in
addition to technical skills, contributing to an effective
functioning of those teams. The introduction of new
infrastructure (SCEnet) enabling communication across
the entire SCE organization also enabled the change to the
more horizontal, team-driven organization. The current
organizational form offers the flexibility necessary for
SCE/Edison to respond more quickly to its changing and
dynamic environment.

•   Continuing success depends upon enterprise action as a
whole (synergy). Applying the system's view (and
Porter's strategic fit), we conclude that over a number of
decades, SCE built a unique position.  This is the result of
its enterprise system as a whole - not of individual
activities - and the ability to adapt to fundamental
changes in its environment. Their emphasis is on the
linkages to make a consistent whole, with effective parts
as a given.

The major change characteristics of the case studies are summarized in
Table 9-1: Cases and change, as viewed by Nadler et at., 1995.

Incremental change Discontinuous change
Anticipatory Tuning (Shell NA, 1) Reorientation (SCE)

Change initiated internally. Horizontal organization provides
Introduced new technologies. increased flexibility.
Enhanced coordination and control Internal fit depends on shared
(business/IT partnership). assumptions and effective linkage
Improve IT infrastructure security mechanisms that reflect both intent and
and reliability dynamics oforganization.
Redesign processes to improve business Business/IT aligned and linked.
performance (application integration). Synergy: success depends on enterprise

action as a whole.
Reactive Adaptation (Shell Oil Products BusCom) Re-creation (AGT)
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No fundamental modifications ofthe Organization faces an immediate
character, strategy, or identity ofthe and fundamental environmental shift.
institution Strategies included senior management
Strategies included downsizing, hierarchy involvement, wide participation,
reduction. core competency focus, and synergy, creation, and speed.
creation of new synergies Business/IT aligned and linked.

Shared mental models.

Table 9-1: Cases and change, as viewed by Nadler et aL, 1995.

Management and decision-making processes
Management and decision-making processes in the three case studies
are strongly influenced by the respective corporate structures and
cultures.  SCE and AGT both had a fairly rigid hierarchical structure at
the beginning of the case study, with an equally strong culture that
'prized leadership skills' and rewarded them. Both developed team
structures to facilitate consensus driven decision-making through the
development and use of shared mental models, despite the formal
corporate structure. She 11 moved from a highly decentralized, albeit
hierarchical, organization and decision-making structure to one
emphasizing (wherever possible) centralization, abandoning matrix
management for 'single-headed' decision-making.
Sltell: Shell non-Operating Unit IT services is in the process of
consolidation, organizationally positioned to advise and assist both the
Operating Units and the Group-level organizations. (See Appendix 1- 1.)
The incentive for IT services to improve internal efficiencies and
maintain comparable market costs of IT services is enforced by means
of its services pricing structure. Because the business owns IT, it is the
business organization that determines when and where IT work is to be
done, with an emphasis on integrating improvements within the
business processes (e.g., in the case of SEOP, competence centers are
created for Europe). The IT organization determines the best way (from
a technology perspective) to accomplish the work.

A GT: The primary change vehicle at AGT was a new emphasis on team
skills. (See Appendix 1-2.) Management and decision-making processes
rooted in the culture of the traditional hierarchical organization were
insufficient when dealing with decisions associated with rapid
organizational change. Communications between organizations became
face to face rather than inter-office memos; and LOB directors affected
by NS changes were personally briefed by the NS director. Workload
assignments, tracking progress, and performance reviews became team
responsibilities. The teams employed technology as the means to
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construct tight linkages between business, business partners, and
customers.

SCE: At SCE the following management cultures [Schein, 1996] play a
key role in establishing its success: the executives, the customer
services (encompassing the interface function between basic operations
at SCE and the outside customer), and Information Services.
Executives act as chair of the strategic planning team and are
responsible for discussing new environmental factors (e.g., regulatory
change) that may impact scenario assumptions.

Customer services act as a member of the strategic planning team, and
are responsible for discussing new factors that may impact scenario
assumptions. Information Services act as a member of the strategic
planning team and are responsible for discussing new technologies that
may impact any part of the business (internal or external) and that may
impact scenario assumptions.
If we examine the management and decision-making processes in the
context of the Whisler [1970] / Leavitt [1958] / Scott Morton [1991:20]
and Pascale & Athos [1981] frameworks, each reflect different facets of
this type of organizational change, i.e., the structural view of
Whisler/Leavitt/Scott Morton and the cultural view of Pascale & Athos.
These differing views are reflected in Appendix 1-3 for SCE.

Dependencies/relationships between business and IT
Technology is an environmental sub-sector, where technology includes
information technology in combination with all of the other industry-
specific technologies. Given the necessity to align IS/IT with the
organization's strategy and organizational processes, the impact of the
applied IS/IT in the organization is dependent on the developments in
IT external to the organization.  In that sense, IS/IT is considered an
environmental variable.

Long-term plans that include IS/IT often flounder due to the rapidly
changing nature of technology. Projections are difficult to make and
are often unreliable. For example, who could have foreseen the effects
of the Internet and its World Wide Web, or of e-business? Yet these
forecasts are necessary to support business and organizational goals.
One facet of the case studies is the preparedness of the enterprise to
successfully inculcate this type of rapid technology change.
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Sliell: Initiating discussions with Royal Dutch/Shell were based upon
expectations of gaining insight into the long-term impact of scenario-
based planning on organizational culture, especially as it related to the
IT function and its ongoing relationship/linkage with the business
organization.  in its most recent global scenarios Shell recognizes IS/IT
as driving force.  This view was supported by the NAM case where the
global scenarios formed the starting point for NAM's long term
planning (Information Management NAM 2010).
AGT: Network Systems continued to strengthen this relationship with
the business organization through the joint study of business processes
that produced the business model incorporating the IS/IT effect on
business operations.
SCE: The early 90s brought the new CEO and executive team with its
new vision of the future and strategic focus to SCE, and the IT charter
changed from client accountability to corporate accountability.  This
was built on an existing culture of shared values and a management that
was comfortable dealing with both technology and business issues
through rotational assignments, an emphasis on communications, and
the visibility of IT professionals throughout the company. Buttressed
by IT Annual Reports, the longstanding charter of IT to contribute
business value provided the underpinnings of this culture.  The IT

responsibility for providing technology scans for all business units as
input to scenarios and its participation in the scenario-based strategic
planning sessions enforced continuation of this tight linkage.

The late 905 reflect a different picture. While the description of the
early 90s was largely cultural, the late 905 involve structural change.

SCE split the IT function into infrastructure and client-specific services.
Processor support and infrastructure components specifically related to
the communications network became outsourcing candidates in 1996,
and business units assumed the responsibility/resources to support its
own software (the client-specific components), initiating the absorption
process in 1997. This absorption has already occurred in Customer
Systems. The business unit will either continue to operate as a data
processing factory or outsource this function, but in either case it will
maintain the nucleus for spinning off distributed technical staffs to
address the needs of individual lines of business.

With the distribution of IT critical skills to business units and the
outsourcing of operations, the centralized issues regarding standards,
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infrastructures, and overarching IT strategy remain for SCE and its
parent company, Edison International (EI). SCE addressed this problem
in  1997 by appointing its first CIO, who also serves as vice-president
and CIO for the parent company.

Degree of mental model sharing
Based upon the work of Schein (Chapter 4), the degree of mental model
sharing between management cultures provides an indicator to
successful change.

St,ell: Shell is known for its continued emphasis on shared mental
models about what the business should be and about the challenges
faced in the future.  In fact, the Shell scenarios are not meant to be a
planning bureaucracy, but intend to stimulate thinking - throughout the
company - in terms of possible scenarios and how current decisions
relate to them.

Restructuring, downsizing, and the reduction of redundancy and capital
expenditures is the acknowledged set of current mental models
throughout Shell. The down-side is that much more change is yet to
come. Although financial analysts predict that the worst is over for
Shell (after a 53% decline in net profits for 4Q98) the external pressures
to improve overall corporate performance continue to grow (e.g., the
British Petroleum/Amoco merger will yield an estimated $3-$4 billion
in savings and strengthen its competitive position in the market; the
price of crude stands at a  12-year low; etc.). Internally, 1999 operating
costs per barrel of oil are one-third of its 1990 projections, which Shell
largely credits to the combination of a more focused management, the
reorganization of its supply chain and initiation of new arrangements
with contractors and suppliers, and technological innovation, such as
slimmer wells for offshore production.
In preparing for the future, Mr. Mark Moody-Stuart, Chairman, Shell
Transport and Trading Co., p.1.c. [Moody-Stuart, 1998:2] cites three
changes pertinent to the case discussion. First, "increasing cost
competitiveness in all business sectors" emphasizes the necessity for
continuing and sustained improvement across the board. Second, ". .
the creation of a European oil products organization" emphasizes the
difficulties of creating a new organization and building new mental
models to share. And third, "the formation of Shell International
Deepwater to capitalize on the Group's leadership in deep-water
technology, and Shell Services International (SSI) to offer commercial
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business services world-wide" emphasizes the issues surrounding the
dual attitudes regarding technologies within Shell. Technologies in
support of the business (i.e., exploration, drilling, refining) are

considered strategic, while those in support of business management are
not (i.e., common and/or shared databases, infrastructures, etc.).
One could argue that the latter attitude jeopardizes the future
competitiveness of both Shell Oil Products and SSI. Oil Products is
limiting the future improvement of internal business management (using
IT) to off-the-shelf applications packages.   And SSI, with its own profit
objectives, may choose to develop its own technology scenarios and
scans, and build a client base incompatible with Shell service
requirements. Alternatively, one could assert that, due to its global
nature and highly decentralized Operating Unit structure, Shell
headquarters (country and Group) functions were overstaffed, and
through the creation of the BusComs, new business synergies are being
created to carry the company into the next century without new
investments in infurmation technologies. Moreover, SSI now has the
freedom to invest in new technologies and in upgrading the skills of its
employees. Absence of shared mental models to guide the formation of
these new organizations signals a potential for future problems.

AGT: Network Systems and AGT drove re-creation through a
combination of shared mental models and clear, effective

communications. Table 6-3:  Mental models at AGT during re-creation
illustrates the strong parallelism of mental models among the
executives, business operations, and NS in AGT.
Key to the development of the shared mental models at AGT was the
new organizational form based upon a model developed jointly by NS
and its clients. The traditionally separate development and support
organizations that were combined into Customer Focus Groups enabled
both groups to work towards a common understanding within a
consistent frame of reference.

SCE: The SCE IT function was fundamentally technology-driven and
disconnected from the business at the strategic level until the very late
80s (Chapter 7).  It was at that time IT management began building
linkages and relationships with business through the use of rotational
assignments, the introduction of IE concepts to improve allocation of IT
resources and build consensus. Having demonstrated a knowledge of
the business and its strategy, combined with the introduction of scenario
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planning provided the environment in which business and IT could
develop and share its mental models of future opportunities and
challenges.  By the mid-9Os, this positioned the IT function in a
partnership relationship, validated by business executives assigning to
IT executives the responsibility for managing the merger process.

Shared (business/IT) mental models at SCE are further strengthened by
both SCE and Edison International having the same CIO, and the
change in the IT charter from the traditional client accountability to
corporate accountability, where every IT dollar expended is consistent
with the overall direction of the corporation. (In practice, corporate
accountability requires a shared (current) view, a shared stretched
(future) view, and a shared planning process.)  The role of the IT
function to provide the global technology scan as input to the scenario
planning process further sustains the shared mental model process.

9.3     Bridging from external change to strategy

Although the external impetus and reaction time for changing business
strategies differ (i.e., newly emerging markets for Edison, cost-
competitiveness for Shell, and deregulation for AGT), commonalties are
evident.

•  Downsizing. The three case studies all involve significant
downsizing, the first phase of the Nolan & Croson
business transformation. Both Shell and SCE began
downsizing efforts in 1992, and by 1996 Shell reduced its
employees from 133,000 to 104,000 and SCE from 17,428
to 12,057, and AGT initiated its downsizing efforts in
1994. (Note that the reduction in employees at Shell
during 1992-1996 is attributed to the Operating Units,
including NAM.  It was in 1997 that the Group functions
began to address downsizing and consolidation of
functions.) (See Table  9-2:  From  external  change  to
strategy.)

•  Greater atteiltio,1 to importance of IT infrastructure.
Each of the organizations elevated IT standards, strategy,
and infrastructure to a higher organizational level and
focus.
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•  Reposition critical business/IT skills. SCE and AGT
moved critical business/IT skills to business units, and the
Shell Oil Products BusCom created various European
centers of competency in which critical business/IT skills
will reside.

The major difference in the cases relates to the reaction time of the
organizations to external change.

• Scenario-based strategic planning influences
organizational reaction time. The underlying philosophy
of scenario-based planning is pro-active, anticipatory
management. Both companies using scenario-based
planning anticipated change and initiated early action.  In
the case of Shell, the decentralized Operating Units
changed first (e.g., NAM scenarios with IT role in future
business efficiencies), followed by the Oil Products
Group reacting to current market forces (e.g., Oil
Products plans to create immediate increase in efficiencies
and reduction of costs). While AGT was forced to
worked on a highly compressed schedule, SCE was
proactive in its changes and began quite early in the
change cycle.
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External Shell Oil AGT SCE
Change (BusCom) (Network Systems) (the utility)

Change in Adaptation Re-creation. Reorientation.
Environment Focus on Focus on redefinition of Focus on redefinition of

improving cost- markets, customers, services. markeB, customers, and
competitiveness services.

Structure of Downsize. Downsize. Downsize.
Organization Consolidation at Hierarchical to team-based Hierarchical to teams;

group/headquarters; matrix; inter- & intra- matrix; intra- & inter-
decentralized organizational teams. organizational teams.

Operating Units. IT selectively outsourced; IT selectively outsourced,
IT becomes remainder integrated into remainder integrated into
outsourcer. business organization. business units.

Bridging from change to strategy:
Tools: Global scenarios No formal tool used. Scenarios and scenario-

developed in London based planning resulted in
and used by Group to shared mental models,

review Operating Unit creating continuity in the
plans for organizational organization.
flexibility & changing
market conditions.

Table 9-2: From external change to strategy.

Scenarios: linkage tool bridging change and strategy in practice
Earlier we stated that the process of strategic planning is largely

ignored in discussions of business process reengineering and
organizational transformation. Hamel, in "Strategy as Revolution"
[1996] carries this thought further, emphasizing that the strategy
process should take place in a democratic and creative context in which
one can think about strategy in terms of inventing new competitive
space through the understanding of core competencies and
environmental discontinuities. It should not be a process of following
step-by step instructions.  For many, this means rethinking many of the
basic concepts of strategy development [Hamel & Prahalad,  1989].  van
der Heijden [van der Heijden et al., 1993] stresses the concept of
concept research, focusing attention on ways in which an enterprise
integrates with the outside world. In combination, these ideas provide a
structure for evaluating the effectiveness of scenarios that are used to
develop strategy from various perspectives.

Shell: Shell management views scenario thinking as a vital part of their
decision-making culture, and translates into common mental models to
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use in comparing the realities of today with alternative futures.
Operating Units are sufficiently comfortable with the Shell scenario
process to develop their own set for purposes of futures planning, e.g.,
the NAM initiative to develop scenarios specifically relating to potential
external and internal organizational forces of information technologies,
resulting in its six key thrusts. Operating plans of the Operating Units
are reviewed by Group, applying the scenario perspectives as a checklist
to assure a future organizational flexibility to respond to changing
market conditions as compared to a set of operational plans, each
responding to a discrete scenario.

AGT: AGT did not use scenarios and scenario-based strategies to
attempt its translation/linkage of external and internal change forces
into strategy.
SCE: In Chapter 3 we noted that the practices surrounding the
implementation of scenarios, Information Economics, and the Balanced
Scorecard are situation-driven, i.e., the concepts of each are tailored
into a unique practice for each company, and the practice may change as
the situation demands.  For SCE, this translated into couching a number
of possible but unpredictable global events over which it has no control
into its plans, such as changes in OPEC supply and/or pricing changes,
catastrophic natural events, and a military build-up caused by increasing
global tensions.

The SCE process employs the three levels (i.e., macroeconomic,
strategic, operational) of scenarios [Georgantzas & Acar, 1995].  Note
that although it examines the impact of all forms of new technologies as
an integral part of future scenarios, it subscribes to the Schnaars &
Berenson [1986] school of thinking where growth market predictions
predicated on technology advancements undergo stringent review.

Scenarios, introduced in the 1986-7 timeframe, initially had limited
impact  due  to the organizational aftermath  of the 1985 corporate
restructuring and corporate attention devoted to identifying and
developing new non-regulated business initiatives.  In the late 80s, the
IT organization began to employ Information Economics concepts to
assist in its internal planning and to strengthen its linkages and
relationships with the LOBs.   By  1990, the new corporate infrastructure
and management team was in place, the IT organization was able to
carry on strategic conversations with the LOBs, and management at all
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levels understood and appreciated the importance of developing and
maintaining flexible infrastructures for the future.

Moreover, SCE demonstrates the planning cohesion achievable through
the use of macroeconomic, strategic and operational scenarios to
create/sustain competitive fit. The need for 'invisible plans' [Peattie,

1993], those informal plans managers had fur dealing with potential
external changes or contingency plans for coping with the unthinkable
became unnecessary since they were integrated into the SCE scenarios.

Plans and strategies were built around the existing core competencies of
SCE - its technical creative and implementation capabilities - that
flourished in its strong leadership corporate culture [Tempoe, 1994].
And by using the scenarios as a vehicle for communication reduced
organizational resistance to change [Beckhard & Harris, 1987].
Knowing the causes of change and the direction the organization would
take (given alternative futures) provided a more accurate perception at
the individual level regarding future career paths and opportunities.

9.4   Strategy

Organizational environment
Increasing competitive pressures forced each of the companies to
restructure. Both the concentration on core business activities and
decentralization to smaller and agile units within the enterprise give rise
to networked organizations. Moreover, the strategic perspective of
information systems and technologies resulted in decentralization of
information management to LOB levels.  In this situation, decisions
about IT - its priorities and allocation of resources - will tend to be
driven by performance measures specific to the LOB for LOB-specific
applications and decisions regarding infrastructures raised to a next
higher common planning level.

Shell: Although Shell is increasing centralization at the Group level, it
is still maintaining a highly decentralized organizational form at the
Operating Unit level. The move to a flatter, smaller, more team-driven
Group organization with the charter to create cohesion and reduce
duplication of effort among product groups creates a new organizational
environment for Shell. Within this new environment, the necessity for
many of the existing reporting structures at the Country level
disappears. Operating Units should benefit by this change with
improved response time from Group organizations through the product
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group Business Committees (BusComs), and access to clearer, more
direct decision-making authorities. identifying and addressing new
forces in the competitive environment is improved through the BusCom
structure.

AGT: AGT underwent downsizing and a flattening of its hierarchical
organization including the decentralization of the NS organization,
along with deregulation. AGT realizes that its current structure and
planning processes are fairly unique to Network Systems and its
customers.  As such, the linkage to the corporate planning process is
tenuous at best, held together largely by the personalities and talents
involved. The success of the linkage "is heavily dependent upon the
skill and the awareness of the planners in Network Systems.   They have
to find out when the new objectives are available, collect them,
incorporate them in the process, and make systems and client
communities aware that the new objectives exist. Further work is
necessary to incorporate this resource planning model across the
company so that the linkage to corporate processes and objectives-
setting becomes much more consistent and automatic" [Walker,
1996:486]. Walker adds that although the existing planning process is
designed to work within an annual planning cycle, it needs to be
ongoing in nature rather than tied to a fixed annual period.

SCE: SCE, as a public utility, has always carried a heavy burden of
governmental regulations requiring audit trails for compliance
reporting. Technology change has also been a consistent influence
throughout the history of the century-old organization.  What is new to
the SCE organizational environment is the combined impact of first,
moving from the traditional hierarchical organization to a flatter,
smaller team-driven organization with greater emphasis at the LOB
level, and second, the impact of the newly competitive market and its
inherent cost of poor decision-making.
SCE/Edison chose to address the first potential problem (e.g., the move
from the hierarchical to a smaller team-driven organization with greater
emphasis at LOB level) with the following organizational arrangements.

•    CIO of SCE is the CIO of Edison International, the parent
company. This maintains a rationality and cohesiveness
of technology strategy at the corporate level while
allowing the other LOBs to create non-utility-dominate
strategies.
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• SCEnet established as the company-wide communications
infrastructure, providing corporate-wide commonalty.

•   SCE IT has corporate accountability, ensuring first, that
the investment is consistent with the overall business
direction, and second, that IT will focus on new ways to
create economic value for the company.

The second potential problem - the impact of the newly competitive
market and its inherent cost of poor decision-making - requires a
modification surrounding the business response culture. A continuing
discussion, triggered by the various linkages within SCE, enforces the
reality that SCE is no longer operating as a 'traditional utility' but in a
new and highly competitive environment and will stimulate a
continuous focus on Nadler et al. [1995] and re-creation.

Relationship of strategy to technical vulnerability
A strategy may be flawed by ignoring existing technical
interdependencies between industries, whether the interdependencies
existed prior to the strategy development and were not identified, or
whether they developed after the strategy and came about as a result of
technological advancements. In either case, if an enterprise creates or
tolerates a technology lag, it becomes strategically vulnerable, losing its
strategic flexibility.
St:ell: Within the Shell Oil Products group and its BusCom, it has been
decided that the emphasis for SSI is to be product delivery - making
purchased applications work. This strategy is based upon the belief that
the indiscriminate use of niche technologies within the Product Group is
no longer sustainable. By standardizing technologies Shell expects to
reduce its technical vulnerability.

In preparing for the future, Mr. Mark Moody-Stuart, Chairman, Shell
Transport and Trading Co., p.1.c. [Moody-Stuart, 1998:2] cites three
changes pertinent to the case discussion. First, "increasing cost
competitiveness in all business sectors" emphasizes the necessity for
continuing and sustained improvement across the board. Second, ". .
the creation of a European oil products organization" emphasizes the
difficulties of creating a new organization and building new mental
models to share. And third, "the formation of Shell International
Deepwater to capitalize on the Group's leadership in deep-water
technology, and Shell Services International (SSI) to offer commercial
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business services world-wide" emphasizes the issues surrounding the
dual attitudes regarding technologies within Shell. Technologies in
support of the business (i.e., exploration, drilling, refining) are
considered strategic, while those in support of business management are
not (i.e., common and/or shared databases, infrastructures, etc.).
AGT: AGT and NS recognized the need to ensure service continuity as
new applications were implemented and obsolete ones retired from
service in addition to ensuring appropriate linkages were maintained so
that the planning process could continue. They acted to provide this
internal continuity.
1n the early 905, with NS as a centralized organization, it possessed a
synergy of skills and staff to pursue state-of-the-art technologies and
methodologies. As the emphasis on downsizing and decentralization
continued during the mid-9Os, the organization skill base may be
sufficiently disbursed to cause an exposure to technical vulnerability.

SCE: The Edison International business strategy is one of defend and
grow.  The defend strategy is for SCE because it is in an industry in the
process of deregulation, where retail markets are now open to
competition in its previously protected geographic market. The new
charter is to assure that the SCE infrastructure is in place for the reliable
distribution of electricity. Strategically, this translates into a lessening
emphasis on central station power generation facilities (through
divestitures of currently operating natural gas-fired power plants) and
an increasing emphasis on its transmission and distribution systems and
related services, which are all IT-intensive..  For the near future, SCE
plans to maintain its technological edge in central station power
generation through its hydroelectric. coal and nuclear generation plants.
Its corporate relationship with other EI companies provides an internal
source and consulting base for both state-of-the-art information
technologies and distributed generation technologies such as micro-
turbines, fuel and solar cells.

The growth strategy is evident in the newer EI businesses. For
example, Edison Source is a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC)-approved power marketer, competing in the expanding
wholesale power market. it provides energy solutions (consulting and
software) for large retail customers throughout the US, positioning itself
to enter local markets as they deregulate. Among its offerings is real-
time information (via Internet) on energy consumption for clients with
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multiple sites, and an integrated energy outsourcing system that allows
it to remotely monitor the performance of a client's energy equipment
and dispatch crews to make repairs when necessary.

Combined, these are very synergistic technology-intensive initiatives.
Moreover, by having the CIO for SCE hold the CIO position for El, the
likelihood of a new not previously identified information technology
and/or technology advancement in energy generation or in transmission
and distribution management systems seems a remote possibility.

Supply-demand relationship
The supply-demand perspective addresses the dynamics between the
demand for information and the possible supply of that information by
the available technology and the supporting staff.  As the business
defines its demand for information and technology, the IT organization
responds by defining its supply based on available technology and staff,
and IT andiS become integrated into the business processes.

Supply may be arranged through an inside IT department, or, in the case
of outsourcing, through one or more outside supplier. The distinction
between demand and supply has always characterized the relationship
between business and IT, however the focus on the core business and
the increasingly networked organization requires increased attention to
this perspective. The reason stems from the underlying business and IT
infrastructures and their business/IT linkages and relationships.
Sliell: Shell SEOP is employing a combination of centers of
competence, outsourcing, and IT as an independent business unit to
provide its supply. Using the budgeting process, the upper limit
demand is determined by the Oil Products BusCom and the resulting
supply is managed at the Operating Unit level.

AGT: Network Systems also uses a combination of approaches in
satisfying the demand for infurmation and services by AGT business
units. The majority of NS professionals are now resident in the
business units. performing design and development activities.
Definition and staffing of projects are primarily the responsibility of the
Operating Plan Management Team (OPMT), composed of
representatives from each Customer Focus Group. The OPMT makes
assignments based on current business priorities and available staff
skills that are subsequently reviewed and approved by the director-level
Systems Portfolio Management Team (SPMT).
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The majority of IT operations are outsourced, and industry alliances
(e.g., Operations Development Alliance) provide for limited sharing of
industry-common development activities.

SCE: SCE currently uses a combination of approaches to satisfy its
demand for IT. First, its business units have a nucleus of resident IT
professionals that understand the needs, future requirements and current
applications of the unit. Second the majority of (machine-based)
operations are outsourced to an outside vendor. Third, an IT center of
excellence within SCE addresses professional development of IT staff
within business units, involves itself with rotational assignments,
protects critical skills, provides technology scans and other input to
business scenarios and planning, etc. And fourth, the CIO of SCE
functions as the CIO to the other Edison International companies,
providing a cohesiveness of direction.

Partnership relationship
'Partnership' is an emerging concept in knowledge literature [Amidon,
1997; Stewart, 1997] as well as in IT literature [Venkatraman &
Henderson,    1998].   For our purposes, we define the partnership
relationship as the participative relationship existing between IT and the
business unit(s) as they share the responsibilities of business decision-
making with its inherent risks and rewards, and is represented by the
Parker/Ribbers IT partnership transformation model (Figure 2-3).
SheU: The IT organization partnership with business within the Shell
Oil Products BusCom takes the form of a preferred vendor relationship.
Business synergies are expected to flow from common systems defined
by the Oil Products BusCom, and implemented by SSI or another
vendor.

AGT: There is evidence of significant linkage and relationship building
between business and IT prior to the AGT re-creation. Network
Systems initiated formal, structural linkages and relationships through
the introduction and use of IE concepts. Cultural linkages and
relationships were also being built, based upon NS existing managerial
and communications skills. However, the creation of new business/IT
linkages proved particularly important to the successful re-creation at
AGT.  But did a meaningful partnership relationship exist between
business and IT at AGT?  And, if so, did it play a critical role in the
case study? We can point to four examples of the partnership
relationship at AGT.
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•  First, the proactive NS management searching for and
identifying a methodology to build better linkages
between and strategic conversations about business and
IT strategies.

•  Second, the advisory and communications role the NS

director undertook to keep everyone, i.e., both business
and IT informed.

• Third, the establishment of Customer Focus Groups,
staffed by business and IT, that took responsibility for a
wide range of linkages and relationships, especially in
keeping the business staff involved, informed, and
motivated regarding impending organizational and
technology change.

•  Finally, the presentation by NS of the number of projects
that supporters thought contributed to a particular
business objective versus the number that actually did,
enabling senior management to redefine the business
objectives that were most open to misinterpretation, thus
improving communications within the business

organization.
SCE: At SCE we noted evidence of significant linkage and relationships
between business and IT. Formal, structural linkages and relationships
included inter-departmental and inter-organizational teams, linkage of
IT planning to the business strategy by formal methodologies (scenarios
and IE concepts). Cultural linkages and relationships included shared
purpose and common values, and a team-based cooperative working
environment staffed with employees possessing specific skills in
addition to managerial skills and a shared view of the utility's role in
the future marketplace.

To many, the above description may sound idealistic, reflecting little
sense of reality. However, we can point to at least three instances
where significant trust and recognition of competence is evidence of the
strong, continuing business/IT partnership.

•   First, /T is responsible for technology scanning (as input
to the scenarios) for the entire utility. not just for
information technologies, and IT senior management
participates in the highest level of strategic planning for
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the company. Electric meters that can be read remotely,
monitoring delivery patterns in real time to automatically
dispatch work crews, and synchronizing product delivery
with all other product deliveries all involve a myriad of
unique technologies dispersed over many business
functions. This makes IT an integral part of company and
customer safety, of customer service for repair, and of
consistent product delivery through monitoring nuclear,
fossil-fueled, and hydro power generation.

•   Second, the appointment of the senior IT manager,  Robert
Umbaugh, to the position of President, Mission Land
Company, a subsidiary of Edison International. In the
early 8Os, Umbaugh, along with his duties as senior IT
manager, was given the task of managing the considerable
real estate holdings of SCE (about $500 million of
developed industrial parks plus significant holdings in
undeveloped right-of-ways and property purchased as
possible sites for future SCE expansion). He so
outperformed previous business managers, he became the
first president of the new subsidiary in the mid-805.
Umbaugh became the exemplar of what an SCE IT
manager should be - a technical professional and a
business manager that understands all facets of the
business and exerts business leadership. Today, this SCE
culture remains strong.

• Finally, and perhaps most indicative, the transitions
management of a pending business merger was the
responsibility of the iT management team. The SCE
executive vice-president who had lead responsibility for
the merger process made the assignment decision (1989).
He based it on the fact that IT management had a Swiss

neutrality, would take a systems approach to design the
new company, had current ongoing relationships with all
areas of the company, and knew the business.

9.5    Bridging from strategy to organizational response
Although there are significant differences in organizational size, the
differing solutions of our case studies are based upon whether or not IT
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is considered strategic to the business. (See Table 9-3:  From strategy to
organizational response.)

•  increased IT accountability at all levels. At Shell Oil
Products, the BusCom is forcing increased accountability
for IT resources on its Operating Units, by making them
"own IT" thus forcing each unit to determine what role IT
plays in its business strategy and provide the funding for
it.  Moreover, the Oil Products BusCom is withdrawing
from the IT business by outsourcing all of its IT
development.  For AGT and SCE, technology change is a
continuing influence, impacting both internal and external
change forces, resulting in increased accountability at
both the business unit and corporate levels.

•   Increased partnership relationship. At Shell, Operating
Units began addressing IT forces in their scenarios (e.g.,
NAM) and within the Oil Products BusCom, new
positions of business/IT planner and business/IT advisor
were created to manage the applications portfolios and
relationships with SSI as a preferred outsourcer.  At AGT,
NS leadership and communication skills led to the
development of focus groups, peer reviews, and new
management committee relationships.  And at SCE, IT
management is considered business management and
participates at all levels of business management
activities.

• Supply relationship embraces a new portfolio of
relationships - a mix of internal IT professionals,
selective outsourcing, centers of competence, and
alliances  - that remains flexible over time. While Shell
Oil Products BusCom steps up the search for off-the-shelf
application packages and attempts to ensure the
availability of critical IT infrastructure skills by making
SSI the preferred provider for any future infrastructure

support and development, AGT and SCE are attempting to
maintain critical IT skills internally.

•    Demand relationship embraces new mix of business unit
and corporate players. The Shell Oil Products BusCom
requirement for the Operating Unit to financially justify
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and manage technology investments places the demand
management for the Operating Unit within the unit. The
BusCom controls its own demand through the BusCom
business/IT planners and advisors.  CIO's at both AGT
and SCE play a pivotal role in providing a cohesiveness
of direction through their ongoing management of
business demand.

•  IT aligned to current business strategies with built-in
flexibility for future change in strategies.  Through the
application of IE concepts, SCE and AGT aligned IT in
support of business strategies. Shell Oil Products
accomplished this alignment through the combination of
having the Operating Units take responsibility for its IT
requirements and expenditures, and having the BusCom
establish and enforce caps for total IT expenditures.

Linking tools between strategy and organizational response
The concepts and practice supporting both the 7Q and Information
Economics (IE) methodologies are based upon improving internal and
external competitive fit of the enterprise through strong business/IT
linkages and relationships. Moreover, scenarios, 7Q, IE, and the
Balanced Scorecard are a\\ practices built around the premise that
enterprises, core competencies, and markets are unique, and require
unique strategic responses, organizational forms, etc. to sustain
competitive fit and strategic flexibility. Each enterprise must
specifically tailor scenarios, 7Q directions, /E strategic profiles and
ranking criteria, and Balanced Scorecard measurements to reflect its

own situation, practices, and organizational arrangements.
Sliell: Shell has always been considered the leader in the use of scenario
planning. Shell managers say that scenario thinking is embedded in the
everyday process of decision-making, yet the linkage of the actual
scenarios to business plans is, at best, a loose one. Without a more
cohesive planning approach encompassing all levels of the organization,
Shell may be unprepared for the future.

Regarding IT, the business strategy has been to be a follower rather than
a leader, resulting in a lack of investment in education to develop new
IT skills and a gradual decline of overall expertise.  With the continued
use of cost-benefit analysis for IT justification and caps on IT spending,
combined with the business organization being responsible for the
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justification and roll-out of the applications caps, the 'IT follower'
strategy for Oil Products is unlikely to change.

Strategy Shell OU AGT SCE
(BusCom) (Network Systems) (theutility)

Organizational IT not considered Technology change is Technology change is
Environment: strategic. continuing influence. continuing influence.

Business/IT planner   IT NS planning linkages Client-controlled software.
& portfolio manager held together by personalities  IT has corporate
provide direction for & talents involved accountability.
infrastructure. IT has both NS & corporate
Business "owns IT".  responsibility.
IT services (SSI) is
outsourcer.

Technical Ssl is preferred IT skill base sufficiently IT infrastructure emphasized
&'ulnerability:     provider for IT disbursed to create as means to support current

infrastructure of technical vulnerability. technology synergies.
Oil Products.
Standard packages.

Partnership Vendor relationship.   IT leadership & IT participates in highest
Relationship: communications skills level ofstrategic planning

recognized as contributing to for company.
business success. IT managers considered

business managers.

Supply Supply: Purchase Supply: Combination of Supply: Combination of

Demand off-the-shelf professionals resident in resident IT professionals in

Relationship: applications. business units; majority of business units, outsourcing
SSI preferred operations outsourced. operations, & center of
provider for Participation in alliance for excellence to address critical
infrastructure. sharing industry-common skills, technology scans,
Demand: Business    development activities. rotational assignments, etc.

"owns IT' Demand: Operating Plan Demand: CIO provides
Management Team (OPMT) cohesiveness of direction  for
manages business demands. SCE & Edison International

Bridging from strategy to organizational response:
Tools Uses CBA for IT Employs IT project ranking Employs software project

justification with caps mechanism for IT based upon ranking mechanism for IT
on IT spending for Information Economics based upon Information
infrastructure & concepts Economics concepts
applications.

Table 9-3: From strategy to organizational response.
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AGT: Network Systems (NS) was an early user of information
Economics (IE) concepts [Walker, 1996].  In order to bring some
rationality and coherence to its systems development, a senior planner
was given the responsibility for developing a pilot version of IE for NS
planning. Using the pilot version for the Fall 1989 planning cycle
enabled the NS Steering Committee to discuss the relative merits of
each project and adjust project priorities based upon overall business
value for the first time in an objective manner. Recognizing the
potential value of the IE approach, the Steering Committee volunteered
director-level delegates from all of the major AGT business groups to
assist in customizing IE, forming the Systems Portfolio Management
Committee (SPMC). The charter of the SPMC included process
simplification, moving the delegation of approval authority to lower
levels within the AGT organization, and synchronizing the approval
process with the AGT business planning cycle. Membership of the
SPMC represented a wide-range of experience and expertise on
business, financial, and systems issues that could affect AGT
development priorities.
The SPMC first focused on defining and refining the project assessment
criteria.  By the 1992 planning cycle - and the third generation of
criteria refinement - the business value assessment consisted of
contribution to corporate objectives, contribution to objectives of the
business unit sponsoring the project, impact on customer service, and
project preparedness. The technology value assessment was based upon
the contribution of the proposed project to the consolidation of various
business processes as defined in the enterprise level architecture, and
subsequently expanded to include computing architectures and
infrastructure technologies. The economic value assessment was based
upon net present value (NPV).  If the proposed project had a positive
NPV, it was assessed on two economic indicators - a profitability index
(a relative measure of anticipated return against the development cost),
and payback period. The distribution of the points (20 for business
value, 5 for technology value. and 10 for economic value) reflected the
intent of AGT to lessen the importance of tangible dollar returns by
favoring low-risk contribution to business objectives and improvements
in customer service.

When it came time to present the recommendations, the SPMC chose to
group funding prioritization into four categories: projects currently
under construction, projects seeking construction approval, projects
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seeking detailed planning resources, and projects seeking concept
planning resources. In this way, if there were major changes in

business direction or dramatic shifts in project scope or budget to occur,
senior management had a snapshot of the relative priorities of projects
in each group.

Two additional reports were also presented to senior management with
the four prioritized project lists. The first was in the form of a graph to
illustrate the number of projects that supporters thought contributed to a
particular business objective versus the number that actually did.  This
enabled senior management to redefine the business objectives that
were most open to misinterpretation. The second was a diagram of the
agreed-to business model overlaid with the names of the projects
affecting each of the major business processes, enabling senior
management to quickly see what areas were getting attention.

After its planning successes in 1990 and 1991, the SPMC gradually
turned the initial prioritization of candidate projects over to first- and
second-level managers from the various business units.  By the end of
1992, the process had evolved to the point that the prioritized lists were
finalized and approved by SPMC directors in a single joint meeting with
the lower-level managers. Concurrently, the NS Steering Committee
removed itself from systems project approval decisions for all except
the largest projects, concentrating on overall funding and business
objectives.
SCE: SCE management employs a software project ranking mechanism
based upon IE concepts to ensure that the technology properly links to
the business strategy. The software developed by SCE is far more
sophisticated than the original Lotus-based enterprise-wide Information
Economics (LewlE) prototype developed as part of the IBM Los
Angeles Scientific Center/Washington University Joint Study.  The SCE
software provides management with specific measures as to how closely
proposed software investments support the strategic and tactical
direction of the corporation.
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10. Case analysis: organization responds to create
competitive fit

10.1 Introduction

Crafting an adequate and effective organizational response is a highly
specific company activity. Drivers for change and alternative internal
arrangements influence the specific settings for organizational response.

10.2   Re-balancing of organizational elements
Based upon the work of Scott Morton (Chapter 4), organizational
elements of strategy, technology, organizational structure, management
processes, and individuals and their roles require re-balancing when
introducing technology-related change in the business organization.

She//: The focal point of the interviews in Shell Oil Products was the
impact of structural change on the business and IT organizations.
Operating Units still consider themselves decentralized, but facing a
gradual shift towards increased cohesiveness at the Group levels.
Group level business organizations face downsizing and consolidation
with an increasing emphasis on finding existing and/or creating new
commonality among countries and product groups - some involving
matrix management, others maintaining a more hierarchical approach.
A significant element is the eventual consolidation and repositioning of
IT Services to correspond with other internal Services organizations,
where it provides both advise and assistance to Operating Unit and
Group organizations at current market rates, ensuring business that its
IT expenditures are cost-efficient, and places the responsibility for
developing/maintaining business/IT linkages with the business
organization.
The restructuring of Shell was not technology-driven. Although the IT
organization is still attempting to absorb the organizational changes
within the business, the business organization is reacting to both the
internal restructuring and external forces. Poor financial performance
by Shell resulted from a combined drop in crude and commodity
chemical prices, tighter refining margins, growing global capacity, and
the Asian recession. (Despite being subject to these same market
pressures, competitors of Shell fared much better financially.)
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internally, the restructuring continues into 1999 and involves
downsizing and reducing redundancies, the sale of 40% of the chemicals
division, and tight constraints on capital expenditures within all of the
product groups.

AGT: The 1 8-month period of change within AGT as it began
competing in a technology-intensive industry was, unlike Shell, driven
by technology. Structural change occurred after the technology
changes were in place. Downsizing (after the initial outsourcing in
1992)   occurred from 1994-96,   as the emphasis on outsourcing
continued.   By  1996 the majority of NS professionals became members
of business teams in the various business units, and planning became
the responsibility of the individual unit. Those remaining in provide the
nucleus for addressing the issues of standards, infrastructures, and
overall NS strategy.

The traditional view of technology-driven change (as described by Scott
Morton) is that a new technology is introduced into the business
organization, impacting individuals and their roles (e.g., training), and
management processes (e.g., performance measurements).  At some
point later, improvements enabled by the technology require
organizational structural change, and influence the development of new
business strategy. This traditional view, however, was not the situation
at AGT.

Although the AGT case study illustrates change starting with technology
and then moving to structure and strategy change, the AGT re-creation
required strong IT management competencies for successful initiation
through completion, coupled with the confidence to invent solutions.
Unlike the more traditional change models, AGT had virtually no time
to grow new competencies during the change cycle, and the time spent
on growing current competencies was gained 'on the job'. (See Figure
10-1: Re-creation at AGT.)
The AGT change model also has a definite lead-lag relationship
between functions.  It was necessary for technology and individuals and
roles to change before structures and management processes. Many of
the management approaches were being used for the first time (i.e.,
formation of Customer Focus Groups, lateral organizational form for
the CFGs, peer reviews, etc.).  As a result, no significant changes were
made to either organizational structures or management processes until
each new approach had proven effective within the change project.
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Moreover, there was only a minimal impact on strategy - a release of

the timing coupling between AGT and corporate implementation - and
it trailed behind the changes in structures and management processes.

Technology Individuals & roles
SharedIT management IT director as channel
mental

competencies & for communications.
other 'soft skills Customer involvement.models

+A
Structures Management processes
Creation ofCustomer Joint sta#ing of CFGs.
Focus Groups (CFGs) peer performance reviews

'1

Strategy
Corporate modifed
its plan after NS success

Figure 10-1: Re-creation at AGT.

SCE: For decades, SCE (now Edison Company), like Shell, was driven
primarily by change of strategy and organizational structure in a
technology-intensive industry. Unlike Shell, SCE/Edison over time,
began to shift its emphasis to management processes and individuals
and roles. This suggests a gradual move from positioning the
organization to compete (with a tendency towards top-down emphasis)
to building an organization and securing competitive position based
upon core competencies (with a tendency towards bottom-up emphasis)
[Galliers, 1996; Yetton & Sauer, 1996]. And, while AGT re-creation
approach required strong IT management competencies, the SCE change
model required strong planning skills for its successful initiation
through completion.
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In Figure 10-2, we have supporting evidence of this in each of the five
elements. Strategy moved towards embracing a range of viewpoints,
allowing for pluralistic outcomes (i.e., strategic flexibility). Corporate
structure changed from a single LOB (regulated electric utility) to
multiple LOBs (regulated electric utility plus non-utility, non-regulated,
energy-related businesses).

Strategy Structure

single forecast to single I.OB to
multiple scenarios multiple LOBs

Technology
centralized showcase
to planning partner
resident in LOB

Individuals Management
and roles processes

IT managers in glass house to IT for  technology
IT managers managing business to IT as business
merger partner

Figure 10-2: Reorientation at SCE (Edison Company). (Adapted
from Galliers, 1996:193)

The new energy-related for-profit businesses were the result of
consistent attention to leveraging investments in emerging technologies
and in developing and growing the core competencies (individuals and
roles) associated with them.  For example, California state regulations
regarding energy conservation and clean air led SCE into developing
new conservation-related technologies resulting in new for-profit
businesses to support the (mandated by California) electric vehicle
market, and energy and environmental consulting services. And
management processes changed markedly as IT grew its partnership
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skills and proved them by consistent performance (e.g., responsible for
all technology scanning input to business scenarios). These uniquely
developed business skills possessed by IT management positioned the
organization to be equally influential in the development/change of
business strategy and organizational structure as well as in the
development/change of individuals and roles and management processes
within SCE/Edison. Unlike AGT with its clear lead-lag timing
relationships, the SCE/Edison change process became one of constant
evolution and fine-tuning.
The cumulative effect of these activities is an SCE/Edison change
model that closely maps to Figure  2-2:  Strategic  Partnership  and
Figure 2-3:  IT Partnership Transformation Model, where shared vision
and strategies, the upper portion of the five element structure in Figure
10-2, and individual and roles and management processes, the lower
portion in Figure 10-2 represents a harmonized execution.  At
SCE/Edison, business and technology function as partners by forging an
almost seamless business/IT linkage, developing together an
organizational vision and marshalling the forces to accomplish it.

Differing external forces trigger different internal change
requirements
The three case studies did not share common change triggers.  The
internal change at Shell was a response to a gradually worsening
(external) market position regarding cost competitiveness and revenue
generation. Initiatives to reduce (IT) redundant effort at the country
level is the direct response to Shell competitors with more cost-efficient
management infrastructures and organizational structures.  The AGT
internal change, although led by the NS group, was driven by de facto

(external) market deregulation. New planning and decision-making
processes were introduced and implemented and new organizational
forms were employed. The changes at AGT reflect re-creation of the
organization. While Shell and AGT focused on responses to immediate,
albeit differing, market conditions, SCE/Edison focused on anticipated
market changes as the basis for triggering internal change. Anticipating
future deregulation of energy generation and delivery, SCE created a
new corporate structure to separate its regulated business from
promising new profit-making ventures (reorientation). Gradually, it
expanded its existing core competencies into newly emerging energy-
related technologies to become a global player in energy-related
businesses. Based upon the work of Nadler (Chapter 4), the search for
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internal efficiency requires incremental change as a response (e.g.,
Shell); the response to a current strategic shift requires re-creation (e.g.,
AGT and NS); and the anticipation of a future strategic shift or periods
of disequilibrium requires reorientation (e.g. SCE/Edison).

10.3  Bridging from organizational response to competitive fit

Linkages and relationships (practice) as organizational transition
tools
The development of interrelationships may be blocked by organizational
structure (e.g., diversified firms decentralized into business units with
profit responsibility) or practices (e.g., portfolio planning techniques
focusing on unit as opposed to corporate performance, transfer pricing
policies between business units, etc.). Even among the more horizontal
and team-driven organizations, there are impediments to building
synergistic interrelationships (e.g., differing cultures and incentive
systems, the difficulty of measuring performance, etc.).

Yet despite these impediments, interrelationships can be nurtured
through corporate support of four aspects of a horizontal organization
[Porter, 1985].  These aspects are structure (e.g., an interdivisional task

force), systems (e.g., management systems such as planning or
budgeting), human resources (e.g., rotational assignments), and conflict
resolution.  in the case of conflict resolution, what is important is that a
process exists that relates to organizational management style.
Although each can be introduced to the enterprise one at a time, it is the
synergy generated through corporate leadership that reinforces the
environment for effective interrelationships.
SheN: The question is whether Shell has adequately addressed the

technological linkages and relationships between business and IT as part
of its restructuring.  Rotational assignments (human resources) are a

relic of the past, since employees are now responsible for their own
education and next job (through open resourcing). The business and IT
planners within the newly-formed competency centers are class-of-
business specialized with no readily apparent way of managing conflict
resolution between classes-of-business when cumulative demand
exceeds SSI supply to support infrastructure, applications tailoring, etc.
Structure and system is addressed by making the lT investment and roll
out a responsibility of the Oil Products business unit and part of the
business plan rather than a separate IT plan.
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AGT:  Before the initiation of the re-creation process, NS adopted IE
concepts to facilitate the strategic conversations between business units
and NS. The approach (factors, weighting) underwent a series of
modifications to tailor it for continuing use in business and IT resource
planning (systems). NS and AGT launched the re-creation process with
a joint business/IT study of business processes to produce a new
business model (structure), and followed with the formation of
Customer Focus Groups.

Conflicts regarding IT resource planning were addressed within the
CFG by IT staff training in new team skills involving conflict resolution
and consensus-driven decision-making. The CFG members, comprised
of business and IT personnel, began conducting peer reviews (human
resources). The organizational environment remains supportive of
building/maintaining the necessary linkages and interrelationships.

What continues to be of concern to this observer is whether the
enterprise has changed enougb. Re-creation is a question of survival for
the enterprise, frequently creating a performance crisis that impacts the
entire organization. Every member of the organization pays an
emotional and often physically draining price for re-creation.

SCE: By referring back to Table 7-3: SCE Information
Technology/Business fit and linkages and relationships, building an
environment to support interrelationships within SCE began in the 705
with the establishment of the ombudsman to represent client
requirements during IT resource allocation. The 80s ushered in

rotational assignments (human resources) between business and IT, and

the introduction of IE concepts to improve IT strategic conversations
with business.

SCE built on this momentum by adopting scenario-based strategic
planning with senior IT management as an integral part of the executive
team and responsible for providing global scanning technology input to
the scenarios (structure). (Although scenario-based strategic planning
and global scanning are most commonly viewed as systems, in the
SCE/Edison context they are also part of the structure due to the

integration of IT management into the executive team.) IE concepts, in
addition to global scanning and scenario planning, became shared tools
for planning (systems), and the skills and knowledge necessary to

manage any conflict in priorities (conflict resolution) became a team-
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based responsibility. Today, the organizational environment remains
supportive of building and maintaining linkages and interrelationships.

10.4  Competitive fit

Competitive fit must be defined by the individual enterprise, based upon
its current competencies, its unique vision of the future, and the role it
aspires to play. These diverse elements are expressed through the
strategic plan and the subsequent organizational response to create an
improved internal and external fit to better serve today's market and
reposition for future market challenges.  From a technology perspective,
this requires both an understanding of where the business organization
is today as well as an understanding of current cross-functional
technology involving cross-activity integration, ideally accompanied by
a technological strategy to assess improvement in competitive fit.

Identification of phase of transformation
Based upon the work of Nolan & Croson (Chapter 8), we characterize
the phase of business transformation for each of the case studies using
the current activities of the IT function as indicative of the organization
as a whole (Table 10-3). Because each of the case studies addresses the
changes in existing business/IT links and relationships, the phase of the
IT function maps fairly closely to the phase of the business
organization.
The Shell IT organization, SSI, is still in the process of downsizing as it
assumes the role of a preferred outsourcer for Shell infrastructure
development and begins to establish itself as an independent services
provider to the business community.  For AGT, the emphasis remains
on providing improved customer services and creating new ones (phase
4).

The SCE utility is clearly in phase 5. Whether it ever moves to stage 6
will be influenced by first. the other Edison International businesses,
and second, whatever regulatory remnants remain in force (as yet
undetermined) by the State of California. We would expect, however,
that corporate expectations will reflect continued industry leadership.
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Application of cross-functional technology involving cross-activity
integration and of technological strategy to assess improvement in
competitive fit
The application of cross-functional technology that involves cross-

activity integration may reduce or eliminate competitive disadvantages
by improving internal and external organizational fit. Moreover, with
judicious application, it may assist in building new (or growing current)
competitive advantages. Based upon the work of Porter [1985, 1997]
(Chapter 4) technological strategy may also become a competitive
weapon if formulated appropriately.

If information technology is necessary to sustain competitive fit,
explicit management action is required to identify technologies most
significant for competitive advantage and industry structure, and to
reinforce business unit technology strategies at the corporate level.
This point is key, because it is often at the corporate level that global

scanning of technology takes place. Moreover, corporate action is,
more often than not, necessary to identify core technologies, to assure
funding of sufficient technology research, to create a critical mass of
knowledge and people, and to assure technology migrates among
business units. These are all necessary elements in building and
maintaining cross-functional, cross-activity relationships to improve
competitive fit.
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Phase SCE Shell AGT
(the utility)

1. Downsize Downsize/outsource Downsize. Downsize/outsource
mainframe processing. mainframe processing.

2. Seek dynamic Business units SBU's assume Implemented customer
balance. (SBU's) assume responsibility. focus groups to serve

responsibility/ Become competitive distinct business functions
resources to support with other IS/IT
software. consultant practices.

3. Develop a market- improve Kout takes bus tour Linked enterprise systems
access strategy responsiveness/ w/business executives with major

suppliers &
provide quality to Shell Service alliance partners to improve
service. Stations to observe & responsiveness & quality of

talk to customers. service.

4. Become customer Business units Customer organizations
driven dictated by involved in all phases of

marketplace. change.

5. Develop a Defend existing
market-foreclosure customers from
strategy competitors by

improved response
time, added services,
improved cost
competitiveness.

6. Pursue global scope.
Table 10-3: Three case studies depicted using the Nolan & Croson
phase of transformation.

Shell: While SCE spent almost a century as a centralized, highly-
synergistic organization, with an emphasis on energy management
technologies, Shell spent that same period as a group of highly
decentralized and diversified Operating Units developing their own
advanced technologies in support of the individual unit objectives.  The
lack of synergy between Operating Units in the same business (e.g., Oil
Products) was due in part to the intervening layer of country
management, and the lack of any common IT infrastructure effectively
prevented cross-functional integration at the Group level. Another
contributing factor - a result of the decentralized culture - was a the
lack of a smooth and consistent linkage between scenarios at the Group
and Operating Unit levels coupled with a somewhat cavalier attitude in
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assuring the operating plans proposed by the Operating Units
sufficiently addressed the Group scenarios.

AGT: The AGT case study deals with the introduction of new
technology within the business and provides only a limited insight into
the corporate environment. The following comments, therefore, focus
on NS/corporate interactions.

Network Systems was (and still is) a distinctive organization within
AGT Limited.   From the perspective of technology strategy, AGT knew
that extensive support from corporate departments and managers was a
necessary element for the (LAN) project supporting cross-functional
activity.  To be implemented within the needed time frame, four key
decisions were made before the project began, and became important
project management guidelines.    They  were  1) to commit to corporate
standards and policies, 2) to leverage corporate service agreements, 3)
to link to corporate office system offerings, and 4) to obtain and keep
corporate support. Making and keeping these commitments was the
foundation for project success.

Also contributing to the successful implementation of the NS LAN was
the high degree of senior management commitment and the teamwork
between the various affected groups. While this was nothing new for
most staff from NS, the team approach to problem solving was a new
experience to many staff from outside the department, and helped break
down organizational and communication barriers. Having standards in
place for basic components simplified the choices considerably and
accelerated the speed of the decision-making.

The NS emphasis on cross-functional teams, facilitative leadership
styles, and group problem solving helped it to lead the way in many
aspects of the AGT changing corporate culture [Walker, 1996] and its
team-based cross-functional activities. It became essential that
appropriate capabilities be provided on the new office system to assist
these teams in working cohesively. Moreover, NS had to continue its
intensive interactions with the rest of AGT if it was to contribute to the
success of the organization as a whole. Features such as integrated
project management, time reporting, and calendars were necessary to
the overall success of the LAN project, and were representative of the
first cross-functional integration activities.  As an added benefit, the
additional integration of corporate standard PC platforms and software
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packages enabled Network Systems to leverage existing support and
training services available from other departments in the Corporation.

SCE: In the 90s the company began to reinvent itself in earnest, and a
new executive team developed and institutionalized a new vision.
Working closely with a variety of consultants, the team began to assess
the direction and approach that would allow it to be competitive in the
business environment of the next decade. They developed scenarios
and adopted scenario planning techniques to drive their planning
process, building a resource plan consisting of strategic elements that
could be rearranged in a variety of ways to accommodate any plausible
future scenario and its associated demand.  The CIO was part of the new
executive team with the LOB managers and responsible for technology
scanning for entire enterprise (with the one exception of the nuclear
power division).
Information Technologies (IT) also changed how it planned. There was
a parallel set of strategic systems elements for IT whose importance
linked to the strategic business elements and scenarios. From a
planning perspective, both business and IT focus on the business
consequences of the scenarios. Business took the demand articulation
that was the consequence of each scenario. IT took the supply
articulation that was the consequence of each scenario, along with the
applied business strategic elements and applied its own IT strategic
elements - those systems (hardware and software) that link to and
support each of the business strategic elements, identifying new
requirements, possible limitations, and suitable options and alternatives.
By far the most ambitious undertaking during the period of the case
study was the realization of a common infrastructure SCEnet. SCEnet is
a major enhancement to SCE's data and voice communications
facilities. The system, based on a combination of fiberoptic cable,
microwave satellite, trunk radio, and spread spectrum packet
technologies will provide seamless, high speed communications
throughout all the SCE service territory. This electronic highway links
SCE to its facilities and operating equipment, its suppliers, and its
customers, providing profound new capability to meet business needs
through the decade.
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10.5  Bridging from competitive fit to external change

Increasingly, IT is becoming a part of the business strategy, rather than
simply being aligned with the strategy after the fact.  At the same time,
no one can easily demonstrate and prove that one strategy is universally
more valid than another for accomplishing a successful transformation
of either business or IT. These two observations lead away from the
idea of an automobile dashboard's standard instrumentation, and toward
a concept that creates a set of management indicators tailored to reflect
the strategies embodied in the Information Economics investment
profile [Parker, 1996]. The indicators may change over time to reflect
shifts in strategy; they may require elimination because they prove
invalid, not useful, or even misleading; or they may require
enhancement because they prove more useful than originally conceived.
We call this dynamic set of performance indicators the management
dashboard.

This leads to the question of when and what performance indicators
included in the management dashboard need institutionalizing through
the creation of a formal, operational measurement system.
Unfortunately, when times are good, taking time to develop
measurement systems (and validate the measurements themselves)
seems somehow less strategic than investing that same amount of time
in creating more product or service for which there is an immediate
demand. Equally unfortunate is the consequence: when we don't
measure, we don't detect subtle change until it is too late.

Shell: When the chairman of Royal Dutch/Shell says he expects to be
fired if he fails to improve financial performance, stakeholder attention
focuses on the next quarter results.  Any new emphasis of measurements
focus on short term results such as personnel reductions, reductions of
headquarters expenses (such as real estate), etc. This emphasis is one of
the motivations behind the recent changes regarding the IT services
organization and the new approach in justifying/accounting for IT
investments/costs at the Operating Unit level. Net Present Value
calculations, well understood in their engineering-based culture, remain
the vehicle for evaluating IT investments. Shell does not use the
Balanced Scorecard approach currently, however management expects
that measures of performance will change with the new organization.

AGT: AGT recently adopted the use of the Balanced Scorecard.  The

scorecard focuses on the successful accomplishment of strategy, using
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goals and measures from the perspectives of financial, customer,
internal business, and innovation and learning. Although the specific
strategies and goals at AGT were unavailable for publication as were
those from SCE, it is easy to demonstrate that both companies could
migrate from IE factors to Balanced Scorecard perspectives, and into
intellectual accounting since they are all strategy-based practices.

SCE:  In the 1992 Annual Report, SCEcorp and John E. Bryson [1993],
announced a commitment to a new corporate vision and set of values.
Their vision built on the SCE (utility) role as part of the vital
infrastructure for every business and citizen in one of the world's largest
economic markets. Values include a commitment to constantly improve
performance, to constantly renew its understanding of its changing
business, and to conduct all relationships with honesty and openness.  It
commits to value for customers, leadership in the community and
environment, team excellence, shared purpose with regulators, and
value for shareholders. This new vision responds to increasing

competition, expanded customer choices, and the changing regulatory
climate. Along with the traditional financial reports, the reader comes
away with a sense that SCEcorp is exerting leadership in its community
through energy-saving programs, promoting clean air, advancing
electric technologies, and being a good neighbor - and can cite
examples of how SCE did it. Clearly, SCEcorp was positioning itself as
a major global competitor.
From this starting point, and working closely with a variety of
management consultants, the executive management team assessed the
direction and approach that would allow it to be competitive in the
business environment of the next decade. The team established a
strategic fOcus consisting of: competitive performance, customers,
community/environment, the SCE team, regulators, and shareholders.
These focus points have specific strategies and goals. They are:

• Competitive performance. Strategy: SCE Will
aggressively benchmark and manage costs in all areas to
ensure competi.tiveness and provide superior customer
value. Goals address competitive rates, competitive
production and acquisition costs, and operating income.

• Customers. Strategy emphasizes value. SCE will
differentiate services to enhance customer value, increase
customer satisfaction, and build market share of
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customer's energy solutions. Goals provide measures of
satisfaction and energy efficiency.

• Community environment. Strategy focuses on

leadership. SCE will seek to be a corporate leader in
helping to solve the region's dual challenges of economic
competitiveness and environmental quality. Goals
provide for regional leadership and environmental
leadership.

•   The SCE team. Strategy supports consistent excellence.
SCE will develop a team with the skills, creativity, and
enthusiasm to achieve the competitive performance
strategy.  SCE will eliminate the unnecessary work and
establish systems and practices that make it easy to
identify results expected, measure progress achieved and
reward results attained. Goals embrace employee
partnership and diversity.

• Regulators. Strategy based upon shared purpose.  SCE
will seek to develop a sense of shared purpose and
common objectives with the Regulators. SCE will ensure
the policies advocated are carefully developed, well
coordinated, effectively communicated, and based on a
shared view of the utility's role in the future energy
marketplace. Goals emphasize purpose, leadership,
management, exploring new ideas, and excellence.

• Shareholders. Strategy creates value. SCE will enhance

shareholder value by earning the authorized return,
eliminating write-offs and disallowance, and maintaining
the AA bond rating. SCE will seek additional earnings'
opportunities that do not materially increase risk.  The
goals maintain and expand earnings, and maintain high
financial ratings.

The above strategies and goals were the second in a series. After the
first round, management created a report card that clearly identified to
all where the company did poorly and where the company did well.  For
the most part, SCE met its goals.  It did well in most areas although
some results were inconclusive. Disappointments occurred in the areas
of performance to shareholders and the loss of the SCE AA bond rating
- a result of a regulatory decision of the California PUC. This reporting
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vehicle, modified when deemed necessary, continues today as an on-
going measure of success.

After the report card strategies and goals were first defined, John E.

Bryson, Chairman and CEO, stated " . . .w e must realize that we have a
long way to go.  We are a good team.  And we'11 continue to be, if we
think boldly, act with urgency and focus on results to achieve our
corporate vision of being a great company that provides business and
regional leadership [Bryson, 1993]."

More recently, he wrote "The events of this past year serve to remind us
that we are doing business in a uniquely challenging and exciting time.
As change and industry transformation continue, the values, skills and
reputation that helped build Edison over the past 100 years provide a
firm foundation for our businesses in the century ahead [Bryson,
1997]." "The breakthrough legislative and regulatory actions of 1996
substantially strengthened the outlook for SCE" . . . and the other
Edison International businesses are doing well. We gain competitive4,

strength by our ability to offer within Edison International a range of
services related to electricity.  We will leverage our core competencies
for strategic advantage in these new markets."

Migration of management dashboard measurements
Some of the indicators for the management dashboard may involve
measures that are financial in nature, while others may be highly
subjective. Similarly, some of the measures have an internal focus,
while the design of others suggests (or require) communication with an
audience outside the enterprise.

Employing the investment profile factors to establish justification and
investment priorities for new initiatives only insures that investments
will support the stated strategy.  It does not, however, guarantee a
winning strategy. Neither does employing the Balanced Scorecard and
developing an excellent set of accompanying indicators and measures
assure success. However, used together, the tools can translate a
company's strategy into rational investments in initiatives and into
specific measurable objectives.

How the cases differ
In the preceding analyses. we identified a number of common threads,
however this does not hold true when examining the impact of current
culture on competitive fit. (See Table 10-4: From competitive fit to
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external change.) No longer is there a sense of commonality or a set of
universal principles and/or guidelines that emerge. Instead, analysis
portrays three very different and distinct organizational cultures in their
attempts to address competitive fit.
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Competitive       Shell Oil AGT SCE
Fit (BusCom) (NS) (the utility)

Culture· Little synergy among IT infrastructure improved Culture supports
fostering

OU's due to niche corporate-wide new technologies &
technologies communications integrating them into the
BusCom acts to Leverage technology-basedvarious businesses
provide a common alliances, vendors, & Culture supports initiating
infrastructure. outsourcing agreements. technology-based alliances
Culture supports OU Culture supports high to establish new markets.
independence degree ofsenior

management commitment
& involvement.

Phase· Downsizing Involving customers in all   Developing market

BusCom attempting phases of change (3-4). foreclosure strategy (5-6).
to create dynamic
balance (1-2).

Bridging from internal/external competitive fit to external change:
Management Traditional financial  Traditional financial Traditional financial reports
Dashboard: reports. rcports. 'Value' Scorecard with:

Balanced Scorccard. *Customer leadership in
community &

environment
* Team excellence
* Shared purpose with
rcgulators
* Value for shareholders.

Framework:
Leadership & Relationship Building:

Mixed. Yes Yes.

Vision/Strategy:
Mixed Yes. Yes.

IT Infrastructure coordination:
Mixed. Yes Yes.

Supply-Demand:
Yes Yes Yes

Business/IT Shared Responsibilities:
Mixed. Yes Yes

Kout organization:
Part of business structure
Wears an IT hat

Ssi:
independent organizational

structure
Wears an IT hat

Table 10-4: From competitive fit to external change.
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The existing business organizational culture and structure provides the

starting point for assessing current competitive fit and if it cannot
support the changes necessary for competitive fit, it must change.

Nolan and Croson [1995:8] point out that the evolutionary processes of

changing organization and culture and establishing new and effective
interrelationships are both iterative and cumulative. This effect plays
an important role in establishing the range of options available to the
organization in its attempt to maintain/sustain competitive fit, and over
time, industry leaders continue to strengthen their position of leadership

through sustained influence on industry structure.

After reviewing the shared characteristics of the business/IT

relationship (see Table    10-5) it also becomes obvious that any
discussion of options regarding business/IT linkages and relationships
must be in terms of interdependence, and each of the case studies

represents a significantly different interplay of interrelationships.

Impact of External Change Impact of Strategy
Shared characteristics Shared characteristics
Increased importance of IT infrastructures increased accountability of IT at alllevels.
Critical business/IT skills repositioned increased emphasis of partnership

relationship.
Supply relationship has new portfolio of
relationships that remains flexible over
time.
Demand relationship has new mix of
business unit and corporate players.
IT aligned to current business strategies

Discriminating»tor with built-in flexibility for future strategic
Is the response in anticipation  of, or reaction to shifts.
the change? Discriminatingfactor

is IT considered support for the business or
an enabler of business strategy?

Impact of Competitive Fit impact of Organizational Response
Shared characteristics Shared characteristics

Emphasis of planning and management
skills.
Necessity for ingenuity, imagination, and
invention.
Attention at the senior management level.
Shared common mental models.
Team-driven response
Discipline

Discriminating factors Discriminatingfactor
Nolan/Croson six stages Is the change incremental or
Organizational interdependencies discontinuous?
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Table 10-5: Shared business/IT characteristics and discriminating
factors.

In the following chapter we will attempt to identify characteristics
associated with successful business/IT relationships and appropriate
organizational linkages by applying a combination of the Nolan and
Croson criteria imbedded in the six stages of business organizational
transformation and the observable evolution of IT deliverables and
business/IT interdependence.
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11. Business organizational stages and business/IT
interrelationships

11.1 Introduction

What we have seen in each of the case studies (Chapters 5,6,7) and the
analyses in Chapters 9 and 10 reflect enterprises in major transitions.
These occurred as a result of external factors that change the external
operating environment of the enterprise, and subsequent changes within
the business and IT organizations to allow external and internal
competitive fit. At first glance, each of the enterprises seemed to focus
on building unique linkages or relationships between the various
business and IT organizations to fit specific needs. However, with a
closer analysis, we see three distinct, but unifying themes: 1) the
evolution of the business organization, 2) the evolution of IT
deliverables, and 3) the evolution of business/IT interdependence.  Each
have significant implications for management.

Evolution of the business organization
Many business enterprises are evolving from the hierarchical, command
and control orientation that still provide the basis for many management
and organizational theories, to a (intra- and/or inter-) networked
organization. While the former organizational form reflects self-
sufficient and fully functional business units, the latter has a collection
of independent, mostly single-function companies [Miles & Snow,
1986] and as a result, the coordination requirements of the enterprise
change significantly.
The hierarchical firm assumes common ownership of all functions,
coordinated by a hierarchy of authority employing standard operating
procedures as its coordinating mechanism. By comparison, the network
firm consists of functions that are separate, profit-measurable, and
coordinated through mutual interests or by a focal company and using

networking and relational contacts as mechanisms [Galbraith & Lawler,
1993:55-56; Mintzberg, 1979]. A transitional organizational form
(occurring between the hierarchical and network organization) is the
more horizontal, or lateral business organization with many team-based
activities receiving coordination and direction from Steering
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committees. Coordination and management of these businesses tend to
employ a process of mutual adjustment as its mechanism.

It is important to note that there may be some enterprises or even
industries that will never see a need to make such a significant change
to its organizational structure to remain competitive. Examples that
come to mind here are basic industries like mining and agriculture -
where the critical company assets are the land and equipment, rather
than intellectual assets - however even with these examples we must
apply caveats where supply chain management is focusing a greater
degree o f customer orientation and customization to serve the market.

Evolution of IT deliverables
The IT organization and service emphasis within the business host
organization has, at the same time, been undergoing change. Early IT
focused on mainframe computing. The emphasis was to maximize
usage with independent, standalone business applications on state-of-
the-art computer systems.  The role of IT was to provide transaction
processing, task automation, and functional support focusing on the
departmental information system. Budgets and direction generally
emanated from the corporate comptroller, since the first business
applications were for accounting.
To reorient IT from an emphasis on mainframes to networks requires a
transitional stage, where architectures develop.  IT becomes key to
information generation and access, and automation of business
processes, improving the effectiveness of the workers. IT funding
decisions tend to be made jointly by top business and IT management.

In many of today's business organizations, the IT role is pervasive.  As
the business organization begins to adopt a network form, information
and knowledge distribution become critical.  IT must focus on business
network automation, supporting infrastructures, and business

opportunity-based applications. Decisions regarding funding tend to
shift to business unit management for the business applications and to
higher (perhaps corporate management or a corporate steering
committee) organizational levels for infrastructure funding.

Evolution of business/IT interdependence: linkages and

relationships
The third theme of change is the extent to which business and IT depend
upon each other to accomplish their tasks. The theme of this chapter is
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how the necessary coordination may be accomplished within an
enterprise.

11.2  Interdependence and coordination

Interdependence
Thompson [1967] and Daft [1992] propose three forms of
interdependence which influence organizational structure.  They are
pooled, sequential, and reciprocal.

• Pooled interdependence is the lowest form of
dependence between two organizations, where work
doesn't flow between them. Daft [1992] cites branch
banks and fast food outlets as examples, both being
standalone, independent units that share resources from a
common pool and each unit, in their own way, contributes
to the success of the greater organization.

• Sequential interdependence. A higher form of
interdependence is when the dependence is serial, and one
organization depends upon the outputs of another as input
to its processes. Thompson calls this sequential
interdependence, and Daft uses the manufacturing
assembly line as an example.

•  Reciprocal interdependence. The third and highest type
of interdependence identified by Thompson is reciprocal.
Reciprocal interdependence is common in organizations
that provide a variety of products and/or services to its
client that require coordination. Of the three types of
interdependence, reciprocal is the most complex and
difficult to manage. An example of reciprocal
interdependence is a hospital, requiring coordination
between x-ray, surgical equipment, aftercare, etc.

Coordination
Interdependent goal-oriented activities require coordination.
Coordination can be defined as the act of managing interdependencies
between activities [Malone. 1991], and different taxonomies exist which
distinguish between different coordination processes. Without trying to
create such a taxonomy Malone [1991] describes several examples of
coordination processes:
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•     Choosing goats is the process of goal determination (to be
pursued by the combined activities), and goal
decomposition (the process of assigning subgoals among
the chosen activities).

• Allocating resources (managing resource

interdependencies), occurs whenever multiple activities
share some limited resource like money or labor.  A
special case of resource allocation is that of task
assignment, i.e., allocating the scarce time of employees
to the tasks they will perform.

• Sequencing and synchronizing (managing timing
interdependencies) occurs when a group of activities must
occur at fixed times with respect to each other.

•   Other interdependencies not covered by the above types.
For example, the knowledge of specific IT user problems
that must be available to the designer of an information
system by training him/her in specific methodologies.

Thompson's categories of interdependence are implicit in the examples
mentioned above.

To bring about coordination in a specific organizational setting requires
coordination processes. Traditional views on coordination stressed the
role of the (common) hierarchy. In support of the view of the
centralized and predictable organization, decisions concerning activities
of multiple functional units should be assumed by a common
hierarchical level. One reason for this is the appropriate goal
orientation of that level, avoiding problems of monitoring behavior.
However, management time is limited: decisions that have a recurring
pattern and are predictable and routine in nature do not require direct
management attention. These are translated into standard operating
procedures.

As a consequence, traditional bureaucratic organizations are
coordinated through hierarchical decision-making and standard
operating procedures.  When the environment becomes increasingly
complex and turbulent. too many exceptions to the standard procedures
occur, and the hierarchy will lack sufficient capacity [Galbraith, 1973].
Contemporary organization theory stresses decentralization and
networking. Coordination will then move down to the level where the
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problem necessitating coordination occurs. Direct interaction between
the involved organizational units becomes necessary, and coordination
processes must support reciprocal interdependence, focussing on
realizing mutual adjustment (Thompson).  At this point, problems of
goal orientation and behavior monitoring begin to emerge.

Combining Thompson's classification of interdependence with
organizational coordination processes, reveals the following pattern:

• Pooled interdependence (goal selection and

decomposition; resource allocation) results in a process of
hierarchical referral (e.g., planning cycles of budget
allocation) and application of procedures (e.g., standard
budget procedures).

•  In situations of sequential interdependence (sequencing
and synchronizing, other interdependencies), procedures
for routine decision-making and referral to a common
hierarchy for exceptions become the dominant
coordinating mode.

• ln case of reciprocal interdependence, uncertainty,
complexity of the problem situation and growing insights
in resolution of the problem requires a process of mutual
adjustment.

Galbraith and Daft provide analyses and descriptions of how
coordination in case of reciprocal interdependence can take place
through a system of cross functional teams, taskforces, project groups
and integrating roles. Based on this framework we propose the
following coordination mechanism framework:

• Coordination by intent and goal orientation. e.g.,
expressing common missions, objectives, strategies,
stimulating goal congruencies by incentive schemes,
personnel appraisal.

• Coordination by interaction: e.g.. common (group)
decision-making, forms of lateral communication,
processes to share information, stimulating proximity
between people whose activities require close

coordination [Nonaka & Konno, 1998].
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•   Coordination by procedures. e.g., planning cycles, use of
tools, decision rules.

•  Coordination by organization structure: e.g., functional
versus product oriented division of labor;

• Coordination by individuals, roles, or culture: e.g.,
emphasizing, strengthening common elements which
contribute to a desired, predictable behavior in specific
situations such as military, police, and/or accountants.

Each of the case studies represent a significantly different set of
organizational interrelationships between business and IT. Nolan and
Crosan (see Table 1 1-1) suggest  15 key criteria for transformation.   The
issue for those interested in the evolution of the business/IT
interrelationship becomes one of selecting the criteria and
characteristics associated with appropriate (successful) relationships and
organizational linkages for the business/IT relationship.

11.3  Characteristics by business organizational stage and
interrelationship
The evolutions of the business organization combined with existing
business/IT interdependence create interdependencies that impact the
ability of the enterprise to change. Nolan and Croson [1995:22]
recognize a number of categories that will change as the business
organization evolves to a transformed state, each category having its
unique time span. (See Table  11-1:  Business Transformation as viewed
by Nolan/Croson.) And. since business and IT depend upon each other
to accomplish their tasks, the nature of the existing business/IT
interrelationships may have a profound influence on transformation
planning.

To this end, we construct a form (Table    1 1 -2) to describe and
(subsequently) compare the following elements based Upon the
previously cited work of Malone & Crowston [1991], Galbraith, Lawler
& Associates [1993], March & Simon [1958], Daft [1998], and
Thompson [1967].

Coordination by intent and goal orientation encompasses:

• High level statement regarding business and IT
interdependency
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•   Underlying management philosophy of both business and
IT organizations.

Category of From Non-Transformed To Transformed
Change

Worker
Size of work force Full sized work force. Downsized, half-sized work force.
Focus Mixed blue-collar/white-collar. Knowledge worker.

Reward system Loyalty and scniority. Performance.

Organization
Structure Functional hierarchy. Networked.
Scale Large. Flexible.

Economic relationships Mergers and acquisitions. Strategic alliances.
Communications Paper. Electronic.

Management
Plan Formal plan Visioning.

Orientation Production. Customer.
Value Tangibles. Intangibles.

Distribution Mass. Targeted.
Order Control. Coordination.
Competitive calibration Multinational. Global.
Time Full. Half.

Information technology Support. Enabling.
Table 11-1: Business Transformation as viewed by Nolan/Croson
(1995:22).
Coordination by interaction includes:

•   Coordination by decision-making from the perspective of
strategies and plans.

• Coordination by mutual adjustment from the

Nolan/Croson perspective of management order and IT,
and organization structure and scale.

•    Coordination by communication, a combination reflecting
the elements of organizational structure and

communications.

•    Coordination by proximity, another view of organizational
structure and communications as influenced by

organizational scale and economic relationships.
•  Coordination by information availability relates to the

Nolan/Croson categories of organizational structure and
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communications, and management views of orientation
and IT.
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Interdependence: Pooled Sequential Reciprocal
Issues DP Era Micro Era Network Era
Intent and goal IT and business Business informs IT.  IT and business have
orientation. share resources and   IT plans reflect shared and integrated

are operationally business strategy. visions.
disconnected.

Underlying business Extend/defend Build new businesses. Extend/protect
horizons.
management core businesses Cost. improved Contribution to business

philosophy Cost, improved efficiencies and strategy.
emciencies. effectiveness

Underlying IT Cost, improved Cost, improved Contribution to business
management emciencies efficiencies and strategy.
philosophy. effectiveness. Extend/protect options.
Interaction.
Decision-making Budgets Common goals. Common goals and

(Strategies) languages.

Shared goals/strategies.
Business Unit management
makes application decisions.
Upper management decides
on infrastructure.

Decision-making Separate business/IT IT planning cycle integrated planning process.
(Plans) planning cycles. follows business Management by business

IT manager decides. planning cycle. case & strategic
opportunity.

IS planning and Includes extend / protect
management via future options via
budgets and capacity. infrastructures/architectures.

Mutual adjustment Scheduled meetings.  Unscheduled meetings.
Committees. Face-to-face negotiations.

Teams/teamwork
Communication Vertical. Mixed vertical and Horizontal.

horizontal.
Proximity Low priority. Medium priority. High priority (physically

and/or virtually)
Information Low (independent. Medium (information High (infraslructures
availability standalone & data architectures support intra- and inter-

applications on provide limited organizational networking).
mainframe). information sharing).

Procedures.

Standards and Standardization Plans. Procedures for routine-like

procedures Rules. Schedules. events. Non-routine largely

Procedures. Feedback. decided via mutual consent.

Methods and tools BSP Information Econ. Scenario planning.

Cost-benefit analysis. Balanced Scorecard. Option thinking; Option
ROI. Build revenue w/NPV.value & management.

Organizational Hierarchical Horizontal, lateral. Network.
structure. No linkage necessary.Linkage. Linkage.

Individuals, roles, Existing culture. Changing culture. New culture.
and culture. Updated IT skill set. Changing skill set. New skill set.
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Table 11-2: Business stages and IT organizational change/relationship.
Coordination by procedures embraces:

• Coordination by standards and procedures from the
Nolan/Croson perspective of management plans and IT.

• Coordination by methods and tools from the

Nolan/Croson perspective of management plans, values,
and IT.

Coordination by organization structure addresses:

• Coordination by organizational form. emphasizing
organizational structure.

And, Coordination by individuals, roles, or culture includes:

•   Coordination through culture can be accomplished either
through enforcing current culture (adaptation) or by
introducing cultural change (re-creation and

reorientation), and reflects  any  of  the 15 Nolan/Croson
criteria.

•    Coordination through skills and skill sets, staff

11.4  Application of coordination theory to case analysis
Sliell: From the BusCom perspective, there is little dependence
between it and the IT organization (SSI). It views IT as a necessary but
not strategic support vehicle for its BusCom activities.

Moreover, the BusCom made each Operating Unit in its group
responsible for financially justifying and managing its own IT
initiatives, including any investment issues relating to intangible
benefits (e.g., increased customer satisfaction, increased organizational
flexibility, etc.), and used its own ROI-driven investment caps as a
control mechanism. As a result, the business/IT linkage today exists at
the Operating Unit level. However, the BusCom expects that by
focusing on efforts to create (for the first time) a common infrastructure
for Oil Products along with specialized competency centers to perform a
number of information manager functions, it will significantly increase
synergy and strengthen business/IT linkage at the European level
through improved data and information sharing.
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We describe the Shell Oil Products BusCom adaptation activities in
Table 11-3. The Table also reflects the analysis of pooled

interdependence at Shell Oil Products BusCom using descriptors and/or
characteristics for each of the previously identified business/IT
interdependencies.
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interdependence: Pooled Shell Oil  Products  BusCom
Issues DP Era Adaptation
intent and goal lT and business Share resources at corporate level.
orientation. share resources and Oil Products is comprised of many OUs.

are operationally SSI is independent of Oil Products.
disconnected

Underlying business Extend/defend Extend/defend core businesses.
management core businesses
philosophy Cost, improved

efficiencies.
Underlying IT Cost, improved Downsize and lower cost structure. Focus on core
management emciencies. competencies. Improve speed and quality of
philosophy decision-making.
inkraction.
Decision-making Budgets Business 'owns IT .
(Strategies) Caps on IT spending enforced

Focus on creating common infrastructure
Decision-making Separate business/lT Separate planning cycles; intersection point at new
(Plans) planning cycles. position o f business/IT planner.

IT manager decides. IT manager is viewed as a preferred outsourccr for
infrastructure-related development. Buy
application packages off-the-shelf; have SSI
rctrofit.

Mutual adjustment      --------------
Communication Vertical. Up to Group, down to OUs, over to SSI.
Proximity Low priority. None.
Information Low (independent, Very low. Previously, OUs made all systems
availability standalone mainframe and application decisions.

applications).
Procedures.

Standards and Standardization Group Oil Products reviews all Operating Unit
procedures Rules budgets

Procedures. Procedures allow for release from spending caps.
Methods and toOIS BSP. Cost-benefit analysis, with overall direction

Cost-benefit analysis. influenced by Group Scenarios.
ROI BusCom Investment caps driven by ROI.

Organizational Hierarchical Reduce hierarchy to speed decision-making
structure. No linkage necessary No linkage except within individual OU

individuals, roles, Existing culture Controlling culture of decentralized
OUS
and culture. Update IT skill set remains unchanged &at the discretion of each unit.

Emphasis on developing common infrastructure to
facilitate future data and applications sharing
Emphasis on developing support infrastructure to
create synergy between groups' business units

Table 11-3: Pooled interdependence in Shell Oil Products BusCom.

With the Operating Units using SSI for standalone, mainframe
applications, and with no current shared infrastructure, Nolan/Croson
would call this the DP Era. However, within the Oil Products BusCom,
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this situation is rapidly changing. Despite the SSI move toward greater

independence, it is still an important external IT supplier to the
BusCom. The information manager function within Oil Products is
performed by Kout and his group.  The Oil Products specific IS/IT
activities are integrated into the business processes via the competency
centers within the BusCom and provide the means for tighter
business/IT linkages. (Competency centers are most often developed in
the business under the responsibility of the CIO, however the CIO
function of Shell is within SSI.) With these changes, we see Shell

moving into a more reciprocal, interdependent IT era.

AGT: Using this same approach, we can also describe AGT/NS and its
activities. Unlike the Shell BusCom, a working relationship and
interdependence exists between AGT and its Network Systems. There
is a shared commitment to common goals driven by the Customer Focus
Groups, jointly staffed and with decision-making power, thus
introducing the benefits of teams and team-working to the company.
(See Table 1 1-4.)

A specifically-tailored mix of criteria based upon Information
Economics concepts that focused on revenue-building replaced the more
traditional R01-based justification for IT investments. Later, the
Balanced Scorecard was adopted, introducing 'intangible'

measurements to complement the intangible investment criteria.  New
infrastructures were designed to support both intra- and inter-
organizational networking. NS stepped up to the role of qualifying
potential outsourcing relationships and contributed staff to the strategic
alliance, ODA (Operations Development Alliance). And, during the
time-frame of the case study and with full support of business

management, NS redefined and invested in its critical skill base.  It now
includes a set of new soft skills consisting of interpersonal
communications, decision-making, facilitative leadership, team skills.
Process skills, in addition to the more traditional skill base of
technology, round out the skill base inventory for NS IT professionals.

SCE: SCE/Edison provides as sharp a contrast to AGT/NS as AGT/NS
provided to the Shell BusCom. (See Table   11 -5 representing reciprocal
interdependence at SCE/Edison in the Network Era.) No longer is
strategy focused on efficiencies and effectiveness, but on shared vision
and extending/protecting horizons and options, with rewards based upon
contribution to business strategy.
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Interdependence: Sequential AGT/NS
Issues Micro Era Re-creation
Intent and goal Business informs IT. Business informs IT.
orientation. IT plans reflect IT plans reflect business strategy.

business strategy
Underlying business Cost improved AGT must rebuild its current business to face
management efficiencies and competition and focus on core business.
philosophy effectiveness. TELUS to diversity to lessen dependencc on

Build ncw businesses. telecommunications market
Underlying IT Cost, improved Cost, improved efficiencies and effectiveness
management efficiencies, and Internal fit. (including IT alignment to business).
philosophy effectiveness. Focus on core competencies.
Interaction.
Decision-making Common goals. Business/IT shared commitment to common goals.
(Strategies & Plans) IT planning cycle IT planning cycle followed business cycle prior to

follows business utilization of CFG's, when plans (including new
planning cycle. business model) was a single business/IT event.

Mutual adjustment Scheduled meetings. Corporate management review and assessment.
Face-to-face negotiations within the CFG's.

Committees. CFG's replace committees (decision-making
power).

Communication Mixed vertical and Mixed vertical and horizontal.
horizontal.

Proximity Medium priority High priority (physically and/or virtually) for
CFG's.

Information Medium (information High (infrastructures designed to support intra-
availability and data architectures & inter- organizational networking).

provide limited CFG's developed common mental models.
information sharing).

Procedures.

Standards and Plans Plans and schedules were developed by CFG's and
procedures Schedules. reviewed/approved by upper management.

Feedback. NS work conformed to current corporate
standards.
Methods and tools information Econ Tailored version of IE with Balanced Scorecard

Balanced Scorecard. added later
Revenue building/NPV.

Organizational Horizontal. lateral. Horizontal & lateral with strong team orientation.
structure. Linkage. Linkage
Individuals, roles, Changing culture. Changed culture by instituting CFG's as a
business

and culture. / IT shared responsibility & commitment
Changing skill Set New business-oriented skills required 10

supplement more traditional IT professional skill
Set.

Table 11-4: Sequential interdependence in AGT/NS.

The SCE/Edison case study also contributes additional value to our
study from a longitudinal perspective. By tracing its history over the
decades, we begin to sense some rather distinct 'eras' associated with
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the business/IT interdependencies based upon the evolution of business
organizations and IT deliverables.

Interdependence: Reciprocal SCE/Edison
Issues Network Era Reorientation

Intent and goal IT and business have shared Shared and integrated visions.
orientation. and integrated visions. Competitive fit.
Underlying business Extend/protect horizons. Extend/protect horizons.

management Contribution to business Contribution to business strategy

philosophy strategy.
Underlying IT Contribution to business strategy.Contribution to business strategy.

management philosophy Extend/protect options. Extend/protect options.
Interaction.
Decision-making Common goals and languages. Common goals and languages.
(Strategies) Shared goals/strategies. Shared goals/strategies.

BU management makes BU management makes

application decisions. application decisions.
Upper management decides on Upper management decides on
infrastructure. infrastructure.

(Plans) Integrated planning processes. integrated planning processes.

Management by business case Management by business case and
and stratcgic opportunity. strategic opportunity.

Mutual adjustment Unscheduled meetings. Unscheduled meetings.
Face-to-face negotiations. Face-to-face negotiations.
Teams/teamwork. Teams/teamwork.

Communication Horizontal. Managers are peers.
Proximity High priority (physically High priority (physically and/or

and/or virtually) virtually via SCEnet).
Information High (infrastructures designed    High (infrastructures designed to
availability to support intra- and inter- support intra- and inter-organizational

organizational networking). network).
High (technology sharing/transfer)

Procedures.
Standards & procedures Procedures/Mutual adjustments. Procedures/Mutual adjustments.
Methods and tools Scenario planning. Information Economics concepts.

Option thinking. Option thinking/management built into
Option management. scenarios.
Option value. External change anticipated through

scenario-based planning.
'Vision' Scorccard.

Organizational Network. Mixed horizontal and network.
structure. Linkage High degree of business/IT linkage.

Individuals, roles  New culture/organization. Fluid organization (Edison) maintained
and culture. to leverage strategic opportunities.

New skill set. All managers are 'business managers'.

Table 11-5: Reciprocal interdependence in SCE/Edison.

Decisions regarding IT investments have moved from ROI-based (Shell
BusCom) to NPV and Information Economics-based (AGT/NS) to
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value-based at SCE/Edison. As a result, business and IT strategies are
aligned today and are expected to be in the future. Scenarios and
scenario-based planning is the reality, with options thinking and options
management built into the scenarios.

SCE/Edison, like AGT/NS adopted new performance measurements,
however its approach is based upon 'vision attainment' rather than the
Balanced Scorecard. Notwithstanding the preceding comments, perhaps
the most remarkable competency SCE/Edison possesses today is that of
technology transfer within the organization combined with the ability to
extend its own technology developments through strategic alliances.

11.5 Case lessons learned regarding business/IT interdependence
Using the three case examples to demonstrate pooled (Shell Oil
Products BusCom), sequential (AGT/NS), and reciprocal

interdependence (SCE/Edison) in Tables 11-3, 11-4, and 11-5, we can
observe the Nolan/Croson cumulative effect in the growth of
organizational interdependence when we compare the Shell BusCom
(Stages  1-2) to AGT/NS (Stages  3-4) to SCE/Edison (Stages  5-6).
Specifically, we can conclude the following regarding each of the types
of coordination.

Coordination by interaction
Over the three eras/economies, business and IT start with separate
planning cycles with the IT manager doing the decision-making, and
gradually evolve to an interim approach where the IT planning cycle
follows the business planning cycle with IS planning and management
accomplished through a combination of budgets and capacity.  The
evolution to the Network Era/Information Economy results in an
integration of planning processes and management by business case and
strategic opportunity. This new business/IT focus includes

extending/protecting future options through appropriate infrastructures
and architectures (SCE/Edison).

Coordination by intent and goal orientation
Regarding business and IT interdependencies, we can characterize Shell

Oil Products BusCom (the business) and SSI (IT) as sharing resources
but operationally disconnected, at AGT/NS business informs IT and IT
plans reflect the business strategy; and within SCE/Edison, business and
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IT have shared and integrated visions where alignment naturally occurs
as part of the process or through mutual adjustment.

The underlying management philosophy of both business and IT
organizations also reflect a similar, cumulative shift. The business
philosophy moves from the traditional extend/defend core businesses
with a focus on cost and improving efficiencies (Shell)to building new
businesses, focusing on cost and improving efficiencies and
effectiveness (AGT/NS) to one of extending/protecting horizons,
focusing on the contribution to business strategy (SCE/Edison).
Similarly, the IT management philosophy moves from a focus on cost
and improved efficiencies (Shell) to cost and improved efficiencies and
effectiveness (AGT/NS) to one of focusing on the contribution to
business strategy and extending/protecting options for the future
(SCE/Edison). These shifts in management philosophy track closely
with the Nolan/Croson view of appropriate management for the
industrial, transitional, and information economies, respectively.

In addition to coordination in planning, coordination by mutual
adjustment replaces standards and procedures in the information
economy (SEC/Edison) and includes unscheduled meetings, face-to-face
negotiations, and teams and team-working, and supplements the more
flexible standards and procedures in the transitional economy via
scheduled meetings and committees (AGT/NS). Coordination by
communication reflects the elements of organizational structure and
communications. Businesses gradually evolve from a functional
hierarchy to a networked organization.  As they do, communications
evolve from vertical to a mixed vertical and horizontal, and finally to a
horizontal orientation - changes enabled in all three cases by a growing
reliance on electronic communications (e.g., e-mail, phonemail, etc.).
As the hierarchy begins to flatten, any mutual adjustment regarding
plans, schedules, feedback. and committee activity requires information
sharing, either electronically or face-to-face and thus requires virtual
proximity. Information sharing is a mandatory element in developing

 

business/IT shared and integrated visions at SCE/Edison. This assumes
that information needed is available in some deliverable form (paper or
electronic). in the case of Shell Oil Products BusCom, it is not,
although it may be within each discrete Operating Unit. Until there is a
common application set and a common infrastructure for

communicating and sharing information between Operating Units within
the same BusCom, any information sharing at the level of the BusCom
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must remain suspect.  At AGT, the wide availability of micros within
organizations required the development of data architectures with a
supporting infrastructure to allow the sharing of information, and, with
the increasing number of strategic alliances and growing multinational
focus of Edison, infrastructures that supported both intra- and inter-
organizational networking became a high priority.

Coordination by organizational structure and procedures
A purely hierarchical organization does not require business/IT linkage
to be effective (industrial).  When the organization begins to develop
interdependencies of a sequential nature, the need for linkage as an
expression of interdependency grows (transitional). And, as the
organization evolves to compete in the information economy,
organizational interdependencies and their associated linkages become
critical to the networked, increasingly global, environment.

Coordination by standards and procedures is strong initially, enforced
by standards, rules and procedures (industrial/Shell), then softened to
use of plans, schedules, and feedback (transitional/AGT), and gradually
receive only incidental attention (information/SCE). Coordination by
methods and tools is highly structured and formal initially, employing
BSP, Cost-Benefit Analysis, and ROI to accomplish coordination when
value to the business is measured in terms of tangible benefits
(industrial/Shell).  As the perception of value evolves to recognize
important intangible benefits, the methods and tools become more
flexible and tailored to the specific situation. They include IT
investment prioritization to align IT support with the business strategy
and the inclusion of measurements of intangible values such as
improved customer satisfaction (transitional/AGT), to creating new
definitions of value that encompass primarily intangible benefits and
require assessment of option value.  Here, IT becomes the enabler of the
business through judicious use of option thinking and option
management (information/SCE).  It is also important to note that by
changing the orientation of the justification and measurement systems to
value enables a new type of worker reward system where performance-
based compensation becomes the rule, further enforcing the intangible
aspects of value.

Coordination by individuals, roles, or culture
Coordination through culture can be accomplished either through
enforcing current culture (adaptation) or by introducing cultural change
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(re-creation and reorientation), and reflects any of the 15 Nolan/Croson
criteria. For example, massive downsizing was the first clear signal to
many workers that the work culture and ethic of the organization was
undergoing significant change and would never return to 'business as
usual'. Large organizations began to pursue the goal of becoming lean
and flexible requiring coordination rather than command and control
mechanisms. These changes triggered others, and in this ripple effect
organizations began to adopt new cultures and management maxims and
abandoned the old. All are interconnected at some level.

Coordination through skills and skill sets, staff address the level of
skills, particularly new ones, that the organization must possess in order
to move successfully from one stage of interdependence to the next.  In
the Shell case (Oil Products BusCom and its relationship to SSI) the two
organizations have significantly different objectives, i.e., SSI is
expected to become self sustaining, whereas the BusCom is expected to
contribute value through the performance improvements of all of its
various Operating Units. The business staff does not expect anything
from SSI other than the availability of current IT skills for its
infrastructure development and support. This, however, does not hold
true for either AGT/NS or SCE/Edison. By instituting Customer Focus
Groups as a shared business/IT responsibility and commitment, the
AGT business culture changed and along with it the necessity for
expanding the IT professional skill set to include new business-oriented
skills. Similarly, SCE/Edison underwent a like transition, albeit in the
early 1980's, and set the stage for the current organizational and
management view that IT managers are business managers.

Growth of business/IT interdependencies
We see a connection between the level of business/IT organizational
interdependence and the ability to enable the requisite changes in
worker, organization, and management characteristics to achieve
business transformation. For fewer workers create more product via
information availability, for organizational structure and scale to move
from a large functional hierarchy to flexible networks and networking,
and for management processes to focus on enabling the vision through
coordination rather than creating a formal plan and controlling its
execution requires a parallel change in the business/IT relationship with
the IT function moving from a supporting to an enabling role.
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A striking example is the Shell Oil Products BusCom. Shell leadership
in  1973 to develop the concepts of scenario planning for industry began
to change the Operating Units, yet the visions it produced a quarter of a
century ago are only now having a significant impact on the corporate
staff. A second example is SCE/Edison, who restructured in 1985 to
enable the future development of profit-making ventures and
implemented scenario planning in 1990.  By 1998, two of its new non-
utility companies (Edison Capital and Edison Mission Energy) had
combined assets exceeding $6.7 billion and contributed 25% of Edison
International's total earnings.  In one case, all of the critical elements
(workers, organization, management) had sufficient synergy to make the
rapid transition to the information economy, and the other did not.

How to best develop a complete working set of descriptors or markers
to chart this necessary progression as it relates to business/IT
interdependencies and linkages requires an analysis and conversion of
case-specific to the relevant generic theory-based characteristics.
Although this demands more cases than those included in the research,
we believe the combination of the cases, the descriptive criteria, and the
theoretical base as shown in Table 11-2 provide a sound starter set for
future study and expansion.
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12. Research questions: lessons learned

12.1 Introduction

We cannot conclude from the analysis in Chapters 8 through  10 that
when business and IT employ common strategy and planning tools and
textbook organizational forms, the result will be shared mental models,
improved communications, and effective business/IT linkages.  Nor can
we conclude that one combination of planning and management tools
(e.g., scenario-based planning, IE concepts, and the 'vision' scorecard
at SCE) is superior to another (e.g., traditional corporate planning, IE
concepts and Balanced Scorecard at AGT). Both Ansoff [1994] and
Campbell [1999] state that tailoring the planning processes to the
individual business needs and characteristics is critical to the process
and must be perceived as adding value as compared to consuming
valuable time.

The case studies are examples of tailoring organizational efforts to
address business/IT interdependencies during strategy development and
organizational change. Although we can't say with certainty that these
case studies are examples of best practice, we can reiterate that the
companies are considered leaders by their peers and have had a century
of experience in dealing with change.

In Chapter 8 we introduce an analysis framework based upon
organizational theory to explore organizational actions depicted in the
cases and demonstrate that these actions are not aberrant but typical and
appropriate for organizational change. The product of this work is a set
of case lessons learned regarding a successful relationship when the
business/IT interrelationship undergoes organizational change through
tuning, adaptation, reorientation, or re-creation.

Knowledgeable, effective decision-making by business top management
requires an organizational environment in which change and stability
can coexist and sustain business momentum. To create and sustain this
ideal organizational environment requires of top management the
knowledge and capabilities to address the following issues for his/her
company:
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• How radical change in economic (competitive) and
technological forces Will affect the business/IT

relationship.
•  What internal and external organizational arrangements

apply to the business/IT relationship.
• How internal/external organizational arrangements

regarding IT contribute to sustainable competitive
position.

But by far, the overriding issue becomes:

•   What the critical issues for business top management are
regarding IT and strategic decision-making.

These are the four research topics initially posed in Chapter 1, however
as a result of the intervening study and analysis the topics are reordered
to complete the analysis. The product is a set of lessons learned that
can be used as a checklist by business/IT management for building the
most appropriate organizational relationship.
This is, to use a US colloquialism, "where the rubber meets the road"
with minimal detritus. Each enterprise is different.  It has its own
unique culture, policies and practices, competitors, customers,
suppliers, products, core competencies, etc. that influence the actions
and views of its decision-making executives.

12.2 How radical change in competition and technology affects
business/IT relationships
Willcocks, Feeny & 1slei [1997:124] cite the 1967 work of Lawrence &
Lorsch for the introduction of the language of dijferentiation and
integration to describe how organizations respond to technology and
market factors. Over three decades ago, Lawrence & Lorsch proposed:

•  Differentiation as the means by which an organization
tries to deal with its external environment. The
organization creates a special unit to master a particular
part of its external environment or technology and
becomes differentiated due to the requirement of
specialized skills.
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•    Integration as the means to achieve collaboration when it
becomes necessary for the organization/enterprise as a
whole.

Lawrence & Lorsch found that when organizations faced rapid change
and unforseen turbulence in their technologies and markets, it became

highly unlikely that a simple formal organizational hierarchy would
suffice to resolve conflicts. A more sophisticated coping mechanism
becomes necessary to create specific goals, liaison devices and
management processes that work together to simultaneously achieve
high differentiation and high levels of integration.

The implications of Lawrence & Lorsch for configuring IS/IT may be
these surmised by Willcocks, Feeny & Islei.

•   IT is a core technology for many enterprises today and is
also an environmental turbulence, thus the creation of
differentiated specialist IS units is to be expected.  Yet
IS/IT is unlikely to be effective without special
management processes and organizational devices
specifically created to integrate these units with the host
organization. (The SCE/Edison and AGT case studies
support this view as does Shell.)

•   When there are differentiated business units, business unit
integration may depend partly on information systems.
Furthermore, for differentiated business that possess local
IS/IT units there will be need for some collaboration or
integration across these local IS/IT units. (Examples are
the Shell Oil Products BusCom move to create a common
infrastructure for the Oil Products Operating Units, SCE
and its SCEnet and global office, and AGT and its global
office concept.)

• Departments within business units have their own
business objectives, but these departments must operate in
an integrated and synergistic fashion to achieve business
(unit) success. Thus the integration challenge can exist
between business and IT at the highest level, between
business units, and between local IT units in differentiated
business units. The issue is to identify and build the
integrative relationships necessary to accomplish synergy.
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The evolutions of the business organization, IT deliverables, and
business/IT interdependence each have a unique time span within an
enterprise, yet by their very nature create new interdependencies that
impact the ability of the enterprise to change. Nolan and Croson
[1995:8] point out that these evolutionary processes are both iterative
and cumulative and "eventually transform organization structures at the
industry level" with significant implications for the senior executive.
Senior executives must be sufficiently engaged in the ongoing process
to know when to abandon the traditional and embrace the new
organizational forms, management principles, and technologies
necessary to competitive fit.

12.3 What internal and external organizational arrangements apply to
the business/IT relationship

In  Chapter  1, we identified an emerging management framework  for
business/IT linkages and relationships built around IT leadership and
relationship-building. Specific areas requiring continuing management
attention by IT included vision-strategy tools and relationships, IT
infrastructure coordination, supply-demand tools and relationships, and
business/IT shared responsibilities. By examining these areas, we can
identify what management did in each of the case studies, and how it
was accomplished. Characteristics that contribute to business/IT
organizational bonding [Bensaou & Earl 1998], focus on proximity of
the two groups, along with cross training, shared understanding, and
continuing relationships that can be brought about through rotational
assignments, co-location, etc.  It is important to note that although these
characteristics may require changing the existing business/IT mind-set,
they do not necessarily require changing the organizational structure at
the same time.

Tables  12-1  through 12-6 comprise the business/IT linkages and
relationships from the case study actions and results. The tables address
each of the key elements identified in Figure  1-3.  Management
framework for business/IT linkages and relationships, highlighting
management actions and subsequent results as described in the three
case studies.

Leadership and relationship building
Leadership and relationship building is at the heart of the management
framework for business/IT linkages and relationships. No matter what
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phase of (Nolan/Croson) organizational development, these skills have
importance.
All three case studies accomplished their specific objectives in building
closer working relationships between business and IT. Figure  11-1:
Leadership and relationship-building in the case studies compare the
actions and results of the three companies.

Shell AGT SCE

Action: IT organization Action: Management Action: IT senior
becomes new unit to be emphasis on cross- management responsible
treated as a preferred functional teams. for business functions of
outsourcer for business facilitative leadership real estate development;
infrastructure support styles, and group business merger.
(SSI). problem-solving.
Result: Any probability for Result: Able to lead the Result: IT leadership
potential business leadership    way to necessary changes skills; cross-training;
achieved through IT in the corporate culture. business systems
innovation by SSI thinking, increased
diminished. business exposure.
IT innovation most likely to
occur due to synergies
developed within
competency centers.

Action: Competency Centers Action: IT senior Action: Rotational
established to provide management assignments for both
IS/IT applications commitment to project, business and IT.
expertise to business units. assuring peer Directors

in affected LOBs were
aware and supportive.
Resolved conflicts as
they occurred.

Result: Growth of IS/IT Result: Broke down Result: Cross-training:
knowledge to effectively previous organizational Relationship building.
apply new technology and communications business systems
across business units barriers. thinking, shared mental
enhanced. models.

Table 12-1: Leadership and relationship-building in the case studies.

Shell may have emphasized these skills sometime prior to our
interviews (4Q98-1099), however the current organization reflects
opposing developments where SSI becomes the preferred outsourcer for
infrastructure development and the competency centers have the
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responsibility for developing business-related IT applications.
Leadership and relationship building skills, in combination with specific
application areas within product groups, are now being sought to staff
key positions within the business organization (e.g., the BusCom).  The
business/lT relationship and linkages will be the responsibility of these
limited numbers of specialized individuals for all outsourcing
relationships, including both SSI as preferred provider as well as
outside consultants.

AGT business management recognized the necessity for the Network
Systems group to possess these skills if they were to succeed in their
new charter, and supported the funding of the additional training.  In
building its new organizational model, AGT had to break down existing
organizational and communications barriers between business and IT
before it could begin to build new linkages and relationships.  This
required strong and visible senior management commitment.

SCE (Edison International) focused on recognizing, developing, and
rewarding these skills for decades, and they remain an important part of
its corporate history and current culture.  The SCE culture builds strong,
visionary business managers and capitalizes on the inherent flexibility
this approach creates.

Vision-Strategy tools and relationships
The three companies have strategy and planning tools in common.
Shell employs scenario planning, AGT employs IE concepts, and SCE
employs both scenario planning and IE concepts. Figure  12-2:  Vision-
Strategy tools and relationship-building in the case studies compares
the specific actions and results within the three companies.

Shell AGT SCE
Action: Moved IT Action: Adopted lE Action: Adopted scenario
scan responsibility concepts to facilitate planning and IE concepts, with
from business to SSI. dialog re: business IT responsible for technology

strategy vs. IT resources. scanning as input to scenarios.
Result: IT moves Result: Supported Result: IT becomes integral to
toward increased business s)·stems planning for all technologies in

technology expertise, thinking: improved the business. resulting in
at the price of improved communications increased business knowledge.
business knowledge of throughout all levels of
future and plans. management.
Action: Moved SSI Action: IT enunciated Action: Instituted business/IT
into Service Companies IS/IT strategy that its joint strategy and planning
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organization. internal customers sessions.
understood & agreed to.

Result: IT planning Result: Created and Result: Shared mental models,
linkages with business enforced shared mental vision, and strategy.
units change from models and client Supported cross-training,
partnership relationship expectations, gaining relationship building, and
to outsourcing/contractor shared commitment to business systems thinking.
relationship. project success.

Table 12-2: Vision-Strategy tools and relationship-building in the
case studies.

Despite their differences in approach and phase of organizational
development, each of the three companies accomplished their overall
objectives in building a new working relationship between business and
IT. For example, at Shell Oil Products BusCom, the strategy is short-
term and focused on a quick improvement in bottom line performance.
Again, there are opposing elements when compared to the NAM attempt
to integrate IT-based scenarios into long-term business strategy.

AGT, through its use of lE concepts improved its communications with
business management, and accompanied by a clearly stated strategy,
created and shared new mental models with business, gained a shared
commitment to project success.  And for SCE, the combined application
of scenario planning and lE concepts in joint business/IT strategy and
planning sessions resulted in the development of shared mental models,
vision, and strategy. IT became an integral part of all business
planning, strengthening existing working relationships between business
and IT. Moreover, IT continues to strengthen and expand its existing
business and industry knowledge.

IT infrastructure coordination
Today, there are business justifications for a company to place greater
importance on IT infrastructure. These justifications emerge from the
increasing necessity for cross-business communications and cost
reductions gained through common IT platforms. Table    12-3:    IT
infrastructure coordination in the case studies summarizes the actions
and results in the three companies regarding architecture, components,
and human IT infrastructure.

Shell is in the process of moving toward more common IT architectures
and infrastructures to improve communication between Operating Units,
BusCom, and Group, and to reduce overall IT support costs. This
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directly reflects the new corporate philosophy that niche technologies
are no longer financially justifiable.
AGT, with a significantly less sophisticated structural base to build
upon than either SCE or Shell, successfully addressed itself to similar
issues. It created a new gateway to corporate office applications to
maintain effective communications with the rest of the corporate
organization; maintained conceptual integrity for the new development
efforts; and changed its previous practices regarding workload
assignments and evaluations to better reflect the new team culture and
business focus. These efforts combined to create a new cohesive
culture between business and IT, improved communications, and a more
visible contribution to the success of the company.

Shell AGT SCE

Architecture
Action: Reduce redundant Action: Created Action: SCEnet established
effort at country and group transparent gateway as the company-wide
level by emphasizing access to corporate communications
common systems and shared office applications. infrastructure.
infrastructures.
Result: Anticipates Result: Maintained Result: IT management is
improved communications effective communication working jointly with
between business units and with rest of corporate LOB management,
reduced IT support costs. organization. enhancing shared

knowledge.

Components
Action: Buy off-the-shelf Action: CFG's develop Action: Maintain
applications and retrofit applications to serve conceptual integrity of
them to the business across organizational all development efforts.
organization. units.
Result: Short-term Result: IT managers Result: IT management is
reduction in IT application works in tandem working jointly with
development costs. w/LOB managers. LOB management.

assuring rational it> increasing business
& cohesiveness of knowledge, relationship-
all development building. and business
efforts. systems thinking.

Human IT infrastructure
Action: institute open Action: Workload Action: Meet training.
sourcing throughout assignments and development, and career
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Shell. evaluations at the progression needs of IT
peer to peer level. professionals including

those resident in business
units.

Resu It: Employee, rather Result: Supports team Result: Support rotational
than employer becomes environment; enables assignments, co-location,
responsible for forecasting individuals and project business systems thinking.
necessary future business teams to directly view and build continuing
skills requirements. their contribution to relationships.

organizational success.

Table 12-3: IT infrastructure coordination in the case studies.

Working as a business partner, the IT function at SCE focused on
enhancing shared knowledge through the establishment of a new
company-wide communications infrastructure. It maintained conceptual
integrity of all development efforts (whether within IT, IT within the
LOB, or outsourced), and it met the training, development and career
progression needs of all IT professionals within the business.
Addressing the overall IT infrastructure in this coordinated way
improved the sharing of business knowledge, and facilitated building
and sustaining stronger working relationships (through co-location,
rotational assignments).

Supply-Demand tools and relationship-building
Table  12-4:  Supply-Demand  tools  and relationship-building  in  the  case
studies summarizes the actions and results of the three companies from
the perspective of technology delivery and outsourcing delivery.

Shell AGT SCE
Technology Delivery

Action: Made receiving Action: Created multi- Action: Implemented
business unit ultimately disciplinary Customer client-controlled software
responsible for the success Focus Groups (CFG's) with LOB resident IT
of any investment in responsible for systems personnel to provide
technology. including requirements of a design,
development. and
application roll out. business function. training support for LOB

users.

Result: Requires each Result: Each group Result: Supports co-
business unit to possess possessed required location, cross-training.
necessary technology expertise to ensure shared understanding,
expertise to use IT successful application and building continuing
applications effectively. development; integrated relationships at all

development and support levels.
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functions.
Outsourcing Delivery

Action: Made receiving Action: Created inter- Action: Facilitate and
business unit responsible organizational teams monitor IT outsourcing
financially. Assistance with suppliers and contracts for quality. on-
on vendor negotiations outsourcing partners. time delivery. Develop
from business planners. close vendor relationship.
Result: All IT development Result: Shared mental Result: Shared mental
relationships will be models. relationship- models, relationship-
treated as outsourcing building, and business building, and business
contracts. systems thinking. systems thinking.
Table 12-4: Supply-Demand tools and relationship-building in the
case studies.

Technology delivery: Shell made the receiving business unit
responsible for the initial financial justification and any subsequent
maintenance costs of technology. Moreover, by managing the roll out
of all new technology and applications, the business became the
ultimate responsible party for the success or failure of any future
technology investment, including any costs incurred with outsourcing
partners (both SSI within Shell as well as independent vendors).
AGT took the approach of forming its multi-disciplinary Customer
Focus Groups (CFG's), staffed jointly by business and IT. Responsible
for developing systems requirements of a single business function and
maintain continuity of design necessary for information sharing, the
CFG responsibility crossed multiple departments, enforcing teamwork
between business departments as well as between business and IT.
Because each group possessed the necessary expertise to see the task to
its completion, all of the CFG members had a vested interest in
successful completion.

SCE opted for client-controlled software, where LOB resident IT
personnel provide specific design, development, and training support
for its LOB users similar to Shell's intent regarding its competency
centers. Since the LOBs were undergoing massive reengineering efforts
that were dependent upon timely and specific IT support, co-location
became the chosen business solution. Moreover, LOB managers took
greater responsibility for directing these efforts that were so critical to
the overall success of their LOB.

Outsourcing delivery: An important area of focus for many companies
today is that of IT and outsourcing (contained within the supply-demand
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tools and relationships). lf skilled employees who are committed to
business goals are a company's most important asset, then, as more
organizations consider the merits of outsourcing, they must consider
what critical skills must remain within smaller IS/IT function [Ulrich,
1998] to remain effective.

At this point, it is not clear how the relationship between SSI and the
BusComs will evolve, however the IT function at SCE and AGT played
almost identical roles. AGT created inter-organizational teams with
suppliers and outsourcing partners, while SCE developed 'close vendor
relationships'.  Both took the lead in facilitating the outsourcing
negotiations, and in monitoring the quality and on-time delivery of the
outsourced product. To accomplish this function successfully, both IT
groups initially possessed shared mental models, relationship-building
and leadership skills, and a knowledge of the business.  They used these
tools to systematically address and successfully impart the business
requirements to the vendor. In contrast, all IT development efforts are
now managed as outsourcing contracts, with the receiving business unit
having the ultimate responsibility for financial performance.

Business/IT shared responsibilities
Table   12-5:   Business/IT   shared   responsibilities   in   the   case   studies
summarizes the actions and results of SCE, Shell, and AGT from the
perspective of sharing (or overlapping) responsibilities.

Shell AGT SCE

Action: New charter for SSI Action: Create and Action: Co-locate IT
as outsourcer created. staff CFG's. support with LOB.
Result: Usual business/IT Result: Sense of shared Result: Resolve conflicts
shared responsibilities & ownership, teamwork, in priorities for IT
relationships replaced by and commitment to support of business
contractual relationship. success because clients processes.

were vital  part o f the
process.

Action: Formation of Action: Joint business/IT Action: Use IE concepts
BusCom competency study of business to insure IT investment is
centers that include IT processes to produce new consistent with overall
business process support. business model. business direction.
Result: At this time the Result: Shared mental Result: Resolve
competency centers are model ofthe future. conflict         in
priorities
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being staffed (no results between client and
to report). corporate accountability.

Action: Joint business/IT Action: Emphasis on
recognition of new IT team skills.
'soft' skills requirement.
Result: IT training in Result: Jointly focus on
inter-personal new ways to create
communications, team economic value.
skills. and facilitative
leadership resulted in
IT being viewed as a
business team member.

Table 12-5: Business/IT shared responsibilities in the case studies.

The restructuring at Shell has eliminated any of the traditional
business/IT sharing of responsibilities.  This is a major challenge for
Shell to build a new partnership relationship between business and IT.
By making the receiving business unit responsible for the success of
virtually all phases of IT usage, combined with designating SSI as a
services organization expected to create a customer base outside of
Shell, eliminates the usual basis for responsibility-sharing between
business and IT functions. Whether the new position of business
planner (at the BusCom and Group level) will share any responsibilities
with SSI is also doubtful since the role of SSI is to advise and provide
services as any competent outsourcer would be expected to do.
Compensating for the movement of SSI away from close business
relationships are the newly created Competency Centers that is expected
to provide an integrative role among the Oil Products business units.

In retrospect, we see that Network Systems at AGT adopted a very
simple philosophy - clients are a vital part of the process and should be
our partners. By taking this approach at the very inception of the
project assured its success. Joint staffing of the CFGs removed existing
communications, organization. and cultural barriers. Joint study of the
business processes and the design of a new business model fostered a
shared mental model of the future, and a shared stake in making the new
vision a reality. By exercising its newly honed skills of facilitative
leadership and relationship building in the process, NS became a
member of the business team. forging a partnership for success.

Co-locating LOBs and its IT support staff at SCE resolved the majority
of the priority conflicts involving support for business processes, and
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since both groups 'bought into' the concept, there is a greater sense of
teamwork and commitment to results.  Due to the long-existing practice
of rotational assignments as a means of building broader business/IT
knowledge for long-term career development, re-balancing IT staff
between LOBs as a project waxes and wanes is not viewed as a major
problem.
Balancing the resources necessary to resolve an immediate problem
within the LOB against long-term corporate accountability requires
well-seasoned leadership and relationship-building skills. Employing
IE concepts to insure total IT investment remains consistent with overall
business direction is an increasingly important function. Pockets of IT
resources under the umbrella of LOB direction, the outsourcing of
systems operations, and corporate IT function exercising its
responsibility of IT career development, training, and protection of
critical skills contribute to both its criticality and complexity.
Finally, within SCE, the business/IT shared responsibility is to jointly
focus on new ways to create economic value. This cannot be
accomplished without the full trust, teamwork, and an innate spirit of
innovation of all parties.

12.4 How internal/external organizational arrangements regarding lT
contribute to sustainable competitive position

Choosing the appropriate organization response(s) to achieve/maintain
competitive fit and implementing them in the appropriate time frame is
critical to long-term organizational survival. Moreover, maintaining an
appropriate level of flexibility to accommodate future change in the
newly created structures is critical to next generation implementations
of business strategy.  Here, the discriminating factor is whether or not
management perceives the external forces for change as incremental or
discontinuous. Common organizational themes emerge despite the issue
of timing. (See Table   12-6:   Organizational   response   to   sustain

competitive position.)
These organizational themes include:

• Discontinuous change requires stronger planning and
management skills than incremental change. Visionary
companies like Shell and SCE/Edison have, over the
years, successfully managed organizational continuity and
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organizational change, a requirement for a company to
endure [Collins & Porras, 1997]. Organizational
continuity requires a continuing focus on core values and
core competencies, and more often than not, reflects itself
as incremental change, whereas the triggers of
organizational change are external and internal fit.  Both
types of change require motivation, transition

management, and sufficient power to inculcate the
change, achieving organizational stability [Nadler et al.,
1995]. Because discontinuous change represents more
factors not known or not quantifiable, significantly
stronger planning and management skills are necessary
than those for the more traditional incremental

improvements.

• Discontinuous change requires greater ingenuity,
imagination, and invention; whereas responding to
incremental change requires disciplines  of standards and
procedures. Previous solutions and past experience may
be especially misleading when dealing with discontinuous
change since it involves a fundamental shift in an
organization's vision and mission. New and untested
approaches are often risky but necessary in fueling
discontinuous change. incremental change may involve
changes in organizations, policies, methods and
procedures but not to the extent that it would involve a
fundamental modification of the character, strategy, or
identity of the enterprise.

•   Discontinuous change requires significant attention at the
senior management level. All change requires
management attention, however, discontinuous change
requires the senior management team, and according to
Nadler [1995:65] the CEO is the single most important
factor in assuring success. It is the CEO that must be
willing to drive the organization to a new corporate
identity by envisioning the new form, create the agenda
for change, and foster organizational commitment to make
it happen. Lacking these abilities, the CEO will fail.
With these abilities and a strong and committed executive
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team, collaborative efforts can drive the organization to
its new common vision.

•  Developing and sharing common mental models is a
factor in successfully responding to discontinuous
change; and

•  Responding to discontinuous change becomes a team-
driven activity when developing consensus is important.
Common mental models, teams, and developing
consensus are recurring themes in organizations
attempting to move and thrive in    the

Network/Infrastructure (Reciprocal) Era (e.g., AGT/1\IS
and SCE/Edison) as well as literature [Nadler et al, 1995;
Collins & Porras, 1997].

• Change involving the design and implementation of
business turnaround strategies may require a new
management team. Moody-Stuart became Chairman of
Shell in July 1997, and the restructuring began in 1998.
At an organizationally lower level, AGT replaced the IT
executive responsible for developing the vision (after it
was announced and accepted) with an IT executive whose
strength was in project implementation. Bryson became
CEO of SCE, and introduced scenario planning, fostered
environmental strategies including conservation
marketing, and repositioned the company to become a
global player.
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Response of    Shell Oil Products AGT SCE
Organization (BusCom) (NS) (the utility)
Re-balancing From: Decentralized From: Traditional From: Positioning the
Organizational Operating Units & decision-making organization to compete.
Elements· decision-making hierarchy. To: Building organization &

hierarchy of country, To: Inventing competitive position based
group, and senior solutions upon core competencies.
management. Requires: Strong IT Requires: Strong planning
To: Reduce redundancy, management skills.
downsize & simplify competencies.
hierarchy to improve Requires: Strong
performance. planning skills.
Requires: Discipline:
spending caps.

Differing Current industr)' Current strategic shift Anticipation of future
Externalforces cost structures forces requires re-creation.   strategic shift & lack of
Trigger D(#erent internal emciencies equilibrium requires a
Internal Change (adaptation) reorientation.
Requirements:
Degree of Unknown for Oil Products    Meduim to High High.
Business/IT BusCom/SSI (horizontal)
Mental Model or senior managemenV
Sharing: Operating Units (vertical)
Bridging from organizational response to competitive fit:
Tools CBA for IT justification Employs IT project    Employs software project

Caps IT$ for infrastructure ranking based on ranking mechanism for IT
& applications. IE concepts. based on IE concepts.

Linkages:
Structures: BusCom negotiates Customer Focus CIO on executive planning

for infrastructure. Groups (CFG's). team.
Systems: Business applications IE concepts & new IE concepts and scenarios

supported by OU scenarios. business model. common
planning tools.
Human Open resourcing Peer reviews Rotational assignments
Resources: Developed soft skills.

Conflict Cost Benefit Analysis Consensus-driven Team responsibility
Resolution: CFG's.

Table 12-6: From organizational response to competitive fit.

•    Creating a stable IT platform across business functions is
becoming an increasingly important business management
issue. Systems architectures now have systems flexibility
as a major design point. This provides IT modularity and
more closely matches the intent of the business
organization to remain flexible.  This also supports the
efforts of the business organization to control costs by
allowing the purchase or licensing of off-the-shelf
software.
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•    Building IT relationships and partnerships may reduce the
surprise factor and may also help to control change.
Business can benefit from the IT organization
participating in the IT outsourcing activities. Qualifying
and training the vendor, and building good vendor
working relationships assist in assuring a smooth
transition to an outsourcer.  It may also provide a means
of early warning to the business of unexpected change, to
the point that the timing of some changes may be
negotiated to be least disruptive of business operations.

12.5   What the critical issues for business top management are regarding
IT and strategic decision-making

Top management responsibility for IT
Top management is primarily concerned about the business case of IT,
containing business and IT plans and expectations. Although the
typical IT issues are technical in nature and a responsibility of
technology people, there are three basic areas of responsibility
regarding IT that top management must accept, be knowledgeable
about, and competently address.

•    First, top management must address IT in its management
cycle, assuring that its business management
infrastructure guarantees appropriate attention to IT.

•    Second, top management must concern itself with the IT
infrastructure.

•   Third. top management has a line responsibility regarding
current IT-applications supporting its level of
management.

Top management must address IT in its management cycle. \t must
assure that its business management infrastructure guarantees
appropriate attention to IT, so that that IT management is adequately
informed, and investments and applications are appropriately managed.
This is a broad responsibility and includes the following areas.

• Top management has a responsibility to inform IT
management regarding business strategy and vision that

may influence IT decision-making regarding current IT
applications and infrastructures. Whether IT is
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considered strategic to the business (e.g., AGT,
SCE/Edison, Shell Exploration and Production) or not
(e.g., Shell Oil Products), the lead time to modify current
IT applications and infrastructures often exceeds the time
required for the business organization to reflect the same
change.

•   Top management has the responsibility to assure that IT
management is informed regarding business objectives
(market share, profit, customer satisfaction, etc.) in a
centralized business organization. AGT accomplished
this through its jointly staffed Customer Focus Groups
and by the NS IT Director briefings for each Business
Director impacted by NS changes. Similarly, SCE/Edison
accomplishes this by making the CIO and other senior IT
management scenario-based planning team members.  In a
decentralized company, it becomes the responsibility of
the decentralized SBU's (e.g., reflected in the business
plans of Shell Oil Products Operating Units), however it
is a top management responsibility to guarantee that
decisions with regard to objectives are being made by
local SBU's.

• Business planning includes generating alternative
investment proposals, justification and prioritizing.  IT
proposals are part of a business case, and the business
case (in its entirety) must undergo evaluation, requiring
established procedures for the business to assess and
prioritize investments. it'S a top management
responsibility to assure that decentralized businesses
generate, assess and finally make appropriate decisions.
All three of the case studies established procedures to be
used for justification and prioritization of its IT proposals.

•   Because IT projects tend to cost more. deliver less, and
take more time than initially planned, top management
must concern itseu with the organization and
implementation of IT projects. What project management
structures are in put in place, what procedures exist? In
case of external vendors, what is the vendor policy, what
are the contractual conditions, etc.? This phase also
includes the organizational position of IT, i.e., is it a
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separate department? To what degree is it centralized?
Are there IT professionals in the business organization?
Whether the overall business model reflects centralized or
decentralized control, top management must ensure that
the IT organization(s) is appropriate for both the
implementation of IT projects and the integration of the
resulting technology into the business units and processes.
SCE/Edison accomplished this by through implementing
client-controlled software with LOB-resident IT personnel
and through co-location; AGT used its Customer Focus
Groups, making them responsible for ensuring successful
application development and integrating development and
support functions; and Shell Oil Products BusCom
requires each business unit to possess the necessary
technology expertise to use IT applications effectively.

•    Regarding motivating and/or leading, the skill set of the
people is a concern of top management, and may be
dependent on the overall business model of the firm.
Because the Shell organization is still highly
decentralized, the skill set issue is left to the
responsibility of the individual Operating Units within Oil
Products. This may change as a common infrastructure
and standards are gradually developed and enforced by
the Oil Products BusCom.  At AGT, the skill set issue
manifested itself by the customer business organization
championing the advanced training for selected NS
personnel in 'soft skills' of group facilitation and
leadership. And at SCE/Edison, rotational assignments
between business and IT organizations and consistent
emphasis on management skills at all levels in the
organization provided the appropriate structure.

•  Through a controlling process. top management should
collect and review information about whether IT plans
realized their objectives. Are there controlling processes
in place? Controlling IT costs through the whole life
cycle (not only until delivery of the project) is a very
under-developed area, and should be a concern for any
cost-conscious business executive.
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Top management must concern itself with the IT infrastructure.  Just
as there are business reasons for top management to address IT in its
management cycle, there are business reasons it must concern itself with
the IT infrastructure.  The IT infrastructure is a primary means of
business communications, both internal and external to the business
organization. Today's emphasis on customer orientation breeds cross or
combined products, global clients, and (clusters 00 network
organizations, all dependent on IT infrastructures to communicate.

Moving to lateral and/or networked organizations require interoperable
information systems. Communication - ranging from traditional EDI,
exchange of files, software, to e-mail, etc. - between formerly separate
information systems becomes necessary. This requires infrastructure,
and the type of infrastructure (with its specific reach and range
characteristics) depends on the business objectives to be attained, e.g.,
flexibility, mass customization, etc.

•  Top management must express the vision of how the
company must evolve and what it expects from IT
infrastructure. It is a management responsibility to
express the business issues in information requirements in
terms of communication, representation, timeliness, etc.
The Shell Oil Products BusCom has just begun its
requirements definition; AGT/NS focused efforts to
conform with corporate requirements; and SCE/Edison
focused on corporate measured goals of improved
responsiveness and quality service.                      '

An emerging topic related to the one above is that of supply chain
management - how to organize the value system or supply chain.
Business network redesign implies a restructuring of the supply chain to
be flexible and responsive to requirements imposed by mass
customization. In these circumstances, the competitive fit or advantage
issue moves from the level of the individual company to the supply
chain.

The business questions to be addressed become first, how the  new
supply chain fits in the competitive arena, and second, what value the

individual company creates for the total chain. issues about the
necessary IT infrastructure will involve discussions among the various
supply chain members. For example, do all of the supply chain
members reflect a common orientation in organizational form and
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supporting IT portfolios?  if some are product oriented (scale) and
others customer oriented (scope), where do they occur in the supply
chain and what is the overall impact on the effectiveness of the
proposed supply chain [Peppers & Rogers,   1993; 1997]? These  are
strategic discussions that concern top management.

•    Expressing a view on how to organize the supply chain or
business network is a key responsibility of top
management. Although many of the technical discussions
will (and should) occur between technical personnel, top
management  must  have  knowledge  of and negotiate from  a
position of capabilities ojIered by the current lT
infrastructure and its viable options. Again, Shell Oil
Products BusCom is just beginning to formalize its first
set of requirements for establishing a common business
network that will link all of its Oil Produts Operating
Units. At AGT, NS linked enterprise systems with major
suppliers and alliance partners to improve responsiveness
and quality of AGT service. And, SCE/Edison moved to
an organizational form whereby all business units are
dictated by the marketplace and supported through a
shared infrastructure.

In a diversified company "wheels tend to be reinvented over and over
again", and adds considerably to the cost of IT.  From the perspective of
IT infrastructure, these costs often become the raison d'etre for
mandating a common IT platform and consolidation of computer
centers. However, the feasibility of a mandate of this impact depends
upon the business model.

In an organization like SCE/Edison with a CIO responsible for the total
business organization, a mandate may not be necessary. A mandate
may be necessary but not realistic in a highly decentralized
organization, where the individual strategic business units (SBU's) are
sufficiently differentiated. A more general policy might stimulate a
movement to more common applications, as the Shell Oil Products
BusCom plans to do. Whether this is feasible at Shell will depend upon
the cooperation of the individual Operating Units.

•  Constant attention to costs is a responsibility of top
management. The need for cost reduction within IT may
involve a move toward new standards to foster greater
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compatibility between organizational units, the use of
common applications, and an increased sharing of scarce
IT skills.

Often concomitant with discussions of cost savings is the potential
outsourcing  of IT. Laseter  [ 1998]  and  van  der  Zee & Wijngaarden
[1999] use the terms strategic sourcing and balanced sourcing within
the context of insource vs. outsource alternatives. Sourcing decisions
cannot be based upon the single element of cost, but must include a
determination as to whether IT is a core competence of the company
and critical to its operations.

•    A  strategic  item  on  top  management's  agenda  is  the
(strategic) sourcing of IT.  These are (top) management
decisions and must not be deferred to IT.

Security is also a responsibility of top management. To negotiate and
maintain appropriate security levels in an environment of open
infrastructures necessary for establishing close linkages with partners,
customers, vendors, etc. is especially important.

•    Top management is ultimately responsible for security of
information systems and must be in a position to exercise
its duties.

Top management has a line responsibility regarding current IT
applications supporting its level of management. Top management
requires all kind of IT support for financial, management reporting, etc.
It has a line responsibility regarding current IT applications supporting
its level of management. This includes the need for company wide
infrastructure and the need for management information systems
(including reporting from the subsidiaries/SBU's to top management).

•   Top management must guide its own IT.

Top management must have a management infrastructure in place that
assures the right IT decisions are made, implemented correctly, and
appropriately controlled, it has specific responsibilities to exercise
concerning the IT infrastructure: and it has a line responsibility
regarding current IT applications supporting its own level of
management. Fulfilling these responsibilities provide the capstone for
developing and sustaining the appropriate business/IT linkages - the
organizational interrelationships - throughout the business enterprise.
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13. Reflections

13.1 Introduction

Upon reflection, what has been most striking during the period of
research of literature and the development of the case material is that
the rich literature regarding organizational and business theories have
not been generally applied by business management to IT decision-
making and management. nor by the /T management to its own
organization and business relationships. We discover that many
theories and concepts advanced in the late 80s evolve into practice by
the late 9Os, and still others are in the process of becoming more finely
honed through combinations of research and practice. This leads us to
reexamine    Table    1 1 -2:    Stages    of   business    and    IT    organizational
change/relationship to evaluate ideas of the late 905 that may forewarn
of 21" century challenges for the business/IT relationships in the final
stages of creative destruction.

13.2   Theories and concepts of the late 80s
During the last half of the decade, management theorists discussed the
impact of corporate cultures and managing complex change;
organizational theorists explored new concepts involving network
organizations and organizational learning; and business theorists
focused on strategy in terms of competitive fit, flexibility, and
uncertainties. Businesses became candidates for reengineeering, and
scenarios and scenario-based planning emerged as new business tools
for strategy development and decision-making, and business
improvements.

Concepts regarding business/lT linkages were also addressed with an
emphasis on conceptual tools: IT could be aligned with business
strategy through new investment prioritization approaches, and
frameworks for IS architectures and strategic IT management were
introduced.  The idea of a strategic option generator (to develop
strategic information systems) became popular. Electronic markets
gained a level of visibility for the first time.

• 1985. Porter moves from discussions of competitive

strategy to competitive advantage, and Harrigan
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introduces strategic flexibility.  Wack and Linneman &
Klein discuss the use of scenarios for strategy
development and decision-making. Benson & Parker
introduce the concepts of enterprise-wide information
management and the IT organizational relationships (i.e.,
impact and alignment) with the business organization.

• 1986. Both Lorsch and Kilmann, Saxton & Serpa write
about managing corporate culture to facilitate change.
Miles & Snow develop new organizational concepts to
apply to network organizations. Zachman introduces a
framework for information systems architecture.

• 1987. Beckhard & Harris discuss organizational
transitions as a problem of managing complex change.
Malone, Yates, and Benjamin collaborate to discuss
electronic markets and electronic hierarchies.

• 1988. Wiseman, in writing about strategic information

systems, introduces the concept of a strategic option
generator. Parker, Benson & Trainor introduce

information economics to align IT strategy and
investments to business strategy.

• 1989. Allaire & Firsirotu discuss strategic uncertainty.
Bartlett & Ghoshal discuss managing across borders.
Henderson & Venkatraman build on 1985 work of Parker
& Benson to develop a framework for strategic
information technology management (i.e., strategic
alignment). Schnaars dismisses rapid technological
change as a myth, and asserts that strategic flexibility
[Harrigan, 1985] combined with vigilance solves the
problem of surprise. Handy cautions companies that they
must transform while they are successful, and should not
wait until they reach a point of decline.

1990. Hammer popularizes reengineering.  Scott Morton
consolidates and reports on the Sloan/MIT Management in
the 1990s collaborative research program launched  in
1984 (and published in 1991).  In it, Rockart & Short
focus on the networked organization and the management
of interdependence. Senge introduces his 5'h discipline -
the art and practice of the learning organization.
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Many of these become seminal ideas to drive organizational change, and
others become the bedrock for future theory and conceptual tool
development - key among these ideas were the new concepts
surrounding business value and organizational interdependence.

13.3   Theories and concepts of the late 90s
Practice in the late 90s embraced many of the concepts developed a
decade earlier, including reengineering, a gradual move toward network
organizations, and an increasing emphasis on understanding and
delivering business value (ushering in the practice of outsourcing).  In
the period  1995-1999,  some  of the early concepts were further refined
and became the bedrock of new research and practice (e.g., scenarios,
measurements based on business values, business transformation,
strategic and organizational implications of new technologies).

• 1995. Nolan & Croson introduce the six stage process for

transforming organizations. Bower & Christensen build
on previous work of Schnaars [1989] and Harrington
[1985] to introduce the idea of 'disruptive technologies'
and 'sustaining technologies' and why disruptive
technologies cause dominant firms to lose to new entrants
featuring innovative technologies. Bensaou &
Venkatraman explore configurations        of
interorganizational relationships.

• 1996. Clemons writes about the business and social
implications of rapid technology introduction and
adoption. Kaplan & Norton introduce their Balanced
Scorecard. de Looff creates a model for Information
Systems outsourcing decision-making.  van der Heijden
introduces the idea of scenarios as strategic conversations.
Collins & Porras discuss building a company vision.
Parker studies successful network organizations and
describes their common characteristics, and Parker,
Ribbers & Parker identify critical IT issues for business
transformation.

• 1997. Christensen expands upon disruptive vs. sustaining

technologies and cites industry examples. Hamel writes
that a whole new way to think about strategy is necessary
- and that creating the future is impossible using the old
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strategy tools (e.g., new tools for new strategies).
Amidon explores innovation strategy in the knowledge
economy, while Stewart discusses the knowledge
economy from the perspective of intellectual capital.
Broadbent & Weill discuss how business and IT managers
can create IT infrastructures. van Heck & and Ribbers
document the experience of the Dutch flower industry in
their use of electronic auctions.

• 1998. Daft, and Mohrman, Galbraith & Lawler write
about organizational design and organizational
interdependencies. Bradley & Nolan explore the shift
from make-and-sell to sense-and-respond business

strategies of network era organizations. Nonaka and
Konno discuss the theory behind coordination by
proximity. Bensaou  & Earl describe a mind-set  for
managing IT, and Feeny & Wilcocks identify the core IS
capabilities for exploiting it.

0 1999. Mintzberg & Lampel stress that strategies and

strategic management occur as a result of collaborative
contacts (e.g., teams, network organizations) competition
and confrontation, modifying the old to suit the new (e.g.,
discard old and adopt new tools, techniques, measures,
organizational forms, etc.) and management creativity
(e.g., innovation, learning organizations, etc.). Eisenhardt
states that strategy and strategic decision-making are built
around collective intuition (e.g., shared mental models),
creating multiple alternatives (e.g., scenarios and
options), and defusing politics. Amram and Kulatilaka
discuss options theory, and Campbell asserts a unique
tailoring of strategy development and planning is
necessary (i.e., no more cookie-cutter approaches).  Kim
& Mauborgne discuss the development of strategy and
value innovation in the knowledge economy.  van der Zee
and Wijngaarden explore ideas surrounding strategic
sourcing and partnerships as they apply to IT.

Organizational interdependence and relationships remain a major
theme, as does the issues surrounding the identification and
measurement of new furms of business values. Shared mental models
and.the fostering of creativity and innovation underpin new approaches
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to develop unique, enterprise-specific strategies to cope with future
uncertainties. Technology - both non- and IT-specific - receive
attention from three perspectives: managing IT, exploiting lT, and
outsourcing IT.
We find examples of each of these ideas in action in one or more of the
three case studies, accompanied with a description of the role that IT
and its organization played. Since current business theorists champion
ideas that may still be foreign to many practitioners, what are the
critical ideas that require immediate attention by business and IT
decision-makers?  To answer this question, we return to Table   11-2.
Stages of business and IT organizational change/relationship and
compare it with the emerging ideas reflected in the literature of the late
805 versus the late 905.

13.4   Analysis of late 80s literature

lf, as suggested by Nolan & Croson [1995:22] leading firms were in a
period of creative destruction  in the 1985-1990 timeframe, then  its
current literature regarding the application of appropriate tools and
concepts would predominate, and leading edge literature would reflect
totally new concepts appropriate for subsequent stages. We would
expect to see literature on downsizing, with a significant emphasis on
knowledge workers and the application of new performance measures.
The organizational emphasis of the trimmed-down organization would
be to explore how best to achieve flexibility through new organizational
forms (i.e., network) and economic relationships (i.e., substituting the
use of strategic alliances for mergers and acquisitions), with an

growing emphasis on electronic communications. The daily
management challenge will focus on the control issues - controlling this
new organizational form with new performance and value measures
appropriate for knowledge workers, and calibrating expectations and
plans to global rather than multinational competition.
These thrusts suggest literature with an emphasis on both concepts and
tools for organizational form and control, and value and performance.
It would also suggest that the currently available approaches for
strategy development and the supporting planning methodologies may
not be sufficiently flexible or timely to accomplish what is necessary in
the future.  A quick scan of the bibliography found the following (Table
/3-/).  In the business arena, we find Porter introduced the value chain
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and Harrigan stressed the strategic value of flexibility.  Hammer's work
in reengineering supported the reshaping of the business organization
through its processes. Since many of Hammer's business reengineering
efforts depended upon concurrent IT support, the business/IT strategic
linkage became a business necessity, and both Porter & Millar and
Emery addressed the strategic aspects of information, as did Wiseman
and his strategic options generator tool.

intent /Hoals Sequential/Micro (business informs IT; IT reflects business strategy)
Underlying business Build new businesses. Electronic market/Malone,
Yates&Benjamin 1987;
management Cost, improved Global business/Bartlett & Ghoshal 1989; Value
philosophy. efficiency / chain/ Porter 1985; Reengineering/Hammer 1990.

effectiveness. Strategic flexibility/Harrington 1985.
Underlying IT Cost, improved Strategic IS/Wiseman 1988; EwIM/Benson &
management efilciencies and Parker 1985; IE concepts/Parker, Benson &
philosophy effectiveness Trainor 1988;Strategic alignment/Henderson

&Venkatraman 1989, Information payofF
Strassman 1985; Continuous improvement/Turney
& Anderson 1985.

Interaction.
Decision-making Common goals. information Strategy & Economics/Parker, Trainor
(Strategies) & Benson 1989.
Decision-making IT planning cycle Planning as learning/de Gcus 1988.
(Plans) follows business Scenarios in planning/ Hamilton 1981;

planning cycle. Scenarios in planning / Huss 1988.
IS planning and New breed of IS manager/Nolan 1976,1979;
management via Planning & management control/ McFarlan &
budgets and capacity McKenney 1983.

Mutual adjustment Scheduled meetings
Committees.

Communication Mixed vertical and Differentiation & integration/Lawrence & Lorsch
horizontal. 1973

Proximity Medium priority.
Information Medium (information Framework IS architecture/Zachman  1986.
availability & data architectures   information as competitive advantage/ Porter &

provide limited Millar 1985.
information sharing).

Procedures.
Standards and Plans. schedules. IBM Business Systems Planning; IS planning/
procedures feedback Mcfarlan & McKenney 1983.
Methods and tools Information Econ. IE concepts/ Parker, Benson & Trainor  1988

Balanced Scorecard. Economics of computing/Norton 1984-87,
Scorecard/ Kaplan & Norton 1996

Build revenue w/NPV.MIS:Critical resource/Emery 1987.
Organizational Horizontal, lateral. Organizational concepts/Miles & Snow 1986.
structure. Linkage. Managing interdependence/Rockart & Short  1991

Individuals. roles, Changing culture Scenarios/Wack 1985
and culture. Changing skill set. System thinking/Checkland 1981
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Table 13-1: Sample late 80s literature from text bibliography.

The predominant IT-related literature focused on organizational
interrelationships, business value, and how to achieve and/or manage
them. Major contributors treating the organizational aspects included
McFarlan & McKenney, Rockart and Nolan. Conceptual tools in this
area were developed by Benson & Parker (EwIM), Henderson &
Venkatraman (strategic alignment), and Zachman (framework for
architecture). Strassman and Norton both addressed the value of
computing, and Parker, Benson & Trainor introduced an approach
(information Economics concepts) to reflect strategic value of IT

(intangibles) along with the typical cost-benefit analyses used for
investment justification and prioritization - forcing a more intimate
level of IT familiarization with business strategy (organizational
interrelationship).
The use of scenarios and scenario thinking is introduced in business
literature for the first time as a result of the work at Shell (e.g., Wack,
de Geus, etc.), and Malone [1987] addresses two key topics in IT
literature - coordination in organizations and electronic markets.

13.5   Analysis of late 90s literature
If leading firms are in Stage 5 (developing a market-access strategy) or
Stage 6 (pursuing global scope), they will have completed worker
downsizing, and are in the final phases of staffing with knowledge
workers whose rewards are based upon performance. These flexible
organizations will continue to improve its organization through a
network structure with electronic communications and strategic
alliances. The management challenges will be visioning, intangible
value, targeted distribution. customer orientation, and enabling

technologies.

We will assume that some of the tangential topics of the late 90s point
us in the direction of future challenges to overcome if the late 805
tangential topics of scenarios and scenario thinking is expanded in
business literature and organizational coordination and electronic
markets in IT literature.  (Note that John Naisbitt used a similar
approach to develop his Megatrends 2000, so there is some precedent to
the method, although certainly not scientific.) Since van der Heijden
introduces scenarios as strategic conversations and Amram & Kulatilaka
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introduce the applicability of options theory for business strategy, and
the IT literature reflects the work of van Heck & Ribbers on electronic
auctions and Bensaou & Venkatraman on interorganizational
relationships, we proceed with further analysis of the late 90s literature.

Organizational interdependence and relationships remain a major
theme in the late 905, e.g., the works of Bower & Christensen; Daft:
Mohrman, Galbraith & Lawler; Nonaka & Konno; Bradley & Nolan.
Strategic values and value measurements through the practice of
scenarios, the use of the Balanced Scorecard, and strategic sourcing
continue as an important topic, further strengthened with the additions
of enterprise-specific intellectual capital, options theory, and value
innovation (Table 13-2).
Shared mental models and the fostering of creativity and innovation
underpin new approaches to develop unique, enterprise-specific
strategies to cope with future uncertainties.  Developing corporate
vision (Collins & Porras) links the topic of shared mental models with
strategy development (through scenarios) and strategy and value (Kim
& Mauborgne) to stimulate progress through purposeful evolution
(Collins & Porras).

We also see that flexible organizations support improvements through
network structures with electronic communications and strategic
alliances. This work is evidenced by the existing literature on network
structures (Galbraith & Lawler, Rockart & Short, Bensaou &
Venkatraman); electronic communications involving IT infrastructures
(Broadbent & Weill), managing IT (Bensauo & Earl), core capabilities
for exploiting IT (Feeny & Wilcocks); and of the van der Zee &
Wijngaarden discussions of strategic sourcing.
In addition to new organizational forms and methods, the process of

strategic planning has been a subject of discussion. There has been a
strong debate in the literature regarding the 'process of strategic
planning', especially between Ansoff and Mintzberg. While Ansoff
advocates top-down planning, Mintzberg supports the idea of emerging
strategies and the limited applicability of rigid top-down planning.  A
similar discussion was initiated by Claudio Ciborra in his 1990 paper
"From Thinking to Tinkering" where he argues that real strategic
systems and reengineering practices are often the result of a (bottom-
up) tinkering approach and much less of a top-down, checklist-like,
planning approach, supporting the view of co-location, proximity, etc.
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The management challenges of visioning and intangible value are
supported in both theory and practice by literature for over a decade.
Here, the management challenge seems to be one of understanding the
alternatives, and a judicious choosing or tailoring of an approach that
best fits organizational requirements.
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Intent /goals Reciprocal/Networks with shared & integrated visions
Underlying business Extend/protect horizons Company vision/Collins & Porras
1996;
management Electronic auctions/van Heck &
philosophy Ribbers  1997. Strategy & value/

Contribution to business Kim & Mauborgne 1999.
strategy. IE concepts/Parker, Benson & Trainor

Underlying IT Contribution to business 1988 applied in consulting practices.
management strategy. Options theory/Amram & Kulatilaka
philosophy Extend/protect option& 1999.

Interaction.
Decision-making Common goals and Model for IS outsourcing
(Strategies) languages decision-making/de Looff 1996

Shared goals/strategies. Collective intuition / Eisenhardt 1999
Business Unit management Reenginecring / Hammer 1990.
makes application decisions. Disruptive technology/Christensen
Upper management decides 1997. Leveraging IT infrastructures/
on infrastructure. Broadbent & Weill 1997. Strategies in

network era/ Bradley & Nolan 1998.
Decision-making Integrated planning processes Multiple alternatives / Eisenhardt 1999.
(Plans) Management by business case Unique tailoring of strategy planning &

and strategic opportunity development necessary/Campbell
1999.

Includes extending/protecting Infrastructures by Business/IT/
future options via Broadbent & Weill 1997; Infrastructure
infrastructures/architectures. as strategic resource/ Willcocks, Feeny

Mutual adjustment Unscheduled meetings. & Iski 1997. Change/Parker, Ribbers
&

Face-to-face negotiations. Parker 1996. Confrontation;
Teams/teamwork. Collaborative contacts/Mintzberg &

Lampel 1999.
Communication Horizontal. Complexity/ Galbraith & Lawler  1993
Proximity High priority (physically Coordination by proximity / Nonaka &

and/or virtually) Konno 1998. Infrastructure as strategic
Information High (infrastructures resource/ Willcocks, Feeny & Islci
availability support intra- and inter- 1997; infrastructure managemenU

organizational networking). Matthusse 1998.

Procedures.

Standards and Procedures for routine events. Managing complex organizations /
procedures Non-routine will be Galbraith & Lawler 1993; Partnerships/

dominated by mutual consent       van der Zee and Wijngaarden  1999
Methods and tools Scenario planning. Strategic conversations/van der Heijden

Option thinking 1996, Options theory/Amram &
Option management & value Kulatilaka 1999

Orpanizational Network Network organization/
interdependence/
structure. Rockart & Short  1991.

Linkage Interorganizational relationships /

Bensaou & Venkatraman  1995.
Individuals, roles, New culture Learning organization/Senge  1990.
and culture. New skill set. Core IS capabilities/Feeny & Wilcocks

1998; Intellectual capital/Stewart 1997.
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Table 13-2: Sample late 905 literature from text bibliography.

13.6  Thoughts on the years 2000+
Infrastructures

Although visioning and intangible value have existing exposure and
support in theory and practice, targeted distribution and customer
orientation is another matter (i.e., on-going developments   of   1:1
marketing, mass customization, etc. that leads to flexible network
organizations and impose high requirements for systems

interoperability). The strategy shift from standalone strategic business
units to 'one face to the customer' requires a shift to shared information
and IT infrastructure, and frequently requires new enabling IT
infrastructures and data architectures before the deployment of any
'enabling technologies' (e.g., off-the-shelf suites of applications).  The
decision-making associated with infrastructure must consider the
balancing of costs, synergies, and local agility.
An enterprise determines an appropriate infrastructure by type of
organizational interdependency.

• Pooled interdependency. An organization with

independent business units expects little synergy.  This
results in no expenditure of effort to cost justify an
investment in infrastructure when independence is prized
above any possible economies of scale. Little, if any,
management attention is paid to the lack of infrastructure
- the situation at Shell before the creation of the Shell Oil
Products BusCom.

•  Sequential interdependency When business focus is on
cost via economies of scale and enabling strategy is not an
issue, a bare-bones infrastructure is sufficient and is an
administrative expense. An example is Shell.  Due to the
proliferation of decentralized Operating Units and Product
Groups and lack of common infrastructure, Shell cannot
tell how much a customer spends in total across its
internal organizational boundaries without significant
expenditure of administrative effort. The first step is for
Shell Oil Products BusCom to build an infrastructure to
link to its various Operating Units. Alternatively, if cost
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versus business flexibility is the issue, a strategy-
dependent infrastructure will be implemented. The
infrastructure is considered a business expense to achieve
new business benefits - and is a reflection of much of the
infrastructure work at AGT. For example, AGT enhanced
its corporate links to ensure an easier flow of information
between corporate and operating units.

•  Network interdependency. For network organizations,
enabling current and future flexibility is a key
requirement. Decision-making about the enabling
infrastructure is integrated into the strategic process, and
is a business expense. This is the case at SCE/Edison
International, where it developed SCEnet in preparation
for the future with the CIO at corporate level and full
participant in business strategy development.

Choice of technology and technological standards is no longer
predominately a technical matter for two reasons. First, the importance
of the information technology aspect is diminishing because of the
reduction in technical complexity, and second, it is Of strategic
importance. This is the reason for having top management
responsibility associated with infrastructure decision-making (Chapter
12).

What is becoming increasingly relevant are the issues surrounding
adoption, i.e., the determination and coordination of standards and
choice of strategic platform, with management effort determined by the
organizational context (above) and technology. Organizations with
centralized objectives (i.e., hierarchy and federation as Shell and much
of the AGT case illustrates) enable the management aspects to be
controlled closely at the political and/or strategic level through
coordinating leadership. For organizations without central objectives
and without central authority (i.e., coalitions and associations as
characterized by Edison International new business ventures and the
AGT technology development alliance), cooperation is voluntary and
consensus and universal support are preconditions for successful
implementation.
The work of Matthijsse [1998] and Renkema [1991], Weill & Broadbent
[1998], and Willcocks, Feeny & Islei [1997] on infrastructures is the
first-forewarning of problems on the business horizon.
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Enabling lT
In discussing the IT function as a strategic resource, Willcocks, Feeny,
and Islei [1997] enumerate four challenges for IT exploitation.  We
expand these to provide a focus any 'IT-challenged' business
organization.

•   Understanding of IT capability. it's not always easy to
mentally translate IT functionality into the impact of new
business applications. Since the technology itself is non-
directive, its usefulness is defined by business users rather
than the provider of the service or the manufacturer of the
equipment. Many business organizations still have a long
learning curve ahead of them to effectively apply today's
IT.

•   Business and IT goals. Since the late 805, the goal has
been to align the 'lagging' IT systems and applications to
the business strategy, and work to accomplish alignment
still remains. This, however, can't preclude activities
where these same IT systems and applications enable new
business strategies. The issue here is one of judicious
balancing of near-term limited resources in highly
disciplined ways that demonstrably advance the strategic
goals.

•     Business and IT vision.   Vision is another issue altogether,
and requires shared mental models, in-place business/IT
linkages, and IT as part of the business strategy
development and decision-making process. This doesn't
happen as a result of business management edict, but must
be earned by the accomplishments of the IT professionals.

•   Delivery of IS/IT services at low-cost and high quality.
Internal delivery is increasingly being challenged by
outsourcers, and is an inherent struggle of business/IT
checks and balances and strategies to determine the right
mix and the right sourcing strategies.  (See de Looff
[1996] and van der Zee & Wijngaarden [1999].)

•  Designing IT architecture. IT architecture must remain
open to change in demand from the host business. As
network organizations proliferate, this need accelerates.
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•    Robust /T infrastructure.  The IT infrastructure has as one
of its components the linkages and relationships between
business and the lT organization. These linkages and
relationships can aid in improving the understanding and
educating the business managers  to I) better understand
the possibilities of new IT applications; 2) improve dialog
between business and IT so that the business vision and
the IT vision become shared visions, allowing for both
alignment and enabling activities; and 3) provide input for
making better decisions regarding the IT architecture - in
particular, the evaluation and understandings of how
decisions today may impact the options available to both
business and IT in the future. A robust infrastructure is
the key element in enabling technologies  in  the 21"
century.

Disruptive technologies
Less than a decade ago the forerunner of the Internet was a tool of
educators and researchers, and governments and its contractors. Today
it is probably the single most pervasive force of external change to
impact modern capitalism - its organizational forms and infrastructures.
As the modern enterprise builds its robust infrastructure, it becomes
necessary to consider the evolving public infrastructure of the Internet,
industry networks, network service providers, vendor networks,
shopping networks, etc. The recent works of Christensen [1997] and
Bower & Christensen [1995] on disruptive technologies, and Clemons
[1996] on the business and social implications of new technologies,
force a consideration of why dominant established firms like our three
case studies can lose market share to new entrants featuring new
technologies.

Because the technological risks involved in new product development
for a known customer/market are miniscule compared to the risks of
entering a new and undefined market, disruptive technologies tend to
initially appear as a low-margin, low-quality, and low-cost competitive
technology. Instead of trying to improve the new technology to fit into
existing markets, firms that achieve commercial success with disruptive
technologies look for (or incubate) a new market for the technology.
Only after the product gains a foothold, will the new product move
upmarket along competitive dimensions that favor it, and shift the basis
of competition to the newer product. Conversely, established firms will
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tend to exchange a market risk - the emerging market for the new
technology may not develop - for a competitive risk where they may
enter established markets with entrenched competition. The rationale is
simple for many established firms: it won't invest in bringing a high-
risk, low-margin, less sophisticated (disruptive) technology-based
product to market than its current customer base uses since, at best, will
reduce current profit margins.  it will invest instead in (sustaining)
technology to improve its current product line and its retain current
customer base. This was the decision of Barnes & Noble as
amazon.com introduced its Internet bookstore and the full-service
securities brokerage industry as it faced a new form of competition from
Schwab, E*trade, and Merrill Lynch's 'day-traders'.
In the future, the Internet will probably cause similar margin and
pricing pressures for the US consumer banking industry as the
traditional players use the Internet to compete for customers outside
their branch footprint. and non-traditional players enter the market.
One new entrant 'bank' in the Southern US has no customer tellers or
ATM's, focusing its primary customer communications regarding
business transactions through its Internet site. Traditional bankers will
need both management vision and agility to navigate the changes
shaped by the twin forces of technology and deregulation.

To be prepared for another technological change of this magnitude
requires sensitive antennae. Some companies have extremely sensitive
antennae for the technological or market forces that create change, yet
Shell buys its IT technology forecast from an outside vendor, and we
found no mention of continuing the NS advanced technology studies in
AGT. By contrast, SCE/Edison International continues its technology
scanning efforts as part of the scenario process, and continues its
advanced technology studies by creating new business units with the
responsibility of developing new markets and products.  Each of these
business units have a clearly defined mission. Knowing exactly what it
is trying to do, the unit has no trouble judging those activities that fit
with the strategic focus and those that don't. Moreover, SCE/Edison is
clearly challenging any existing boundary assumptions, as have
companies in other industries and circumstances before it, e.g., Baxter
Healthcare when it challenged assumptions about physical boundaries
by placing and managing inventories on hospital sites, when food
retailers like Tesco and Sainsbury challenge distribution boundaries,
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and when logistics provider FedEx cross multiple enterprise boundaries
to provide integrated solutions.

Theories for young/small versus the old/large
The discussion of disruptive versus sustaining technologies logically
leads to the following question:  In the 21" century will business  and
business literature gradually evolve into two distinct groups, i.e., young
and small versus old and large? Since, for example, established
companies are predominately brick-and-mortar based and many new
entrants are electronically/virtually based, how does this impact current
state-of-the-art ideas of business value and business measurements'!  Or
of business organizational theory'!
Followers of Michael Porter and Nuala Beck believe the current
fundamental measures of business value are no longer appropriate.  This
is the reason for much of the past and current effort to approach the
evaluation of intangible benefits by the more traditional businesses.
However, this area has added impetus from the Christensen work on
disruptive technologies. Unlike the brick-and-mortar bookstore that is
filled to (physical) capacity and can only increase its revenues by
increasing its mark-ups, Internet-based amazon.com has no physical
limitation, thus reducing the importance of margins. Christensen
recently calculated that Amazon with 5% gross margins could equal the
return on investment capital of a 30% gross margin for the traditional
brick-and-mortar bookseller. When traditional break-even points and
hurdle-rates no longer apply, neither do traditional pricing structures
that take into consideration the servicing of legacy customers -
especially when a company is competing in a market populated by
competitive start-ups with no legacies.  In fact, probably all current 'big
business' management theories and practices will ultimately be
questioned as to applicability, in one way or another.

Every start-up organization is young and small in the beginning.  If
successful, in time it becomes old but, in this new environment, not
necessarily large. What is at issue is the ability of the mature
organization to create an environment for fostering forays into new
markets unencumbered by the parent culture, tradition, market and
product assumptions, and value network, i.e., an environment similar to
other competitive start-ups. SCE/Edison migrates its new technologies
and/or associated skills - those technologies and skills in development
of energy-saving technologies and alternative energy resources with its
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related technologies - into new and separate business units. For
example, Edison Utility Services will offer a diverse range of services
to electric utilities in the US and Canada, including billing, outage
management, and transmission and distribution outsourcing. A few
other examples follow.

• Edison Mission Energy (EME) is one of the world's
leading independent power producers, applying diverse
generation technologies to new projects. Although EME
expects to benefit from the electric utility industry
restructuring in the US, its greatest opportunities for
growth are in the global market.

•  Edison EV (Electric Vehicles) created an infrastructure
for public charging of EVs, and retails EV charging
equipment. Since the future of the EV industry depends

upon improvements in battery technology and vehicle
range, Edison EV is participating in the US advanced
battery consortium. Edison Source provides operation
and maintenance for refrigeration, heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, lighting, and other electrical systems
equipment for commercial establishments: and Edison
Select provides electrical, appliance and computer repair,
and internet access service to family and other small
business customers. In December 1997, after these three
retail products and services businesses had established
themselves as viable businesses, they were consolidated
under Edison Enterprises to enable sharing of staff
resources and realize economies of scale as they continue
to expand into new markets. Edison Utility Alliances,
formed at the same time as Edison Enterprises will market
Edison Enterprises' retail consumer products nationwide
through alliances with gas and electric utilities.

Although based on new technologies, the paramount problem these
business units face is the definition of new markets in terms of the value
of its (disruptive) technology and a unique value network as Edison EV
(under the umbrella of Edison Enterprises) is in process of creating.
This is as it should be, since Christensen [1997:209] states ". . .
disruptive technology should be framed as a marketing challenge, not a
technological one.

1,
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Leaders and followers
For at least the last few decades, the attitude of many business managers
has been to avoid 'bleeding edge' information technologies and to wait
until the product (e.g., hardware, software, firmware, application
packages, etc.) proved stable before integrating it into current business
processes. However, conventional wisdom runs counter to recent

experience related to the use of disruptive IT technology: despite the
massive infusion of resources by Barnes and Noble into
barnesandnoble.com, it remains a distant second to amazon.com; and
only after Merrill Lynch & Co. began to lose business to the customer-
trading sites of Charles Schwab and E*Trade did the world's largest
brokerage firm announce (6/99) it would build an online brokerage
service.

The Merrill Lynch and Barnes and Nobel examples not only bring into
question currently held attitudes regarding investment and market
timing, they also illustrate the potential impact of organizational form
and size on organizational response time.  That is, the larger, more
hierarchical organization (i.e., pooled resources that are operationally
disconnected, or sequential activities) have fewer mechanisms in place
(i.e., organizational interdependencies and linkages, infrastructures) for
sharing information, ideas, and views than networked organizations,
resulting in slower, less predictable responses.

Reading Pascale's "Surfing on the Edge of Chaos" [1999], it was
difficult to believe that the interviews captured in Chapter 5 were from
the identical company (Shell) and organizational location (The Hague).
Yet it underscores the point that Pascale and J.G. Miller[1978] made
before him: complex business organizations are living systems, and
introducing change in a way to increase the predictability of the
outcome requires a higher level of sensitivity at cause-and-effect
linkage points. From Pascale's [1999:92] perspective, this linkage was
accomplished at Shell through a resocialization process involving a ". .
more direct, informal, and less hierarchical way of working" instituted

by Steve Miller - reflected in interviews from 1997 October through
1998 February. The interviews for Chapter 5, occurring in the last half
of 1998, reflect a hierarchy of a new sort that will review Operating
Unit plans in addition to implementing a new IT infrastructure to reduce
current Operating Unit autonomy.  We are forced to consider whether
Shell has traded one form of hierarchy fur another, or whether it will -
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through Miller's actions of resocialization between corporate and the
front line Operating Units - create an even greater force for change.

Tools and methodologies
It is probably shocking to many advocates of the use of scenarios and
scenario-based planning to read in the Pascale article that Shell's Steve
Miller describes the company's previous approach to strategy as
mechanistic. How could the company that pioneered the use of
scenarios for business strategy development now consider its approach
mechanistic? The answer: nothing else changed within the
organization.
The Shell culture of highly autonomous Operating Units allowed each
unit the discretion to employ the scenarios developed at London
Headquarters. Moreover, strategy was the domain of top management,
and the implementation was left to the Operating Unit. Shell, unlike
either AGT or SCE/El, did not embrace the idea developing new ways
to address intangible values, nor did it foster the use of teams and
teamworking or attempt to reduce its hierarchy.  It is the cumulative
change that builds momentum for even greater change. Thus interest in
new value indicators and measurements also evolved at AGT and
SCE/El - and a growing adoption and refinement of measures employed
in the Balanced Scorecard for other organizations.
But what of the many enterprises that are not among the first to "modify
the old to suit the new"? Are they wrong? Are they 'followers' rather
than leaders (and we see there is some danger regarding disruptive
technologies in taking that approach)?  Or is there simply no pressing
need for some enterprises to undergo massive change? We believe there
is a need for constant evaluation since supply chains are continually
being restructured to create an increasing level of value, and what is
competitive today may not be in the relatively near future.

IT plays a major role here by providing ever increasing levels of
organizational flexibility. Business executives and CIO's who
appreciate the strategic value of IT won't be satisfied with an IT
strategy that is primarily tactical and built around incremental
improvements - the output of many of the IT strategic planning
methodologies currently in use. Speeding up the current process
doesn't address fundamental performance deficiencies nor does it
address the new economic factors of innovation, information
empowerment, and strategic flexibility.
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What role should a tool or methodology play within IT?  Many IT
consultants view well documented methodologies as a way of ensuring a
consistency of quality outcomes - an appropriate goal for application
development but not necessarily for strategy development. And,
although strategy development can be viewed as a process, it is not one
that readily lends itself to automation. instead, it is the conceptual tool
that demands engagement of the participants' intellect to the task that
becomes increasingly appropriate for the information/knowledge
economy.  This is the reason why organizations (like AGT and SCE/El)
who embraced the concept of information Economics use it.

Concluding thoughts
Looking back, the 90s proved to be a significant decade for realizing
organizational change - the scope of which few of us appreciated in the
late 80s. What provided an early launching pad for many organizations
was the insatiable curiosity of their managers combined with the
organizational willingness to try something new when times were good
- a point that Handy now makes [1999].
To be successful today, an enterprise must develop a unique strategy
based upon its own competencies and perceived market, often requiring
a new approach to strategic planning built around the concepts of
strategic flexibility through scenarios and options, blending creativity
and rational analysis. (See pages 24-25 for other Ansoff success
criteria.) An enterprise may be forced to reevaluate its culture
regarding its change mechanisms, to allow for anticipating change
rather than reacting to it. However, the most significant change to face
both business and IT management is the adjustments of current
organizational form, strategies, and culture to develop IT as an enabler
of business strategy and to integrate IT management into the business
partnership through the development and exercise of new business/IT
linkages and relationships. Without effective linkages and relationships
to support accelerated information flow and the development of new
critical skills by both groups, the enterprise of tomorrow will suffer
penalties associated with slower reaction time, creating a competitive
deficit increasingly difficult to overcome.
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Samenvatting

Uit diverse studies is gebleken dat het succes van vele ondernemingen het
resultaat is van hun vermogen zich aan te passen aan zich wijzigende
externe omstandigheden. Welke condities dragen nu bij aan een goede
aanpasbaarheid van de ondememing wanneer de wijzigingen te maken
hebben met moderne informatietechnologie? Dit is de centrale
vraagstelling van dit proefschrift. In het bijzonder betreft deze de
organisatie van de relatie tussen de IT functie en de overige
bedrijfsfuncties binnen een onderneming. Deze studie bouwt voort op de
inzichten die zijn ontstaan in het kader van het onderzoek naar
Information Economics. Dit richtte zich op de vraag hoe

investeringsvoorstellen in IT konden worden beoordeeld en hoe daarbij
de prioriteiten gesteld moeten worden. Daarbij werd het Impact /
Alignment model ontwikkeld en uitgewerkt. Het onderhavige onderzoek
gaat in de op vraag hoe organisatorische verhoudingen in verband met de
IT functie bijdragen tot het tot stand komen van goede IT toepassingen.
Hoe dient, met andere woorden de relatie tussen het "Business Domain"
en het "IT Domain" te worden ingericht, zodat "impact" en "alignment"
tot hun recht komen?

De volgende onderwerpen komen als belangrijke onderzoeksvragen  aan
de orde:
• De uitwerking die radicale veranderingen in de concurrentie

omgeving en in de toegepaste informatietechnologie hebben op
organisatorische verhoudingen tussen de IT functie enerzijds en de
overige functionele gebieden anderzijds.

•     Het identificeren van de kritieke onderwerpen voor de besluitvorming
rond IT waarop het top management van ondememingen zich dient te
richten.

•   De inrichting van de intern en extem organisatorische relaties in de
verhouding tussen de IT functie en overige bedrijfsfuncties.

•  De uitwerking die deze organisatorische verhouding heeft op het
bereiken van een duurzame concurrentiele positie van de
onderneming.

De studie is gebaseerd op een literatuuronderzoek en op een analyse van
drie case studies. De literatuurstudie betrof het gebied van het algemeen
management, het strategisch management, de organisatie theorie en het
informatiemanagement. De praktijk met betrekking tot de gestelde vragen



is in drie grote ondernemingen onderzocht, met name in: Royal Dutch
Shell, Southern California Edison - de belangrijkste divisie van Edison
International, het grootste particuliere energie bedrijf in de USA is -,
AGT Limited, de grootste divisie van TELUS Corporation en tevens de
tweede grootste leverancier van telecom diensten in Canada. Elk van deze
ondernemingen betreft een bedrijf met een lange historie, dat wordt
geconfronteerd met belangrijke wijzigingen in zijn contextuele en
transactie omgeving. Elke van deze organisaties opereert succesvol in een
technologie intensieve bedrijfstak. Elk van deze cases is echter ook uniek
door verschillen in markt- en bedrijfstakstructuur, omvang, en
management van de relaties tussen de IT en overige functies; elk van
deze organisaties heeft te maken met, belangrijke bedrijfsmatige
uitdagingen.

Het onderzoek aan de hand van het case materiaal heeft vooral een
exploratief karakter. Het gebruik van een gemeenschappelijk analytisch
model maakte het mogelijk overeenkomsten en verschillen te
identificeren. Een belangrijke conclusie is dat de behalve de bekende
organisatie vraagstukken rond centralisatie en decentralisatie van
functies, de coordinatie tussen de IT functie en de overige bedrijfsfunctie
grote aandacht vraagt door een duidelijke invulling van het vraag- en
aanbodmodel o.a. organisatorische en procedurele maatregelen die
integratie bevorderen. Doorgedreven centralisatie van de IT functie - om
redenen van efficiency - kan om deze redenen leiden tot een tot grote
afstand van het "Business Domain" ten opzichte van het "IT Domain".



Appendix

Appendix I: Tables

Whisler/Leavitt/Scott Morton framework:

Information Global office
Technology: Partnering.

Remote process monitoring & control systems
Advanced information retrieval.
infrastructure security & reliability.
Application portfolio integration

Strategy: Emphasis on Shell enterprise-wide infrastructures and standardization.
Structure: Consolidation into a European IT services group organizationally positioned to

advise and support Operating Units and Group-level organizations.
Individuals IT business planners (formal business/IT linkages) reside in business office and

have

and Roles: responsibility for the IT portfolio of their business area.
Manage- Designed to increase commonality between Operating Units.
ment Shell Services International (SSI) and US Shell Services Co. (SSC) are designated
as

Processes: preferred providers.
SSI and SSC bids reflect open market prices to ensure price competitiveness

Pascale  &  Athos  7-S framework:
Shared Common objectives of establishing/maintaining competitive performance (both
Values: business and IT).
Skills: Mixed business/IT skills. Business must retain IT knowledge, especially when

Outsourcing.
Style: Business 'owns IT'. Business sets the cycle time, the business area where work is

to be done. IT determines the best way to make it happen.
Staff: Accountable for own education path.

Job rotation at option of individual.
Structure: (!T) matrix comprised of competence centers that are business process oriented by

Class of Business.
Strategy: Implement new organizational form that promotes/supports strategy of greater

cohesion in a decentralized company.
Systems: Major focus  is on integrating improvements within the business process itself.
Table 1-1: Whisler/Leavitt/Scott Morton and Pascale & Athos
frameworks at Shell.
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Leavitt/Scott Morton framework:
Information Technology downsizing.
Technology: Local Area Networks.

Global Office
LAN-based office features: Document management;
Groupware, Compound documentation and multimedia.

Strategy: Outsource mainframe systems and operations functions.
Strategic alliances (e.g., operations development alliance)

Structure: Network Services combines engineering and customer service into "Customer
Focus

Groups" (per business function).
Individuals Specialized training in team skills.
and Roles: Emphasis on cross-functional teams, facilitative leadership styles, group problem

solving.
LAN training for most users.

Manage- Formalized linking process of IT to strategic, tactical, operational business goals
ment Identification of four critical areas to assure continuous interaction with and support

of

Processes:     the rest o f the company.
Delegation of workload assignment and tracking to peer level teams.

Introduction  of peer reviews at the team level.

Athos/Pascale 7-S framework:
Shared Transition to downsizing and outsourcing created break in continuity. (Old values

Values: were abandoned, new values found.)
Management invested in 'soft' skills of people remaining to rebuild shared values.

Skills: Use of technology to construct tight linkage between business, business partners
and

customers, and technology
Style: Changed style by moving from hierarchical. command and control style to a tcam-

based style (e.g., customer focus groups).
Traditional interpersonal skills of hierarchical organization insufficient.

Staff: In line with former culture; basic staff comprised oftechnology/engineering.
Staff given specialized training in team skills such as developing consensus and

giving and receiving constructive feedback.
Several staff received more advanced training in meeting facilitation andlor
facilitative leadership to assist rest of organization and keep the process moving

Structure: Moving from a strictly functional to a team-based, matrix organization, containing
both intra- and inter-organizational teams
Created inter-organizational teams with suppliers and outsourcing partners

Strategy: Outsourced mainframe systems and operations functions

Strategic alliances (e.g., operations development alliance).
Systems: Systems target improved efficiencies in operations. internal communications
Table 1-2: Whisler/Leavitt/Scott Morton and Pascale & Athos
frameworks at AGT.
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Whister/Leavitt/Scott Mononframework:
information Redevelopment of a flexible customer information system.
Technology:Company network: improving communications capability.

Business modeling tools.
Strategy: Establishment of a new strategic focus.

Intent to merge with another company.
Structure: Introduction of lateral inter-departmental  and inter-organizational teams.

Organizational planning team.
Inter-departmental service team
Transition planning committee.
Executive Review Board

Individuals "Keeping Current" (publication jointly developed and reviewed for employees of
and Roles: both companies.

Changing the formal management style (e.g., dress code) to a more informal
management style as practiced by merger partner.

Manage- Introduction ofscenario-based strategic planning.
ment Creation of report card to identify to all where the company did poorly and did
Well
Processes: Creation of the Case-in-Chief, presenting the vision of the merged company.

Linkage of IT planning to the business strategy by formal methodologies.

Pascale  & Athos  7-S framework:
Shared Sense ofshared purpose and common objectives.

Values: Ensures policies are carefully developed, well coordinated, effectively
communicated, and based on shared view of the utility's role in the future

marketplace.
Skills: Understanding future market environment and regulatory issues.

Managerial skills.
Style: Team-based company.

Goals are to develop and sustain an employee partnership by committing resources
to develop and attract both employees and employee teams that can excel in a
competitive environment.
Reward demonstrated excellence.

Staff: in line with former culture: basic staffcomprised of technology/engineering.
Develops teams with team, process, and communications skills, and with creativity
to achieve competitive performance and strategy.

Structure:   Moved from a strictly functional to a team-based, matrix organization, containing
both intra- and inter-organizational teams
Created inter-organizational planning teams and committees to develop the merger
plan.

Strategy: Establishment ofa new strategic focus

Intent to merge with another company.
Systems: In-house development and support of s)·stems that are determined to create
potential

competitive advantage, or are in support of critical skills development.
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Table 1-3: Whisler/Leavitt/Scott Morton and Pascale & Athos
frameworks at SCE.
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Appendix II: Glossary
Business/IT
Business/IT linkage: The formal,  defined  relationships  that  exist  between
business and IT. These include, but are not limited to, interaction for strategy
formulation and alignment, the budgetary relationship, timing dependencies,
and commitments ofsupport.

Business/IT linkage management: Includes, but is not limited to, the IT
management framework, business/IT strategic planning, and coherently
organizing the overall business/IT relationship.

Business/IT relationship: A combination of the informal working
relationships between business and IT, similar to other connections present in
an informal organization, and the more formal relationships between business
and IT, where there is a greater component of definition, and a more
mechanistic, often negotiated, recognized business/IT linkage.

Competitive fit
External fit: Occurs as a result of a unique competitive position for the
company, activities tailored to strategy, and a clear trade-off vis-6-vis
competition.

Internal jit: Depends on jit across activities, where sustainability flows from
the complete system (not from discrete parts) and where operational
effectiveness is a given.

Sustainable competitive advantage: A result of attaining/sustaining both
external and internal fit.

Information technologv
IS/IT. The technology-based equipment, systems, and services deployed to
support the information requirements of the business organization.

IT or IT organization: The staff and the functions they perform in the
delivery of information to the business, including the definition and
development of technology-related strategy, architectures. infrastructures, and
standards.
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